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"UNIX users told us
what they wanted in an
integrated workstation.
We built it?
-Dave Callan

Betbre we sat down
at adrawing board,
we sat down with
UNIX* users. They
told us what they
wanted in aprofessional workstation.
"A full Bell Labs UNIX operating system— not a look alike."
UNISTAR'm is :he real thing. It runs
on an 8 MHz, 16/32- bit 68M) CPU
with 256K bytes of local memory,
expandable to 1M bytes. UNISTAR
provides the ultimate in cost-effective,
versatile computing power for
professionals.
"A wide selection of languages." UNISTAR comes with C
and 68000 ASM, with Pascal,
COBOL, Fortran 77. BASIC and
ADA as options.
"Plenty of disk storage." An
integral 51
/4
inch 10M byte Winchester and 51
/4
inch 0.6M byte floppy are
standard— with additional 2IM byte
Winchester capacity available.
"Room for additional options."
UNISTAR has a built-in eight- slot

Multibus* card cage. Also standard
needs— and more— in a desktop
are two multiprotocol serial ports
workstation with a detachable
keyboard.
(four ports optional).
We welcome distributor in"A CPU that takes full advanquiries. Call or write us for more
tage of fast memory chips."
information.
UNISTAR has advance( CPU board
design with up to 1M bytes of onboard memory. Plus a unique twolevel segment- paged maltiprocess
memory management scheme that
I) A T A SYSTEMS
eliminates CPU /MMU wait cycles—
and provides a timed- integer com2645 liw‘ns2aie Road
putational rate of 40% to 50% of an
West Like Ai
I
laie. CA 91361
15051497-6537
CA or ( 5M) 235-7055
11 /780.
lAVX 910 336 1655
"Ethernet*- compatibility."
UNISTAR enhancements include an
independently available Ethernet
interface.
"General purpose application
software." Horizontal packages including word processing, spreadsheet
and relational data base management
are also available from Callan.
"All of the above in a
single attractive package."
You've got it. UNISTAR
31111111111121111111d1118111111111Smamaigi
has packaged all of your
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SURPRISE!

HP offers acomplete fiber optic solution for only $17.*
That's our new low price for a
complete 5- metre fiber optic link in
quantities of 10K. Available off the
shelf, this reliable HP link gives you
everything you need to make the fiber
optic connection: transmitter, receiver, connectors, and cable.
Each component is designed and
tested to assure performance in high
volume applications. The transmitterreceiver modules provide logic
compatibility and dual in-line pack•U. S. Domestic Price Only.

01202
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aging to simplify designing the link
into your system. And the snap-in
connectors, combined with rugged
plastic cable, assure you of repeatable
optical performance and ease of installation. The assembled link is specified
to perform at data transmission rates
from dc to 5Mbaud for cable lengths
up to 5metres, and dc to 1Mbaud
for lengths up to 18 metres.
Try this exciting new technology
with our designer's kit, HFBR-0500.

Priced at only $ 27.50* each, the kit
contains 5metres of connectored cable,
transmitter, receiver, 2spare connectors, and technical literature. To order,
or to get information on HP's full
line of fiber optic products, call any
HP Components Distributor. In the
U.S., contact Hall- Mark, Hamilton/
Avnet, Pioneer Standard, Schweber,
or the Wyle Distribution Group.
In Canada, call Hamilton/Avnet or
Zentronics, Ltd.

When performance must
be measurr.d by results.

rha

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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The Cover Story
The changing face of engineering, 125
Complex semiconductor chips, low-cost computing power, and
software are moving the workaday world of electronics
engineers toward systems rather than circuits and toward
management rather than design. The results of Electronics'
survey of its readers yields interesting insights into who and
what is changing in the workplace.
Cover designed by Art Director Fred Sklenar.

Major Now neveloprneints
VLSI tester adds functionality
As more and more engineers design systems around large
semiconductor elements, their companies' test needs are
growing faster than test department capacity. A new tool for
the task handles integrated circuits with high, 20- MHz speed
and up to 256 pins by using apattern processor to cut
programming time and effort, 155

Midwest's industrial states pin hopes on high tech

NEWSLETTERS
Electronics, 41
Washington, 65
International, 75
Engineer's, 162
Products, 203

DEPARTMENTS
Highlights, 4
Publisher's letter, 6
Readers' comments, 8
Editorial, 12
People, 14
Electronics and the law, 24
Meetings, 26
News update, 32
Business activity, 35
Washington commentary, 66
New literature, 199
Career outlook, 224

With the smokestack-industry base of such states as Ohio and
Michigan eroded by recession and imports, Midwesterners are
looking to electronics for salvation. At a new show, Ohmcon,
they are told that they need a "focused strategy," 108

Changing the game
Reusable cartridges that can be reprogrammed with new
games by a terminal at neighborhood electronics
entertainment stores will make their debut at the June
Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago, 49

Two-screen work station
A designer at a computer-aided-design work station with two
cathode-ray tubes can modify the schematic on the
monochrome CRT and view the effect on the chip's layout on
the color CRT, 165

SERVICES
Employment opportunities, 225
Reader service card, 231
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Electronics Review
CONSUMER
Reprogrammable game cartridges
to bow at Consumer Show, 49
MEMORIES
Compact magnetic medium boosts
disk density, 50
Late implant turns ROM chips
around fast, 50
SOLID STATE
Ultrathin wafers promise ultrafast
devices, 51
Superthin FET halves channel
length, 51
INFORMATION PROCESSING
Xerox extends reach in office
automation, 52
Doing away with floppies, 52
COMPUTERS
Stacked wafers augur dense,
parallel processors, 53
OPTICAL MEMORIES
Library of Congress to buy extensive
information- retrieval system, 54
Optical disk stores agigabyte, 54
NEWS BRIEFS: 56
MEDICAL
Ultrasound treats cancerous
tumors, 56
,lect viitcs International
JAPAN
Color TV set with LCD screen fits
into pocket, 85
FRANCE
Scan- conversion CRT shows
7GHz signals, 86
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WEST GERMANY
Acoustic microscope peers inside
IC layers, 88
HUNGARY
Revitalization plan pushes
IC effort, 92

Pulser provides programmed width
and position, 151
Pulse generator has independent
phase control, 153
INSTRUMENTATION
VLSI test system grows in pin count
and functionality, 155

Probing the News
COMPUTERS
Great Britain prepares for fifthgeneration computers, 101
MICROSYSTEMS
When will the personal-computer
shakeout start? 106
REGIONS
The Midwest zeroes in on high
technology, 108
CONSUMER
Conference foresees ICs filling
television sets, 112
Technical Articles
THE CHANGING FACE OF
ENGINEERING, A SPECIAL
REPORT
Introduction, 125
Abundant computer power propels
sweeping change, 126
Four profiles of today's electronics
engineers, 135
Chip power leverages engineers'
design skills, 141
Computer imperatives pose
problems for educators, 145

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Two- monitor VLSI CAD work station
integrates design and layout, 165
Dot-matrix LCD panel displays
sixteen 80-character lines, 170
Video- conference station wheels
into office for small meetings, 174
COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS
Color graphics controller refreshes
high- resolution CRT at 60 Hz, 176
Low-cost digitizing tablet uses
uniform resistance layer, 177
MICROCOMPUTERS & SYSTEMS
Microcomputer addresses contents
of piggybacked 64-K E- PROM, 180
SEMICONDUCTORS
C-MOS PROM has access time
of 175 ns, draws 13 mA/MHz, 184
PACKAGING & PRODUCTION
Process makes ink-jet print heads
out of titanium and tantalum, 189
INDUSTRIAL
STD- bus analog- output card carries
sixteen 8- bit converters, 194

DESIGNER'S CASEBOOK
Dual- modulus synthesizer needs
little power, 150
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Cover Engineering's changing face, a special report, 125 . . .
No one knows better than electrical engineers that electronic technology is
the source of sweeping advances and that their profession has radically
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their bosses. In fact, there may be no better example of the impact of
abundant computer power than CAD and CAE.
. . .

engineering schools brace for a new era, 145
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expands the range of functional tests with anew high-speed pattern processor
and supports 256 data channel—twice as many as its predecessors did.
Coming up...
Mainframe researchers push work on a radically new parallel- processing
architecture: a special report . . . a seeing robot with a deft touch . . . a
monolithic data converter that achieves high resolution without trimming.
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Angle
accuracy
10.02 degrees
Our Model 6500 digital phasemeter measures typically
to . 02° accuracy. The broad bandwidth extending
from 3 Hz to 5 MHz coupled with the wide voltage
range from 10 mV to 120 V makes it ideal for numerous applications. Here's a 0-360" continuous nonambiguous display with resolution to . 01 °. This unit
requires no " extras" and is priced for only $ 2400.
Going through a phase? Contact The WAVEMAKERS`v at
(617) 580-1660, or any of the offices listed.
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Publisher's letter
Look hard enough, and you can
usually discern acycle for almost
everything that people do more than
once. Every six years or so, for example, our editors feel a need to
delve in great detail into the ways
the jobs of electronics engineers are
evolving.
We did our first major special report on career prospects in mid-1971,
when us started finding out that the
lush days when companies kept their
rosters of engineers overstocked had
ended. We followed up with another
special in mid- 1977, when the electronics industries had just come out
of a serious downturn. Now, with
some signs that the industries once
again are on an uptick, we have taken another reading on how engineers
feel about their jobs and their career
prospects in the special report that
starts on page 125.
"Cheap computer power has begun to revolutionize the way engineers work, expanding enormously,
in effect, the intelligence they can
bring to bear on a problem," says
Senior Managing Editor Arthur L.
Erikson, who organized the report
and wrote most of it. "Yet some attitudes of engineers about their jobs
and perceptions of themselves actually haven't changed a whole lot over
the past six years."
Art points out that in the 1977
survey of engineer readers made for
us by the McGraw-Hill Research
Dept., 32.6% rated themselves "very
satisfied" and 51.5% "reasonably
satisfied." The 1983 version, done for
us by the same McGraw-Hill organization, resulted in figures of 33.7%
and 51.0%, respectively.
Interestingly enough, the shift in
opinion was only slight for another
crucial career question: "Do you feel
there is discrimination against older
(age 40 or above) engineers?" Six
years ago, 55.4% felt there was and
16.6% felt there wasn't. This time
around the ayes had slipped into a
slight minority-47.7%—and the
nays had edged up acouple of points
to to 18.5%.
However, the figures suggest that
there has been a noteworthy—and
welcome—increase in the number of
companies that have dual-ladder pro-

motion schemes so that engineers
who want to stay in engineering can
do so without taking a really heavy
financial hit. Only 37.5% of the engineers surveyed in 1977 reported their
companies had dual ladders; over the
past six years, the number has
climbed significantly to 50.9%.
However, many engineers feel
their ladder still does not have
enough rungs. "My next level is
chief scientist, and then Iwould have
to switch to management which has
four or five more tiers up," says a
senior systems engineer at a West
Coast aerospace company (the questionnaires did not ask people to identify themselves or their companies).
At the same time, salaries in current dollars have moved up, the
mean going from $23,000 to roughly
$38,000. That works out to an average annual increase of slightly more
than 8.7%. But the figure is deceptive: actually, the salary of the average engineer—if there is such a person—has not kept pace with the rise
in the consumer price index for the
same six years.
Even so, there has been a turnabout in the past six years in the way
engineers regard accreditation—that
is, having engineers qualify by examination, much the way doctors, dentists, and lawyers do. In 1977, 61.4%
of those queried said they believed
that accreditation would be beneficial. In the 1983 poll, the figure
dropped to 29.6%.
There is no clear reason for this
turnabout. The comments scribbled
in after the question ranged from
"Engineers are artists compared to
doctors and lawyers" (from a reliability engineer at a computer company in Silicon Valley) to "Isee no
useful purpose; engineers are hired
amd hold their positions by their onthe-job performance" (from the head
of a planning group on very largescale integration for a components
maker in Pennsylvania).

APEX MICROTECHNOLOGY
_Tucson, Arizona 85714
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Markem is the benchmark:
For every other marking system in the worb to live up to.
For designing exactly the kind of equipment yo need to
make virtually any kind of mark on any kind o su (for
Nabisco, the task was batch coaing)—plus
port.
supplies, and service you'll ever need.
For labels, logos, calibration, dating, a
For appliances, shoes, saw blad
tablets, canons, capacitors,

For help or advice on marking systems of any kind—for
plant managers; product designers, or engineers—just
give us acall at (603) 352-1130. Just the way Nabisco did
when they made Charleston Chew into abest-selling
national brand.
Circle 7 on reader service card

MARKEM® Identification
Markem Corporaton International Headquarters Keene N H 03431

ABISCO:
CHEWY.

A Markerei hatch code ;152, il
appear, or; Nabisco ; Jack:Igor

WIMA
Pulse
Capacitors

The Concept Three Dielectrics
The concept: A capacitor element
employing plastic film electrodes
metallized on both sides in afield-free
space.
The ranges:
WIMA MKS 10 using apolyester dielectric.
Capacitance values ranging from 0.01 up
to 6.8 pF and also lead spacings of 7.5
and 10 mm. The 5mm lead spacing
version is the
WIMA MKS 20.
WIMA MKC 10 using apolycarbonate
dielectric and available in lead spacings of
10 mm or more. Capacitance values range
from 0.01 up to 1.5 pF.
WIMA MKP 10 using apolypropylene
dielectric. This construction is particularly
suited for high frequencies and low loss
applications. Capacitance values range
from 0.01 up to 3.3 pF.
All four ranges are high reliability
components with excellent contacts.
Ask for our catalogue and details of the
pulse capacitor range!

THE INTER-TECHNICAL GROUP INC.
1Bridge Street • P.O. Box 23 • Irvington •
New York 10533 (914) 591-8822
TAW ELECTRONICS CO.
4215 W. Burbank Blvd., Burbank
California 91505 • ( 213) 846-3911
(t") Registered Trademark of Company

WILHELM WESTERMANN •

Spezialvertrieb
elektronischer Bauelemerte P. O. Box 2345 •
D-6800 Mannheim 1 Federal Republic of Germany
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Readers' comments
Tantamount to treason
To the Editor: Iam so furious Ican
hardly write. In light of what has
happened to our other industries, I
often wonder why are we not yet
buried in $60 computers from Japan,
Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and
China. The answer is that producers
have not been able to copy our software know-how the way they can
easily copy our hardware—that is,
not until the sellout by Microsoft described in the Electronics newsletter
on page 41 of your March 24 issue,
["Microsoft, Japanese plan standard
low-end home computer"].
Ido not believe that Bill Gates is
as incredibly naive as portrayed in
the report when he says, "the computer will not be available in the
U. S. . . ." This deal will cut the
heart out of the information revolution in this country. It will result in
adrying up of sources of investment
capital and talent required to continually pioneer new hardware, software, and applications here. And it
will throw off the track the potential
the computer had to improve the
quality of life worldwide.
The Japanese will not create new
hardware, or software, or applications. They will make what they can
copy in volume and kill the prospect
for return on investment that drives
the creative process here so well.
How can someone who contributed so much and benefited so richly
from our system—and who has such
an important stake in the exponential
future growth of the markets he
helped create—sell us all out, lock,
stock, and barrel?
Robert H. Norman
San Diego, Calif.

If
you
need
service
on
your
subscription
to
Electronics
please call
6U-426-6989
9am-4pm EST

for
immediate
help
Do you want to
change your

Corrections

address?

In "Motorola adopts revised pin-grid
array" (April 7, p. 52), one of the
socket makers backing the package
should have been identeed as Robinson Nugent Inc. Also, the MRF966/7
gallium arsenide field-effect transistor
noted in that issue's Products newsletter (p. 253) is being introduced by the
Motorola's Semiconductor Products
Sector in Phoenix, Ariz.

Have you missed
an issue?
Was your copy
damaged?
11
.

• ,
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COHERENer IS SUPERIOR TO UNDe
AND IT'S AVAILABLE TODAY
ON THE IBM PC.
Mark Williams Company hasn't just taken amini-computer
operating system, like UNIX, and ported it to the PC. We
wrote COHERENT ourselves. We were able to bring UNIX
capability to the PC with the PC in mind, making it the most
efficient personal computer work station available at an
unbelievable price.
For the first time you get amulti-user, multitasking operating
system on your IBM PC. Because COHERENT is UNIXcompatible, UNIX software will run on the PC under
COHERENT
The software system includes aC-compiler and over 100 utilities, all for $500. Similar environments cost thousands more.
COHERENT on the IBM PC requires ahard disk and 256K
memory. It's available on the IBM XT, and Tecmar, Davong
and Corvus hard disks.
Available now. For additional information, call or write,
Mark Williams Company
1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614
312/472-6659

eu ,1 lrikams

Company

COHERENT is a trade mark of Mark William, Company.
'UNIX is atrade mark of BeM Laboratories.
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This new
programmable sweep generator
uses distributed microprocessor
architecture.
Both F1 ( start) and F2 ( stop) sweep frequencies,
or M1, M2 marker frequencies or any combinatior
can be displayed simultanecJsly.

CW accuracy can be held to
•10 Hz or better by phase lock rg
to external frequency counter or
lock box
GPIB ( IEEE- 488) bus
messages include serial and
parallel poll, group execute
trigger and SAO.

wiztrzetow

1

PROGRAMMABLE
SWEEP GENERATOR

Five sweep modes provide
broad or narrow band control
for unprecedented measurement flexibility.

MODEL 6647
10MHz to 18 66Hz

1

GPIB
REMOTE
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TALK
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BUS
BOOS

MI

F

MI

FO

RETURN
'0 LOCAL

INV

BA

FREQUENCY RANGE

RESET

Self- test and automatic fault
diagnosis occur every time
the instrument is turned on,
adiagnostic code is cisplayed
on the front panel.
SAV and ROL commands can
be used to store test setups
Non-volatile memory holds
controls and readings at
previous setting for 20 days
or more.
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Remarkably clean and stable CW signals
are available with 1MHz resolution at
five pushbutton-selected frequencies
or program-selected values.

Digital convenience and accuracy are part and
parcel of the new Wiltron 6600, an eminently easy-to- use
family of instruments which combines new RF technology
with microprocessor control. With 10 MHz to 40 GHz
coverage, the 6600 group is expressly designed to meet
your ATE needs too. There are, quite simply, no more
advanced sweeper/signal sources at any price.
A look at the features
Here in one compact 33 pound unit we give you
avirtually self-explanatory pushbutton controlled front
panel. All pushbutton controls can be programmed via
the IEEE-488 interface bus. We give you asweeper using
fundamental oscillators avoiding the substantial errors
generated by the harmonic products of multiplier type
oscillators. We give you modular construction without the
disadvantages of RF plug- ins. We give you a fast unit
using distributed microprocessors and adisplay preprocessor to reduce bus loading and measurement times.

)

7
S1
H
"
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o

Frequency Vernier with 100 kHz resolution
allows precise adjustment of CW or center
fA
eep freque
•

The result, broadband coverage with the lowest harmonic
content (> 40 dBc, 2-20 GHz), lowest residual FM and
greatest stability on the market today. We give you a unit
with the best frequency accuracy ( ±-10 MHz up to 20 GHz)
because it uses a ROM to correct non-linear residual
frequency characteristics of YIG oscillators.
Programmable parameters include stepped sweep
with selectable step size, start and stop frequencies,
sweep width, marker frequencies, sweep time, output
power level and optional attenuation.
Other features of note include high spectral purity, modular construction, self- test, 82 dB power control
range with 0.1 dB resolution and power sweep.
So easy to operate
Multiple microprocessor design and human engineered panel controls make it easy for even the least
experienced to use— on or off the bus.

It's aWiltron.

All frequencies, sweep times, power levels aid
their units are displayed when selected on the
corresponding pushbutton or commanded
over the bus.

Opioial attenuator provides bus
or Wont panel control of power level
over 82 db range

• UNLEVELED

Q RF

GU,

SWEEPING

SWEEP TIME

RF ON

OFF

ET

LEVEL

RETRACE RF
ON
à

AY

MH

8

ms

TRIGGER

MARKERS

LEVELING

Three markers provide
easy identification of swept
frequencies, center frequency
of ZI,F sweep and M1- M2
sweep limits
Slope control compensates
for losses that vary vvith
frequency to provide flat
output at test point.

RF SLOPE
INTERNAL
011

OH/ 013m ,Sec
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DETECTOR
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OECRE.%SE
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INTENSITY

e rm. POWER
,
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MARKER
AMPLITUDE

Keypad provides fast precise data entry

e

EXTERNAL

-

C

RF OUTPUT

•

Excellent source ma:ch
( 1.4 up to 20 GHz)
reduces measurement errors
Wiltron super- flat leveling
components hold variations
in output power to — 06 dB
from 10 MHz to 20 C....- Hz

E INT
XTERN A

AEC RAIN

External directional detector
or power meter car be used
to level output pow 9-at
remote test position

Convenient electronic control lever obsoletes
tedious and inaccurate twiddling of mechar -

Eight models cover the frequency range of

10 MHz to 40 GHz.

Compare the Wiltron 6600 with any other sweeper
For a demonstration and/or our new brochure,

Power

Model

Range

6609

10 MHz to 2 GHz

>20 mW (+ 13 dBm)

6617

10 MHz to 8 GHz

>10 mW (+ 10 dBm)

6637

2 GHz to 18.6 GHz

>10 mW (+ 10 dBm)

6638

2 GHz to 20 GHz

>10 mW (+ 10 dBm) at < 18.5 GHz
>5 mW (+ 7dBm) at > 18.5 GHz

6647

10 MHz to 18.6 GHz

>10 mW (+ 10 dBm)

6648

10 MHz to 20 GHz

>10 mW ( 10 dBm) at ≤_ 18.5 GHz
>5 mW (+ 7dBm) at > 18.5 GHz

6636

18 GHz to 26.5 GHz >3.1 mW (-F5 dBm)

6640

26.5 GHz to 40 GHz > 1mW ( 0 dBm)

phone Walt Baxter, ( 415) 969-6500, or write Wiltron,
805 E. Middlefield Road, Mountain View, CA 94043.
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Editorial

The EE faces change with equanimity

Tmental

he people who have been most instruin developing the profound
changes in the way our society goes about
its everyday life and who themselves face
profound changes in the way they do their
work appear generally satisfied with the profession they have chosen. We refer to electronics engineers and the way that the technologies they have pioneered, particularly
the computer, are revolutionizing their own
work modes.
As shown in "The Changing Face of Engineering," our special report beginning on
on page 125, not even the advent of the
engineering work station, the flagship of
computer-aided engineering, has unduly ruffled the feathers of those who would use it.
Perhaps it is because the EE is professionally
dedicated to change and so welcomes its
excitement, or perhaps it is as simple as the
fact that the stations have still not made
their appearance in many of the less volatile
specialties of engineering. Whatever the rea-

son, many of the readers of Electronics who
responded to our survey on job satisfaction
wrote that they would welcome this next
generation of work tool; some expressed impatience with what they saw as the reluctance of management to install such systems
quickly.
But perhaps more to the point is the fact
that, in the face of revolutionary change,
some two thirds of the respondents say they
would do it all over again if they were just
starting college—and 85% would encourage
their children to study engineering.
To be sure, there are anguished and angry
comments from a number of working EEs
about exploitation, pay, working conditions,
and the like. These are real problems and
should not be ignored. That a profession as
multifaceted as electronics engineering
should be the perfect pursuit for all people
is not arealistic expectation. However, most
of those who chose it agree that it is at least
as much as they could hope for.

There is nothing to fear but fear

M

eanwhile, as EES consider a future fashioned around computer-aided engineering, thousands of blue-collar workers contemplate one of bleak joblessness. The culprit already has been selected: automation.
A group of business leaders in the so-called
smokestack industries—autos, steel, and the
like—has said that, even if there is a complete economic recovery, they would not rehire thousands of laid-off workers whose
jobs have been automated.
If it is true that those who fail to learn

12

from history must repeat it, then we are in
danger of reliving the excesses of the industrial revolution, complete with machinesmashing Luddites. At least part of the prevention of that scenario is a realization that
automation creates jobs: systems must be
designed, made, sold, installed, and repaired, and many of those out-of-work bluecollar employees can be retrained to do
those jobs. Business and governmental leaders must get to work now in order to sell
the benefits of automation.
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Programmable Controller Newsbrief

New PC display system
reduces down-time, increases productivity
F. A. Amend°la
Cherry Electrical Products Corp
Waukegan, IL

Cherry unit adds diagnostics and operator prompting
in understandable printed
messages to any programmable controller. Cost: less
than $300
If your programmable controller is not
equipped with a serial ASCII output port,
you may not be realizing all of its potential productivity. In its present state it is
unable to output information for operator
prompting or provide diagnostic information in immediately understandable
messages for your maintenance staff. Of
course the information is being supplied
by your PC, but in the form of signals or
shut- offs or complicated codes.
The new Cherry display system literally adds literacy to any programmable
controller with TfL output drivers, 5 VDC.
Instead of using cumbersome look- up
tables to translate output codes, your
Typical configuration ( positive
logic) with Allen-Bradley Hook Up

Cherry No. W420-1058, 20 character display system complete with all on- board electronics.
operator is given any of up to 64 messages of up to 32 characters each, spelled
out on a bright, easy- to- read display
pale A flashing mode attracts attention
to potential trouble such as slipping belts,
stuck valves or overheating. Your operator is constantly and instantly supplied
with pertinent, understandable information about all critical phases of production under your host system's control.
At a cost of less than $300 in OEM
quantities this new unit compares with
others costing over $ 1000. It is estimated that the addition of this Cherry
display system to your host system will
pay for itself in just a few months by
decreasing frequency of down time, in
improved maintenance and increased
machine efficiency.

Sample Program (message: +AWE ite
IS CLOSED) Starting location HEX 000
HEX CODE

DESCRIPTION

10

Blank Display—all messages must
start with this

OA
OD

left
12

Display Recall—turns on display

56

V

41

A

4C
56

You just connect two color- coded cables
(one power and one signal) and the
Cherry unit is ready to take the PCs output drivers and provide output decoding
of up to 64 easily programmable messages... anything from " BIN 4 EMPTY"
to " ET PHONE HOME' No hardware
changes or addtions.
This new Cherry unit is a piece of
straight- forward engineering consisting
of complete on- board electronics and a
flat gas discharge display panel of 16, 20
or 24 half- inch high characters in bright
orange easily readable in any ambience.
(Longer messages may be scrolled.) Unit
has built in capability for longer scrolled
messages and aflashing mode.

V

45

E

20

Space

23
36

6

20

Space

49
53
20

S

Space

43
4C
4F

Easy to
a complete message center

Une Feed—clears display
Carriage Return—puts cursor to tar

o

53
45

E

44
89

All messages must end with this

Complete information
and specs available
Cherry will send you an 8- page instruction booklet that includes typical connections to various PCs plus application
notes on sample programs and ribbon
cable connections and Hex Number Addresses for messages in user's EPROM.
Send for it today.

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.
iblle Sunset Avenue
Waukegan, Illinois 60087
312/578-3500
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MIMIC

ELECTRODAG'

440

THE RIGHT
ONE BE '
THE FCC
PUSHES YOU
The FCC's October .83 deadline
!"for EMI/RFI shielding doesn't
' have to give you headaches.
And you don't have to take a
chance on an ordinary nickel
coating.
Because ELECTRODAG" 440
assures you of consistent
performance . . a coating
already proven and accepted by
industry. and UL listed as well. It's
fast and easy to apply; needs no
special eauipment: won't flake;
adheres well: is top-coatable.
And it's stable — both when it
goes on and after environmental
testing — unlike conventional
nickel coatings.
FCC regulations are here. But
so is ELECTRODAG 440. Don't
settle for just any nickel coating;
don't be concerned about
pioneering a new product — it's
been done for you. Prove it by
taking advantage of our prototype
coating service. Push our button
today!
Also avadable in Canada, Europe, Japan

II Acheson
1
,high technology coatings

Acheson Colloids Company
Box 288
Port Huron, MI 48060

1L:
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People
keting more to business users," says
von Meister. "Iwould do two things
over: waive the $ 100 registration fee
sees games as videotex key
and allow on-line registration." HowHe is technically savvy, well-connect- ever, it still has "the best electroniced, and perennially optimistic—quali- mail system in the business," and coties he exploits to the fullest to gain owner Control Data Corp. "just may
his ends. William von Meister, inven- have the technical expertise and the
tor of The Source, winner of $20 mil- marketing clout to bring it around."
lion from entrepreneurial ventures
Von Meister backed into the idea
and loser of two thirds of that, is for GameLine last June on the reriding full tilt again, this time as bound from a stunning defeat with
founder, president, and chief execu- his Digital Music Co. venture, which
was to offer digital transmission of master recordings to
homes with cable. But "the
retailers pressured the record companies, and they
reneged on their agreements" to supply the tapes.
"There went $2 million
down the tubes," he says.
Ups and downs of this
magnitude are the stuff of
life for von Meister, 41, who
Master entrepreneur. William von Meister expects to
never received an undergross $ 100 million within three years. Then he will retire.
graduate degree (though he
does hold an MBA from
tive officer of Control Video Corp. of American University): "It's like beVienna, Va.
ing acowboy or exploring the AmaThe new company's maiden ser- zon. You're still living within the
vice, GameLine, is a scheme that rules, but you're up against tremengives at-home access over telephone dous challenges. Plus, it's the only
lines to awell-stocked, frequently up- way to make any real money."
dated library of video games [
ElecHe looks for Control Video to
tronics, May 5, p. 42]. Says von rake in $ 100 million within three
Meister: "We see this as a way of years. Two years after that, he will
getting into the home. I'd like to see "retire and become aconsultant and
this become the videotex system for venture capitalist."
the average family."
Before The Source, his biggest hit,
von Meister in 1972 founded TeleMcKnight says time is ripe
communication Industries Inc., now
known as Western Union Electronic for Orion's satellite plan
Mail Inc., and then TDX Systems
Inc., a computerized long-distance "It's right, timely, and fair, and of
telecommunications system acquired tremendous value to heavy communiin 1977 by the British government.
cations users." That is how Thomas
As a consultant for GTE, he helped K. McKnight, president of the redraft the videotex standard known as cently formed Orion Satellite Corp.
the North American Presentation- of Washington, D. C., describes his
Level Protocol Specification.
company's $215 million plan to orbit
Not all is well at The Source, how- satellites with transponders for sale
ever. The sports, news, and financial to private transatlantic customers
data base, acquired in 1980 by the with their own earth stations [
ElecReader's Digest Association Inc., has tronics, March 24, p. 63].
fallen some 15,000 subscribers short
Recognizing that Orion is an unof its 50,000 goal.
derdog before the Federal Communi"It's missed the boat by not mar- cations Commission, McKnight is

Entrepreneur von Meister
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Hewlett-Packard on

low-budget data logging...
Here's asystem that goes wherever you go...
and it goes for less than $3100.*
This low-cost traveler can help bridges,
forests, telephones, automobiles, schools, pipelines,
solar systems...and you.

Now there's asensible answer for
small data logging projects. Whether
they take you to the engineering lab, a
plant, or the field. It's aportable system
based on HP's new 3421A Data Acquisition/Control Unit. We combine this portable powerhouse with HP's 41CV handheld computer and peripherals to give
you alow-cost data logger that offers
surprising performance.
For example, this system can automatically scan up to 30 channels,
measure ac or dc volts, make 2- or 4wire resistance measurements, monitor digital inputs, and even provide
digital outputs.
Sensitivity of 1
and 300,000 count
resolution let you detect small signals
from transducers such as RTD's, thermocouples and thennistors. High accuracy
(0.01% full scale), excellent noise rejection ( 120 dB), and electronic calibration
mean you get answers you can trust...
even in noisy industrial environments.
What's more, reference junctions and
software programs simplify measurements by giving you results directly in
engineering units.
But you also need flexibility in a
portable data logging system. That's
assured by the convenient HP-IL interface and 3421A adaptability. With the
41CV, you can easily program the system
to do your measurements your way.
HP's Digital Cassette Drive lets you
store programs for easy recall. And you
can also store data for later analysis in
the lab. With HP's Thermal Printer/
Plotter, you can see measurement results
immediately. With the 3421A, you can
trade accuracy for speed. Choose 51
/2
digit
resolution to detect small changes. Or, if
you're interested in speed, select afast
30 readings per second with 31
/2
digit
resolution. When ac power is available,
you can plug into an outlet, but if power
fails you have battery backup for unin-

pv
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terrupted operation. In remote locations,
you can operate totally from battery
power. A "sleep" mode conserves power
by putting system components on standby
until needed. With HP-IL you can even
upgrade to the more powerful HP85
personal computer for tougher datalogging tasks.

We're into applications you
wouldn't have dreamed of.
This new system opens the door to
countless data logging tasks you'd have
previously tackled manually...if at all.
For example, in the electronics lab you
can check PC-board temperature profilÉs. In process plants you can quickly
do spot checks on levels, pressures,
temperatures, and flow rates. Civil
engineers can do life tests on structures
such as bridges by measuring
the galvanic effect on
reinforcing rods.

HP-II3
SSS EMS

HP.IB: Not lust IEEE-488. but the
hardware, documentation and
support that delivers the shortest
path to a measurement system.

A data logger in afish hatchery? Yes,
this system can monitor water level, flow
rates, and temperature to produce the
best mixture of stream and well water
for optimum fish growth. The forest industry could even put this system to
work in studying the effects of clear cutting on seedling mortality by monitoring
soil temperature in various locations.
Whether you're in amanufacturing
plant, research lab, solar powered
building, ship, airplane, or balloon...
HP's new portable data logging system
can give you precision measurements at
low cost. A complete system, including
the 3421A, 41CV, Digital Cagsette Drive,
Thermal Printer/Plotter, and HP-IL
interface, goes for less than $3100. • So
pack this system up in its convenient
carrying case and take it along...
wherever you go.
Get all the details by calling your
local HP sales office listed in the
telephone directory white pages. Ask
for asales engineer in the electronic
instruments department.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
•Prices shown
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SWITCH FROM HOTS TO COOLS

People

"CCOL 1"
'SWITCHERS
FROM DELTRON

‘,/ Mote than 75 0/0 efficient
./

\IDE, GSA, IEC, FCC safety/EMI design
V Boschert, Powertec interchangeable

Low price

QUAD OUTPUT
6 POWER GROUPS
130
150
170
200
250
400

Watt WattWattWatt Watt Watt -

Series
Series
Series
Series
Series
Series

130
150
170
200
250
400
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AC 41

73eltecm

P.O. BOX 1369
i/PC.

WISSAHICKON AVENUE, NORTH WALES, PA 19454

PHONE: 215/699-9261

REGIONAL OFFICES SCHENECTADY. NY 518/882.1338

TWX: 510/661-8061
DAL LAS TX. 214/484.1483
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INSTANT ACCESS TO EXCLUSIVE FINDINGS!
Electronics' 1983 World Markets Forecast Dal . 1
Book has been updated and revised to draw . 1
precise profile of current and future demand
for electronics products in the USA, Western
Europe, and Japan— including 22 additional
pages of market- estimate and growth- rate
tables.
An indispensable data source.

rie

Order Your Copy Today!
Send $160 ( USA residents please add local sales tax) to: Electronics Magazine Books, Dept. ESH, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020
Payment must accompany order.
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still convinced he will triumph. Noting the Reagan Administration's inclination to deregulate space activities, politically canny McKnight says
the issue boils down to public ownership versus free enterprise.
One of many. In fact, he predicts,
10 years from now the International
Telecommunications Satellite Consortium will be just one player
among a host of foreign-flag systems
operating between the U. S. and Europe. He also submits that FCC denial of his application would result in
no U. S. participation in that arena—
a prospect he believes will not wash
on Capitol Hill.
McKnight attributes his strong
pro-American stance to his two years
in the marines. Later, as a brandnew attorney with a bachelor's degree from Ohio State University and
law diploma from Miami University
in Ohio, he joined the FCC Office of
Policy and Planning in 1973 when
the skies were just opening to satellite communications. There he began
acquiring a taste for challenging the
status quo, developing alternative
perspectives on controversial issues.
In 1976, he moved to the White
House's Office of Telecommunications Policy.
Seeking to gain hands-on business
experience, he joined the legal staff
of Combined Communications Corp.,
Phoenix, Ariz., in 1977. After that
and a brief second stint at the FCC,
McKnight became vice president for
telecommunications development at
Gannett
Satellite
Information
Network.
Then, with a close friend from his
FCC days, he formed Orion Telecommunications Ltd. in March 1982 to
advise industry on regulatory strategy. That venture was to prove shortlived for the 38-year-old Cincinatti
native; some seven months later, Orion Satellite Corp. was born.
Should the FCC rule in Orion's favor, McKnight says, there is enough
money pledged by investors to proceed with the construction of the satellite system. If the proposal is shot
down, he says he has a number of
contingency plans that also are provocative and will rock the existing
order.
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The LightHouse
announces
T (r• lamps in
100K quantities.
New manufacturing efficiencies allow us
to pass along significant savings.
Three years ago General Instrument set
Ill i11 in moetion na
tu
mnique ap
cl
t
an .tog establish
facility inaZ.y
ii
•-, ,
Far East.
eillieillr

Unlike other companies, we wanted more
than an assembly plant. We wanted acompletely
self-contained operation with product engineering, manufacturing, testing— the works. And with
quality control so high we could ship direct from
overseas warehouses.
Our Kuala Lumpur plant is now running at
peak efficiency. Quality is at an all time high.
.1111r And the improved economics must be seen
to be believed.
That's only part of why we can price
so aggressively.
The other part is better management.
Today, our streamlined operation turns out mare
product per employee.
Careful control and analysis have lowered chip costs.
And even our yields have increased.

Big savings on high efficiency lamps.
You've heard the good news. Now the really good news.
These low 100k prices are on our most popular lamps:
high efficiency red, orange, yellow and green. The general
purpose devices designers specify most.
Lampe
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV
MV

5753
5754
5353
5354
5453
5454

100K
Unit Price: $*
.075
.075
.087
.087
.087
.087

Lamps
MV 57640 ( HLMP 1300)
MV 53640 ( HLMP 1400)
MV 54643 ( HLMP 1503)

100K
Unit Price: $*
.087
.099
.104

*U.S. domestic price only

When we set out to be your LightHouse,
we wanted to do more than give you the
best optoelectronics products. We wanted
to give you the best value, too.
Today, we're doing it.
You can order directly from the factory or from
your nearest distributor.
General Instrument, Optoelectronics Division,
3400 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304. (415) 493-0400.
TWX: 910 373-1767.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

Optoelectronics Division
The LightHouse people depend on.
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TEK

THE GRAPHICS
STANDARD

4110 SERIES
LOCAL PROGRAMMABILITY

(Left) Local Programmability is
compatible with all
Tek 4110A Series
terminals, including the highresolution 4114A
and color raster
4113A, shown.
(Right) Illustrated:
relationships of
software modules
for aterminal with
Local Programmability. Userwritten FORTRAN
or assembly language programs
can be linked via
the CP/M-86
operating system

to Tek LTI and
PLOT 10 IGL
libraries.
(Above) Local
Programmability
lets you locally
control peripherals like the new
4691 Color
Graphics Copier,
engineered compatible with the
Tek 4113A color
raster terminal for
outstanding color
copy quality.

Tektronix 4110 Series
Local Programmability
combines the best
elements of standalone
computing and hostbased data management.
Add Local Programmability
to any Tek 4110A Series
terminal to enjoy the execution speed of amini. To
access the processing
power of amainframe.
And to utilize the resident
capabilities of Tek's advanced color raster or
DVST graphics terminals,
on-line or off.
Local Programmability
can dramatically raise output and reduce the cost
of data communication. It
can eliminate
line delays
and other obstacles to true
graphics interactivity,
without changing the way
you work.
Armed with Local
Programmability you can
develop and run programs
locally, while exploring
the full graphics potential
of the 4110A Series.
The package includes an
industry standard CP/M86®* operating system. Your
choice of aFORTRAN-86e —
compiler or ASM86e — macro
assembler. Plus alibrary of
powerful Low-level Terminal
Interface ( LTI) subroutines
providing aquick path to

PROGRAM EXECUTION

resident terminal
features, such as
segments manipulation or 2-D
transforms, at a
minimal expense
of memory.
A local version
of PLOT 10 IGL,
the world's mostIlhammumum
utilized SIGGRAPH
"core" software, is
also available. With
Local IGL, you can
run your host resident IGL programs
at the terminal level,
by downloading
and recompiling
them locally.
phone of the nearest Tek
Local Programmability
sales office, write or call:
lets you do pre- and post
U.S.A., Asia, Australia,
processing tasks— such as
Central & South America,
tablet digitizing, on-screen
Japan
rotation and scaling, and
Tektronix, Inc.
plotter output— with comPO. Box 4828
plete independence.
Portland, OR 97208
Finally, it frees the mainPhone: 800/547-1512
frame to service more users
Oregon only: 800/452-1877
by doing only what it does
Telex: 910-467-8708
TLX: 15-1754
best: the most intensive
Cable: TEKTRONIX
processing and data base
Europe, Africa, Middle East
management tasks.
Tektronix Europe B.V.
Local Programmability
Postbox 827
is the latest dividend of
1180 AV Amstelveen
Tek's commitment to
The Netherlands
easy evolution and upTelex: 18312-18328
grade of its graphics. The
Canada
tools, documentation and
Tektronix Canada Inc.
P.O. Box 6500
support are in place to
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
allow easy implementation
Phone: 705/737-2700
on all of Tek's whollycompatible 4110A Series
terminals.
Talk to your Tek Sales
Engineer soon. For literature and the address and
41.3
AME
RAI:

COMPILED FORTRAN
PROGRAM

PROGRAMING
LANGUAGE

le

PLOT 10
IOL

IJIMARIES

LO

OPERATING
SPEYER

TERMINAL

TERMINAL FIRMWARE

Demand
The Graphics
Standard

lèktronix
COMMITTED 10

Exrel JPNCE

TH
Input

Input

HA- 5130
HA- 5170
HA- 5180

HI- 506
HI- 506A
HI- 508
HI- 508A

minim
I
t's all here.
For all your designs requiring
high-performance,high-reliability
analog ICs. Harris. The industry
innovator. With atotal line of
proprietary and superior alternate-source analog products.
Name it. ADCs, DACs, op
amps, sample/hold amps,
switches, multiplexers, DAS
signal processors, voltage
references and comparators.
We've got 'em. All designed for

HA- 2420
HA- 5320

itaS
high-demand, critical applications using the latest process
technologies. All available in
military, industrial and
commercial temperature ranges.
In awide variety of package
options.
No one offers you the range of
analog products. No one offers
the same, consistent high reliability. Chip-to-chip—across the
board.
Whether its high speed or
00-528-6050 Ext. 455

HOT LINE
In Arizona: 1-800-352-0458. Ext. 455.
Call toll- free (except Hawaii 8, Alaska)
for the phone number of your nearby Harris
authorized distributor or expedited literature
service. Or check your IC MASTER for complete product listing and specifications.

ANSWER.
Digital to
Analog
Converters

HI- 565
H1-5712
HI- 574A

Power
Amps

HA- 5190

HI- 5680
H1.7541

absolute precision.
from start to finish.
it's all here. At Harris.
Your complete analog
answer.

For detailed product
information, write: Harris
Semiconductor Analog
Products Division, P.O. Box
883, Melbourne, Florida 32901.

Harris Technology
...Your Competitive Edge

HAJRRIS

—
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GET AFIRM GRIP
ON THE FUTURE, TODAY.
11-1-11.
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THE TEST AREA MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

Fairchild's Test Area
Manager ( TAM) is aunique new
solution to an age-old problem:
Creating asystem which possesses akeen eye to the future
while keeping its operational feet
planted firmly on the realities
of the here and now. A system
which greatly increases presenttime tester productivity, and
efficiently collects and analyzes
test and facility data, while
serving as the first step toward
the completely automated factory of the future.
Others have tried to build
such asystem.
Fairchild has succeeded.
A NEW APPROACH TO
HUMAN AND SYSTEMS
PRODUCTIVITY.
TAM is aunique interactive ATE management solution.
A non-dedicated system which
combines high-level software
conversion tools, local networking technology and a
relational database management system.
TAM consists of an evolutionary 32-bit computer with
Fairchild's FastNetr afully standardized, Ethernet-compatible
open-ended network.
Plus innovative software
programs, including the Program
Enhancement Processor

(PREP), arevolutionary new
device-oriented test program
generator. PREP significantly
reduces the time required to
write test programs.
This powerful hardware and
software combination enables
the Test Area Manager to perform
all the functions required to
manage your test facility, while
producing atest program development time savings of50%and
providing a20% improvement
in tester utilization.
TAM's software also includes
Test Facility Management
(TFM), aprogram which helps
TAM collect and analyze a
variety of test data and present
it in auseable, systematic report
form.
TAM is atruly modular
system which can be ordered to
meet your current testing needs
with an eye to future expansion.
For more information about
our new Test Area Manager
solution, call or write: Fairchild
Digital Test Systems, 1601
Technology Drive, San Jose, CA
95115. ( 408) 998-0123, Ext.
2296. Regional sales offices:
New Jersey ( 609) 784-2000
Texas ( 214) 422-7200
California ( 408) 947-3601.
Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Corporation.
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Electronics and the law_
Limiting liability for computer malfunctions
by Marc E. Brown, patent attorney practicing in Los Angeles

B

usinesses today depend upon their computers. When they fail, computer vendors are often asked to pay for the damages caused.
Generally, vendors can be held liable, not just
for the expense of repairing the computer, but
for all damages that were "reasonably foreseeable" to them at the time the computer was
sold. These usually include injuries to persons
and property and, most importantly, consequential damages such as lost profits, harm to reputation, and liabilities that the customer itself incurred because of the computer failure.
Disclaimers. One of the most effective methods of limiting this liability is to place a disclaimer clause in the sales contract. Each type of
injury that the vendor refuses to cover can be
expressly excluded.
The most common exclusion is for consequential damages. Often, the vendor does not object
to repairing the equipment, and the likelihood of
personal injury or property damage is remote.
Still, few vendors want to accept liability for lost
profits and other types of remote and often unbounded injuries.
Another common disclaimer is of the "Implied Warranty of Fitness for a Particular Purpose." When the user has relied upon the vendor's expertise in selecting a computer to solve
his problems, an implied warranty is created
that the computer will solve those problems.
Unless this implied warranty is disclaimed,
therefore, the vendor may be liable for damages
even though the computer, as atechnical matter,
functions perfectly.
The most encompassing disclaimer is of the
"Implied Warranty of Merchantability." This
warranty is implicit in every sales contract and
assures the buyer that the computer is fit for the
ordinary (as opposed to the specific) purposes
for which it may be used. To be effective, however, any disclaimer of it must explicitly mention the word "merchantability" or state that
the goods are being sold "as is."
One caveat: disclaimers will not be enforced
unless they are placed in aconspicuous position
in the sales contract. They will also not be enforced when personal injury results from the
malfunction.
Functional specifications. Users often demand
compensation when the computer fails to solve
all of the problems for which it was purchased,
regardless of whether it is operating properly
from a technical standpoint. If the user relied
24

originally upon the vendor's expertise in selecting the computer, such aclaim is likely to succeed in court. And although liability could probably be cut off by a disclaimer of the "Implied
Warranty of Fitness" discussed above, the presence of such a• disclaimer might well kill the
sale.
The compromise solution is for the buyer to
be required to provide a detailed and comprehensive list of the problems the computer must
solve. These functional specifications can then be
incorporated into the sales contract and identified as.the only specifications the computer has
been selected to meet. The more detailed and
comprehensive they are, the less room there will
later be for legal dispute.
Merger clauses. After the sales contract is
executed, users often claim that the computer
does not measure up to the oral assurances they
previously received. To minimize the chances
that such claims will be respected, vendors often
insert "merger clauses" into the sales contract.
These clauses typically state that the buyer of
the computer is not relying upon any representations or promises other than those expressly set
forth in the sales contract and that no such
additional representations or promises have been
made.
Shortening claim time. In most states, the
buyer has many years (typically four) following
acomputer failure in which to file alawsuit for
damages. This leeway is often a source of frustration to vendors who, after having devoted
literally years to solving the buyer's problems
without charge, find themselves adefendant in a
lawsuit.
To minimize this risk, aclause can be placed
in the sales contract that shortens the time in
which the buyer must file alawsuit for breach of
contract. In most states, however, the time may
not be shortened to less than one year.
Insurance. Even the most carefully drafted liability limitations may be ineffective in certain
circumstances. Next month's column will explore these circumstances. For now, however,
vendors should realize that they can protect
themselves by obtaining insurance. Not only can
this indemnify them for losses, but most policies
pay for the insured party's legal defense.
This column sets forth basic principles of law and
is not intended as a substitute for personal legal
advice. Questions and comments are invited and
should be sent to Mr. Brown in care of Electronics.
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"Thanks to our
Fluke Tioubleshooters,
we don't send boards back
to the factory for repair."
"That's right. With the Fluke
9010A Micro- System Troubleshooter,
our techs can troubleshoot Collins
avionics systems on the spot — at
the depot level — and give customers the quick turnaround they require."
"We're no longer losing time
by sending suspect boards back to
the factory for analysis. That's costly.
And in many cases the fault is not in
the board to begin with:'
•
Collins people take
great pride in their
advanced avionics
systems, which are
carefully designed
John Dedich
Engineering Group Head
DME & Radio Altimeter Section
Collins Air Transport Division
Rockwell International

to deliver long-term, low cost of operation. No wonder, then, that Collins divisions use Fluke's 9010A
Micro- System Troubleshooter in
their service centers worldwide.
No other test instrument is as
effective at isolating faults inside the
i.LP kernel, where digital logic makes
problem solving anightmare. How?
With built-in comprehensive test
routines that can tell you if the bus is
bad, aRAM or ROM is dead, or if
the glitch is in one of the I/O ports —
automatically.
What's more, the 9010A also
lets you test beyond the bus. Using
a " smart" troubleshooting probe
and unique test algorithms, you
can create and debug test programs directly on-line, then
store them on aprogram cassette.
Users of the 9010A tell us
this is amajor advance in microsystem service techniques;

unlike signature analysis, the
9010A is neither difficult nor tedious
to use. It doesn't require you to precondition boards.
And because Fluke MicroSystem Troubleshooters support
over 30 microprocessors — including the new 16- bit designs— they
give you flexibility to meet change.
But the bottom line for John
Dedich is this:
"With help from the 9010A, we
are finding it easier to maintain Collins'
high standards of after- sale support.
Our service techs are able to be more
productive, and customers get more
value from our avionics systems:'
For more information on
Fluke 9000- Series Instruments,
microprocessors supported, and
seminar programs, contact your
Fluke Sales Engineer, use the coupon below, or call toll free:
1-800-426-0361.

FLUKE

Fast Response Coupon
IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES:

IN EUROPE:

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
PO. Box 09090, M/S 250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5400
Tlx 152662

Fluke ( Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013) 673-973
Tlx 52237

ELEC 5/31/83 r- 9000

II Please send me 9000 Series information.
El Have aFluke Sales Engineer call.
D Please send me seminar information.
We use the following microprocessor types
in our products

Name
Title

Mail Stop

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Telephone (
Ext
1983 John Fluke Mtg. Co., Inc. All rights reserved
For technical data circle
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Quiet as amouse

Meetings
20th Design Automation Conference,
IEEE (
Paul Losleben, DARPA/IPTO,
1400 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va.
22209), Fontainebleau Hilton, Miami
Beach, June 27-29.

because IPC current monitors read
fast-pulsed currents (nsec-millisec) in
physical isolation from the beam or
conductor, eliminating ground loops
and interference noise.
Thirteen in-stock models from
$125., BNC standard. Sensitivities:
1V/A to . 01V/A. Specials on request.
For further information write
or call: Ion Physics Company,
F.C. Box 416, Burlington, Mass.
01803. Tel. 617-272-2800.

ION PHYSICS

IPC COMPANY
HIGH VOLTAGE ENGINE FPING

nRE,(1. in I
,.
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RUN WITH IT!

Fourth International Conference on
Integrated Optics and Optical-Fiber
Communication, IEEE et al. (
Melvin
I. Cohen, Room 60325, Bell Laboratories, 600 Mountain Ave., Murray
Hill, N. J. 07974), Keio Plaza Intercontinental Hotel, Tokyo, June
27-30.

Run with it. Send in one of the
subscription cards in this issue.

Electronics Magazine
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10th International Conference on
Amorphous and Liquid Semiconductors, Physical Society (3-5-8 Shiba
Koen, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105), Federation of Economic Organizations,
Tokyo, Japan, Aug. 21-26.

National Conference on Artificial
Intelligence, American Association
for Artificial Intelligence (Claudia
Mazzetti, AAAI, 445 Burgess Drive,
13th Fault-Tolerant Computing SymMenlo Park, Calif., 94025), Washingposium, IEEE (
Michele Morganti, Te- ton Hilton Hotel, Washington, D. C.,
letra spA, Via Mattel 20, 1-20064
Aug. 22-26.
Gorgonzola, Milan, Italy), Jolly Hotel, Milan, June 28-30.
International Conference on Parallel Processing, IEEE et al. (
P. 0. Box
Microcomputer Show '83, Japan
639, Silver Spring, Md. 20901),
Electric Industrial Development As- Shanty Creek Lodge, Bellaire, Mich.,
sociation (3-5-8 Shiba Koen, MinatoAugust 23-26.
ku, Tokyo 105), Osaka Merchandise
Mart, Osaka, June 29—July 2.
10th International Conference on
Amorphous and Liquid SemiconducOffice Automation Show, Nihon
tors, Physical Society of Japan (3-5-8
Keizai Slumbun ( 1-9-5 Otemachi,
Shiba Koen, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105),
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100), Tokyo
Federation of Economic OrganizaRyutsu Center, July 4-7.
tions, Tokyo, Aug. 30—Sept. 1.
The Fifth Generation: Dawn of the
Second Computer Age, Systems Programming Ltd. (The Fifth Generation Computer Project, SPL International Research Centre, The Charter,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, England),
London, July 7-9.

You ( and we) are
in a quick moving
business. News
breaks frequently
Change is the
name of the game. Awareness is the
way to win.
Give us one hour of your time every
two weeks and we will keep you
aware of what's going on around you
and around the changing world of
electronics technology

Technology, N-7034 Trondheim—
NTH, Norway), Trondheim, Aug.
16-19.

Siggraph '
83-10th Annual Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques, Association for
Computing Machinery et al. (
ACM/
Siggraph, 111 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60601), Cobo Hall, Detroit,
Mich., July 25-27.
Hi-Tech Osaka '83, Marcom International Inc. (Akasaka Omote-cho
Building, Room 705, 4-8-19 Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107), Osaka
Minato Exposition Center, Minatoku, Osaka 552, July 27-29.
'
83 International Conference,
International Federation for Information Processing (Pat Ueland, VLSI
'83, The Norwegian Institute of
VLSI

Seminars
Fundamentals of Control, Instrument
and Control Technology, Introduction to Process Computers, and
other one- and two-week applications
courses in measurement and control
are being given during the summer
and fall in Foxboro, Mass., Houston,
and other U. S. and Canadian cities.
For more information, write to the
Registrar, Educational Services, The
Foxboro Co., Foxboro, Mass. 02035,
or call (617) 543-8750.
Engineering Work Stations will be
studied at Andover Inn, Andover,
Mass., June 21-23, followed by Advances in High-Definition TV, July
10-12, and Optical and Video Disc
Systems, July 24-26, both at the
Holiday Inn, Monterey Bay, Calif.
For more information, write to the
Institute of Graphic Communication,
375 Commonwealth Ave., Boston,
Mass. 02115, or phone (617) 2679425.
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Now!
Greater productivity
for SPICE users.
If you're using SPICE to develop
IC chips and want faster turnaround,
Floating Point Systems has the
solution.
Now QSPICEt, aversion of SPICE
(release 2G.5) is available that takes
advantage of the unique benefits
offered by the FPS- 164 Attached Processor from Floating Point Systems.
The FPS- 164 Attached Processor is
apowerful, high-speed scientific
processor that attaches to VAXTM and
IBM systems. It offloads and processes complete computationallyintensive engineering and scientific
jobs, freeing your host computer for
other work.
Combined with QSPICE, the FPS-164
offers users faster job throughput,
quicker design solutions and better
productivity than standalone minicomputers and costs less than a
mainframe of equal performance.
FPS-164, VAX11/780 Performance
Benchmark ( Running QSPICE)
Test cases Bipolar NAND gate 4- bit adder
(350 Nsec transient analysis).
CPU TIME
(seconds)

Dedicated VAX 11/780*
4089
with floating-point accelerator
(working set = 3072)
FPS-164/VAX 11/780
815
(running QSPICE)

Throughput

1.00

5.02

•Running SPICE, release 2G.5

Price! Performance
Compare the FPS- 164 to other
options for scientific computing. It
delivers better price/performance
than any comparably- priced
scientific computer.
It offers up to 12-million floatingpoint computations per second
(MEGAFLOPS), 15 decimal digits of
precision,and up to 7.25 Megawords
(58 Megabytes) of memory for prices
starting at $300,000 (U.S.).

Reliability and
Worldwide Support
Floating Point Systems has established an impressive record for
product reliability and customer
support. Atotal of over four thousand
64-bit and 38-bit processors have
been delivered and are being supported with service facilities at key
locations throughout the world.

Call Us
If you want improved
price/performance for IC design
using SPICE, call Floating Point
Systems, toll free at (800) 547-1445.

The world leader in array processors.

FLOATING POINT
.SYSTEMS,
INC.
P.O. Box 23489
Portland, OR 97223
(503) 641-3151
TLX: 360470 FLOATPOIN BEAV
FPS Sales and Service Worldwide.
U.S.: Laguna Hills ( CA). Los Angeles (CA). Mountain View
(CA). Lake Wood ( CO). Simsbury (CT), Winter Park (FL),
Atlanta, ) GA. Schaiimburg ( IL), New Orleans ( LA).
Rockville ( MD). Dedham (MA), Red Bank ( NJ). Corrales
(MA ), Philadelphia (PA), Grand Prairie (TX), Houston (TX),
Bellevue (WA).
INTERNATIONAL: Canada. Calgary, Montreal, Ottawa;
England, Bracknell, Berkshire; France, Rungis; Japan,
Tokyo: Netherlands, Gouda; West Germany, Hacr.
DISTRIBUTORS: Australia and New Zealand, Milsons
Point - N.S.W, Melbourne- Victoria (Techway Pty. Ltd.);
Austria, Vienna ( Elektronische Bauelemente Und Gerdte);
Finland, Heisinki (0Y Emmett AB); Indio. Bombay
(Hinditron Computers PVT. Ltd.); Israel, Tel Aviv (Eastronics,
Ltd); Korea Seoul (World Business
Machine, Inc.); Singapore,
Hong Kong, Brunei,
Indonesia, and Malaysia
(Scientes( Engineering Co.);
/
Southern Africa,
Johannesburg ( Anker Data
Systems); Sweden and
Norway, Vaimoim (Ire Konsuiter
,„."AB); Taiwan, Taipei ( Scientek
Corporation).

/
,

©Floating Point Systems, Inc. t983
tOSPICE is supported by Quantitative
Technology Corporation QTC),
Portland, Oregon. For more information.
.call ( 503) 684-1370.
VAX' is a registered trademark of Digital
Equipment Corporation
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NEC NEWSCOPE

140Mbps DIGITAL MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
TO SERVE SCANDINAVIA

A

spart of adrive to digitalize
their telecommunications
networks, Denmark,
Sweden and Norway will employ
16QAM-140Mbps digital microwave
systems from NEC.

28

Each country's link will provide
high quality transmissions between
its capital and other major cities.
The combined length of these links
is about 2,400 kilometers.
NEC's 16QAM-140Mbps digital

microwave system has the highest
bit rate recommended by CCITT
and CCIR, and accommodates
1,920 communications channels.
Outside of Scandinavia, eight
other countries around the world
are using or have decided to use
the same equipment.
Photo: Danish engineers test
I6QAM-140Mbpsdigital microwave
transmitter-receivers at NEC
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NUMBER 128
SINGAPORE

TWO TERMINALS

INMARSAT STATION

FOR VOICE

IN FULL OPERATION

INPUT/OUTPUT

S

ince the inauguration of its
Sentosa coast earth station,
the Telecommunications
Authority of Singapore has been
operating INMARSAT maritime
telecommunications service.
The new station provides highgrade telephone and telex communications as well as facsimile
and data transmission between
land subscribers and ships in the
Pacific Ocean.
For access, control, and signalling, the station uses aNEAX61
digital switching system capable
of handling telex and data in addition to voice.
NEC, the world's leading manufacturer of INTELSAT earth station
systems, completed the Sentosa
coast earth station just 14 months
after the contract was awarded.

V

erbal man/machine interface is offered by two
compact, economical terminals—NEC's SR- 100 and AR- 100.
To program the SR- 100 Voice Input Terminal, the user just speaks
each word once. Almost any word, in
any language, can
become part of
the SR-100's vocabulary. With its
unique internal

dynamic programming method,
the SR- 100 recognizes up to 120
words with over 99% accuracy. It
is ideal for " no hands" situations.
Quick registration is also a
feature of the AR- 100 Voice Output
Terminal. Built-in analysis circuitry
lets vocabulary be changed in
the field. The AR- 100 uses NEC's
bandwidth compression technology (adaptive differential pulse
code modulation) for high-quality
voice output. It takes up to 120
seconds of messages and has a
built-in speaker, making it valuable in such applications as warning, instruction, or announcement
systems.
Both the SR- 100 and AR- 100 interface with computers, numerical
control machinery, medical equipment, and more. In combination,
they become an efficient voiceoperated control
system that lets the
r user work away
from the keyboard
and display
_ terminal area.
Circle 29 on reader service card

3-CHIP LSI OBEYS 512 SPOKEN COMMANDS

N

The CIL dual band 13m diameter
antenna, with an NEC-built
INTELSAT Standard A earth station
antenna in the background.

EC is now marketing a
3-chip LSI that incorporates
all the functions necessary
for voice recognition and subsequent processing.
Consisting of the MC-4760 analog
processor, µPD7761D recognition
processor, and µPD7762G controller,
the LSI is extremely easy to program. Voice patterns are registered
when the operator speaks wordby-word through amicrophone
Recognition is achieved by refer-

ring sounds to these voice patterns.
There is no need for an analog input circuit. The LSI holds up to 512
words using a 16K byte memory
for every 128 words. Its recognition
accuracy is over 98%, with an
average recognition speed of 0.7
second per 2-second long word.
NEC's voice recognition LSI is
easily interfaced with the main
system host processor, either in
parallel or in series. A special serial interface port is also available.

NEC
NEC Corporation
PO Box 1.Takanewd.TokyoJapan
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bit MC68010 provides
your microcomputer systems.
Now you can design powerful
mainframe capabilities into your
16-bit microcomputers with the
latest of Motorola's M68000 Family
microprocessors.
The MC68010 fully supports
virtual memory/virtual machine/
virtual I/O techniques in microprocessor based systems. This allows
asystem to operate as if it has many
times the amount of physical memory.
it actually has, and makes it tolerant
of faults.
Faults on any bus cycle can
suspend any instruction and begin a
controlled correction. The MC68010
doesn't try to predict faults: it responds
to them intelligently. No segmented
architecture offers these features.
The MC68010 tolerates failures
of memory cards to make proper
transfers, cleanly, regardless of cause.
It handles faults caused by
hardware failure and the software
protection faults that amemory
manager finds.
MC68010 systems don't care
whether faults are due to protection
violation, non-existent memory,
circuit failure. bad RAM or a
watchdog timer. Even memory errors
during important operating system
procedures are tolerated routinely.
The MC68010 provides capabilities
that once were confined to mainframe
and minicomputer systems, and
extends the leadership characteristics
which have made the MC68000 so
popular in new designs.
Applications programmers should
love the MC68010.
Applications programmers don't
have to code around, or even know
about memory management. That's
handled by the operating system.
Many memory management
techniques can be implemented.
including demand paging. to make
the bank-switching schemes of
segmented architectures obsolete.
And, don't forget the MC68010
gives you the same 16 megabyte
linear memory space as the MC68000.
For systems designed with error
detection and correction ( EDAC),
the MC68010 helps you improve
the design of systems with
slower memories.
Enhanced instruction timing
results in execution of MC68000
instructions up to 50% faster by the
MC68010. at the same clock speed.
The MC68010 runs all MC68000 user
code identically, so your existing
system is upgraded simply by placing
the MC68010 in the MC68000 socket.

M68000 Family: 32- bit architecture
makes it the only practical
8/16/32- bit migration path.
From the time the MC68000 was
introduced it claimed the leader's
mantle. One of the most significant
reasons is its 32-bit architecture. It's
not an 8- bit architecture stretched to
16. but 32 bits confined to a 16-bit
bus. It's now also available in 8-bit
form as the MC68008. That's a32-bit
architecture on an 8-bit bus. Full
32-bit power will soon be unleashed
in the MC68020. From the MC68000
and MC68010. in both directions to
the MC68008 and the MC68020. the
M68000 family becomes the very
definition of code compatibility...
the only practical migration path
along the 8/16/32- bit route.
Advanced tools assist fast, accurate
system development.
Advanced MC68010 support is
provided by the EXORmace" system:
the first 8-/ 16-/ 32-bit multiuser
development system.

An MC68010 Macro Assembler
that runs on the EXORmacs will be
augmented by the user-friendly

HDS-400 Hardware/Software
Development Station, which will
provide real-time emulation to 8 MHz
with no wait states.
When you need avariety of logic
analysis and system performance
histogram features, the Bus State
Analyzer adapts to the MC68010
through aunique personality module.
Basic and C will soon be offered
with existing Pascal and Fortran
compilers, and symbolic debug is
available. A broad and rapidly
expanding base of development and
applications software also is available
from independent, third- party vendors.
M68000 family peripherals,
memories, discretes, linear and
logic meet your broad system needs.
M68000 MPUs are supported by a
growing family of Motorola-developed
peripherals. Contributions from our
worldwide major second sources are
adding even greater breadth and
depth to the family.
Motorola memories from ROMs
and PROMs to Static RAMs and
state-of-the-art dynamic RAMs are
available in chip, board or box form.
And, Motorola is one of the few
suppliers dedicated to bubbles.
Our discrete products are
legendary for breadth of line and
quality. Every significant logic form
is available, and the Motorola linear
line is among the world's leaders.
For direct M68000 Family
assistance, call your local Motorola
office or distributor. For information
on the MC68010. send to Motorola
Semiconductor Products Inc.,
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix AZ 85036.

INNOVATIVE SYSTEMS
THROUGH SILICON

MOTOROLA INC.
17
•

.: Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc.. P.O. Box 20912. Phoenix, AZ 85031
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• Please send me more information on 16- bit MPUs.
Title
Call me. (
Company
Address
State

ZIP

The missing piece

in real time signal processing

ICS announces the ADF-16. the first complete 16- bit digital
transversal filter. Easily interfaced to either an A/O or a microcomputer. the ADF-16 can operate at throughput rates of up to
5 MHz.
Here is what the ADF-16 can do for you: Programmable or
Tracking Filtering. Convolution. Correlation. Matched Filtering.
Adaptive Filtering. Interpolation. Spectral Analysis...to name
just a few.
For only S995.00 and ready to be shipped. the ADF-16 may just be
your missing piece.
INTERACTIVE
ORCUITS AND
SYSTEMS LTD

3101 Hawthorne Road
Ottawa, Ontario Canada
K1G 3V8

(613) 521-0590
Telex: 053-3928
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A Low- Cost Solution for Testing
and Loading Power Supplies.. •
•

115/230 VAC Operation ..

•

Operates Up to 60A or 300 W

•

2 to 60 VDC Operation...

•

Can Be Paralleled ...

•

Portable Bench Top Models ... Great for Field Service Testing. Also
Available in Std. Retma Rack Configuration for Testing Multiple
Outputs...

•

Broad Range of Accessories and a Comprehensive Operator's Manual

From the Source that Knows Everything About Power Supplies...

acd IC

electronics

News update
• When GenRad Semiconductor
Test Inc. of Milpitas, Calif., was
formed in late 1979, president Brian
Sear had high hopes that the company would lead the field in introducing a VLSI test system [
Electronics.
Feb 14, 1980, p. 14]. Not having to
worry about compatibility with earlier generations, he and system designer Robert Albrow figured they
could also get a leg up using a modular architecture offering the high
pin counts and frequencies needed
for very large-scale integration.
Barely a year later, the company
unveiled its first two systems—the
GR16 and the more powerful
GR18. The GR16, a 144-pin, 20megahertz tester for less complex
VLSI chips [
Electronics, January 13,
1981, p. 187] came off with nary a
hitch. Not so the GR18, which at
40 MHz with 288 test pins was to
have been the fastest, largest tester
on the market. Its high-speed ambitions [
Electronics, March 24, 1981,
p. 292] have simply not been met.
Slow. The first systems delivered
ran only at about 25 MHz, marginally faster than the GR16. Problems
with fabricating the high-speed emitter-coupled- logic circuits were cited.
With decreasing demand as the
semiconductor industry's business
turned sour, the company was
granted a breathing spell. It reworked the En-related electronics,
moved the tester's speed up to a
solid 30 MHz, and began shipping in
mid- 1982. But competitors, such as
Tektronix (see p. 155), also announced VLSI testers.
This month, speaking to security
analysts in New York, Sear said
that this is the year: " In 1983, we
have the technology in hand to deliver systems of 40 NiFiz and up to
288 pins." Shipments should begin
toward the year's end. Further, a
company will expand its line with a
production-line tester from its TELGenRad joint venture in Japan.
Although the company's learning
experience may pay off in astronger
base of design experience, its first-in
edge gets duller by the month. Fairchild and others will introduce VLSI
testers in the same range later this
year.
—Richard W. Comerford

401 Jones Road, Oceanside, California 92054/Te1:619/757-1880/ TVVX:910-322-1470
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THE STATE OF THE ART
IS NOW MAINE.
Fairchild, the people who
brought you FAST,' now
bring you the first high-volume,
fully-automated robotics
assembly line for plastic fC
logic. Right here in South
Portland. Maine. U.S.A.
We've achieved greater
capacity. Reduced cycle time.
Better control. Improved lot
traceability. And increased
quality. In wafer fabrication,

THERE'S A FAST
IN YOUR FUTURE.
1978: Fairchild introduces FAST.
1980: Over 1million units
shipped.
1981: Second source
announced.
1982: 2,000,000 units shipped
in one month.
1983: Manufacturing technobgy
innovation.

diffusion,assembly and testing.
So if you've always liked
FAST for its high speed and
low power, now you have one
more reason: its address.
Fairchild Digital Division,
333 Western Avenue, South
Portland, Maine 04106.

MAE
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FAST is atrademark of Fairchild Came ra and Instrument Corporation for Cigna Products Fairchild Camera and irritrument Corporation
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300kHz Per Channel Data Acquisition
High- Speed Data Acquisition
With Neff's new High-Speed ADC (620543), you can take
data at rates to 300,000 samples/second/channel and
directly acquire and record low-level dynamic or transient
signals. Built on a single card that plugs into Neff's Series

Recording can be timed to occur at any point or points
before or after an event. You can even change sample rate
during a recording interval so that signals with fast rise time
and slow fall time can be efficiently recorded.

500 I/O System, the High-Speed ADC is ahigh performance
data acquisition system in itself. It features a high quality,

Find Out More

programmable, differential amplifier with 12 input ranges
from 5mV to 10.24V fullscale; a precision sixth-order

are covered in our new 1983-84 System 620 catalog. If your

pre- sampling filter with programmable bandwidth to 80kHz
and a 12- bit analog/digital converter that accommodates the
high programmable sample rates.

Full specifications and other details of the High- Speed ADC
application calls for fast data acquisition, you should have a
copy. Send for yours today or, for faster response, call toll
free: (800) 423-7151; in California ( 213) 357-7151 collect.

Converted data is stored in an on- board memory and
accessed by the computer using standard Neff software
programs and computer interfaces.
Versatile Recording Techniques

EFF

INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

Because all functions are programmable, you have
complete control over recording start times and rates.

UPU
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700 South Myrtle Ave Monrovia, CA 91016
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Business activity

The Canadian electronic equipment
market started growing
again in the final quarter of 1982, according
to the latest data released by Statistics Canada, when both the consumption and the production of equipment
outpaced the year as a
whole. For those last
three months, the total consumption of equipment, defined as the apparent domestic
market, grew to $2.171 billion (Canadian), up 5.4% from the $2.059 billion of the third
quarter. Total shipments, or domestic production, on the other hand, rose 10.9% to
$1.455 billion from the previous quarter's $ 1.312 billion, the government reports.
Exports of equipment, which includes communications equipment, office machines
and computers, instruments, and radio and television gear, grew 8.7% to $813 million
in the fourth quarter from $748 million, while equipment imports rose 2.3% to $ 1.529
billion from $ 1.495 billion. The electronic equipment trade deficit in the fourth quarter
fell 4.1% to $716 million from $747 million in the third quarter.

"Whereas growth was restrained [
in the Canadian industry] overall, relatively," Statistics Canada
reports of the fourth quarter, "shipments did better than domestic demand and exports
much better than imports, all of which reduced the trade deficit" to its lowest since the
1980 fourth quarter "and well down from $942 million in the first quarter of 1982."
Communications equipment "had afirm and stable period" in the final three months,
adds the Ottawa-based government operation. Demand for office machines "weakened
for the third successive quarter and again kept a damper on imports. Shipments,
nonetheless, turned stronger to give asignificant push to exports, which led to afall of
$35 million in the trade deficit." Instruments and radio and television equipment,
though, were two market segments that underwent little change in the final quarter.

For the full year, Canadian electronic equipment consumption was up 3% to $ 8.821 billion in 1982
from 1981's $8.567 billion. Shipments by Canadian manufacturers, on the other hand,
gained 6.1% to $ 5.553 billion from $5.235 billion. Of this amount, Canadian companies
exported $3.019 billion worth of equipment, an increase of 5.5% over the $2.862 billion
sent abroad in 1981. Equipment imports, on the other hand, were up only 1.5% to
$6.287 billion, compared with the $6.194 billion registered in 1981. As a result,
Canada's 1982 trade deficit in electronic equipment inched downward 1.9% to $3.268
billion from 1981's $ 3.332 billion. Commenting on the year as a whole, Statistics
Canada notes that "the high growth rates of recent years were absent and the industry
barely managed a holding position. If there was a favorable side, it was that the trade
deficit, at $3.3 billion in 1981 and expected to soar, remained unchanged following
increases of $796 million in 1981 and $547 million the year before." —Robert J. Kozma
Electronics May 31
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EXPORTS
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U S. ELECTRONICS IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

SOURCE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

U.S. ELECTRONICS IMPORTS AND EXPORTS' ( MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
EXPORTS

IMPORTS
March 1983
Accounting, computing, and
data-processing machines
Calculators

February 1983

March 1982

March 1983

February 1983

March 1982
-

125.474

88.574

69.984

490.650

413.259

424.782

33.028

34.500

39.443

8.653

6.140

9.005

Parts for data-processing
machines and office calculators

197.672

157.800

110.551

440.751

352.224

345.984

Telecommunications,
sound- recording, and soundreproducing equipment

813.349

683.163

755 326

357.322

269.831

318.066

Electronic or electric instruments

82.974

66.660

72 082

524.454

455.959

434.870

Printed-circuit boards

21.339

15.749

16 913

15.249

10.791

9.865

473.475

322.977

355.195

382.122

326.340

353.628

14.649

13.059

15.130

11.271

10.073

11.868

Integrated circuits, diodes and
other semiconductors, tubes,
piezoelectric crystals, parts
Fixed and variable resistors

,

U. S. ELECTRONIC -COMPONENTS PRODUCER PRICE INDEX 2 ( 1967 = 100)
March 1983

February 1983

March 1982

Digital bipolar integrated circuits

48.8

48.6

49.7

Digital MOS ICs

41.1

41.2

46.4

Linear ICs

60.6

60.7

56.9

Capacitors

191.4

192.0

197.3

Resistors

183.0

182.9

174.0

Relays

232.0

232.0

234.4

Connectors

222.6

221.4

219.0

GENERAL U S ECONOMIC INDICATORS
April 1983

April 1982

Average prime rate 1%1 3

10.50

10.50.

16.50

Retail sales ($ billione

94.219

92.741

88.468

Unemployment rate 1%1 2

10.1

10.1

SOURCES: ' Bureau of the Census ? Bureau of Labor Stausucs
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?Federal Reserve Board

9.2
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S. Department of Commerce
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INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S
FASTEST ECL RAMs.
`4L'Ure rannlie

And the next fastest.

And the next to the next fastest.

Address access times of 7nsec.
Maximum. And block access times of 4nsec.
Maximum!
These specs belong to the world's fastest
ECL RAMs. Fujitsu's new MBM10422A-7
and MBM100422A-7. Both are results of our
patented DOPOS ( Doped Polysilicon) and
lOP-II ( Isolation by Oxide and Polysilicon)
manufacturing processes. Both give you low
power dissipation ( 0.7mW/bit) and 256 x4
organization. And both are fully compatible
with their respective industry standard 10K
and 100K families. Plus, our 100K series gives
you on-chip voltage compensation for
improved noise margin.

Circle 37 on reader service card

When higher density is amust, but speed
recoids aren't, look into our fully decoded
1K x4MBM10474 and MBM100474. Ideal for
high speed scratch pad, control and buffer
storage tasks, they deliver access times of
15nsec and low 0.7mW/bit power dissipation.
For main memory control and buffer
storage applications, our MBM10480 and
MBM100480 give you the highest densities
available anywhere. They're 16K x1products
of an entirely new cell technology using the
active pull-up ( PNP) technique. They give you
access times under 25nsec, extremely low
power dissipation ( 0.04mW/bit) and very
small cell and chip sizes.
Each of our ECL RAMs is fully compatible with industry standard 10K or 100K
families. And if you're thinking about switching to an MOS part, you'll be happy to know
these second-generation ECL RAMs deliver

far lower cost per bit than the ECL products
you've probably been dealing with.
For literature, call 800-556-1234 ( ext.
82). In California, call 800-441-2345 ( ext. 82).
For samples, contact your nearest Fujitsu
sales office. We'll set speed records to deliver
the ECL RAMs you want.

FUJITSU

MICROELECTRONICS
Technology that works.
FMI, 3320 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA
95051. 408/727-1700.
FMI Sales Offices
•Boston 617/964-7080 • Chicago 312/934-6400;
•Dallas 214/669-1616 • Minneapolis 612/454-0323
•NewYork 516/273-6660 • Northern California 408/866-5600;
•Southern California 714/547-9525

Everybodys' talking about
networking
But the real issue is control.
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Quality and productivity demand control. Control of resources,
procedures, and data.
It's popular to think that networking will fill that demand. But networking alone won't enable you to exercise this control. You need a
networking system. TERANET.
In addition to communication tools, TERANET includes powerful
software, asecond-level computer
and test systems. Together, they do
much to help you boost productivity
and quality
First, by improving the use of
production resources through better
test system monitoring and operator
supervision.
Second, by reducing the time
required to prepare new test programs, managing job plan libraries
and keeping the cost of each programming station low.
And third, by allowing better
yield management through more efficient data collection, analysis and
reporting.
TERANET will benefit both
semiconductor and equipment manufacturers. The system's one megabaud
communications link and ISO 802
implementation support our memory,
logic and analog device test systems,
laser trim products and discrete
device test systems. TERANET will
accommodate all future Teradyne products as well.
TERANET is the natural evolution of our long experience in ATE
networking technology Because it's asystem, it can help you achieve
agreater degree of control. And what manager doesn't want that?
For acopy of our brochure, Distributed Industrial Management
Systems, write Teradyne, 183 Essex Street, Boston, MA 02111.

We measure quality

Electronics/ May 31, 1983
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Bubble
Machine.

This Nicolet digital scope can put low:
awaveform in yourpocket
The two-channel 3091 offers the traditional advantages of a
Nicolet digital storage oscilloscope in acompact portable package. The
quartz crystal timing, precise A/D conversion and alphanumeric display
combine to overcome the accuracy limitations of the analog oscilloscope.
Its high resolution and 1MHz digitizing rate make it ideal for
field calibration, fault diagnosis or transient analysis in mechanical,
electrical, acoustical and
biological applications.
Signals can be viewed live,
stored for closer examination
or compared in real time to
previously stored references.
Waveforms can be expanded,
interrogated by cursor, output to
pen recorders or even transmitted to acomputer at the touch
of abutton. Important data can
be stored on the optional magnetic bubble cassette for instant
recall in either your 3091 or
someone else's.
The 3091 is adigital storage
oscilloscope, atransient
recorder and achart recorder
all in one, easy-to-use instrument.
To find out how you can put digital precision in your pocket,
call 608/273-5008 or write: Nicolet Oscilloscope Division,
5225 Verona Road, Madison,
Wisconsin 53711.
In Canada: call 416/625-8302. $

00'

Nicolet
•U.S. domestic list price. Bubble cassette option additional at $ 1,500.
Circle 40 for more information

Electronics newsletter
Data General completes
revamped supermini line
with midrange model ...

Completing a total revamping of its superminicomputer line in little
more than six months, Data General Corp. will soon unveil a new
midrange model. To be rated at approximately 1.26 million Whetstone
operations per second, the new model will fall between the low-end
MV/4000 introduced last November and the MV/10000 announced in
March. The Westboro, Mass., company is also expected to introduce a
high-performance Winchester disk, with the highest capacity and speed
ever offered by the company.

. . . as archrival DEC

Look for Digital Equipment Corp. to unveil a flurry of new products

adds muscle to CI bus

later this year that support substantially enhanced capabilities for its
popular Q bus. The Maynard, Mass., systems giant is poised to introduce
block-mode direct-memory access, which will permit memories to
increment their own address counters and thereby dramatically reduce
address-transmission requirements. According to one well-placed source,
the technique will allow atripling of Q-bus data-transfer rates to about 2
million words per second. DEC is also known to be working toward
processors, disks, and memory boards that can handle bus-parity data.

HP starts ATE push
with two new systems

Hewlett-Packard Co. is pushing harder in the automatic-test-equipment
markets dominated by such companies as Fairchild, GenRad, and
Teradyne. Executive vice president William Terry told New York
security analysts last week that two new systems will be shown at the
ATE East show in Boston June 13-16. Joining two printed-circuit—board
testers introduced earlier this year [
Electronics, Feb. 24, p. 147], the
3065A will sell for about $250,000, support up to three test heads and as
many programming stations, and check out a board, including its
memory chips, in less than 20 s. About 30 on-board ICs can be tested
each second. The roughly $40,000 4062A, for production semiconductor
testing, will perform ac and dc tests using an HP 1000.

X-ray lithography unit

Two-year-old Micronics Corp. of Los Gatos, Calif., introduced at last

for production work has
submicrometer resolution

CP/M's author plans
new operating systems
to fight Unix, MS/DOS

Electronics/May 31, 1983

week's Semicon West conference an X-ray lithography system with
submicrometer resolution and accuracy developed for full production
printing of very large-scale ICs. The high-resolution X-ray source has a
stationary palladium target, a 6-kw power level, and a 0.4-mm spot.
Optical resolution is 2 to 0.5 p.m, adequate for most of today's VLSI
circuits, as well as for 256-K and 1-megabyte dynamic random-access
memories. An automatic alignment system built around piezoelectric
motors, helium-laser illuminators, and fresnel zone plates ensures
accuracy to ±0.1 µ,m at 2 standard deviations. The machine will sell
$750,000 when it becomes available in six months.

Digital Research Inc., whose popular CP/M operating system for
microcomputers is in danger of being eclipsed in the 16-bit arena by Bell
Laboratories' Unix and Microsoft's MS/DOS, will fight back with two
new operating systems and some CP/M upgrades. A joint effort with
Hitachi Ltd., the program may result in what the Pacific Grove, Calif.,
company calls the next generation of operating systems: ahigh level of
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multitasking, including multiple windows and interprocess
communications. Like Unix, the systems, for the Motorola 68000 and the
Intel iAPX 286 microprocessors, will have ahierarchical file structure.

Two distributors to sell

The move toward distributors' selling semicustom ICs, expected soon to

Motorola's semicustom les

become an important source of revenue to chip makers as well, is picking
up speed. In the latest deal, Motorola Corp.'s Semiconductor Sector has
named two leading firms to handle its line of Macrocell gate arrays. Both
Hamilton/Avnet of Culver City, Calif., and Schweber Electronics of
Westbury, N. Y., will install the computer-aided design equipment
necessary for them to customize the chips to customers' specifications at
three locations. The first distributor to get into this niche was Wyle
Distribution Group of Irvine, Calif., with NCR Corp.'s semicustom parts.

Pentagon to fund
GaAs pilot lines

Video teleconferencing

Eager to pull gallium arsenide chips out of the laboratory, the
Department of Defense is set to fund one or more GaAs pilot production
lines this fall. The goal for the three-year program, to be administered by
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, is a capability of a
hundred 3-in, wafers per week for each pilot line by early 1986. Target
device types are gate arrays of at least 6,000 gates and static randomaccess memories of at least 16-K density. At least two bidding teams are
known: Texas Instruments Inc., of Dallas, with McDonnell Douglas
Corp. of St. Louis; and Honeywell Inc., Minneapolis, with Rockwell
International Corp., headquartered in Pittsburgh. The cost for each pilot
line funded is expected to be $ 20 million to $40 million.

A new technique that cuts data rates for color motion video to just 56

rates squeezed to 56 kb/s

kb/s from around 1.5 mb/s should give the market for teleconferencing a
big boost. Developed by Widergren Communications Inc. of San Jose,
Calif., it will show its paces on video tape at the annual International
Communications Association meeting in Anaheim, Calif., June 1-3. The
company has a $770,000 contract with the Pentagon for asystem to be
delivered in January 1984. Commercial sales are also planned for 1984
with target prices of about $ 85,000, compared to $ 100,000 to $200,000
for existing versions.

Addenda

Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif., has signed a letter of intent to
form ajoint venture with Genentech Inc. of nearby San Francisco to
develop instrumentation and information systems for biotechnology and
genetic engineering. Initial plans call for abudget of about $ 10 million to
$20 million to cover five to seven years. . . . Add Zilog Inc. to the firms
cooperating with Western Electric Co. to provide a generic version of
Bell Laboratories' Unix System 5operating system for its 16- and 32-bit
microprocessor products. The Campbell, Calif., firm joins Motorola,
Intel, and National Semiconductor. . . . The rash of semiconductor
start-ups continues unabated. The latest is Lattice Semiconductor Corp.
in Portland, Ore. A founder is Rahul Sud, adesigner of Inmos Corp.'s
high-speed static random-access memory. To be abroad-line supplier of
ultrahigh-performance parts, it is scheduling samples of its first design
for February 1984.
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ANT ER EM I
SUCCESS
Our semiconductor memory designers
have done it again. Thanks to their
ingenuity, we've invented anew manufacturing process known as LD 3*. And
it's amajor breakthrough. Because now,
we're producing significant volumes of
ultra-fast computer memories — 64K
dynamic RAMs with operating speeds
of less than 80 nanoseconds.
Equally impressive, these new 64K's
require no more power than their slower
equivalents. Nor is there any compromise in reliability.
In addition, we've developed reliable
thin oxides to improve electrical storage
characteristics. And we've added other
enhancements that are being used to
develop our even higher density onemegabit RAM.
What does it all mean? Simply this:
Our ultra-fast semiconductor memories
complete the technology picture for a
whole new generation of computers —
ageneration that condenses mainframe
computer speed into desktop systems.
And that's why our latest innovations
truly are a "semi" success. • PItent-pending
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
MOS1
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The
5 Nanosecond
Leap.
Our 'S558 Multiplier is
Top Frog. Again.
In this world of leapfrogging technologies, one
company's products give you abig jump on your
competition. Time after time.
Take our SN54/74S558 flow-through digital
combinatorial multiplier, for instance. It performs a
double-length 8x8-bit operation and delivers a16bit double-length product in 60 ns (guaranteed). A
full 15 ns ahead of our closest competitor.
And our SN54/74S557 with transparent output
latches gives you an even greater edge. Its worst case
logic delay is the same as our 'S558. No similar
multiplier comes close.
If you want to move more data faster, whether
your application is array multiplication or signal
processing, our 'S557/558 multipliers can provide
just the speed you need. At very competitive prices.
Both multipliers are packaged in standard 40pin DIPs. And they're available off-the-shelf, today.
So before you jump into the wrong pond, talk to
your Monolithic Memories sales rep or franchised
distributor. Ask for our 'S557/558 Multiplier Data
Sheet, plus application notes AN- 111 and AN- 116.
Or write us at 1165 Argues Avenue, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086.

Monolithic
Memories
Circle 45 on reader service card

Capacitor Casebook: SMPS

I'm having rehab -My pi
Would cooler
car
Staying cool is usually agood idea, for you as
well as capacitors.
Better performance and longer life are
the likely result in both cases.
Let's assume you've correctly
identified the problem and that
cooler capacitors would indeed
upgrade reliability.
So how do you get cooler capacitors?—41" 1111
In theory, you simply choose those with the lowest ESR
values.
Low ESR means less dissipated power. Less dissipated
power means lower operating temperatures. Lower operating temperatures mean higher reliability.
In practice, however, SMPS designers have learned that
low ESR claims are not invariably all they seem to be.
Claims to provide capacitors with the lowest ESR values
are best evaluated in the light of the manufacturer's
experience and reputation.
RIFA polypropylene pulse capacitors, for example, offer
some of the lowest ESR values on the market. Advanced
connection technology, up-to-date manufacturing methods
and stringent quality control mean that when RIFA claims
alow ESR value, you can be sure that's what you'll get.
Any SMPS designers who've ever suffered from bad connections will know this doesn't go for all polypropylenes on
the market.
And with electrolytic input and output capacitors, choosing the lowest initial ESR can prove to be amajor error if
stability is lacking.
So for cooler capacitors, by all means look for the lowest
ESR values. But take agood look at the manufacturer's
reputation at the same time.

competitor
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Comparison of RIFA electrolytic
capacitors and typical competitors

blems in my SMPS circuits.
citors help?
RIFA CAPACITOR OF
THE MONTH
PHE 420 polypropylene low

loss pulse capacitor.
Main features:

• Low ESR — low losses
• Long life grade
• Excellent humidity resistance
• High capacitance stability
• Self-extinguishing encapsulation
Basic data:
Capacitance range
Capacitance tolerances

Rated voltage
Temperature range
Climatic category

0.068 µF to 10 µ
*10% (
code K)
*5% (code I)
Other tolerances on request
VDC(U R)160. 250 and 400
VAC 100, 160 and 220
—55°C to + 85 °C
55/085/56

Applications
High current applications such as output smoothing in high
frequency SMPS. as blocking capacitor in bridge converters, high
frequency coupling/decoupling, in deflection circuits in TV sets
(S-correction). etc

WHY RIFA?
Facts first.
At RIFA, we've been in the capacitor business for 40 years.
Long enough to assure you we know our business. Long
enough for you to assume we plan to continue in business.
We keep 1,000 people busy specializing in capacitors.
We have selling operations in 29 countries and manufacture in 3countries — Sweden, France and Australia.
With RIFA, you get ahighly reliable prime source of capacitors. Many large international companies, ranging from
quality-sensitive telecommunications manufacturers to
market-sensitive home appliance manufacturers, use RIFA as
asingle source.
We believe in the advantages to our customers of manufacturing and selling afull range.
And we've made sure we not only have the capacity, knowhow, experience and financial and technical resources to do
that, but also to back it up with applications advice and whatever else it takes for our customers to benefit from optimum
capacitor solutions.
There is aRIFA difference. Maybe it's time you discovered it.

capacitors

As one of the world's few genuine full-range capacitor
manufacturers, we'd be the first to aamit we're biased.
However, we'll try to be objective as well as brief.
In SMPS circuits, the optimum solution often calls for
several different types and values of capacitor.
Also in SMPS, perhaps more than in other circuits, designers tend to put large numbers of capacitors in parallel
to achieve acertain level of performance.
In both cases, an impartial full- range capacitor manufacturer might be able to suggest atotal solution based on a
different mix -of capacitors or dielectrics — one using fewer
capacitors and producing abetter overall performance.
A limited- range manufacturer offers asolution to part of
acircuit.
A full- range manufacturer can look for the total optimum
solution.

RIFA AB. S-163 81 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, PHONE (08)752 25 00. TELEX 13690 ELRIFA S
ERICSSON .00 . RIFA is amember of the Ericsson Group
FRANCE
RIFA S.A., 55 RUE CARNOT, 92100 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT.
PHONE (01)603 06 40, TELEX 200781.
HONG KONG
ASTEC AGENCIES LTD, ROOM 901/902, CHOW SANG SANG BUILDING,
229 NATHAN ROAD, TSIMSHATSUI, KOWLOON, HONG KONG.
PHONE K-721 03 48/7/6, TELEX 37528.
JAPAN
K.K. EWIG SHOKAI, 18-8 SHINSEN-CHO, SHIBUYA-KU, TOKYO 150,
PHONE (03)464-7321. TELEX 26295.
NIKKO ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES CO LTD, KOWA BUILDING,
1-17 1-CHOME, OHASHI, MEGURO-KU, TOKYO.
PHONE ( 03)464-0291. TELEX 24774.
SWITZERLAND
D. LEITGEB AG, POSTFACH 6671, CH-8600 DÜBENDORF.
PHONE ( 01)82 01 545/82 01 546, TELEX 55547.
UNITED KINGDOM
RIFA AB CONTACT BUREAU, MARKET CHAMBERS, SHELTON SOUARE,
COVENTRY CV1 1DJ, PHONE (0203)272 59, TELEX 311529.
USA
WORLD PRODUCTS INC., P 0 BOX 517, SONOMA CA 95476.
PHONE ( 707)996-5201/2/3. TELEX 171715.
WEST GERMANY
RIFA-LEITGEB GmbH, POSTFACH 1166, 7707 ENGEN ( BEI SINGEN),
PHONE (07733)6033. TELEX 793923,
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Is there really any benefit to
SMPS designers in dealing
with afull-range capacitor
manufacturer?
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Significant developments in technology and business

E-PROM cartridges
change the action
in games people play
by Stephen W. Fields, San Francisco bureau manager

Through special terminals at
retail stores, dealers will
program new video games into
reusable cartridges for $ 10

loads programs for one of its user
groups, and newly launched Control
Video Corp., of Vienna, Va., sends
games to subscribers over the phone.
There are also electronic distribution
systems involving fm carrier channels and cable TV. But so far, the
numbers of programs involved are
not nearly as significant as the market Terrell envisions.
CES debut. Romox has "shipped
tens of thousands of cartridges for
Atari 400 and 800 computers, as well
as for Commodore's VIC-20 and
model 64 and Texas Instruments'
99/4A," according to Terrell. At the
Chicago show, he will unveil the programming terminal to be installed in
the retail outlets.
Linked over 1,200-baud modems
and telephone lines to a mainframe
computer in Santa Clara, Calif., each
terminal will store the top 10 games
of the week in random-access memory and 100 more titles on a floppy
disk. "We have hardware and software locks built into the system, and
so there is no way acartridge can be
programmed without us knowing
about it," explains Terrell. "The re-

Video-game retailers are in for a
pleasant surprise at the Consumer
Electronics Show next week in Chicago: game cartridges are now available with erasable programmable
read-only memories, instead of with
Roms. Henceforth, for a mere $ 10,
games that do not sell or that have
outlived their popularity can simply
be reprogrammed in the retail store
at a special terminal. New game cartridges carry price tags of anywhere
from $29 to $49.
The cartridges' maker, Romox
Inc., of Campbell, Calif., plans to
have 2,500 terminals at major retail
outlets in time for the Christmas season, says its president Paul Terrell.
"There are tens of thousands of our
customers out there with programmable cartridges. This is a substantial customer base, and Iexpect it to
grow to millions as we sign up other
software publishers. Electronic software distribution is here; it works;
and it is going to totally change the
way software is distributed."
Others appear to agree with Terrell. Currently, a few software developers and publishers are downloading programs to users over telephone
lines. Grid Systems Corp., Mountain
View, Calif., a personal-computer On the spot With a new programming
maker [
Electronics, Jan. 13, p. 49],
terminal designed for use at retail outlets,
customers can have new game software
offers to download business-application packages from acentral computdownloaded from amainframe into reuser over the phone. Source Telecom- able E- PROM-based cartridges for Atari,
puting Corp., of McLean, Va., downCommodore, or TI personal computers.
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tailer gets the $ 10 on the spot [from
the customer], and we bill him
monthly and pay any royalties due."
Terrell has been in the personalcomputer business since late 1975,
when he founded the first computer
store, the Byte Shop in Mountain
View, Calif. When he got the idea
for reprogrammable cartridges, in
March 1982, he limited them to
games played with computers, convinced the market for growth was in
personal computers rather than game
consoles. Moreover, he had electronic software distribution in mind for
other things besides games and was
willing to pay "the couple of dollars
more for the PRoms."
Explains Terrell, "There is no reason why non-game software can't be
distributed in the same way." It
would eliminate one of the biggest
problems software retailers face,
which is not having the right software in stock when the customer
asks for it.
EE-PRoms to come. The cartridges
themselves come in several different
sizes, ranging from 4- to 16-K bytes,
and will be sold as blanks for $ 15 to
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$25. In practice, since ultravioletlight—erasable PROMs are used, the
customer will have either to exchange acartridge for ablank one or
buy a new blank. The Romox cartridges have asnap-open case, so the
dealer can open the returned units
and erase them for resale. "In the
future, as electrically erasable PROM
prices fall, we can eliminate the uv
erase step," Terrell says.
Terrell has applied for several patents on his E-PROM-based edge-connector cartridge and on the technique of programming the E-PROMS
through the edge connector. He is
also licensing titles from several
game companies and talking to several major software houses about nongame products.

The new oxide derives its advantage over conventional cobalt-doped
oxide media from a proprietary
chemical process that produces magnetic particles of a smaller, more
compact shape and adifferent crystal
structure. Instead of resembling needles, Isomax particles, which are
only 0.2 micrometer long, are eggshaped and can therefore be packed
more closely together. They also exhibit complete isotropy, which means
they can be magnetized equally well
in any direction. It is this characteristic that lends itself to either the
vertical or conventional horizontal
recording format, explains Kroon.
High densities. Floppy disks made
with Isomax can have densities of up
to 40,000 flux changes, or bits, per
inch, yielding capacities of 5and 10
Memories
megabytes for disks with track densities of 96 and 200 tracks/in., respectively, Kroon says. In perpendicular
recording formats, densities could exceed 100,000 b/in., he claims.
The only barrier to converting to
Isomax from present media is its
If interest by potential users is atip- need for a recording head with a
off, Eastman Kodak Co.'s dense new smaller gap between its poles-20
m instead of the present 50 1.tm.
magnetic recording medium should
have abig impact on rotating memo- Such heads already exist in protories for computers. Called Isomax, it type. One head supplier, Applied
can boost the capacity of 5¼-inch Magnetics Corp., of Goleta, Calif.,
floppy-disk drives from the current 1 reportedly showed its favored cusmegabyte to 10 megabytes, and it is tomers one at the NCC in a lockedthe first commercially available me- door hotel suite.
dium to support vertical recording
Drive manufacturers, however, are
techniques, according to its manufac- not saying much about Isomax, acaturer, the Spin Physics operating unit giness typical of a competitive marof Kodak in San Diego, Calif.
ket like floppy disks. Seagate Tech"Isomax is not a curiosity. Proto- nology Inc., Scotts Valley, Calif., actype disks already have been evaluat- knowledges it thoroughly evaluated
ed and will be available in volume the medium but as yet has no plans
for it. A spokesman points out that
later this year," says William L.
Kroon, director of marketing, mag- the higher density also poses a need
netic media division. In the last six "for a whole new mechanism for ermonths, 10 disk makers have put ror control." Tandon Corp., Chatsworth, Calif., aleader in floppy proIsomax through its paces, he says.
Kodak unveiled Isomax at the Na- duction, declines to comment.
tional Computer Conference earlier
Potential. A consultant on data
this month at Anaheim, Calif. Inqui- storage, Raymond C. Freeman Jr. of
ries surpassed expectations, officials Freeman Associates, Santa Barbara,
claim. The medium was developed Calif., agrees Isomax has potential.
by Kodak researchers in France and "It will permit a major advance in
the U. S. So far, it has been used for recording. It's precisely what is needmagnetic tape in the video-frame ed," he says. But in his view, an old
storage portion of a motion-analysis problem looms ahead: disk suppliers
system built by Kodak.
are reluctant to commit themselves

Novel oxide makes

disks 10 times denser
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to a sole supplier, even a heavyweight like Kodak. The firm has no
plans to license Isomax, but will sell
only disks and media.
Kodak's Kroon notes that while
floppy disks are targeted first, rigid
disks may be next as production gets
up to speed. And he predicts,"You'll
see the first Isomax products at next
year's NCC."
—Larry Waller

Memories

Late implant turns
ROMs around fast
First conceived for suppliers of video-game cartridges, a technique that
promises turnaround times as short
as two weeks from order to shipment
has been developed for programming
read-only memories.
Known variously as late-mask,
last-step, or after-metal programming, the technique puts the programming step after final metalization, rather than halfway through
the fabrication process. Several ROM
makers have hit upon the technique
independently and will soon be shipping from stocks of tested wafers.
The process has three main advantages over present technology. First,
chip makers can keep an inventory
of almost-processed wafers on hand,
so that supplies are ready for urgent
orders. Second, some believe that
with turnaround times down to
around two weeks, equipment makers now opting for the flexibility of
erasable programmable Roms will be
HIGHENERGY
BORON
IMPLANT

METAL

DEPOSITED
OXIDE

PHOTORESIST
OR POLYIMIDE
FIELD OXIDE

POLYSILICON GATE

Late Implant. A photoresist or polyimide
mask blocks the high-energy implant that
penetrates afinished wafer to program readonly memory cells in Mostek's late- mask process for fast turnaround.
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persuaded to switch to ROMs, which away from E-PROMs. Once merely a stroms thick, has been fabricated at
cost anywhere from one half to two prototyping tool, E-PROMs are now- Cornell University's National Rethirds as much as E-PROMs. Finally,
routinely shipped in final products.
search and Resource Facility for
because the wafers can be tested be- This is because it takes time to get Submicron Structures, in Ithaca,
fore they are fixed with acustomer's ROMs with new code, and time is N. Y. What's more, scientists there
code, producers can select perfor- precious when new products are say agallium arsenide version could
mance grades for further economies.
rushed out the door. Mostek's Schla- be the basis of a millimeter-wave
Promising the swiftest turnaround geter, for one, projects that late- transistor more than twice as fast as
so far is American Microsystems mask—programmed parts will take as current devices.
Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., asubsidiary much as half of the E-PROM business
One major stimulus, says Charles
of Gould Inc. "You're out of fab on by 1986: a total of some 6 trillion
Lee, a Cornell professor of electrical
the day you program and can ship bytes. —Roderic Beresford engineering who took part in the revolumes in two weeks, compared
search, was the desire to make siliwith four to six," says Dick Norby,
Solid state
con devices that operate at as high a
marketing manager, Memory Prodfrequency as does gallium arsenide.
ucts group. "We will have samples of
Silicon, he points out, is cheaper, and
a post—metal-programmed 256-x
the technologies and properties surROM in the last part of July."
rounding it are "more varied and
Others may already be shipping.
powerful."
"We will be able to ship samples this
Intrigued by the potential, the
quarter of 64-K and 256-K ROMs In the world of semiconductors, as in Semiconductor Research Corp., Rewith late-mask programming," says that of fashion, thin is in. A gossa- search Triangle Park, N. C., has ofJeff Schlageter, vice president in the mer silicon wafer, merely 1,000 ang- fered to support further research into
Memory Components division at
Mostek Corp., the United Technologies Corp. subsidiary in Carrollton,
Superthin FET halves channel length
Texas. Mostek's fastest turnaround
In the opposed-gate- source transistor being developed at Cornell University,
now—four to five weeks—will drop
to three to four weeks.
the source and gate are opposite each other, on either side of a superthin
Implanter.
Programming
after
gallium arsenide membrane (see figure), in effect reducing the channel length
metal requires ahigh-energy implantto just half the gate length. In operation, electrons from the source diverge in
two groups about aquarter of the way through the wafer, making right or left
er to send boron ions all the way
through the insulating oxide, polysiliturns toward one or the other drain.
con gate, and gate oxide into the
Carriers thus travel half the length of the gate, says Cornell's Charles Lee,
channel region of the transistors (see
giving adelay equivalent to that of aconventional metal semiconductor fieldfigure). A photoresist or polyimide
effect transistor just half as long. Using conventional electron- beam lithogramask blocks the other regions from
phy, gate contacts slightly more than 0.2 micrometer long will be formed. Drain
the implant. After programming, the
contacts are placed on either side of the gate.
only remaining step involves adding
In addition to the reduced delay, another advantage of the structure is that
the final passivation layer.
transmission lines are readily formed from parallel wires on either side of the
The technique is not without its
membrane, so that signals propagating down the gate line are coupled in
risks, however, warns Peyton Cole,
phase with those propagating down the drain line. Thus, the transistor's output
director of marketing at Texas Inpower can be boosted by making the gate wider.
struments Inc.'s mos Memory diviMoreover, adds Lee, moving the source to the bottom of the membrane,
right atop the ground plane, reduces inductance to a minimum. A similar
sion, in Houston. He worries about
reduction of inductance might be achieved, he says, in the permeable- base
the integrity of a gate oxide after a
transistor [
Electronics, Dec. 15, 1982, p. 138] developed by the Massachuhigh-energy implant through it. As
setts Institute of Technology's Lincoln Laboratory.
-Marilyn A. Harris
yet, Cole appears unruffled by the
prospect of competitors' fast-turnaround chips even though TI'S ROM
DRAIN
GATE
DRAIN
business is almost entirely with video-game makers—they have special
needs, he says. He is confident, too,
that if a market for late-mask programming emerges, TI can speed up
GROUND PLANE
SOURCE )
MEMBRANE
its development of the technique.
ELECTRON CURRENT
Besides addressing the needs of
game
software,
fast-turnaround
ROMs are likely to woo some users

Uttrathin wafer promises

uttrafast transistors
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devices mule on superthin silicon.
At 1,000 A, the membranes are
about 1/250 as thick as the usual 10mil silicon wafer.
Pacing the effort now, however, is
afast millimeter-wave GaAs transistor conceived by Lee and his Cornell
colleague, G. Conrad Dolman, along
with former student and present
TRW engineer John Berenz, while the
two were consulting for TRW Inc.'s
Electronics Systems Group in Redondo Beach, Calif. Called an opposed—gate-source transistor and sporting anovel structure (see "Superthin
FET halves channel length," p. 51),
the device is built on a 1,500-A-thick
GaAs membrane, a dimension that
Lee says his etching process is approaching for this material.
The new transistor should be able
to operate at 94 gigahertz, Lee says,
a frequency where there is an atmospheric window with small attenuation. The fastest devices to date, he
adds, work at about 40 GHz.
Silicon membrane. To obtain asuperthin membrane, astandard 10-mil
silicon water is implanted to adepth
of 1,000 A with any common dopant— Lee and co-researchers John
Silcox and graduate student Kevin
Lee (who is Lee's son) have successfully used neon, boron, phosphorus,
and hydrogen. The wafer is then annealed by heating it to between 900°
and 1,000°C.
Then, anodic etching, which depends on the wafer's being conductive to work, is used to thin the wafer. A positive potential is put on the
wafer, and anegative potential on an
electrolytic bath—for silicon, a buffered solution of hydrofluoric acid.
The bath etches the semiconductor
from the back of the doped wafer,
dissolving all but the doped layer,
which is relatively nonconductive.
Handling such adelicate wafer requires extra care. The etching is
done selectively, so as to leave asupportive ring. Moreover, the wafer
must be put on a supportive surface—one method the Cornell group
uses is to set it in paraffin.
Lee and his co-workers are attempting to measure the resistivity of
the completed transistors before
making ohmic and rectifying con-
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tacts and diodes. The SRC has promised some $35,000 to Lee's group to
help them pursue the silicon wafer's
applications, as well as the amenability to analysis of its fabrication techniques by an electron-transmission
microscope. —Marilyn A. Harris

Information processing

Xerox extends reach
in office automation
Xerox Corp., long a powerhouse in
the office-automation business, isolated itself from much of the market by
restricting access to its high-level
protocols. But now the company's
Office Systems division, in Dallas,
plans to ease the restrictions by providing a general interface that will
make it possible for office-automation networks to mix the IBM Personal Computer (PC) with Xerox equipment. It is the first time Xerox has
made such an interface available, according to division vice president
John Shoch.
For the medium that will link it to
the rest of the office-automation
world, Xerox has joined in a loose
consortium with 3Com Corp. of
Mountain View, Calif., and VisiCorp. of San Jose. The trio announced at the mid-May National
Computer Conference in Anaheim
that Xerox would provide asoftware
interface between its network-server
protocols and Viscorp's bit-mapped
VisioN environment for the PC. The
IBM machine and Xerox work sta-

tions will thus be able to communicate over an Ethernet system provided by 3Com.
Xerox previously offered all comers its low-level Ethernet protocols
and some transport and internet protocols, but it kept as proprietary its
advanced network servers for highspeed printers, file management, and
electronic mail. The deal, then,
marks a change in the company's
marketing strategy.
Enticed. More than anything else,
what lured Xerox on was the PC. An
insider reports that Xerox salesmen
were finding themselves shut out of
potentially major accounts because
Pcs could not be tied into a new
Xerox system. Shoch notes that some
20 Xerox network products will now
be able to work with Pcs. Other interfaces may be expected. VisioN has
already been mated to the Wang personal computer, which would need
only a link to the Xerox network
servers and an Ethernet interface to
join the party.
VisiCorp, meanwhile, gains powerful application software, to be developed by Xerox and others, for its
yet-untested VisioN user interface.
Announced last November, it will be
available next October. VisioN provides windowing software, so that users have arelatively easy way to manipulate many files simultaneously.
Moreover, the product becomes
more versatile, since 3Com's Etherlink card lets up to four IBM machines operate with a single hard
disk. Normally, VisioN requires a
hard disk for every PC. And 3Com,
which has become the leading suppli-

Doing away with floppy disks
As it pursues its group effort with Xerox and VisiCorp, 3Com Corp., of Mountain
View, Calif., is also working on ways to spare IBM Personal Computer users on
Ethernet local networks the delays and errors of floppy- disk-based software.
According to 3Com founder Robert Metcalfe, the firm's new " low- end"
network server— based on the IBM XT Personal Computer with a10- megabyte
Winchester disk and the MS-DOS 2.0 operating system—can download
software to 10 PC- based work stations. Because the XT would also handle the
work- station booting, no floppy-disk drive would be needed. Along with this
saving in hardware, further economies may be made because multiple disk
copies of software would become unnecessary. Moreover, the software would
be more secure, since only the server would have it.
-Harvey J. Hindin
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er of hardware and software for Ethernet, finds both Xerox and VisiCorp
marketing its products.
The agreement is "very logical"
for all three companies, says Robert
Metcalfe, founder of 3Com after inventing Ethernet while a Xerox employee. Xerox will develop the network applications; VisiCorp will
market them through its sales force
and distributors; and 3Com will provide the connections to the network.
Xerox will also implement VisioN on
one of its own personal computers
and will sell the systems through its
own sales force.
Hybrid system. The resulting
product will be something of a
many-layered hybrid. The Xerox network servers will be linked to a network of IBM PCs and Xerox work
stations through VisiON software, the
3Com networking interface, the Ism
machine's MS/DOS operating system,
and a 3Com Ethernet.
Each of these elements already exists and all were on display at the
computer conference. However, the
question of who has ultimate responsibility for packaging them was politely ducked by the three partners.
Shoch would not commit his firm
to having aproduct out before "next
Ncc," but VisiCorp president Terry
L. Opdendyk said he would be disappointed if one was not on the market
in six months. —Clifford Barney

The big problem with that
technique has been connecting one wafer to the next.
To carry signals vertically
from one side of a wafer to
the other, Hughes has developed "feedthroughs" produced by the thermomigration of aluminum through
the silicon. Then, for interconnecting one wafer to its
near neighbor, Hughes uses
aspring-like structure called Well-fed. Aluminum dots deposited on awafer migrate
a Microbridge, which both to the other side and form afeedthrough. A Microbridge
supports the wafers and dis- connects two wafers. A stack of seven wafers would
tributes signals. So far, re- hold 1,024 microcomputers working in parallel.
searchers at the laboratories
in Malibu, Calif., have demonstrated speed the broadcasting of data cona two-wafer stack with enough de- stants needed in the algorithms being
vices and interconnects to prove fea- executed. A "wafer stack" would
sibility. They plan to start shortly on contain 1,024 complete microcoma five-wafer stack.
puters. They would operate under
Goal. The goal is ambitious. In stored-program control, first from an
three years, with funds from the Pen- external source, later integrated into
tagon's Defense Advanced Research abottom control wafer.
Projects Agency, they hope to build
This controller communicates with
a stack for a cellular-architecture array hardware via address and concomputer suited for chores like sig- trol buses passing through the
nal processing and image analysis, stacked wafers. The architecture is
says Graham Nudd, head of the "word-parallel, bit-serial"—that is,
Hughes labs' information sciences individual processor logic uses serial
and computer architecture section.
arithmetic, but all processors operate
Other companies are also working simultaneously. This characteristic
on cellular computers, Nudd points produces the high speed, says Nudd,
out. "What is radically different and data may also flow laterally into
about our approach is the degree of processing elements that are not adintegration employed and the three- jacent.
dimensional organization of the proThermomigration. The vertical
Computers
cessing circuitry," he says. The basic feedthroughs are formed by placing
structure will also accommodate a dots of aluminum at points on the
wide range of applications, he contin- wafer and heating the surface of the
ues, and its massively parallel nature n-type silicon to 1,000°C. Simultawill allow rates of 104 million in- neously, athermal gradient of about
structions per second.
150°C per centimeter is applied to
Each wafer in the stack measures the wafer. In this proprietary proFor all the runaway improvement in 640 mils on aside and contains simi- cess, says Nudd, the dots move down
lar computer elements in a 32-by-32 through the silicon "much like earthcircuit
density
stemming
from
crowding ever-smaller devices onto array. Each computing element is 20 worms through the ground," leaving
very large-scale integrated chips, the by 20 mils, with wafers 20 mils thick droplet trails of highly conductive pchips are most often packaged in a and kept about 5 mils apart. Seven type material that become the
time-tested but limiting way: they types of wafers are enough to per- feedthroughs.
cover the two dimensions of printed- form most algorithms studied so far,
The Microbridge interconnect.
circuit boards. Going one dimension Nudd says.
shown in the figure, is of aluminum
better, scientists at Hughes Aircraft
A microprocessor-controller wafer and coated with indium, which,
Co.'s Research Laboratories are ex- would be at the bottom of the stack, when heated, acts as solder. It is
perimentally boosting density by
and other wafers would hold memo- flexible enough to compensate for
stacking the chips vertically—or,
ry, accumulators, counters, compara- any warping of the wafer. Also, its
rather, stacking the wafers on which tors, and input/output circuits. A re- very low parasitic impedance minithe chips are fabricated.
plicator layer, as it is called, would mizes propagation delays and power

Stacked wafers

form dense machine
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dissipation. The resistance of a pair
of interconnects is less than 2ohms,
according to Nudd.
As for power dissipation, which
plagues designers of supercomputers,
the Hughes machine "sidesteps this
problem in a number of ways," says
Nudd. The extensive parallel nature
of computations permits low clock
speeds of about 10 megahertz, and
very low parasitic impedances of interconnects allow small, low-power
complementary-mos devices to drive
data and control lines. What's more,
an average of only 21
/ wafers would
2
be active in each bus cycle at any
one time, further cutting power.
Nudd puts dissipation for his machine at 3 to 5 watts.-Larry Waller

Optical memories

Library of Congress
eyes optical storage
Public officials and private citizens
alike will get access next year to the
precious documents housed in the Li-

brary of Congress in Washington,
D. C. But no one will be leafing
through fragile pages; instead they
will be looking at copies stored in a
sophisticated optical storage and retrieval system based on optical disks.
Called Image Link, the $ 1.7 million system is being assembled by Integrated Automation Inc., which has
combined its own image-digitizing
and cathode-ray-tube hardware with
direct read-after-write laser-scanned
disks and drives from France's
Thomson-csF. With it, the library
will be able to scan, digitize, and
store on adisk the information on an
81
/2
by- 11-inch page in 2 seconds
with a resolution of 300 by 300 picture elements per inch. That works
out to 8 million pixels per second.
After writing, the disks are scanned
by a laser and their contents displayed on a cathode-ray tube.
Cost cutter. Integrated Automation, a five-year-old maker of microfiche systems based in Berkeley,
Calif., put a demonstration opticaldisk installation through its paces
this spring and intends to start installing the full-fledged version in

Optical disk stores agigabyte
Atwo-layer structure consisting of apolymer and ametallic recording material
in aplastic support layer makes up Thomson-CSF's Gigadisc laser-scanned
optical disk. According to François Le Carvennec, general director of the
French company's optical-disk department in Le Plessis-Robinson, a Paris
suburb, the recording material—whose composition he will not reveal—stands
up better to abrasion, oxidation, and moisture than does the tellurium alloy
generally used for disks. The plastic serves both as aprotective covering and
as asubstrate for the recording material.
For the Library of Congress disks, one side is grooved with 40,000 tracks and
divided into 25 radial sectors that format it for tracking, addressing, and
focusing. Each track sector stores 1-K byte of data, for atotal of 1gigabyte. Le
Carvennec predicts adisk will sell for less than $50 and the disk drive for less
than $5,000 by 1988, if not sooner. In that year, he also believes the worldwide
market for disks and drives alone will total $8billion.
To write into the disk, the metallic layer is heated by the beam of a 15milliwatt solid-state diode laser. The polymer decomposes locally and, as it
does, the resulting gas pressure forms bumps about 0.8 micrometer wide in the
metallic layer. These bumps are read by a1-milliwatt laser spot beam as the
disk spins at 1,200 revolutions per minute. Thompson is also working on adisk
that stores data on both sides.
Thomson will produce disks both in France and the U. S. As part of a1980
technology-transfer agreement, the Optimem division of Shugart Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif., will begin shipping drives next year. The French firm is negotiating
with aU. S. supplier as asecond source for the disks.
-Karen Berney
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October. Such systems, says company president David L. Fain, sell for
roughly half what a comparable microfiche facility would cost. As a result, he expects to see heavy competition from both U. S. and Japanese
firms emerging by early next year.
For the library, major hardware in
the system will include two chargecoupled-device (cco) scanners, one
for printed pages and the other for
microfiche, eight custom CRT displays that will present pages with a
resolution of 150 by 300 pixels/in.,
and two laser printers.
One Thomson-CSF disk drive will
handle recording and another playback. Further, there will be ajukebox-type device that selects one disk
from among 100 and loads it for
playback. The disks are 305 millimeters in diameter; one side stores 1
gigabyte (see "Optical disk stores a
gigabyte," below).
Despite their vast capacity, the
100 disks will hold only about 1million of the collection of some 10 billion pages, points out John Ragsdale,
asystems analyst at the library. The
high resolution is needed for two reasons, he explains: the documents
have a lot of fine 4- or 6-point type,
and many images have faded and
blurred with the years.
Enhancements. To sharpen the images, Integrated Automation has designed a two-dimensional image-enhancement system based on a grayscale algorithm. After the CCD scanner has captured the image with a
4,096-pixel detecting element, each
pixel and its surrounding eight points
are digitized to 8 bits of gray scale.
This pixel area is buffered and fed in
parallel to three processors: an edge
processor, a point processor, and a
level processor.
The edge processor looks at the
brightness of pixels within the area
to determine if an edge, or sharp
transition from one tone to another,
exists. If it detects such atransition,
even though blurred, it will select the
binary output of the point processor
to form asharp edge. If, on the other
hand, the edge processor should find
that the area is of uniform brightness, the level processor output will
be chosen in order to form asmooth
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WAVEFORM ANALYZER

SENCORE MODEL SC61

Double Your Troubleshooting and Testing
Productivity .... Or Your Money Back!
Six-digit readout: Automatically tracks every
CRT test. We call it
digital autotracking.
It's patent pending.
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60 MHz ( — 3dB), 100
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Delta PPV, Time, Freq:
Measure any part of a
waveform for PPV,
time or frequency
using Delta measurements. Just dial in the
waveform section
you want to measure
and push.
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Simplify Freq ratio tests:
Automatically
compare input/output
ratio of multiply/divide
stages from 1:1 to
1:999,999 with the
push of abutton.
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MODEL SC6 I

WAVEFORM ANALYZER

One probe input: One
probe input per
channel for all
measurements digital and scope •h5mV to 2000 V
measuring range. (2
lo-cap probes
provided.)

Super sync: ECL
provides rock-solid
sync trigger circuitti
with only 4controls:
includes TV sync
separators for video
work.
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Autotracking DCV, PPV,
Freq: Measure DCV to
.5')/0; PPV to 2%;
freq. to . 001%. Just
push abutton for
either Channel A or B.

roe SOPSOciSsuA CONTINA.LIS
SOWN USLANI

U.S. Patent Pending
Financing Available

The first scope with push button
digital readout. If you use general
purpose oscilloscopes for troubleshooting or testing, we can double
your present productivity with the
SC61 Waveform Analyzer, the first
instrument to turn every conventional
scope measurement into an
automatic digital readout.
No more graticule counting.
Connect only one probe to view
any waveform to 100 MHz. Then, just
push abutton to read DCV, PPV,
frequency and time — automatically!
There are no graticules to count or
calculations to make, which speeds
every measurement.
The digital readout is from 10 to
10,000 times more accurate as well.
Plus you have everything you want
to know about atest point, at the
push of abutton, which speeds
troubleshooting tremendously.
Circle # 54 for information

A special Delta function even lets
you intensify parts of awaveform and
digitally measure the PPV, time or
frequency for just that waveform
section.
And it's neat. No more tangled
leads, piles of probes or dangling
cords. The SC61 is an entire test
station in one unit.
The one and only. There are other
scopes with digital readout, but none
of them completely automate every
conventional scope measurement so
you can automatically analyze any
waveform without counting one
single graticule. Totally automatic
waveform analyzing at the push of a
button. It will make all the difference
in your productivity.
Double your productivity. When
we say the SC61 will double your
productivity, we're being
conservative. We've seen cases of

three, four, even ten time increases
in productivity with this first-of- its.
kind, automated oscilloscope. Every
situation is different, however, so try
the SC61 and judge for yourself.
Here's our offer.
Money back guarantee. If the
SC61 does not at least double your
productivity during the first thirty
days, you may return it for afull
refund, including freight both ways.
Call today. Get the entire SC61
Waveform Analyzer story. Cal' tollfree today, and ask for our eight page
color brochure. It could be the most
productive call you make this year!

Phone Toll- Free
1-800-843-3338
Alaska, Hawan, Canada and
South Dakota call collect
(605)339-0100

1\1CfC01:=1

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107
Circle # 55 for demonstration

Electronics review

News Briefs
MCC to set up shop in Texas
Once considered along shot by even top Texas officials, Austin will wind up as
the home of the much- sought-after Microelectronics & Computer Technology
Corp. Set to operate on an annual budget of 650 million to 6100 million, the nation's second electronics- industry research cooperative is sponsored by a
dozen U. S. companies [
Electronics, March 10, 1982, p. 97].
Ultimately, MCC will hire 300 to 400 scientists, engineers, and staff support
personnel, says Bobby R. Inman, president and a native Texan who went to
college at the University of Texas in Austin. Among the incentives that lured the
research cooperative to Austin were a 20- acre headquarters site and a 620
million office- laboratory facility.
NCC exhibitors decry in-tents heat
Soaring temperatures at the National Computer Conference provoked a near revolt among several hundred exhibitors housed in six tents outside the
Anaheim, Calif., Convention Center. Their angry complaints to show sponsor
American Federation of Information Processing Societies stemmed from
temperatures up to 115°F inside the tents, keeping out visitors and forcing
shutdown of sensitive machines. AFIPS officials refused to respond to demands for refunds and threats of lawsuits but did say the giant show probably
would not return to Anaheim, which cannot accommodate it on one site. Next
year's locale is Las Vegas, Nev.
Western Electric plans to be first off the mark with 256-K RAM
Western Electric Co. hopes to propel its 256-K dynamic random-access
memory into the commercial marketplace this fall. The AT&T subsidiary first
showed the chip, fabricated in Allentown, Pa., at last May's National Aerospace and Electronics Conference [
Electronics, June 2, 1982, p. 56] and has
been providing samples since January. It expects to be the first company in the
world in commercial production.

transition from one pixel to the next.
To display these enhanced images,
Integrated Automation has developed a CRT with an 81
/ -by-11-in.
2
screen. Its resolution is very high2,496 by 1,644 lines. To keep the
image refreshed at 30 frames per second, the video transfer rate is 160
million pixels/s.
—Karen Berney

Medical

Ultrasound treats
cancerous tumors
Ultrasound has joined electromagnetic radiation as aviable energy source
for the promising though experimental cancer therapy of hyperthermia.
In hyperthermia (sometimes called
thermotherapy), rf, microwave, or ultrasound sources are applied to heat
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cancerous tissues and destroy them.
Dr. Padmakar P. Lele, professor
of experimental medicine at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
says ultrasound produces deep within
the body powerful and highly focused antitumor effects that cannot
generally be achieved with electromagnetic radiation. Lele reports his
findings on May 31 at an all-day hyperthermia workshop at the International Microwave Symposium sponsored in Boston by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
Hyperthermia works because cancer cells are more sensitive to heat
than normal tissue [
Electronics, April
26, 1979, p. 88]. Moreover, cells at
the periphery of tumor masses are
often resistant to ionizing radiation
but not to the effects of heating. Preliminary results indicate thermotherapy also has milder side effects,
for it does not produce the bone

marrow depression, hair loss, nausea,
and vomiting often associated with
chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
Highly focused. Ultrasound thermotherapy uses piezoelectric transducers, of either quartz or less expensive ceramic, to convert an electrical
oscillator output into sound waves in
the
300-kilohertz-to- 10-megahertz
range. Single- or multiple-transducer
outputs are focused through plastic
acoustic lenses onto the tumor.
The chief advantage of ultrasound
is the sharp focus it achieves at a
great depth within the body, says
Lele. He cites pancreatic, liver, bladder, and urinary-tract cancers as
prime candidates for its use. For hyperthermia
with
electromagnetic
sources of energy, the microwave
range must be used to penetrate to
internal organs. But these long-wavelength sources are harder to focus
and control, often overheating adjacent, noncancerous tissues.
Transducers. Early ultrasound systems using stationary transducers
sometimes produced skin irritations
and overheated normal tissues overlying the targeted tumors. To circumvent these problems, Lele built
what he calls a synthetic-aperture
system. Computer-controlled movement of the transducers in effect enlarges the system aperture and allows
energy to be focused at depth while
being distributed more safely over a
larger area of skin and intervening
tissues. Thus, sufficient energy can
be directed at the tumor without
damaging the skin or overheating intervening noncancerous tissues. Lele
uses as many as three transducers,
depending on tumor size and depth.
Of 36 patients with highly metastasized cancers unresponsive to other
treatments, 26 (72%) responded to
ultrasound hyperthermia, with tumor
reductions of 50% or more, according to Lele. Total tumor regression
was reported in six ( 17%) of the patients. A phase 1study such as this
is designed to establish treatment
safety, not survival figures, since the
cancers are already so widely spread.
Lele is beginning phase 2 studies,
with less metastasized patients, in order to establish the treatment's efficacy.
—Norman Alster
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When Texas Instruments
and Hewlett-Packard team up,
quality in technical computers goes up.
•TI device quality is so high, HewlettPackard's Desktop Computer Division
will greatly reduce incoming testing
(Page 2).

•TI's Quality Improvement Program
assures consistently high-quality standard
semiconductors for all TI customers
(Page 3).

•More than 100 quality TI Advanced
Low-power Schottky/Advanced Schottky devices offer still greater performance ( Page 4}

The high
technical
incoming bipolar digital and linear integrated circuits from Texas Instruments
rank among the highest quality ever received by Hewlett-Packard's Desktop
Computer Division.
Result: The extra quality built into
each TI device helps HP design technical
computers noted around the world for
performance and reliability.
An example is the new HP Series 200
Model 16 Personal Technical Computer
shown on the previous page. This powerful 16-bit computer is designed for the
most demanding technical and scientific
applications.
HP technical computers, in fact, include awide range of TI bipolar digital
components: Advanced Low-power
Schottky. Advanced Schottky. Lowpower Schottky. Schottky TTL. And
regular TTL. Quality TI linear circuits
and interface devices also are incorporated.
_HAMILL!"

TI/HP team effort achieves
best PPM quality levels
Three years of close cooperative teamwork between TI and HP have reduced
the number of total electrical defects in
parts per million ( PPM) to well under
500 (see graph).
The quality of incoming TI devices is
so high, HP will significantly reduce incoming testing.
Crucial to achieving these unprecedented quality levels has been the formation of a "Quality Team" made up of
members from both TI and HP The
team regularly meets to exchange information, establish goals, and measure
progress.

Higher quality TI devices
speed HP products to market
The superior quality of TI ICs pays off for
HP. In several ways.
First, without exceptionally reliable
components, HP could not build increasingly powerful scientific computers.
Equipment reliability simply would not
be good enough.

Board-level test results, in addition to data
from incoming parts inspection, are passed
on to TI from HP'S Desktop Computer Division to further improve IC quality.

TI quality that helps improve
computers for HP also helps you.
In fact, the extra quality built Into
each TI device has helped HP'S Desktop
Computer Division achieve product improvement goals. Compared with its 1980
units, HP'S comparable products now offer
triple the reliability at one-third the price.
Second, the extra quality built into
advanced TI logic functions ( 74ALS and
74AS) enables HP to incorporate leading-edge technology into its products —
without having to wait for years for the
technology to prove itself.
The bottom line is this: Quality TI
devices help HP get innovative products
into production and to market faster.

You get the same higher
quality TI semiconductors
The standard TI semiconductor devices
your local distributor stocks are emftly
the same — up to symbolization — as
those we ship to HP and all other TI
customers. The ICs come off the same
production line. Receive the same processing. And are 100% DC tested.
The TI approach to quality is simple:
Do it right the first time. At TI, quality/
reliability is designed and built into
every device, rather than just testing
out defects.
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A quality program
that works for you
The close teamwork between TI and HP
is just one aspect of the TI Quality Improvement Program. A comprehensive
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New standards for quality are being set every year by TI bipolar logic
ICs. Unlike many suppliers who quote only 25°C Average Outgoing
Quality ( AOQ), TI rigorously measures AOQ at full-temperature DC
and room-temperature AC. By 1985, our goal is fewer than 100 total
electrical defects in parts per million ( PPM) at outgoing inspection.
program designed to lower the cost of TI
components to all our customers by reducing defective ICs. By eliminating the
need for incoming testing. By minimizing
board-level failures. And by preventing
even more costly equipment failures in
the field.
To achieve this, TI's 100% testing of
all standard devices is followed by
rigorous QA sampling ( see table). Advanced multitesting as well as automated
handling, fabrication, and inspection also
are utilized to push quality levels higher.
The bottom line? When you want the
highest quality, most cost-effective components, do what HP does. Specify standard TI bipolar digital and linear ICs.

Built-in TI quality
can save you money

Testing of TI devices at HP'S Incoming
Quality Audit will be substantially reduced
because ICs are of such high quality.

250
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Higher quality TI parts can cut your costs
substantially.
The cost of defects to you depends on
when the failure occurs. For example,
the cost to detect and replace components at your incoming inspection may
amount to only afew pennies per device.
Your costs, however, rise significantly
as undetected defective ICs are integrated
into systems.
Still more costly are defective components that go undetected at the system
test level, but later fail in field applications. Here, the damage inflicted not
only. applies to the thousands of dollars

lost in trouble-shooting, downtime, and
replacements, but it also affects your
company's reputation for high-quality,
reliable equipment and systems.
For all these reasons, the extra quality
built into every TI device means added
value for you and your customers. And
tremendous cost savings over the years.
GUARANTEED AQL
TEST

CONDITION

DC
PARAMETRIC

0°C to 70°C

AC
PARAMETRIC

25°C*

PPM
(parts per mille-il
400
1,500

Sampled and guaranteed.
To further assure IC quality, TI performs QA
sampling to the tightest Acceptable Quality
Limits ( AQLs) in the industry.

Higher quality ICs
mean higher profits
For every dollar decrease in reported
failure costs, there is apositive "multiplier effect" on your profit margins. Estimates for electronic equipment range
from five to 10 times.
By incorporating a "do it right the first
time" concept, the TI Quality Improvement Program eliminates defects before
they happen. To you, this means greater
profits. Today and tomorrow.

High-performance ALS/AS logic.
100 quality reasons to choose TI.

Authorized
TI Distributors
ALABAMA: Hall- Mark ( 205) 837-8700
ARIZONA: Phoenix, Klerulff (602) 243-4101. Marshall ( 602) 968-6181: R.V.
the8
r16ord ( 602) 272-7144: Wyle ( 602) 249-2232: betook Kierulff ( 602)
a
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SPEED/POWER RELATIONSHIP

CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles/Orange County, Arrow ( 213) 701-7500. ( 714)
851-8961. JACO ( 7141 540-5600. ( 213) 998-2200: Kieruni ( 213) 725-0235.
(714) 731-5711: Marshall ( 213) 999-5001. ( 213) 686-0141, ( 714) 556-6400.
RV Weatherford ( 714) 634-9600. ( 213) 849-3451, ( 714) 623-1261: Wyle
12131 322-8100. ( 714) 641-1611. San Diego, Arrow ( 714) 565-4800. )( lawn!
1714) 278-2112: Marshall ( 714) 578-9600; kV Weatherford ( 714) 695-1700,
Wyle ( 714) 565-9171: San Francisco Ba Area, Arrow 14081 745-6600.
Kierullf ( 415) 968-6292: Marshall ( 408) 732-1100: Time ( 408) 734-9888:
United Comonents ( 408) 496-6900: Wyle ( 408) 727-2500, Santa Barbara,
RV Weatherford 1805)465-8551

LOW- POWER TTL
54/L

COLORADO: Arrow ( 303) 758-2100: Kierultf ( 303) 371-6500. RV Weatherford
(3031 428-6900: Wyle ( 303) 457-9953.
CONNECTICUT: Arrow ( 203) 265-7741. Diplomat ( 203) 797-9674: Kenai
1203) 265-1115: Marshall ( 203) 265-3822: Milgray ( 203) 795-0714.

Ip

LP SCHOTTKY
54/74LS

FLORIDA: Ft. Lauderdale, Arrow ( 305) 973-8502. Diplomat ( 305) 971-7160.
Hall- Mark ( 305) 971-9280; Kerulff ( 305) 652-6950: Orlando, Arrow ( 305)
725-1480. Diplomat ( 3051 725-4520: Hall- Mark ( 305) 855-4020: Milgray
305) 647-5747: Tampa, Diplomat ( 812) 443-4514: Kierulff ( 813)576-1966.
GEORGIA: Arrow 1404) 449-8252 Hall- Mark ( 404) 447-8000, Kierulf114041
447-5252, Marshall ( 404) 923-5750.

STANDARD TTL
54/74

ILLINOIS: Arrow ( 312) 397-3440, Diplomat ( 312) 595-1000: Hall- Mark 13121
860-3800. Kierulli ( 312) 640-0200: Newark 13121 638-4411.
INDIANA: Indianapolis. Arrow ( 317) 243-9353. Graham ( 317) 634-8202:
Ft. Wayne, Graham ( 219) 423-3422.
IOWA: Arrow ( 319) 395-7230.

ADVANCED LP SCHOTTKY
54/74ALS
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MICHIGAN: Detroit, Arrow 13131 971-8200: Newark ( 313) 967-0600. Grand
Rapids, Newark ( 616) 243-0912.
MINNESOTA: Arrow ( 612) 830-1800: Diplomat ( 612) 788-8601: Hall- Mark
16121 854-3223: Kierullt ( 612) 941-7500
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AVERAGE POWER PER GATE ( mW)
Greater performance and lower power consumption make high-quality TI ALS/AS
devices your hest choice for awide range of state-of-the-art applications.

Twice the speed,
half the power
With atypical 1.5-ns gate delay and
8-mW gate power dissipation, Ti's 74AS
Series devices give you double the speed
and less than half the power dissipation
of earlier Schottky ICs. Internal gate delay for MSI functions is typically less
than 1ns, while power consumption is
less than 5mW.
Ti's 74ALS Series devices offer you
typically 50% lower power consumption
than 74LS ICs, with speed approaching
that of standard Schottky devices. Featuring 1-mW gate power dissipation and a
typical 4-ns gate delay, TI'S 74ALS family
is ideal for low-power, high-speed
applications.

Save board space
Many of these new Schottky ICs are MSI
and LSI functions offered in plastic dualin-line packages - 300-mil wide, 24© 1983 TI

27-5037

MARYLAND: Arrow ( 301) 247-5200. Diplomat ( 301) 995-1226. Hall- Mark
13011 796-9300: Kierulfl ( 301) 247-5020. Milgray ( 301) 468-6400.
MASSACHUSETTS: Arrow ( 617) 933-8130: Diplomat 1617) 429-4120. Ifieruiff
,617) 667-8331. Marshall ( 617) 272-8200. Time ( 617) 935-8080.

ADVANCED
SCHOTTKY
54/74AS

Superior quality. Higher performance.
And reduced power consumption. You
get all this and more from Ti's Advanced
Low-power Schottky ( 74ALS) and Advanced Schottky ( 74AS) TTL devices.

KANSAS: Kansas City, Component Specialties ( 913) 492-3555: Hall- Mark
:9131 888-4747. Wichita. LCOMP 1316) 265-9507

pin; and 600-mil wide, 52-pin. This lets
you virtually double functional densities
and reduce board space by 30% or more.
Still greater improvements in functional densities can be yours with 20-,
28-, 44-, and 68-pin plastic chip carriers.
All are JEDEC standard with lead spacings on 50-mil centers.

Economical for the '80s
We project TI's 74ALS devices will reach
price parity with today's widely used Lowpower Schottky (LS) functions by the
second half of 1984.
Today you can choose from more than
100 ALS/AS functions from your local
TI distributor or direct from TI. In 1983
alone, TI plans to add more than 100
new functions.
For military systems, data processing,
telecommunications, or process control,
Ti's ALS/AS devices can be your key to
cost-effective TTL solutions in the '80s.
For more information on the TI
Quality Improvement Program and a
complete list of TI bipolar logic devices,
write Texas Instruments, Semiconductor
Group DA, Dept. 013EC, P.O. Box
401560, Dallas, Texas 75240.

MISSOURI: Kansas City. LCOMP ( 816) 221-2400. St. Louis. Arrow ( 314)
567-6888. Hall- Mark ( 314) 291-5350: Klerulff ( 3141 739-0855
NEW HAMPSHIRE: Arrow 1603) 668-6968
NEW JERSEY: Arrow ( 201) 575-5300: Diplomat 12011 785-1830. JACO ( 201)
778-4722. K,erulti ( 201) 575-6750. Marshall ( 201) 340-1900
NEW MEXICO: Arrow 1505) 243-4566, International Electronics ( 505)
345-8127.
NEW YORK: Long Island, Arrow ( 516) 231-1000. Diplomat ( 516) 454-6400.
JACO ( 5161 273-5500. Marshall ( 516) 273-2424. Milgray ( 516) 546-5600,
18001 645-3986: Rochester, Arrow ( 716) 275-0300: Marshall ( 7161 235-7620.
Rochester Radio Supply 1716) 454-7800. Syracuse. Arrow ( 315) 652-1000.
Diplomat ( 315) 652-5000: Marshall ( 607) 754-1570.
NORTH CAROLINA: Arrow ( 919) 876-3132. 19191 725-8711, Hall- Mark 19191
872-0712 Kleruln 19191 852-6261.
OHIO: Cincinnati. Graham ( 513) 772-1661. Cleveland. Arrow ( 216) 248-3990.
Hall- Mark ( 216) 473-2907, Kierunf ( 216) 587-6558: Columbus. Hall- Mark
1614) 846-1882. Dayton, Arrow ( 513) 435-5563. ESCO 1513) 226-1133.
Marshall ( 513) 236-8088.
OKLAHOMA: Component Specialties ( 918) 664-2820. Hall- Mark ( 918)
665-3200: Kierulff ( 918) 252-7537.
OREGON: Kierullf ( 503) 641-9150. Wyle ( 503) 640-6000
PENNSYLVANIA: Arrow ( 412) 856-7000: Arrow ( 609) 235-1900: General
Radio 16091 964-8560: Hall- Mark ( 609) 424-0880, Milgray ( 609) 983-5010
TEXAS: Austin. Arrow ( 512) 835-4180: Component Specialties 1512)
837-8922: Hall- Mark ( 512) 258-8848: Klerudf ( 512) 835-2090, Dallas, Arrow
(214) 386-7500: Component Specialties ( 214) 357-6511: Hall-Mark ( 214)
341-1147: International Electronics ( 214) 233-9323: Kierulff ( 214) 343-2400,
El Paso, International Electronics (915) 778-9761: Houston, Arrow ( 713)
491-4100: Component Specialties ( 713) 771-7237: Hall- Mark ( 713) 781-6100.
Harrison Equipment ( 713) 879-2600: Kierunt ( 713) 530-7030.
UTAH: Diplomat ( 801) 486-4134: Klerulff 18011 973-6913, Wyle ( 801)
974-9953.
VIRGINIA: Arrow ( 04) 282-0413
WASHINGTON: Arrow ( 206) 643-4800: Kierulff ( 206) 575-4420, United
Components ( 206) 643-7444. Wyle ( 206) 453-8300
WISCONSIN: Arrow ( 414) 764-6600: Hall-Mark ( 414) 761-3003: Kierulff ( 414)
784-8160
CANADA: Calgary. Future (403) 259-6408: Varah (403) 230-1235:
Oownsylew. CESCO ( 416) 661-0220, Hamilton, Varah ( 416) 561-9311.
Montreal, CESCO ( 514) 735-5511: Future 1514) 694-7710: Ottawa, CESCO
16131 226-6905: Future ( 613) 820-8313. Quebec City, CESCO ( 418) 687-4231:
Toronto, Future ( 416) 663-5563. Vancouver, Future (604) 438-5545; Varah
(604) 873-3211. Winnipeg, Varah ( 204) 633-6190
AJ
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NSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

Who'd believe that
Wire Graphics
can take you
from here...
to here
in less than
2days?
Eastman Kodak did.
Eaton's AIL Division did. Hazeltine did.
Harris PRD M. And dozens more do.
THE " UNBELIEVABLE" SYSTEM
PEN- ENTRY 4000/8000* is aunique approach to N/C tape
preparation. Utilizing interactive graphics and alight pen, wiring
connections can be programmed for such processes as Wire- Wrap*,
Multiwire*, Stitchwire*, Quick/Connect*, etc. Using the light pen the
operator can wire and layout components on the CRT display working
directly from schematic, eliminating the need for "from-to" lists.
PEN-ENTRY is loaded with features that save valuable time in troubleshooting and testing. PEN-ENTRY's floppy disk data storage allows ready
revision of previously stored data; this means E.C.O.'s can be processed
faster and more efficiently. An in-house system offers numerous
advantages in cost and time savings in prototyping and production.
PEN- ENTRY also has application in the automated manufacture of
P.C. Board Test Head Fixtures for ATE
The "unbelievable" price: $ 25,990 for acomplete system.
THE " UNBELIEVABLE" SERVICE
The Wire Graphics Customer Service Center ( CSC) provides
engineering support utilizing PEN-ENTRY CAD to help you through the
headache of data preparation. In less than 2days the CSC can detect
errors in your schematic and furnish an N/C tape for your wire
termination equipment, or provide total job service-, including MIL spec,
Wire- Wrap* or Sti tc hw i
re *
Still don't believe it's possible! Send us your next schematic and
we'll prove it. For aquotation on aPEN-ENTRY System or more
information on Wire Graphics' CSC CAD Services,
call Nat Stettin, V.P. Sales, ( 516) 293-1525.
Wire Graphics, 215 B Central Ave. Farmingdale. NY 11735

Wire Graphics
<— Circle 60 on reader service card

'Pen- Entry 4000.'8000 Trademek of Wire Graphics
Wire-Wrap Trademark of Gardner- Denver. Cooper Electronics
Multiwire Trademark of Kalmcrgen Corp
Stitchwire Trademark of Inwroannection Technology. Inc
Quick/Connect Trademark :e 9obinson Nugent Inc

Circle 61 on reader service card

'Most16-bit
support is still in the
talking stage. But our
68000partn,ership is
alreadyproducing
results?'

John Ilkyer
VP-General Mal lager
MOS MPU Division

at less than athird the cost of aconventional development system.
Th link the UWS to the host computers, we're providing cross- software
packages for the 68000, including
Macro Assembler, Pascal and C compiler with linker/loaders.
"Our boardfamily
gets you there first."

Most benchmarks and design engineers agree that the 68000 is the
standard for 16/32-bit applications.
But you need more than an exceptional microprocessor to build
leading-edge products.
So Signetics and Motorola are
working together closely to bring
you the circuits and support you
need to design successful systems.
We've developed a large family of
VLSI subsystem chips — more complex than the CPU itself. We took a
big step to cut development costs,
too. And made it easier for you to get
to the market first by offering powerful VMEbus board-level products.
"We're surrounding the CPU
with powerful VLSI peripherals."
After you helped us define the key
applications and requirements,
we started designing the VLSI subsystems you needed for networking,
dataconun, memory and CRT control.
Many of these Signetics circuits
contain more than 100,000 transistors. They use either HMOS or bipolar technologies, depending on
which provides the best solution.
The SCN68681 DUART ( Dual Universal Asynchronous Receiver/
Transmitter) is our first major addition to the S68000 family. With two
independent full- duplex asynchronous channels, programmable data
format, baud rates, channel modes
and tinier/counter, it fills all your
asynchronous data communications needs in asingle package.
The SCB68430 Direct Memory
Access Interface ( DMAI), has also
arrived. This bipolar product provides the unmatched transfer rate of
4 megabytes per second and supports automatic rerun on bus error.
Among the most important new-

corners this year will be our
SCN68454 Intelligent Multiple Disk
Controller ( IMDC), and its companion, the SCB68459 Disk Phase
Locked Loup ( DPLL). In late 1983,
we'll be sampling our SCN68562
Dual Universal Serial Communications Controller ( DUSCC).
By 1985, about 20 MOS and bipolar devices will have opened new
areas for our 16-bit family, such as
local area and public switching networks, co- processors, and intelligent disk and advanced CRT display
controllers.
Besides planning the family to fit
your products, we've also developed
the quickest way to get them working together.
"We built a development system
that uses your resources.'
Instead of introducing yet another
expensive special purpose computer, we've created an economical
User Workstation ( UWS) that taps
into the power of your existing host
computers and laboratory test
equipment.
Working with the host system, the
UWS performs virtually all your
68000 software development chores,
such as in- circuit emulation, debugging and program execution. It also
cormilunicates with avariety of peripherals used for command entry,
PROM programming and hard- copy
recording of debugger events.
The UWS can break on specific instructions, trace instruction execution, display and alter both registers
and memory, transfer control to user
programs or acomputer, and assemble and disassemble code. It also has
unique features, such as the ability
to debug code written for multiprocessor systems. And it does all this

As part of our plan to get you to market faster, we built a number of
VMEbus board products around the
SCN68000. OEMs, in particular, will
find these ideal for prototyping
component designs. Or to use just
the way they are in afinished system.
Th date, our VMEbus family consists of asystem controller board, a
CPU board with memory management option, amemory board, ahard
and floppy disk controller board,
and a CRT controller board. There's
also a card cage, real-time multitasking operating system and debugger/monitor software packages.
Even with this kind of help, you
won't have to go to it alone. Signetics
factory and Field Application Engineers are ready to put their systems
experience to work for you. And our
long-term joint development program with Motorola assures you of
complete compatibility among the
whole family of products, present
and future.
So if you want to take advantage of
all the S68000 family has to offer,
contact your local Signetics office.
Or send us the coupon. We'll help you
make the best of a very good thing.
I'd like to know more about the
Signetics S68000 family of integrated resources: chips, development system, software and
VMEbus boards.

1

Name
Title
Company
Division
Address
City
State/Zip
Phone: (
Mail to: Signetics Publications Services, MS2527, P.O. Box 409, 811 E.
Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086
En5/31-ba

asubsidiary in U S. Philips Corporation
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MPA-2000 Intelligent I/O Controller
Your Key to Multibue Modularity
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Serial I/O
•ASYNC BISYNC
•SDLC HDLC
•X 25

Disk I/O
•SASI Interface '
•Winchester Disk
•Floppy Disk

Parallel I/O
•Bus- to- Bus
Intelligent Link
•Data Acquisition

Local Area Network

AZOLUJIPTm
©Metaccrmp, Inc. 1983
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As Versatile As
Your Imagination
Imagine, a single MULTIBUS board that can measure up to
your most demanding requirements. now and in the future!
The MPA-2000 packs more plug-in versatility in a SINGLE
CARDSLOT, for applications as diverse as data communications. disk, inter- bus link or single board computers. In
fact, the possibilities offered by the unique modularity
of the MPA-2000 are limited only by your imagination.
And since it is from METACOMP, the MPA-2000 means high
performance ...
• ON- BOARD 8 MHz. iAPX-186 CPU WITH:
- Full 16M address, Multimaster capability
-64K EPROM
- 128K RAM with parity ( 64K can be dual- ported)
- i80130 OSF ( iRMX-86* kernel)
- Flexible interrupt structure
-Serial I/O Monitor/Debug Port
• EIGHT PROGRAMMABLE DMA CHANNELS
• LOW PROFILE PLUG-IN MODULES
- Field interchangeable
- Modules for Serial I/O, Disk, Parallel I/O
-Custom modules easily designed
-Serviced by DMA channels
-Can be configured as iSBX• module sites
• STANDARD MULTIBUS INTERFACE
-Single unit load
-Single cardslot height ( even with plug-in modules)
• UNIQUE MetaPaketTM ARCHITECTURE
- High speed hardware/firmware technique allows
message transfer between intelligent devices
-Shared memory not required
METACOMP, INC.
7290 Engineer Rd., Suite F• San Diego, CA 92111
(619) 571-1168 • TWX: 910-335-1736 METACOMP SDG
•MULTIBUS. iRMX.86. ISBX are trademarks INTEL CORP.
MetaPaket is trademark METACOMP. INC. patent pending

Washington newsletter
IC protection bill
to be revised

Satellite makers
fear competition
from space shuttle

Proposed legislation to protect ic mask designs will be redrafted as the
result of Senate subcommittee hearings earlier this month at which
witnesses questioned whether the best approach is amending the
Copyright Act of 1976 [
Electronics, May 19, p. 54]. Both the U. S.
Copyright Office and the Association of Data Processing Service
Organizations told the Senate Commerce Committee's subcommittee on
patents, trademarks, and copyrights that the Semiconductor Chip
Protection Act's interpretation of chip products as " writings and
discoveries" would run into legal trouble; they urged the adoption of a
separate statute covering mask designs only. Representatives from Intel,
Intersil, and the Computer and Communications Industry Association
confined their testimony to a provision that would penalize what they
termed legitimate reverse engineering—a process they say is necessary
for innovation and the interconnectability of different brands of
computer equipment. After changes in the measure—S.1201—are made,
it will be reported to the full committee, says acongressional aide, adding
that the drafting of a separate mask bill is unlikely.

Satellite builders testifying before Congress have endorsed President
Reagan's policy of commercializing operations but want Washington to
foster industry- Government cooperation rather than competition. They
fear that planned Government subsidization of space-shuttle launches
through 1987—the Office of Management and Budget has directed NASA
to revise its pricing policy after that to ensure the recovery of all costs—
will price satellite services out of the market. Last November, for
example, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration charged
$10 million to orbit a shuttle payload, about $ 15 million less than the
cost of an satellite launch. Until 1988, notes a congressional staff
member, industry's best hope is to market satellite services as more
reliable than shuttle operations.

Biggest satellite contract
awarded to Rockwell

A $ 1.21 billion contract covering the construction and launch of 28
Naystar global positioning satellites over the next five years has been
awarded by the U. S. Air Force to the Space Transportation and Systems
Group and Shuttle Integration and Satellite Systems division of
Rockwell International Corp. of Downey, Calif. The Air Force says the
award is the largest ever made for satellites. The network will consist of
18 satellites in six orbital planes operating in circular 10,900-nauticalmile orbits and transmitting two signals at 1.5 GHz. Naystar will provide
North Atlantic Treaty Organization countries with three-dimensional
position and velocity data on worldwide land, sea, and air forces.

Electronics leaders push
to
pindustry issues

Some 125 electronics executives representing the American Electronics
Association swarmed over Capitol Hill last week in an attempt to sway
legislators on three pending issues. The AEA is lobbying for removal of
controls on high-technology exports to friendly non-Communist
countries, elimination of athree-year limit on tax credits for incremental
research and development, and tax writeoffs for corporate donations to
universities of equipment and of cash for raising faculty salaries.
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Washington commentary

The short-term syndrome injures U. S. competitiveness
Managers in U. S. electronics companies and
other high-technology industries complain continually about Government economic policies—
or lack of them—that encourage high interest
rates and thereby discourage private investment
in the high-risk ventures necessary to keep
America competitive. That complaint was reiterated recently by a blue-ribbon panel report on
"International Competition in Advanced Technology: Decisions for America." Headed by
Howard W. Johnson, chairman of the board of
trustees of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the panel was sponsored by the National
Academy of Sciences and the National Academy
of Engineering.
But the high cost of capital is certainly not
the only reason for the U. S.'s loss of its competitive edge in markets at home and abroad. Industry managers, too, have made major errors in
judgment. "Short-term financial concerns have
come to dominate many U. S. corporations," the
Johnson panel says. "Managers equate this nearterm emphasis with the need to survive, yet the
result—a reluctance to take long-term risks—
sacrifices major technological innovations."

and so did U. S. R&D money for photovoltaics.
As the Federal R&D roller coaster turned
down, the handful of companies pursuing photovoltaic technology was forced to search for private venture capital at double-digit interest rates.
Many of those who found it at alower price did
so by searching out foreign investors in Europe
or the Middle East. Among those was Chronar
Corp. of Princeton, N. J., producer of thin-film
amorphous-silicon photovoltaic panels. Chronar
president Zoltan Kiss struck a deal in March
with a European syndicate that is led by the
Somdia subsidiary of Les Grand Moulins, which
is one of the largest agricultural operations in
France. Part of the package includes setting up a
series of turnkey photovoltaic manufacturing
plants in Europe.
Sunshine in Japan

In Japan, meanwhile, the drive to commercialize photovoltaics goes on under the code name
Project Sunshine. Started in 1977 by the Ministery of Trade and Industry, the program seems
relatively modest—about $20 million, Kiss estimates. However, the five participating companies are getting substantially more money in the
Miscalculating markets
form of Japan Development Bank loans that
A case in point is the video-cassette recorder,
Kiss says "have either very low or no interest
a technology in which RCA Corp was an early accruing until there is a product. Interest and
pioneer. Yet the consumer video recorder mar- repayment come as profits are available for the
ket—where U. S. sales alone doubled between product." Japan's timetable for commercializa1981 and 1982 despite arecession—has gone by tion of photovoltaics is 1990.
default to the Japanese, whose annual VCR sales
For the U. S., there is no meaningful timetable
worldwide run to an estimated $ 10 billion. The at all. Continuing Federal deficits on the order
default was signaled in 1979 when RCA reported of $200 billion annually seem certain to keep the
it could not come up with the $200 million cost of capital too high for most of the small,
required to develop its own product. That was innovative corporations like Chronar who need
the same year that RCA bought afinance compa- it, thereby driving their operations—and perhaps
ny for some $ 1.2 billion.
their ownership—offshore. Too Many large U. S.
Photovoltaic technology may prove to be a corporations, meanwhile, continue to pursue the
case where shortsightedness on the part of both short-term gain, instead of risking the investindustry and Government will make the U. S.
ment in potentially more profitable new markets
market fair game for imports. Of course, direct for the long term.
conversion of sunlight into electricity—another
No one wants to see the evolution of an
technology pioneered in the U. S.—has proven a America Inc., but there has to be a viable midboon to space satellite power systems. At the dle ground of Federal economic policies that, on
time of the Arab oil embargo a decade ago,
the one hand, make investment capital available
photovoltaics began to receive heavy Federal re- at competitive rates, and, on the other hand,
search and development funding as an alterna- encourage corporate managers to invest more
tive energy source. Then oil prices came down,
wisely.
—Ray Connolly
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FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

EYE TEST:
• Is your camera small, rugged and solid-state?
• Does your camera have alightweight, remotable
sense head perfect for robotics?
• Does your camera utilize high-resolution, buriedchannel CCD technology?
• Is your camera free of lag and geometric distortion?
• Does your camera have adynamic range of
1,000:1, necessary in many industrial inspection
environments?
• Does your camera cost just $3,500 in single
quantity and as little as $1,000 in volume?
If you answered no to any of the above, switch to the remarkable
Fairchild CCD3000 Automation Camera. If you answered
yes to all of the above. congratulations. You have great
vision. Fairchild CCD Imaging. 3440 Hillview Avenue,
Palo Alto. CA 94304. Phone .( 415) 493-8001 or
493-8003. TWX: 910-373-2110
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation.

CCD
IMAGING

Remote Sense Head:
2.3" diameter. 20" long
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SEEQ SETS
ANOTHER STANDARD
FOR 5V E2ROM.

FAMILY
PLANNING.

F
amily planning. It's the way to get flexibility in E designs. And
2

it's why Seeds "B" family of latched FROM makes it practical to plan
today's memory needs around atechnology that's growing up fast.
For starters, the 52B13 ( 16K), 52B23 (32K), and 52B33 (64K) all
offer fast 1msec write times, 200 ns access times, and standard
JEDEC bytewide pinouts. So expanding from 16K to 64K is asimple
upgrade. Not acomplex redesign. And with onboard latches (another
"B" family standard), E2designs are easy to implement as well as alter.
$6, $ 15, $
40 — all in the family.
At SeeQ, we use the most advanced technology to make E2more
cost-effective. It's afamily tradition.
Last year, our oxynitride process produced the world's first 16K
5V E2ROM—eliminating all need for expensive high voltage circuits.
Today, our new 2micron dry plasma process makes our 64K
52B33 the right solution for all high-performance 16- and 32-bit
microprocessor systems.
[Twain to put Seeds "B" family FROM to work in adesign today. Send me
And this unique combi- the mus indicated. check ,r cle;olto Tec hnt gj, is enclosed.
nation of technology and
I Limit one of each density per person)
My check is enclosed, but
have an idea for E' that can't wait. Please have asales representative
market demand will make our call me at
The best time to call is
Name/Title
E2competitive with older
Company
nonvolatile technologies in
Address
Mail Stop
City
State__ Zip
half the usual time.
That's why by December IMail to: SeeQ Technology Incorporated, 1849 Fortune Drive,
San Jose, California 95131, Attention: "B" Family E
you'll be able to get your hands Orders accepted with this coupon (or photocopy) only. Limit one part
L ieach density per person, plastic packages.
on production quantities
(25,000 units minimum) of our 64K 52B33 for only $40. Or our
32K for $15. Or our 16K E2for just $6'.' Check that against EPROM
prices. And check the coupon for away to put our "B" family E2to
work at December's prices right now.
And feel free to ask us for whatever else you need. Just call
(408) 942-1990. Say you're afriend of the family.
h

atc

e

(

l
atc

e

2

E5

eeeco

•Effecove for orden on or after December I. 1983, nquantenes of 25.000 or more. phic packages
0 1983 Sent Technology Incorporated
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There's only one
single-chip
hard disk controller
that really lives up
to its name.
Ours.
IIPD7261D

Theirs.
ST506

SMD

Sync
Detector

FIFO

pPD7261D

NEC's single-chip HDC, the µPD7261D.
It outperforms the competition one to five.
At NEC, we don't think asingle-chip HDC should require three or four
extra chips to make it do all you want it to do. Obviously, not everyone
agrees.
But, unlike the competition's, our single-chip HDC has all the essentials built right in. Including control commands for both SMD and ST506
interfaces. ECC error detection. Sync detection. And even an 8-byte FIFO
to compensate for DMA controller latency.
Not only does our single chip do more, it does everything better.
For example, its data speeds are 20% faster than any other HDC ( 12MHz/
SMD and 6MHz/ST506). It uses higher level commands so it needs less
software. And it performs overlapped seeks, which means it can position
read/write heads for more than one drive simultaneously.
Even more impressive is the versatility. You'll be able to use the
µPD7261D to control virtually any hard disk, from 5" Winchesters to
14" SMDs. And it can handle as many as 4ST506 and 8SMD disks at
the same time.
Our controller is ready to save you time and
space right now. And we're fully second-sourced.
NEC is already famous for its floppy disk
controllers (piPD765A for standards and minis;
µPD7265 for microfloppies). Now we're out to
make areputation for our 1.113D7261 Hard Disk
Controller. The world's first single-chip HDC
that deserves its name.
For adata sheet, contact
NEC Electronics, One Natick

NEC

Executive
MA 01760,Park,
Attn:Nati
Hard
ck,Disk

NEC Electronics U.S.A. Inc.

Controllers.

Were taking on the future

Microcomputer Division

Regional Sales and Engineering Support Offices: Cupertino, CA (408) 446-0650; Orange, CA (714) 937-5244; Pompano Beach, FL (305) 785-8250; Rolling Meadows, IL (312) 577-9090;
Woburn, MA (617)935-6339; Dallas, TX (214)931-0641. District Offices: Columbia, MD (301) 730-8600; Southfield, MI (313) 352-3770; Edina, MN (612) 831-9090; Melville, NY ( 516) 423-2500.
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EVERYTHING YOU'D
BETTER KNOW ABOUT
SEMICUSTOM VLSI
We don't mean to startle you, but the biggest shake-out in the history of the
semiconductor industry may be going on right now! Of course, that kind of
change means opportunity for some.
The decisions you have to make now will be critical for your company's future.
And these decisions demand complete information. That's the only way to make
them right.
The Seminar, " Custom and Semicustom VLSI: Survival Strategies for the New
Era" will help you in arapidly changing industry. Help you to make the right
decisions based on the best information and experience available.
Join Electronics Magazine and Gnostic Concepts, along with the industry
leaders. Share their experience, their knowledge, at the Red Lion Inn, San Jose,
California, on June 8, 1983. The full-day Seminar ( includes lunch, cocktails,
coffee breaks) is $295.00.

rieturn the form to reserve your place. Or request the program brochure for
further information. Act now. Space is limited.

Custom and Semicustom VLSI
Program Schedule (Tentative)

9:00-9:10

Welcome and Introduction

9:10-9:30

Session One: Economics of
Semicustom VLSI
Richard PThomas
Group Vice- President
Semicustom Products
American Microsystems Inc.

9:30-10:00

Session Two: Large System Design
To be announced

10:00-10:20

Break

10:20-11:30

Session Three: Design Methods
Gate Arrays
Wilt Corrigan
President
LSI Logic Corp.
Cell Libraries
Bert Braddock
President
Zymos Corp.
PALs, HALs, FPLAs
Shlomo Waser
Director, Product Planning
Monolithic Memories Inc.
Global Compilation
Phil Kaufman
President
Silicon Compilers, Inc.
Structured Design, Procedural Cells
Doug Fairbairn
Director, User- Designed VLSI
VLSI Technology, Inc.

11:30-12:00

12:00-1:40

1:40-3:00

Stand-Alone VLSI Design System

Session Four: Industry Profile
Charles Mantell
Gnostic Concepts

Gene Chao
President
Metheus Corp.

Lunch

Engineering Project Management

Featured Speaker
To be announced

William Johnson
President
Cadtec Corp.
Industry-Standard Simulation & Test
Generation Software

Session Five: Technology Forecast Panel
Capabilities of Scaled CMOS

Mike Jenkins
Director, IC Marketing
Comsat General Integrated Systems

Rob Walker
Vice- President
LSI Logic Corp.

Popular Place & Route Programs.
Other CAE Software

Medium Speed Replacing Low
Power Schottky TTL

Bill van Cleemput
President
Silvar-Lisco

Frank Deverse
President
International Microcircuits, Inc.
On- Chip Testing for Large CMOS Array

4:30-5:00

Session Seven: Systems Integration
Peter Quinn
Apple II Hardware Design Manager
Apple Computer

Dennis Sabo
Gate Array Marketing Director
National Semiconductor Corp.
Integrated Schottky Logic for Mainstream
TTL-type Applications

Merrill Brooksby
Manager, Hewlett Packard Design Aid
Hewlett Packard Co.

Paul Scott
Design Manager
Bipolar Gate Arrays
Signetics Corp.

Steve Rothman
LSI Marketing
Digital Equipment Corp.

Current Mode Logic for
High Density Bipolar Arrays
Allan Cox
Marketing Manager
lnterdesign Inc.

5:00

CUSTOM

Session Five: Technology Forecast
(continued)
Subnanosecond ECL
Erich Gottlieb
Manager, Strategic Marketing
Advanced Digital LSI Products
Semiconductor Products Sector
Motorola Inc.
Linear-Digital Combinations
Paul Brown
Manager, Custom Products
Exar Integrated Systems Inc.
3:00-3:20

Break

3:20-4:30

Session Six: Design Tools Panel
Design Automation
Michael Feuer
Vice- President
California Automated Design Inc.

Closing

SEMICUSTOM VLSI:
SURVIVAL STRATEGIES FOR THE NEW ERA.

Yes! Iwill attend
O Enclosed is my check for $295.00
(Make check out to: McGRAW-HILL VLSI SEMINAR)
II] American Express D Visa LI MasterCard
Credit Card Number

Expiration Date

Name
Company
Address
Mail to:

Susan Pienkos
McGraw-Hill/Electronics Magazine
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

Interbank No.

,

COME HERE
OFTEN?
Does this scene look vaguely familiar? Maybe its you and
maybe it's not.., but, we happen to know there are
thousands of engineers and technical types who go through
the " lack of complete,
current and easy to
use information
withdrawal syndrome"
every day! We happen
to know that when
you need that piece of
vendor information, or
that Mil Spec or that
Industry Standard, or
that data sheet on an electronic component, YOU WANT IT
NOW! You don't want to rummage through old catalog files
that don't have an index, or any other file that makes you
waste just enough time to conclude that... " Yep! Iwas
right.., we don't have it!"

If you don't have asource in your organization for complete,
current and easy-to- use information on vendors, specs,
standards and electronic components, can we help! We've
got it all, and it's in aconvenient microfilm system used with
ahandy hard copy index. Instant access to all the data you
need... plus... it will cost you so little that you'll wonder
how we do it. Oh... We'll keep all your data up-to-date, all
year long.
Want some more info on this whole idea? Call today
TOLL FREE 1-800-821-3031 for the name of your local
representative. He or she can explain how the system works
and what it can do for you and your organization.
We hope that the next time you
hear... " Come Here Often?"... it will
have awhole new meaning for you!

NAM
my"

INFORMATION MARKETING INTERNATIONALTm
A Ziff-Davis Information Company
13271 Northend Street
Oak Park, Michigan 48237
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International newsletter
Bipolar -C-MOS gate arrays
work at TTL s eed

The equivalent of 1TL output drive and speed with complementary-mOS
power consumption are features of bipolar—c-MOS arrays with 550 and
1,600 gates just made available by Japan's Hitachi Ltd. The chips are
designed with low-power Schottky TTL I/0 buffers around the periphery
and 3-µ,m c-mos gates in the center. The output buffers can drive 20 TTL
loads, eliminating the need for the external inverters that are often
needed to match c-mos gate arrays to loads. Internal gates have the
saine 4-ns propagation delay as do previous Hitachi C-mOS gate arrays
built to the same design rules. But input buffer delay is cut to 5ns from
10, and output buffer delay is cut to 8ns from 38 to 29 ns in on-chip cmOs buffers and to 9ns in an external low-power Schottky TTL inverter.

CCITT considers

A universal codec for international video conferencing developed in the

codec standard for

UK under a research contract between British Telecom and GEC
McMichael Ltd. is under consideration as aworldwide standard by the
International Consultative Committee for Telegraphy and Telephony
(colt). Its possible adoption is significant because it resolves
incompatibilities between American and European standards at two
levels, the television signal level and the telecommunications
transmission level. The codec can code and decode either the European
625-line, 50- Hz PAL and Secam signals or the North American 525-line,
60- Hz N i'sc signals, furnishing signals at either 1.544 or 2.048 Mb/s. The
device was developed as part of a six-nation, five-year European videoconferencing program, and British Telecom went on to harmonize it with
U. S. standards. It will be first used in three transatlantic services due to
start in the second half of 1983.

p

video conferencing

Optical disk holds
up to 15,000 pages

PCM video recorder uses
standard VCR

Electronics/ May 31, 1983
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Look for Thomson-CSF of Paris to start first-quarter 1984 production of
its Gigadisc optical-disk system for digital document storage. Thomson
expects to meet amarket demand of about 10,000 units per year with its
own production in France and that of U. S. partner Xerox Corp. The
French company estimates the system's price at between $ 10,000 and
$14,000, with nonerasable 30-cm disks having a capacity of 10,000 to
15,000 pages and costing from $20 to $ 35 each (see related story, p. 54).

Hitachi Ltd.'s Central Research Laboratory in Kokubunji has built a
prototype broadcast-quality pulse-code—modulation video-cassette recorder using the mechanism and cassette from astandard VHS VCR. Such
aunit will also be useful for other image-storage applications, including
document files, but the error rate is probably too high for storage of
computer data. A product in apackage similar in size to professional 3
/4
in. U-Matic recorders probably could be marketed within two years, but
the firm might delay further while awaiting completion of standardization of tape material and format by the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers. In the prototype, aTV signal is sampled at arate of
10.7 MHz, three times the color subcarrier frequency, with aresolution of
8bits. Video bandwidth is afull 4.5 MHz. Signal-to-noise ratio is 56 dB,
compared with 48 dB for analog studio recorders and somewhat more
than 40 dB for consumer VCRs. Metal tape, similar to the kind to be used
for upcoming 8-mm VCRs, makes it possible to record with adensity of
0.36 µ,m/b, double that of conventional VCRs.
75

International newsletter
Real-time languages
to share common
development tools

Brazilian government
gives Racal-Mil
its marching orders

Wide use of digital
TV seen in decade

Addenda
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Two of Britain's biggest computer users, British Telecom and the
Ministry of Defence, will finance the development of a single s
et of
program-development tools for the real-time programming languages
Chile and Ada. Chill (for CCITT high-level language) is recommended by
the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(caTT) for use in telecommunications applications, and Ada is a
modular standard language under development for the U. S. Department
of Defense. Chapse (for Chill and Ada programming support
environment) is a realization that the real-time software for both
applications has much in common and would benefit from the use of a
single set of support tools.

Racal Milgo Inc., a Miami-based subsidiary of the UK's Racal
Electronics plc, in effect has been informed by Brazil's governm en tth at
it must withdraw its 47% participation in alocal modem manufacturer,
Coencisa Indústria de Comunicaçôes S/A, Brazilia. The order came from
the Special Secretariat for Informatics (SEI), which is gaining a
reputation for its chauvinism on matters of computer production,
software, and transborder data flow. The crunch came when Coencisa
was denied permission by SEI to start producing anew high-speed version
of its 9,600-b/s modem unless there was 100% Brazilian control,
although the technology can come from foreign suppliers. The company
was left with no option, since competitors Elebra S/A Electrônica
Brasileira, São Paulo, and Moddata S/A Engenharia de Telecomunicaçôes e Informática, Rio de Janeiro, already have their highspeed models, with technology acquired from Codex Corp., Mansfield,
Mass., and Japan's NEC Corp., respectively.

Digital TV will gradually grow in popularity so that by 1992 about 40%
of all color receivers sold in industrialized countries of the West will have
a digital chassis. That is the main conclusion of a study from market
research firm Mackintosh International of Luton, Beds., UK. Linear
technology will still dominate the transitional period, but with ahigher
level of integration, the study says. Already, highly integrated analog
color TV chips are being announced by various firms [
Electronics, May
19, p. 76], and these will keep competing with purely digital solutions.

Australia's Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology claims to have
developed the world's first multiproject gate-array wafers. It says that
the cost up to the point of prototype acceptance is about one fifth that of
fully custom multiproject chips. . . . Sweden's LM Ericsson has filed for
what is claimed to be the biggest-ever stock issue by aforeign company
on Wall Street-4 million shares, at $62.50 a share. The $250 million
raised will finance the company's international expansion and probably
include some U. S. acquisitions. About 20% of Ericsson shares are held
by American investors; the new issue will bring this to
30%. . . . Denmark's parliamentary decision—made over government
objections—to lift trade sanctions against the Soviet Union will not affect
its policy of restraint on electronics exports. Imposed a year ago to
protest Soviet interference in Poland, the sanctions affected only a few
Danish purchases from the Soviets, mainly items like caviar.
Electronics/May 31, 1983

SIEMENS

SAB 8086 family with clock rates up to 10 MHz ready for immediate delivery

5MHz
SAB 8086
SAB 8282
SAB 8283
SAB 8284A
SAB 8286
SAB 8287
SAB 8288
SAB 8289

8MHz

V
V
V
V
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V
V '
V
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V
V
V
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V
V
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10 MHz
V
V
V
V
V
V
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• The excellent design safety
margin for customers using
our 8086 microprocessor is
illustrated by "Shmoo-Plots"
which are generated by our
test equipment.
• The stringent "Siemens Quality
Assurance System", based on
the worldwide MIL Standard
883, guarantees top quality for
every single component.

To find out more, call our toll free
number (800) 222-2203.
Or contact: Siemens Components,
Inc., 186 Wood Avenue South,
Iselin, New Jersey 08830,
(In Canada: 514-695-7300),
quoting "SAB 8086".

Siemens - your partner for
microcomputer components
B 8309-101 US

System performance is considerably increased by using microcomputers capable 01 running at
10 MHz clock rate&
They are available from Siemens
stock:

Our microprocessors are
produced in state-of-the-art
MYMOS technology - which
assures the highest degreee of
reliability for your applications:
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Low-cost
now make
The new generation of word processors
features flat-panel displays. Result: More
efficient use of desk space. And an easierto-read, more attractive, and more reliable terminal.
New display drivers from Texas Instruments are making AC plasma flat-panel
displays practical. And providing reliable
operation up to 225 volts.
The secret? TI's patented BIDFET
process. It combines the best of several
technologies—bipolar, JFET, CMOS,
and high-voltage DMOS—all on one
monolithic chip. Providing dramatic cost
savings as well as reliable high-voltage
operation.
In fact, only TI's BIDFET-based, flatpanel display drivers give you the extra
margin of reliability built into DMOS
high-voltage outputs. Plus high-speed,
rugged inputs. Low power consumption.
And the capability to integrate logic and
drivers all on asingle chip.

Cost-effective
AC plasma display drivers
TI's leadership in AC plasma flat-panel
display drivers is confirmed by the fact
that we make the only totem-pole 32-bit
drivers on the market. By integrating
more lines per chip, these advanced drivers make AC plasma systems cost-competitive with high-character-density
CRTs (see cost-projection chart).
You can select from four economical
TI AC plasma display drivers. The
SN75500AN and the SN75501CN have
CMOS-compatible inputs. The
SN55500AN and SN55501CN offer the
same operation, but over the full — 55°
to 125°C temperature range. All can
handle the 100-V swings. High speeds.
And the complex logic required by AC
plasma panel displays.
All feature thirty-two 100-V totempole outputs. 20-mA output-current capability. 4-MHz ( max) input data rates.
A 100-kHz (max) operating rate. And
4 Advanced word processors, which are more
compact, more reliable, and more attractive,
incorporate flat-panel displays made possible
by TI's new, cost-effective drivers. The flatpanel display shown is amock-up that is conceptually similar to terminals now coming on
the market from several manufacturers.
01983 T1

27-5087

TI BIDEET display drivers
flat-panel displays practical.
200-ns output transition times. While
consuming only 40 mW of power.
AC PLASMA DISPLAY
ELECTRONIC COST PROJECTION
CENTS BIT
30
25

AC PLASMA DISPLAYS
USING TI's SN75501 SERIES DRIVERS

20
15
10
5
0
1982

HIGH- CHARACTER- DENSITY CRTs

1983

1984

1985

1986

Bringing down the cost of AC plasma
display systems to levels competitive
with CRTs—just one of the advantages
TI's patented BIDFET process brings
to flat-panel displays.

outputs. Plus, astrong 1-mA pull-down
reduces interdigit blanking time to maximize system efficiency.
The SN75512A and the SN75513A
offer the advantage of 12 drivers per
package and complement each other in
VFD applications. The SN75512A has a
serial- input data register, data latches,
and high-voltage buffers with totem-pole
output structures—making it ideal for
anode or grid control. The SN75513A—
which includes areset function instead
of parallel data latches— is primarily used
as the grid or line-select controller.
The SN75518, a40-pin device, provides control and drive circuitry for 32
lines using the same architecture as the
TL4810A (or SN75512A).
With the advantages of increased integration, the SN75518 represents a30percent reduction in equivalent system
cost over the popular UCN4810A.

FiveVFD drivers
for 60Voperation

How TI BIDFET
pays off for you

Unique BIDFET technology enables all
TI vacuum-fluorescent display (VFD)
drivers to operate reliably up to 60 volts.
These drivers include the widely used
UCN4810A, plus the new TL4810A,
SN75512A, SN75513A, and SN75518.
Pin compatible with the UCN4810A,
the TL4810A gives you twice the speed
and active totem-pole drivers on all 10

No other technology matches TI's
BIDFET process for producing reliable
large- or even medium-scale ICs with
high-voltage capabilities. That's because
only TI's BIDFET pools the advantages
of many technologies.
JFETs are used to achieve high-input
impedance, minimal loading, and compatibility with avariety of logic families.

BIDFET TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
Pioneered by Texas Instruments
WAFER
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT

1975

1976

1977

RELIABILITY
IMPROVEMENT

CIRCUIT
DEVELOPMENT

1978

1979

1980 -

1981

1982

Reliable high-voltage operation results from BIDFET technology—aprocess TI has invested more than seven years in development.

The bipolar section maintains the
high speed of the input signal, with relative insensitivity to static discharge.
CMOS permits dense packing of the
logic, while consuming very little power.
And DMOS transistors in the output
stage handle exceptionally high voltages—up to 225 volts! Which makes TI's
BIDFET-based drivers far superior to
other display drivers, many of which can
push the reliable limits of bipolar technology to only 60 volts.

Simple interfacing to W displays of any
size—from small segmented types to large
dot matrix formats—can be achieved
affordably with TI BIDFET drivers.

A big, flat success
Outstanding today, TI's flat-panel display drivers will be even better in the future. That's because we soon will be
applying BIDFET technology to electroluminescent display drivers. These will
be able to operate reliably with DMOS
output transistors up to 225 volts. And
they will be available in space-saving
plastic chip carriers. All ready to meet
your needs for large, high-resolution panels that are thin and lightweight.
Find out how advanced TI flat-panel
display drivers can increase reliability.
Save money. Improve your design. And
attract customers.
For more information, contact your
nearest TI sales office or write Texas
Instruments, Semiconductor Group LD,
Dept. 013EC, P.O. Box 401560,
Dallas, TX 75240. Or for direct applications assistance, call ( 214) 995-6162.

TEXAS
I
NSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
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l'Ite data
In space. At sea. On the ground.
Whether it's word processing
or business systems or dataeet and
multiplexer
Whether it's telephone switching
or transmission or microwave.
Cannon® connectors help pass
the word and carry the load farther

Goodbye to EMI
So long to ESD.
ITT Cannon is running interference for you with the only connectors on the market offering proven
noise-fnte performance.
Our D Subminiature filter connectors and RFVEMI D Sub backshells are built to give you and your
customers years of silent service.
And becaii we hate electrostatic discharge as much as you do,
we've developed the shrouded D
Subminiature connector It not only
solves your ESD problems, but your
EMI problems as well.

20780
easy as 1,2,3.
Meeting the strict FCC regulations, like Docket 20780, is simple
with Cannon's shielded shrouded
backshells. Or our new lower-cost
transverse filter designs, available
in virtually all types of Cannon connectors. Both designs will keep
unwanted transmissions from tampering with your system, at asignificantly
lower installed cost.
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Problems are
no problem.
ITT Cannon has already solved
many of the connector problems you
run up against every day in the
development of sophisticated information systems.
Take alook at these:
Our PB18 zero-force edgecard
connector not only increases the
length of the board, but the life as well.
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We manufacture the broadest
line of all-plastic D Sub connectors
and accessories on the market.
Our P/C connectors are qualified
to DIN 41612 (G06) and reverse
DIN (G60).
Our microminiature line will let
you lower installed costs without
giving up amicron of quality
And our new low-cost, low-profile
IC socket (DICF) has two points of
contact and no solder wicking. It also
offers higher electrical reliability.
But maybe your needs call for fiber
optics. Cannon's optical-fiber connectors are lightweight, small in cive,
provide economy and reliability, and
are immune to RFVEMI interference.
Or maybe your needs dictate
azero-insertion-force DL Series
connector Ours has aguaranteed
life of 10,000 mating cycles and is
ideal for I/O applications. It offers
economy in installation and automatic
crimp termination capabilities.
Or maybe your needs are
custom. ITT Cannon has custom

capabilities for all your non-standard
data requirements. (If you can't find
it in the catalog, call us.)
We also offer afull line of manual,
semiautomatic and automatic tooling.
In other words, if you have a
tough connector problem, we have
asimple solution.

Free connector guide.
To find out more about our complete line of connectors for information
systems, send for our free Information
Systems Connector Selector Guide.
Contact ITT Cannon, aDivision of
International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, 10550 Talbert Avenue,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708. Telephone: (714) 964-7400. In Europe,
contact ITT Cannon, 105A rue
Colonel Bourg, B.3 1140 Brussels,
Belgium. Telephone 02/735-6094.

CANNON ITT

The Global Connection
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Small or large boards? Analog or
digital? Random logic- or microcomputer- based?
Whatever you test, there's a
high-performance, high-reflability
Fairchild tester to do the testing.
And now we've added an important new feature to our entire
family of in-circuit testers. Ethernet'
With our Ethernet-compatible
network, you'll be able to link our
testers to computers, terminas and
printers throughout your factory. It's
another step toward the factory cf
the future. And you can get it today
from Fairchild.

The Family
Series 30/303S. We call it our
"work horse." With 927 uncompromised hybrid test points and up to
273 additional digital points, the
303S can test awide range of
PCBs. Including random logic- or
microcomputer- based boards, and
boards with ahigh density of analog components. As to reliability,
customers report uptirne as high
as 97%.
Reader Service No. 82

Series 30/330S. With 639 uncompromised hybrid test points, it's the
economy version of the 303S for
small and medium-size boards. It's
designed around apowerful mini-

computer, and features a25MB
Winchester disk drive fcr test program storage and 1.26MB dual
density floppy for program backup.
Reader Service No. 212

Series 30/333. The 333 sets the
standard for the industry. It offers
more uncompromised test points
than any other tester-2,207 digital
and 959 analog, and can comprehensively test any type of PCB.
Also available are 256 RAMbacked FAST-TEST' points, programmable to 3.3MHz. Every
FAST-TEST point is controlled by a
dedicated sequence processor,
providing virtually unlirrted test
pattern depth.
Reader Service No. 83

"FOR MORE INFORMATION, CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE READER SERVICE NUMBER ON THE INQUIRY CARD

Programming Station. It's an innovative tool for managing test information. You can develop, update
and store test programs, and transfer them to any tester. You can also
use the station as an analysis œnter of test results from all testers.
Reader Service No.

213

All our Series 30 testers are fixture,
test program and software compatible. And all of them can be programmed with cur fully-developed,
easy-to- use software package that
controls the entire testing process,
from automatic program generatior through test data analysis. Our
Datalog Analysis package produces yield and defect analysis reports by serial number, board type
and operator I.D.

The Network
Our network, FastNety is Ethernetcompatible. FastNet features highspeed data transmission at up to
10 megabits per second across coaxial cable. CRC error checking,
along with Carrier-Sense MultipleAccess/Collision Detection (CSMA/
CD), ensures reliable, factory-wide
data communications.
Reader Service No.

215

Of coJrse, when you buy any
Fairchild test equipment, you can
count on the backing of our worldwide program of training, service
and support. And to minimize service response time, we now offer
Remote System Support, the first
on-'ine remote diagnostic network
in the ATE industry.

Fairchild and Ethernet. In-circuit
testing will never be the same.
For more information, call
Fairchild at (518) 783-3600.
Fairchild Manufacturing Test
Systems, 299 Old Niskayuna
Road, Latham, NY. 12110.

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company
Ethernet is atrademark of the Xerox Corporation.
FAST-TEST is atrademark of Fairchild Camera and
Instrument.
FastNet is atrademark of Fairchild Camera and Instrument

Metheus Introcluœs
the Not Generation of
VLSI Engineering
111/orirstations
The all new X750 VLSI design
system gives you acomplete set of logic
design, simulation, and mask design tools,
coupled with high-performance color
graphics for $75,000*.
Now, integrated in asingle workstation,
the X750 offers all the design tools found in
dedicated logic design systems and in turn- key
VLSI mask layout systems.
Start with an idea; finish with
foundry-ready mask files. A powerful, interactive
schematic editor allows you to quickly capture logic
designs. Resident logic simulators perform both
logic- level timing and ac transient analysis. A full
color IC layout editor and acomprehensive cell
library, plus aPLA generator, an auto- router, and an
interactive design rule checker speed mask design.
Adapts to your environment. You can
operate the À750 as astand-alone system, in a
network, or connected to amainframe. Versatile
system software lets you match the X750 to your
own design style and process parameters.
Power and reliability from aproven
color-graphics leader. The user interface to the
X750's state-of-the-art color- graphics provides multiple windows and multiple interactive processes.
System hardware includes three MC68000 processors, virtual memory, and abit- slice display
processor, plus the industry- standard MULTIBUS"
and EthernetTM interfaces. The X750 operating system is based on the UNIXTM operating system with
the Berkeley extensions.
Call for Your Demonstration of the
À750 Today. Tomorrow's high-tech industry leaders
have already discovered the values of custom VLSI
design. The X750 VLSI
engineering workstation is
acompelling reason
ji
for you to
discover
Metheus.
For
immediate .411.
111e
response, call:
1-800-547-5315
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Significant developments in technology and business

Color TV set
with LCD screen
fits in pocket
by Charles Cohen, Tokyo bureau manager

Twisted-nematic liquid-crystal
display with color-filtered pixels
is driven by arrays of polysilicon
thin-film field-effect transistors
Portable color TV sets with liquidcrystal displays may be in consumers' hands right on the heels of the
introduction of black and white versions from several manufacturers.
Suwa Seikosha Co., Suwa, Japan, has
just shown a prototype of such a
pocket set with a 2-inch screen that
it says could be on the market within
a year for as little as $430.
The firm also showed a black and
white version built using the same
technology that would feature a
somewhat lower price and twice the
battery life. Managing director Susumu Aizawa says that he doubts it
could be sold, though, after people
have seen the color model.
Similar twisted-nematic LCD technology is used in the monochrome
and color versions. Both displays are
driven by arrays of polysilicon thinfilm field-effect transistors adjacent
to individual picture-element electrodes on the high-temperature glass
substrate. The 240-by-240-pixel mosaic occupies most of the 43.2-by32.4-micrometer display, which has a
2.13-in. diagonal. The pixel electrodes, gate and data lines, and the
counterelectrode are made of transparent indium tin oxide.
Filtered resolution. The color unit
operates in a transmissive mode with
backlighting by diffused light from a
small fluorescent lamp, whereas the
black and white display is reflective.
Individual red, green, or blue filters
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above each pixel electrode in the color display reduce effective resolution
to 138 pixels in each direction. Still,
the bright color display appears to
have a higher resolution than that,
except in the case of characters.
In production sets, the fluorescent
backlight uses about half of the
slightly more than 1watt consumed
by the set, according to Shinji Morozumi, who managed research and development for the project. This power consumption will enable the color
TV to operate for about 4 hours from
five alkaline penlite-size cells.
Size should be similar to the prototype, which measures 16 by 8 by 2.8
centimeters and weighs 500 grams,

power cells included. Conventional
fluorescent-lamp and TV microelectronic technology are adequate and
were used in the prototype, but it
may be possible to improve the efficiency of the fluorescent lamp.
Reasonably conventional. Both
the color and monochrome displays
include LCD panels with liquid-crystal cells sandwiched between polarizers. In the color display, the lower
substrate carries the thin-film—FET
array and pixel electrodes. Above the
approximately 6-µm-thick cell cavity
filled with liquid-crystal material is
the common counterelectrode, color
filter, and upper substrate.
Morozumi will not identify the

Color sandwich. Tiny color TV receiver includes liquid-crystal cells sandwiched between
polarizers. The lower substrate carries the FET array and pixel electrodes with individual red,
green, or blue filters above each. Four IC drivers, each capable of handling 120 gate or data
lines, are distributed around the display's periphery. Photo shows actual size of device.
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materials used for the organic filters
and the protective passivating layer
that lies between the filters and the
upper electrode. However, he says
that firms now making filters for
charge-coupled-device color pickups
and for color vidicons have the required technology.
In the color display, light from the
fluorescent panel passes through the
rear polarizing filter and impinges on
the lower substrate. In the black and
white display, the color filter is obviously not present. Its cell structure is
flipped so that the common counterelectrode is to the rear, and a reflective layer is used there, rather than a
backlight.
Four integrated-circuit drivers,
each capable of handling 120 gate or
data lines, are distributed around the
periphery of the display. Alternate
lines are driven from top and bottom
if vertical or left and right if horizontal so as to simplify interconnecting
the fcs and the LCD.
The drivers to the left and right
drive FET gates to enable one line at
a time. The drivers at the top and
bottom include sample-and-hold circuits to drive individual FET sources
or drains with a pulse whose amplitude is inversely proportional to pixel
brightness. The same electrode
changes from drain to source as the
maximum pulse voltage changes
from + 4 volts to —4 v on alternate
lines to provide the ac drive for the
panel.
In action. The unit's pixels are
transparent up to a threshold of 2v
at either polarity and saturate at
maximum density at 2.7 V. However,
transient effects at the pulse width of
less than 60 microseconds in Japanese TV signals cause the dynamic
voltages to be somewhat different.
Display rise time is 30 milliseconds,
and fall time is 45 ms, but Morozumi says that values below 50 ms
are too fast for the eye to follow.
The thin-film transistors that control the display are fabricated on a
polycrystalline silicon layer about
3,000 angstroms thick that has not
been annealed to single-crystal silicon. A dual-gate mos FET configuration is used to cut current in the
deselected state. The length of each
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channel is 15 m, for atotal length of
30 m; channel width is 10 m.
When off, the dual channels act as
two reverse-biased diodes in series,
and halving the voltage greatly decreases the off current—which increases exponentially with voltage.
Current when conducting, though, is
only halved. The on-off conduction
ratio is about 106 in the dark and
falls to 10 only in sunlight.
—

France

Scan-conversion CRT
shows 7GHz signals
To meet the demands upon real-time
high-frequency digital oscilloscopy
that will be made by tomorrow's microwave systems and components,
engineers at the Laboratoires d'Electronique et de Physique Appliquée
have designed a highly sensitive
scan-conversion cathode-ray tube
that will operate at a bandwidth
reaching from dc to 7 gigahertz.
"Designed" is indeed the appropriate word, because all work at the
Limeil-Brévannes laboratory was by
simulation—not a single prototype
was produced. Production of the LEP
design will be the job of its fellow
Philips subsidiary, RTC-La Radiotechnique Compelec of Paris.
The new design marks the arrival

of the third generation of scan-conversion cm, claims Charles Loty,
the LEP engineer who coordinated
the project. The most visible change
from the second generation is the replacement of the visual output, in
the form of ascreen, by an interface
giving access to a digital signal.
"The future of oscilloscopy is digital, and the reason is that it is far
more flexible," explains Loty. "You
can process the output signal any
way you want to and use astandard
television monitor as adisplay."
Simplified advance. Despite the
change in output, not all is new. The
third-generation ovr makes use of
the advance that separated the second generation from the first: a microchannel wafer that multiplies the
tube's electron beam to dramatically
lower the threshold voltage while increasing sensitivity. Because the new
tube produces no visible image of its
own, the active surface of the microchannel wafer is reduced tenfold, significantly simplifying the tube's electronics and thus making possible its
exceptional bandwidth.
Basically, the tube consists of an
electron gun whose writing on the
microchannel wafer is controlled
horizontally and vertically by a deflection helix and two meander lines,
respectively. Any trace written on
the wafer's 10-by- 12-millimeter active surface benefits from a 103 gain
because, as oscilloscopy requires no

Easy writer. The combination of a small active-surface microchannel wafer with a highly
accurate double-deflection system permits this CRT to write signals from a bandwidth from
direct current to 7GHz. The output is adigital signal that can be processed or displayed.
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me rignt
nnoiogy, in me ngrir paL age, at me rignt
price. Designed to solve your 0.3 to 1.3 Amp transistor problems
efficiently, economically and reliably.
fltAUlt"S:

Designed for Automatic insertion. No lead forming and hand
inserrion operations required.
Unequalled Quality. All HEXFETs date-coded January 1 1983, or
after, are shipped to an Acceptance Quality Level ( AQL) of
0.04% vs the typical 1.0% to 2.5% for other power transistor
manufacturers.
Off-the-Shelf Distributor Delivery. We've established a mi'lion
piece inventory nationwide to assure you of immediate Jelivery.
Call the IR Distributor or IR Office nearest you today.

N-CHANNEL

exclusive HEXFEr technology. The results are static drain- source
on- state resistancevalues 30% lower per square centinneter
than any other power MOSFET type... with corresponding
reductions in circuit power losses.

Vps
RD s(on) I
D ( Amps)
iDhA
PD Max
(Volts)._ ( Ohms) . 25'C Case._1Amps) (Watts_L

IRFD
IRFD
IRFD
IRFD
* IRFD
* IRFD
* IRFD
* IRFD

1ZO
1Z3
110
113
120
123
210
213

P-CHANNEL

Unsurpassed pertocmance. This expanded series of 14 HEXDIPs
in seven N and P-Cnannel types utilizes chips produced by IP's

Pert Numbers

100
60
100
60
100
60
200
150

*'
RFD
* IRFD
IRFD
IRFD
* IRFD
* IRFD

9110 -100
9113 -60
9120 -100
9123 -60
9210 -200
9213 - 150

2.4
3.2
0.6
0.8 .
0.3
0.4
2.4
1.5

0.5
0.4
1.0
0.8
1.3
1.1
0.6
0.45

1.2
1.6
0.6
0.8
3.0
4.5

-0.7
-0.6
- 1.0
-0.8
-0.4
-0.3

4.0
3.2
8.0
6:4
10.4
8.8
4.8
3.6

1.0
1.0
1.0
10
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

-5.6
-4.8
-8.0
-6.4
-3.2
-2.4

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
IA

*New Types Now Available.

NUDE
T EULTIMATE
OSFET.
End-stackable
to conserve PCB space ...
HEXDIP N and P- Channel
types are end-stackable on
'00 mil centers, resulting in
no wasted board space
between devices for high
density packaging
applications.

Priced as low as

IRFD-1Z3 in 50K quantity.

Super design opportunities for:
Relay drivers, printer hammer drivers, power supplies,
stepper motor controllers; disc drives lamp drivers
and solid- sate switching

Number 1 in
power MOSFETs 1

WORLD HEADQUARTERS: 233 KANSAS ST.. EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245, U.S A. ( 213) 772-2000. TWX 910-348-6291. TELEX 472-0403
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: HURST GFEEN OXTED SURREY RH8 9BB, ENGLAND TELEPHONE ( 088 33) 3215/4321, TELEX 95219
Manufacturing Subsidiaries Sales Offices Representatives and Distributors Throughout the World
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shading of image, the wafer can be
used at its saturation level. The trace
is then transferred by what is called
an optical-fiber window to a video
pickup tube that serves as an analog
buffer memory before conversion into digital form and storage.
The heart of the tube is composed
of the wideband deflectors—the helix
and the meanders. The helix has little phase dispersion and is easily
matchable to a constant 50-ohm impedance (careful matching being indispensable for abandwidth as broad
as the tube's). Almost completely enclosing the helix is a shielding piece
so accurately machined that Loty likens it to the precision of fine watch
components.
This shielding piece includes the
vacuum-tight coaxial connectors that
open to the outside. These connectors, along with an ultrahigh-frequency bypass, ensure less than a
1% reflection in the full bandwidth.
LEP says dc sensitivity is 5 volts for
full-scale deflection.
Meanderings. Horizontal deflection is governed by the two symmetrical meander lines of 5041 impedance each. They can be used with
either linear ramps or sinusoidal
sweeps or with acombination of the
two. Phase velocity is somewhat dependent on frequency, and because
the tube can accept some mismatch
at low frequencies while matching
the velocity of the electrons at the
high frequencies, response is remarkably flat up to 3GHz. Sensitivity for
full deflection is given as 17 V.
Future improvements in the tube
will probably come on the pickup
side of the microchannel wafer. An
obvious step would be replacing the
vidicon tube by a solid-state component like acharge-coupled-device array. —Robert T. Gallagher

West Germany

Acoustic microscope
peers inside IC layers
Microscopes that let the viewer look
not only at an object but also inside
it are the subject of intensive investi-
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gations in West Germany, Japan,
and elsewhere. Using ultrasound
waves that penetrate the object to
produce an image of its internal
structure on acathode-ray tube, such
microscopes are already at an advanced stage of development at two
firms at least: Ernst Leitz GmbH in
Wetzlar, West Germany, and Olympus Optical Co. in Tokyo.
The development at these two
firms is being carried out under license from California's Stanford University, where Calvin F. Quate and
his associates worked out the principles of scanning acoustic microscopy
during the 1970s. Olympus has delivered a model to Tohoku University
in Japan, but more work is needed
on applications, the company says.
For its part, Leitz, the world's
largest and oldest microscope producer, has readied a prototype of its
Elsam (Ernst Leitz scanning acoustic
microscope), which the firm first
demonstrated at the Semicon/West
show last week in San Mateo, Calif.
"We will have commercial units

contacts between metallic layers and
other layers beneath them, "all of
which goes undetected with optical
microscopes," she says. A big advantage is that the semiconductor material need not be specially prepared
for examination. Polishing ; for example, is not required.
The gain in information on an object's internal structure that the new
instruments provide should benefit
other disciplines as well, Röhm
points out. Acoustic microscopy can
be used in metals research, for all
sorts of quality control, and of
course in microbiological work. Because ultrasound is nondestructive,
investigations can be carried out even
on living organisms. Adds Röhm,
"The new technique, however, is not
intended to replace ubiquitous-light
microscopic methods, only to supplement them."
Central to the Elsam microscope is
a planoconcave sapphire lens, an
acoustic lens whose concave side has
a spherical cavity that faces the object to be examined. A piezoelectric
layer on the lens's plane side
changes pulsed microwaves
from an external source into
mechanical vibrations.
These vibrations set up ultrasound waves in the sapphire, which the cavity focuses through a coupling
medium—a water film—onto and into the object. The
Depth sounder. This prototype of the Leitz scanning
piezoelectric layer converts
acoustic microscope consists of the working unit on the
the ultrasonic waves reflectleft and the evaluation unit on the right. The screen
ed from the object back into
shows part of an IC, complete with subsurface flaws.
microwave signals. These
echoes, on the order of
ready for the market during the nanowatts, are amplified and fed to
fourth quarter of next year," says the CRT.
Walter J. Patzelt, product manager
To obtain a complete picture of
for microscopes at 134-year-old
the area under study, the object is
Leitz, known to outsiders mainly as moved in both the X and Y directhe originator of Leica cameras.
tions in incremental steps in the focal
Handy tester. For semiconductor plane of the lens. The echoes from
specialists,
acoustic
microscopy
the object being scanned in this fashshould come in handy, particularly ion are shown on the screen in synin investigating and inspecting inte- chronism with the movement of the
grated circuits. Anita Röhm, applica- object.
tions expert at the Wetzlar firm, sees
Sapphire preferred. The choice of
the technique as eminently suited for sapphire as the lens material and wapenetrating opaque layers to make ter as a coupling medium is crucial,
visible, for example, microcracks, de- Patzelt says. On their way through
laminations, and faults due to poor these different substances, ultrasonic
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Dolch.
advanced logic analysis

Finally 16-bit debugging optimized!
The Dolch 4850A Logic Analyzer has
what it takes to analyze your 16 bit microprocessor.
Friendly, yet powerful, personality
Our Trace Module connects the 4850A directly to your 16 bit operating system.
Signal interfacing and clock formatting
are already done. ( In the 68000 and
8086/88 systems, the Trace Module separates instructions executed by the microprocessor from all of those that were " prefetched" into the instruction queue.) The
4850A then disassembles and displays the
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operations in assembly language mnemonics. It's that easy.

tern's memory — there's no need to record
unwanted data.

Plus Some Powerful Pluses

Competitive Price: Price is a real plus
over any other analyzer.

300 MHz Sampling: Besides having 48
channels, for state or timing analysis, you
can overlay 16 more at 300 MHz. The 3.3
ns resolution lets you spot short glitches
and resolve critical timing sequences.
Advanced Triggering: Multi- level, multifunction triggering gets you to your data
—and analysis— quickly.
Area Tracing: You can limit data tracing
to specific areas of interest in your sys

For more reasons why the 4850A is ideal
for 16 bit ( and 8bit!) microprocessors see
ademonstration. Call ( 800) 538-7506; in
California, (408) 998-5730. Or write: 230
Devcon Drive, San Jose, CA 95112.
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Precise answers
instantly: now wavefor
measurements a
automatic!
time you let the 7854
begin making your life
simpler and your time
more productive. Call
your Tektronix Sales
Engineer today!

Now you can cut from
minutes to seconds
the time it takes to
perform most
common waveform
measurements. By automatically performing
all routine measurement
tasks, the Tek 7854
minimizes errors and
gives you more time for
more productive activity.
Touch afront
panel key and the
7854 digitizes
repetitive signals up
to 400 MHz. Stores
them. Measures
them. And displays
the answer. For any rise
time measurement, for
example, you need only
press two keys—AQR
and RISE— to consistently obtain aprecise,
repeatable answer
on- screen. There is no
painstaking set-up,
no decision- making,
no mental calculation
required.
Time savings and risk
reduction are even more
dramatic in more complex tasks, such as calculating the area under
apower curve or determining instantaneous
power from current and
voltage waveforms...
both the work of afew
seconds on the 7854.

For further information,
contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia,
Central & South America,
Japan
Tektronix, Inc.
PO. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
For additional literature, or the
address and phone number of
the Tektronix Sales Office
nearest you, contact:
Phone: 800/547-1512
Oregon only: 800/452-1877
Telex: 910-467-8708
TLX: 15-1754
Cable: TEKTRONIX
You can develop
your own measurement routmes using
the companion waveform calculator. You
can make virtually any
sequence of procedures automatic, then
leave operation to lesser
skilled operators and
technicians. You can
even connect the 7854
to host computers and
mass storage via the
standard IEEE- 488 interface bus.
More than 30 plugins let you reconfigure
capabilities at will.

Like all Tek 7000 Series
scopes, the 7854 keeps
expanding in value. Add
high-sensitivity differential amplifiers. Comparators. Counters.
Spectrum analyzers. Or
sampling plug- ins that
let you digitize repetitive
signals up to 14 GHz. At
any time, you can add
new performance at a
fraction of the cost of a
monolithic instrument.

Europe, Africa,
Middle East
Tektronix Europe B.V.
European Headquarters
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Phone: ( 20) 471146
Telex: 18312-18328

Allow yourself
more time for creative
problem-solving. In
this era of hand-held
calculators, it's about

The Answer
By Any
Measure

Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
PO. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 705/737-2700
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waves encounter an abrupt change—
about sevenfold—in velocity at the
sapphire-water interface. This change
results in a strong refraction of the
ultrasound, which translates into a
small focal length (about 40 micrometers), a small free working distance (the distance between the lens
and the surface of the object under
study), and, finally, in low losses.
Also crucial in acoustic microscopy, Patzelt notes, is the frequency of
the microwaves, for it determines
both the depth of penetration and
the resolution. As a rule, the lower
the frequency, the greater the penetration of ultrasound into the object;
but the higher the frequency, the better the resolution.
As a good compromise for many
materials, the Leitz engineers are using an ultrasound frequency around
2 gigahertz. At that value, a resolution of about 0.6 p.m can be achieved, a little less than that obtainable
with light microscopes. Significantly
improved resolution, even better than
anything possible with light microscopes, can be obtained, though, if
liquefied argon or helium is used as a
coupling medium instead of water.
Besides being dependant on frequency, the penetration varies according the type of material being
studied. At 2GHz, ultrasound penetrates, say, silicon to adepth of several micrometers.
—John Gosch

Hungary

Revitalization plan
pushes IC effort
Although aworldwide electronics exporter with several long-established
companies in telecommunications,
Hungary is now making aconcerted
effort to regain momentum as atechnological innovator.
The country's electronics industries produce over 100 million semiconductors annually, including 30
million transistors and 15 million integrated circuits. However, they have
become heavily dependent on imports of wafers and chips in order to
remain competitive.
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To redress the situation, the governent decided in December 1981 to
give top priority to acrash program
for the electronics industries, earmarking about $175 million for it.
Most of this money is being spent on
research and development and the
purchase of machinery and knowhow for microelectronics.
lc monopoly. The first step was
merging the Research Institute for
the Telecommunications Industry in
Budapest with the Gyongyos factory,
asemiconductor producer located 80
kilometers east of the city in Tungsram. Employing 4,300 men and
women at present and with an annual output of about $40 million, the
new Microelectronics Enterprise is
expected to have amonopoly on the
manufacture of very large-scale ics,
master masks, semicustom circuits,
silicon wafer processing, and design
operations requiring large computers
for simulation. These facilities are
not worth duplicating in a small
country like Hungary.
At first, the enterprise will provide
services to appliance manufacturers,
some of whom are expected to develop their own facilities at least to finish the ics. The program affects two
dozen companies, which altogether
employ 160,000 persons, including
10,000 in R&D. The next investments
are to introduce or to improve the
manufacture of hybrid circuits at Remix and ceramic parts at Korporc,
both of which are in Budapest.
The government commissioner for
the electronics program, Mihaly Sandory, says that the fundamental aim
of the program is not to make Hungary self-sufficient in electronic parts
and components, but to achieve an
approximate balance between exports
and imports. The program is aiming
at the production of custom-designed
and semicustom circuits with small
runs of afew hundred to afew thousand pieces and medium sophistication, while mass-produced catalog
items are to be imported.
Sandory feels that his country has
acompetitive edge in rcs with arelatively high software content, owing
to the high quality and relatively low
cost of programming there. Hungarian software exports to Western Eu-

rope—including custom work—amounted to about $5 million last
year before the program really got
started.
Plans call for adesign capacity of
300 new ics annually, mainly for instruments. Researchers succeeded in
putting apowerful design system adjusted to the wafer technology process into operation a full year ahead
of schedule.
Master-mask production is well in
hand, but has to be expanded to provide for the planned annual production of 25 million ics ( 120,000 wafers). Packaging and testing function
satisfactorily at Gyongyos under alicense obtained from Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. in the 1970s.
Hungary also intended to purchase
silicon-wafer technology from Fairchild, but this plan had to be abandoned when the Mountain View,
Calif., firm withdrew. Soviet and
East German technology is being introduced instead, with mos technology now being adapted and with bipolar technology the next step.
The industry intends to export
30% of Hungarian lc output by
1985, mainly to western markets,
and to become a main supplier of
custom-designed and semicustom circuits within Comecon, the Communist Bloc eqivalent of the European
Communities. Comecon has just set
up country tasks through 1990 for
the implementation of the general
agreement on standardized electronic
components, special-purpose machinery for the production of semiconductors, and semiconductor-grade
materials.
Comecon governments are free to
decide in which common projects
they will participate, but Hungary is
too small to develop everything on
its own. Therefore, its program fits
into the Comecon game plan, cooperation being especially close with Soviet, East German, and Czechoslovak industry. Although most of the
machinery and know-how for the revitalization effort is being imported,
the government's program also includes the development of component manufacturing equipment and
know-how.
—Karoly Ravasz,
McGraw-Hill World News Service
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QUALITY BREAKTHROUGH.
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Sprague Thick-Film Resistor Networks are being shipped with electrical defect levels
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• Gary Nielsen in Breakthrough Country at
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603/883-5544. Write for Engineering Bulletins 7041D ( SIPs) and 7042B ( DIPs) to Technical Literature
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The Daisy LoGIcIITM
Engineering Workstation.
One year and 150 installations
after introduction.
And over 1,000 engineers
will tell you there is simply
no better way to design.

D

ESIGN ENGINEERS have
built the ultimate engineering
workstation for design engineers.
The result is asystem that
redefines and re-emphasizes the
value of the engineer.
Such asystem can be justified
easily and simply in terms of
cost effectiveness through a
reduction of man-hours and time
to market.The time required
to deliver working, debugged
designs is now reduced by what
can amount to an order of
magnitude.
But the contribution of the
LOGICIAN system is more
important. It is amajor step in
engineering design methodology.
Quite simply, if you are an
engineer, work with aLOGICIAN
and you will remember why
you got into engineering in the
first place.
With an investment as low
as $25,000 per engineer, you
can now put the state-ofthe-art to work for the very
designers who are creating
the state-of-the-art

State-of-the-art engineering
occurs only when the engineer
has the tools to maximize the
impact of his creativity and
thinking
The Daisy Engineering
Environmentm is an expandable
system of Ethernerm-linked

engineering workstations, storage
peripherals, output devices, and
over one million lines of tested,
proven software— all created
to accelerate the process of
electronic design.
The LOGICIAN workstation
itself puts the power of a1MIPSclass computer on the desktop
of each design engineer. The
result is apersonal,'no waiting
workstation that delivers instantaneous computing power to
each and every designer.
Design at the speed of
thought. Agraphic window
into acomprehensive,
hierarchical design database.
The LOGICIAN system's complete
design software toolbox is built
around afully hierarchical design
database.
The user works with familiar
graphic symbols-- electronic
representations of standard
drawing pages.
But the key advantage of the
LOGICIAN is this: the drawings
represent electronic circuits
whose functions-- even as the
circuits are being created-are always (and automatically)
fully described in the design
database.
This full description is the
basic tool for fast, fault free
design.Why? Because the design
database provides a'virtual'

breadboard of the system under
development. Always available
for logic and circuit debugging.
The designer can quickly
access any portion of the design,
create additional circuitry or
modify existing logic, and then
verify the design (or selected
modules) using advanced
debugging tools.
This is true, hierarchical,
top-down design.
Accelerated graphics.
The maximum bandwidth
between the design database
and the designer's mind.
Only hands-on experience can
fully convey the creative acceleration delivered by the LOGICIAN's
user interface.
Drawings are now electronic.
Corrections are electronic.
Any portion of the design
can be accessed and displayed
within seconds.
Pan and zoom are
instantaneous.
Graphic displays are crisp
and bright.
Printed documentation of
any drawing page or design submodule is available at any time.
The system provides access
control and security. Subject
to user-defined access priorities,
all team members have access
to the same design database.
The coordination and control

of large projects is enhanced
significantly.
The LOGICIAN has not
changed the way designers work
so much as it has accelerated
the process, by computerizing
repetitive detail.That is, after all,
what computers do.
Fault-free design, based on
the largest array ofdebugging
tools in the industry.
Resident on the LOGICIAN
workstation and available at any
time to the system designer:
the Daisy Interactive Logic
Simulator, Daisy SPICE Circuit
Simulator, Daisy Virtual Logic
Analyzer, Daisy TimingVerifier,
and Daisy Modeling System.
Logic and timing verification
are decoupled, allowing the
designer to completely verify the
timing of aprototype under all
cond itions. As aresult, logic
debugging is vastly simplified.
The debugging tools are
comprehensive, and they are ft.
Typically far faster, in fact, than
traditional debugging tools
running on mainframe systems.
As an example, the innovative
12-state logic simulator (an
industry first) operates at aspeed
of greater than 1000 events
per second.
In addition,the Daisy Modeling
System allows the user to
automatically format the design

Now, introducing the
Daisy GATEMASTER "Gate Array
Development System.
Suddenly, the Gatemaster puts
gate array technology within
the reach of virtually every
design engineer.

database for electronic input
to virtually any connectivitydriven design automation or
debugging tool, running on any
computer.
Daisy Engineering
Workstations offer more
than the promise of stateof-the-art engineering.
We can offer proof.
The companies that ask the
most of their design automation
investments are the companies
that place the highest value on
the design function. Not surprisingly, they are the companies
using Daisy LOGICIAN systems.
In fact, we can drop quite a
few pretty impressive names.
Unfortunately, due to confidentiality agreements, we can't
drop them in our advertising.
But if you are serious enough
about improving engineering
productivity to spend time with
aDaisy field sales representative,
we can provide you with a
complete reference list.
Companies designing everything from 32-bit microprocessors to telecommunications
equipment to computer systems
to instrumentation.You name it.

Now the Daisy GATEMASTER.
Top down design all the way
to silicon.
State-of-the- lrt engineering
occurs when the power of
integrated, large cale circuitryon-silicon isaffordaole for
custom circuits.
Building on the Daisy
LOGICIAN, the GATEMASTER
creates an entirely wew gate array
engineering enviromment.
It's the tool th3t will pay
off the promise of gate array
technology. . the promise
of affordabre custom circuitry.
In addition to th zstand-alone
power of ale LOGICIAN, the
GATEMASTER adds- software for
conversion of conventional logic
to gate array logic, ror interactive
placementand -outing and for
interactive engioeering changes
at any point in be design cycle.
The entire gate array
design process is integrated,
to provide adirecf link between
the electronic design and the
physical implementation.
And, like the LOGICIAN, the
GATEMAS1ER supports fault-free
designs through 'virtual' breadboarding Ind coprectness by
construction:

The result? Acomputerized
engineering system that radically
compresses gate array design
cycles while providingthe highest
level of confidence in the
success of the design.
For new designs, gate arrays
can offer the shortest production
route to working systems; for
new gate arrays, the GATEMASTER
offers the fastest design cycle.
The GATEMASTER can be
programmed to follow the design
and production rules of any
number of gate array manufacturers, or customized to a

--even silicon products-- were
brought to market in amatter
of months.
The shortest route to faultfree designs.
That is the result of the Daisy
LOGICIAN.That is the promise
of the Daisy GATEMASTER.
We're dedicated to serving
amarketplace where time is quite
literally of the essence.
To find out more on how
Daisy is setting the standard for
engineering design, call or
write today.

company's chosen set of process
rules and geometries.
The GATEMASTER connects
directly to the Daisy Engineering
Environment, or can operate
as astand-alone system.
It is available for your
inspection now.

Daisy Systems Corporation
139 Kifer Court
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 773-9111
International offices in the U.K.,
West Germany and Japan.

The shortest possible design
cycle is destined to become
the industry standard
design cycle.
The campar ies that bought
LOGICIAN systems ayear ago
have ahost of tremendous

Logician and Gatemaster are Trademarks
of Daisy Systems Corporation.

success stories to tell. Because
in some cases, working products

Ethernet is aTrademark of Xerox
Corporation.

The State of State-of-the-Art Engineering.
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Meet HP's new 1630 Logic Analyzer
abottleneck... and ecstatic when we
From now on it makes no sense to
buy an analyzer that offers timing
and state measurements only. Not
when you can have these capabilities
plus interactive analysis and software performance measurements
too. All for less than the cost of a
good timing and state machine alone.
That's what you get with HP's
new 1630A/D Logic Analyzer. It
delivers advanced hardware and

software testing and debugging
power. Plus the ability to quickly
spot software bottlenecks and inefficiencies. And away to resolve
hardware/software fingerpointing
conflicts. With one low-cost
instrument.
HP's new 1630 extends the power
of logic analysis to span most of the
development cycle. And productivity
gets abig boost. Because the 1630's
simple interface, combined with lowcost peripheral compatibility, speeds
setups and documentation. Best of
all, it's affordable for even the
smallest lab.

At $8,600 •, the 1630A gives you
35 channels of state (to 25 MHz), 8
channels of timing (to 100 MHz), or,
in the interactive mode, 27 state and
8timing.
For $10,630, the 1630D offers 43
channels of state or 16 timing.
In the interactive mode, you have a
choice of 35 state and 8timing or 27
state and 16 timing. Both models include software performance analysis.
Here's what all that capability can
do for you.
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You'll be amazed when it shows you
show you the price.
Software Performance Analysis
Ever had asoftware bottleneck? A
routine that takes too much time?
Those problems won't stand in your
way with this powerful new analysis
mode. Histograms of time-interval
distribution eliminate guesswork by

showing you best case, worse case,
and average time between any two
events you define...nonintrusively...
while your system is operating.
Great for benchmarking. And spotting out-of-spec modules.

Histograms of memory space activity
show where the action is. If you've
got abottleneck, this display leaves
no doubt about its location.

Interactive Measurements
Now there's alogical way to resolve
hardware/software fingerpointing
feuds. The 1630 lets you monitor bus
activity in the state mode, trigger on
agiven bus pattern, then view asyn-

chronous status and control line
activity in the timing mode. This
quickly unravels problems such as
I/O port malfunctions. Similarly,
you can establish trigger conditions

based on timing parameters, then
view state activity. This correlates
hardware malfunctions to software
errors. For example, afalse reset
due to aglitch.

Timing and State Analysis
In traditional operating modes, the
1630 delivers new sequencing, triggering, and store qualification
power. For timing analysis, this
includes pattern triggering ANDed
with atransition or glitch, edge or
glitch triggering, and time qualification of pattern triggering. In the
state mode, four user-defined terms
can be used in any combination to
define sequence, store qualification,
trigger and restart conditions. With
these resources, you get right to the
problem. Without sorting through
tons of data.

But that's not all. The 1630
makes it easier yet by talking your
language. You can assign alphanumeric labels to input channels and
status or control line patterns.
Measurements are then displayed in
your system's terminology. In addition, the 1630, with low-cost peripherals, performs inverse assembly.
So you see listings in target microprocessor mnemonics. From now on,
you needn't struggle with timeconsuming conversions.

IS: Not just IEEE-488, but the hardware, documentarian and
that delivers the shortest path to ameasurement system.
MS

Get all the details on this advanced
analyzer. See how it takes the
drudgery out of logic testing, debugging and analysis, speeding your project to completion. Call your local
HP sales office listed in the
telephone directory white pages. Ask
for an HP field engineer in the
electronic instruments department.
•U.S.A. list prices only.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

0801208
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How to send mail at
There are more people in more
places doing more things with
Apples than with any other personal
computer in the world.
Obviously, one ad can't tell the
whole story.
But it can explore just one of the
things that can make an Apple'
Personal Computer meaningful to
you, personally. It's called
"electronic mail."

Which, simply stated, is aquick
and inexpensive way of sending any
information, anywhere, anytime.

Put your computer
on the phone.

For the six dollars it costs to produce
and mail atypical business letter, you

•
•

could easily splurge on apatty melt
and Perrier at The Blue Turtle.
Or, you could send the same
letter for about 1/12 the cost using
electronic mail.
This new technology enables
your Apple to send or receive any
correspondence to any compatible
computer over standard phone
lines. The same ones your
voice has been using
for years.
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670,000,000 mph.
So there's no costly hook-up
expense. All you need is an Apple
and adevice, called amodem, that
translates the computer's electronic
codes into fleet phone signals.
Which, in turn, can actually move
messages at about the speed of light.
Versus the speed of the U.S. Mail.
And not just letters. But memos,
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messages right on the screen. So you
can edit at the last minute. Or make
comments on incoming mail, and
send it on to another department.
Another office. Another company.
Or any compatible computer
anywhere.
It can even record the date and
time of all transactions. Sort, file or
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"data banks" provide Apple users
with access to awealth of services
and information.
So you can use your Apple to
obtain stock quotes, make travel
arrangements, scan The New York
Times, or tap into an electronic
encyclopedia for detailed answers
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The first thing to do in the morning is check your mailbox.
Micro- Courier will tell you how many letters are awaiting
your perusal. After you skim through them, you can save
those you want in the computer's memory, print them ow,
forward them, or discard them.

Like the Past Office, Micro - C,,ntrier has mailboxes — 99 of
them. As pu assign them to different people, the numbers
appear in white squares. You can send the same letter to
everyone at once or aselected fn4 at- correspond one-to-one.

Electronic until onot only as fast as aphone call, it's
generally more reliable and informative than aphone call.
Because, no matter how elaborate the facts, your recipient
will have the advantage of seeing them in black and white
(or phosphor green).

charts and graphs, stock reports,
Visicalce reports, weather reports or
whatever.
To one address. Or, just as easily, to
ahundred.

print them out. And keep arunning
directory of up-to-date addresses.

to diverse queries (if you wish, it can
even provide you with floor plans of
Czechoslovakian hospitals).

24-hour postal service.

Depending on the software you
use, your Apple Personal Computer
can perform anumber of unusual
postal chores.
Functioning, for example, as a
24-hour-a-day mail room.
Automatically sending and
receiving messages,
unattended, even late
at night (when phone
rates are lowest).
So, instead of paying an
overnight service nine dollars
to rush afour-page report
from Winnemucca to Wanamassa,
you can have it sent electronically—
anytime during the night— for less
than 40 cents.
Your Apple will also let you revise

Dialing for data.

Your Apple can also access larger
computers that function as electronic
postal centers. They offer subscribers
acentral electronic mailbox:' and a
number of message handling services.
But that's not all. These same

Save your stamps.

If any of the above interests you,
just drop in on any of the over 1300
authorized Apple dealers.
They'll be delighted to show you
how electronic mail works. And
how Apple has more software to
support it than any other personal
computer (even the popular Apple
Access /// and Micro-Courier
programs).
But electronic mail is just one of
the marvelous things you can do on
an Apple. One of thousands. So let
your Apple dealer tell you all about it.
We think you'll get the message
rather quickly.

apple
The most personal computer.

Call ( 80)) 538-9696 for the location of the authorized Apple dealer nearest vow:Dr for information regarding corporate purchases through our National Account Program.
In Calif. ( 800) 662-9238. Or write Apple Computer Inc., Advertising and Promotion Dept.,20525 Mariani Ave.,Cupertino, CA 95014.VisiCalc isa registered trademark of VisiCorp.
lD 1983 Apple Computer Inc.

Circle 99 on reader service card

Gates Energy.
Back-up power you can
call on anytime.
Phone system customers demand reliability.
That's why major manufacturers of telecommunication systems are backing up their installations
with Gates Energy cells.
Gates Energy cells deliver
dependable back-up power that
keeps your lines alive. They're rated
at 2volts with capacities at 2.5 Ah,
5Ah, 12.5 Ah and 25 Ah. And they
can be assembled into an endless
variety of configurations.

Gates Energy cells provide outstanding cold
weather performance (50'0 of C/10 room temperature capacity at- 40°C). And you'll get 8-10 years
life at 23°C in float applications.
Learn how Gates Energy cells
can keep your electronic equipment
working when the local power
company can't.
Call, or write, Gates Energy
Products Inc., 1050 S. Broadway,
Denver, CO 80217. ( 303) 7/1/1-4806.

GATES ENERGY

Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

UK pursues fifth-generation computer
Historic joint effort of industry and government
calls for four- pronged $ 550 million drive
by Kevin Smith, London bureau manager

Cooperative research and development between industry and government, very much in the Japanese
mode, promises to be the electronics
trend of the 1980s. Now it is Britain's turn: after months of stalling,
the UK government has given the
green light to aprogram to develop a
fifth-generation computer. The cost,
spread over five years, will be as
much as $550 million, with $316 million coming from the government.
That expenditure will roughly double Britain's research effort in information technology. The program will
concern itself with four key sectors:
software engineering, very large-scale
integration, man-machine interfaces,
and intelligent knowledge-based systems (see "British will advance along
four fronts," p. 102).
Unlike previous efforts, British industry should get more for its money
because member companies will have
to pool results. Remarks industry
minister Patrick Jenkin, "This is the
first time in our history that we shall
be embarking on a collaborative research project on anything like this
scale. Industry, academic researchers, and government will be coming
together to achieve major advances
which none could achieve on their
own."
As Britain's Conservative government gets ready for the June election, it will doubtless claim credit for
the program. But Japan's Ministry of
International Trade and Industry
should share some of the plaudits.
At its invitation, aBritish delegation
last year attended the Tokyo conference at which Japan's fifth-generation program was unveiled. The delegation's members returned with an
alarming message.
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Britain, already wrestling with a
serious and worsening trade imbalance in data processing, would not
even get to the starting line in the
race to develop fifth-generation computers, they said. The government
immediately commissioned a working party under John Alvey, technical director of British Telecom, to
advise on the scope of a similar collaborative research program.
Moving with impressive speed, the
Alvey committee reported back to
the government just a few months
later, in October. In formulating its
program, it built on the experience of
other high-technology collaborative
ventures.
For one, its broad-theme research
framework is modeled on its Japanese counterpart. The legal structure
for handling what are called intellectual property rights to research results and to licensing comes from Esprit, the European Strategic Program

Committee leader. John Alvey, technical director of British Telecom, headed group that
proposed acollaborative research program.

for Research in Information Technologies. And the section on VLSI
almost totally absorbs the very highperformance lc program (vHPic)
worked out in detail by Britain's
Ministry of Defence. Also, both
VHPIC and other parts of the Alvey
program rely on the use of demonstration projects to ensure that basic
research leads to an end product, a
feature of the U. S. Very High Speed
Integrated Circuits (vHsic) project.
Little choice. In some Conservative eyes, Alvey's proposal has anasty interventionist hue. They believe
that its adoption would be a retreat
from the hands-off philosophy with
which the Conservative government
came to power.
In the end, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's choice was really no
choice at all. As Benjamin Franklin
put it in describing the American
colonies' need for united action to
shed British rule, "We must all hang
together, or assuredly we shall hang
separately." So Mrs. Thatcher, following that revolutionary advice,
agreed to the industry-government
research program, modifying only
two of its proposals.
Alvey had recommended that
work requiring very wide dissemination of the results should be funded
at 90% by government, with other
research' work getting 50% of its
cash that way. But the government
decided that a 90% contribution
would not secure a sufficient industrial commitment and could lead to
the program's becoming divorced
from industry's needs. So all industrial work will be 50% governmentfunded, and work in universities will,
as usual, get 100% aid.
Another Alvey proposal calls for a
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Probing the news
strong 15-person directorate to drive
the program along, but the government has slimmed the group down to
five. Brian Oakley, the secretary of
the Science and Engineering Research Council, will be its head; four
industrial specialists, one for each of
the key areas identified by Alvey,
will serve as well. They will report to
apart-time board headed by Sir Robert Telford, chairman of GEC- Marconi Electronics Ltd.
Industry does well. The bottom
line is that industry gets most of
what it asked for, because both the
scale of the program and the level of
government funding are of the right
order. There remain two questions:
can the program be made to work? If
so, can it lead to a successful industrial follow-up?
There are some snags. Oakley,

project director for the Alvey program, believes that it will be far
harder to get smaller companies to
collaborate without the carrot of
90% government funding that was
sought. Another problem, says icL's
technical director, is the way the
program will be managed. It will be
important to form teams of companies and research groups that can
work together with prime contractors to lead each, he points out.
And after Alvey? As industry minister Jenkin puts it, "The idea is to
collaborate in basic research and
compete in development." But, says
the Alvey report, the government
still must support product development. The report envisions "the effective use of public procurement
and an expanded program to promote the application of information
technology to follow up on its [the
government's] successful Information
Technology Year 1982."
Li

British will advance along four fronts
Britain's fifth-generation-computer program has four research themes: software engineering, intelligent knowledge-based systems, very large-scale integrated-circuit technology, and man- machine interfaces. Software engineering
focuses on the development of what are called information-systems factories:
advanced integrated programming-support environments capable of delivering relible and efficient software that works to specification.
Initially, the program will standardize on the Unix operating system, though
with enhanced data- base and communications facilities. Further along, there
would be arole for Ada and for very high-level languages like Prolog.
Intelligent knowledge-based systems research centered on Britain's universities will be coordinated with industry through the use of demonstration
projects. Hardware research will focus on functional- logical and data-flow
machines as well as on smart data bases; software research will center on
functional-logical and rule-based languages. Researchers in all sectors will be
linked into asingle community by means of local networks connected through

Cost-effective fee, practical
programs, convenient availability,
and demonstrated results.
Our programs can be presented at
your location for six or more
attendees at significantly reduced
costs. Our experienced instructors
have extensive practical experience
and strong communications skills.
Each of our seminars has been
presented to attendees for avariety
of corporations.
For further information, call Irene
Parker at (212) 687-0243. Or write
to her at the McGraw-Hill Seminar
Center, Room 603, 331 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
You may also telex at
17)r
à
#522372 IP A HOWD.

apacket-switched network.
Britain needs access to an internationally competitive VLSI technology, says
John Alvey, technical director of British Telecom and head of the committee
that designed the nation's fifth-generation cooperative research and development program. He adds that this should include bipolar, digital MOS, and
analog MOS processes with 1- micrometer features and with an ongoing
research program toward 0.5 p.m. Hoping to improve data throughput by two
orders of magnitude, the Ministry of Defence had already mapped out its own
VHPIC (very high-performance integrated circuit) program [
Electronics, July
14, 1982, p. 98]. The extra speed would come from smaller, hence faster,
circuits and from new chip architectures. This program, minus the system
demonstrators, has now been absorbed into the Alvey scheme.
Work on man-machine interfaces will focus on such input/output devices as
multifunction flat- panel displays and speech- and image-processing systems.
Highly parallel processing architectures for image processing will be developed as part of the VHPIC program. One candidate is aVLSI version of ICL
Ltd.'s distributed array processor; another is asystolic array.
-Kevin Smith
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TM 500 MODULAR
TEST INSTRUMENTS

Make your choice
from the world's most accepted
modular test instruments!
TM 500 means reliable, proven
performance at an affordable
price! Nothing else offers this kind
of capability and convenience:
over 35 compact plug-in modules
spanning the total test and measurement instrument array. Compatible with each other and with
TM 5000 Programmable Instruments. All of which configure easily
in avariety of mainframes. TM 500
lets you create your own compact
personalized instrument setup:
manual, programmable or hybrid.
A TM 500 mainframe and
plug- ins take less space than
monolithic instruments. And
less time to set up. The mainframe's rear panel interface connections reduce cable clutter and
simplify operation. What's more,
you can easily interface plug- ins
with devices external to the
mainframe.

Hundreds of customized systems are possible. The TM 500
family itself includes DMMs, Counters, Pulse Generators, Function
Generators, Amplifiers, Oscillators,
Power Supplies, Oscilloscopes,
Calibration Instruments, even blank
plug-in kits to build you own. Plus a
choice of eight mainframes to
house plug- ins: bench, rackmount
and portable versions.
All modules are interchangeable
among mainframe compartments,
so you can set up asystem for one
test, then reconfigure for acompletely different application.

Match your own requirements
with TM 500! Get high performance for testing sophisticated
equipment, without having to buy
more capability than you need.
There are several performance
level choices within each instrument type for maximum costeffectiveness.
Our TM 500 Selection Guide
covers the entire line. Get your
copy, plus acomplete price
list, from your local Tektronix
Sales Engineer. Or by calling
1-800-547-1512. ( In Oregon, call
1-800-452-1877.) Or contact
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. 1700,
Beaverton, OR 97075.

The Answer
By Any
Measure

Tëktropbc.
Circle 207 for Literature
Copyright © 1983. Tektronix, Inc All rights reserved

TFA-318.

Circle 103 for Sales Contact
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RECOGNIZING
THE CAUSES
The power of nature is immeascomparable only to man's
ingenious ability- creativity.
T
Othink, to create, to invent are
inherent to man.
Engineers at ITT INTERMETALL
have at their disposal up-to-date
technologies, extensive software knowhow, and the latest hardware to
continually realize new product ideas.
DIGIVISIOIV.
urable,

HINENDIGIVISION
Always up-to-date wyh dglal mcroeleclroncs from ITT Sernconduclas

DIGIVISION is the future technology for a
new generation of color tv sets.
The DIGIVISION concept extensively digitizes
tv receivers by way of five VLSI n- channel
MUS circuits and several bipolar peripheral circuits.
Using reliable digital technology,
DIGIVISION determines color picture quality as well
as picture geometry.
Acentral control unit, the CCU, with its
8- bit microcomputer, coordinates all digital signal
processing for three VLSI signal processors.

Accompany us on the road
to the future.
ITT Semiconductors — your
partner in DIGIVISION and digital
real-time signal processing in
consumer electronics.

41111MIL
Factory- made and electronically stored receiver
adjustments are continuously compared with
measured values during the set's whole lifetime.
For example, settings are compared with
data in the video processor to obtain unvarying
picture quality, or with data in the deflection
processor to get accurate sawtooth pulses.
The ongoing comparison of data with the settings
fed by computer at the factory to the
CCU's memory is aspecial feature of DIGIVISION.
In contrast to conventional color tv sets,

this featine compensates for aging processes.
Thus, picture quality is always the same as that
of abrand-new receiver.
DIGIVISION also makes sets more reliable
because the VLSI circuits replace up to 500
convectional components.
DIGIVISION provides all prerequisites for
future uses — for example, for digital text processing
and hookup to home computer systems.
ITT Semiconductors, 470 Broadway,
Lawrence., MA 01841.

r.
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Microsystems

When will the shakeout start?
Many anticipate failures among microsystem makers
even as the National Computer Conference shows none in sight
by Robert J. Kozma, Business Trends Editor, and Lamy Waller, Los Angeles bureau
Since the beginning, in the late 1970s,
when Apple Computer Inc. built its
first product, the microsystem industry has undergone explosive growth
and change. And as a host of products from myriad manufacturers continues to flood the marketplace, there
is no apparent slowing in sight.
Nowhere was this phenomenon
more striking than at the annual National Computer Conference's fourday run in Anaheim, Calif., earlier
this month. From desktop work stations to portables, from briefcase- to
pocket-sized processors, microsystems priced at less than $10,000
flowed from vendors ranging from
start-up firms to established names
in mainframes and minicomputers.
The incentive is clear: all want a
piece of the action in the fastestgrowing equipment market in the
world. According to Egil Juliussen of
Future Computing Inc., a Richardson, Texas, market-research firm, the
worldwide market for personal computers selling for under $10,000 will
reach $10 billion by the end of 1983,
about 75% in the U. S. By 1987,
moreover, it will grow to $ 35 billion,
with 60% in the U. S. In fact, personal computers will surpass minicomputers and mainframes in growth
rates and absolute dollar value.
Fallout. Veteran marketing executives at the show agree that the
plethora of new small computers assaulting the market has another side
effect: it tends to confuse potential
buyers, especially the unsophisticated
first-time user. One result is that the
buyer often solves the dilemma by
turning to what appears to be a safe
choice in amicrosystem, International Business Machines Corp.
Juliussen notes that IBM is produc-
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ing at a rate of 25,000 units per
month and will probably ship
300,000 this year. It is quickly catching up to Apple, which makes Apple
Hs at a 40,000-per-month clip and
will ship nearly 500,000 this year.
Tripartite. Ben Rosen, a research
analyst turned venture capitalist,
notes that the personal-computer industry has evolved into three segments: the IBM Personal Computer
and IBM-compatible products, the
market built around Apple products,
and everyone else's offerings. The
first two, especially IBM, will be the
major suppliers, says Rosen, whose
firm, Sevin Rosen Associates, provided funding for Compaq Computer
Corp. and Lotus Development Corp.
"A clear standard is emerging in
the 16-bit microcomputer," he notes.
That standard revolves around Intel
Corp.'s 8086/8088 microprocessor,
Microsoft Corp.'s MS-DOS operating

software, and the architecture for the
IBM unit, which uses the first two.
"If they [manufacturers] conform to
that standard, they will be in the
mainstream and get achance to grab
the brass ring. If they fight that standard and they are not Apple, they
will fail," he predicts.
The confidence of all the other
firms may be misplaced, in the view
of informed parties. One is William
H. Davidow, senior vice president
and director of corporate marketing
for Santa Clara, Calif.—based Intel.
He says, "You know, we sell alot of
products to them, and many are buying [devices] to build 200,000 computers. So many tell us that, Iwonder if they're all going after the same
200,000 customers."
Industry observers believe that the
microsystem market, however explosively dynamic, must like others before it undergo a shakeout that will

IBM System/36 leads introductions at Nee
The bottom line for systems introduced in Anaheim, Calif., at the National
Computer Conference is cost-effectiveness: more memory and intelligence at
lower prices, plus added hardware and software to allow managers using desktop,
personal, or work- station computers
to increase their productivity by accessing mainframe data. The result
was that most of the large machines
introduced can connect to microsystems, and upgrades to allow such
networking were announced for
some older machines. Among the
manufacturers electing to access
mainframe data bases were International Business Machines Corp., Honeywell Inc.'s Information Systems division, Harris Corp., and Mohawk
Data Sciences Corp.

NEW EDITION
eliminate most of the more than 200
competitors, with more joining daily.
But opinion is widely divided not
only about its timing but also about
whether it will indeed happen. Portia
Isaacson of Future Computing believes that "there will be many companies in the business that won't
make it. But there will be more companies in the business three or four
years from now than today."
Donald McDougall, divisional director for technical products at Data
General Corp., believes "a shakeout
won't happen this year—that's afactor of the venture capitalists putting
money" into start-ups. Investing by
this group has itself created "an artificial floor" supporting some firms
that might otherwise fail, he notes.
Grand bloodbath. In line with this
thinking, Manny Fernandez, president of Gavilan Computer Corp., a
start-up firm that makes a briefcasesized microsystem, says there will be
a "bloodbath" in the under-$1,500
end of the spectrum. He also sees
carnage in the portable market,
among the makers of what he calls
suitcase-sized computers.
Industry executives questioned
during NCC note there is price pressure in the microsystem marketplace,
but they emphasize this pressure appears to be a normal attempt to remain competitive. Reductions in
price also reflect the normal path of
the learning curves in manufacturing
equipment and evolutionary drops in
prices for components.

These executives note, however,
that price pressures on the small
computers—particularly low-end personal computers, portables, and under-$ 100 units—are rippling down to
producers of peripherals. Companies
like Cipher Data, Wangtek, Mannesmann Tally, and Pertec acknowledge
pressure from customers to prices at
the bottom end of their product
lines: tape drives for back-up printers
and terminals. Low-end cathode-raytube terminals are really being hit
with significant price reductions.
Printers for home computers and
low-end floppy-disk drives are also
feeling pressure.
No shakeout yet. George Morrow,
president of Morrow Designs in San
Leandro, Calif., which puts out a
low-priced 8-bit microsystem, says
that there is always price pressure in
the computer industry, but "there
will be no shakeouts as long as the
technology is churning." Morrow
says people are still discovering new
uses for computers and that "there
won't be any fallout until it settles
down as to what acomputer is." Individual companies may fail, he
adds, but not, or not yet, because of
a shakeout.
William J. Godbout of CompuPro,
at Oakland Airport, Calif., another
company that makes microsystems,
observes, "There are new computers
popping out from under every mushroom. Where's the shakeout?"
CI
Additional reporting was provided by Clifford Barney, Tom
Manuel, and Samuel Weber

IBM, which does not ordinarily introduce computers at the show, unveiled its
System/36 ( left), the long- anticipated replacement for its System/34. The company says that the 36 offers up to 70% more throughput than the 34, depending on
configuration. One such setup uses the IBM Personal Computer as awork station
with ahardware adaptor and an emulator program.
Honeywell and Harris are offering similar services. Waltham, Mass.-based
Honeywell's new MicroSystem 6/10 work station can act as a simple terminal
emulator to access mainframe files but also has an optional Intel Corp. 8086 16- bit
microprocessor capability to provide mainframe data- base access, such as file

All standards
are new, revised,
or reaffirmed
since the
previous edition

Edition II
Sete, .1

1,923 pagesillustrated
Edited by Harold C. Foils

DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
STANDARDS
All 123 interface protocol standards set by:
•CCITT • ISO • ECNIA
•ANSI • EIA

•U.S. Government
Special feature for instant
to the applicable
standards:
Cross-reference tables of the
similar and interfacing
standards of each standards
organization.

,
access

Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Ave. of the Americas, Fl. 42
New York, NY 10020
Please send
copies
of McGraw-Hill's Compilation of Data
Communications Standards Edition II at
$250 each.

manipulation. Harris, of Melbourne, Fla., introduced the System 9000, which is
geared for office automation and will be able to download and use data from IBM
mainframes. Both the International Standards Organization X.25 and IBM's binary
synchronous communications protocol will be accommodated.
Typical of the upgrading of existing computer products to make the personalcomputer connection is the Personal Computing 21, from Mohawk Data Sciences

Name
Title
Company

in Parsippany, N. J. The machine permits access to the Series 21 distributed dataprocessing computer system. Files generated by the 21 can be shared with

Address

personal computer users through aCP/M operating system that has been added

Gay/state/zip

to the Series 21's operating system.
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Regions

Midwest zeroes in on high technology
First edition of Ohmcon show, in Detroit, features discussion
on revamping area's aging and weakened industrial economy
by Wesley R. Iversen, Chicago bureau
For the recession-racked heavy industrial states across America's Midwest, the search for a share of the
high-technology pie has a particularly insistent quality. Those states,
such as Ohio and Michigan, are not
deficient in research, technology, entrepreneurs, or capital, contends
George E. Wilson, a former Ohio development director. What they lack
is a coherent strategy to put those
ingredients to work, Wilson says.
Some focus will be offered through
the lens of a new annual electronic
technology show scheduled for the
region. Called Ohmcon, for OhioMichigan conference, the first is slated to be held June 14-16 in Detroit.
There, Midwest electronics engineers
will hear plenty of discussion on how
best to put high technology to work
as a means of reviving the region's
sagging smokestack economies. Wilson is one of four panel speakers at
the Detroit show's lead-off session,
"High Technology, High Growth Industries—Cultivating Them in the
Midwest."
Ohmcon's professional program is
tailored to regional interests, including sessions on automotive microprocessors, sensors, and actuators, as
well as photovoltaics, flat-panel displays, and millimeter- wave technology. The show's organizers hope to
attract about 10,000 attendees, all
from a 450-mile radius.
But perhaps the prime topic of
conversation at Ohmcon will be the
economy and the show's session on
cultivating high technology. The organizer of the panel, Lionel Robbins,
calls attention to the massive unemployment problem faced by the
Great Lakes states. Despite early
signs of a national economic recov-
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ery, some forecasts predict joblessness in Michigan, Illinois, and Ohio
will remain in double digits through
1985. " In terms of magnitude," Robbins says, "we're talking about the
need to produce not thousands of
jobs but hundreds of thousands of
jobs in the Midwest."
Understandably, Robbins sees photovoltaics as one possible means of
salvation. He is vice president of corporate affairs at Energy Conversion
Devices Inc., a Troy, Mich., firm
that holds basic patents, dating from
the late 1970s, on amorphous-silicon
solar cells. "We see market projections ranging from $ 10 billion to
$100 billion for photovoltaics by the
year 2000," says Robbins. The indus-

try could generate large numbers of
jobs in production, field installation,
and maintenance, he says.
The case for photovoltaics will be
presented on the panel by Stanford
R. Ovshinsky, Energy Conversion
Devices' president and chief executive officer. Ovshinsky, for one, believes a fundamental Midwest problem is a lack of effective financing
methods for local high-tech firms.
But other panel participants point
out recent encouraging trends.
Capital freed. One example comes
from Richard H. Cummings, vice
chairman of the National Bank of
Detroit. Michigan-based employee
pension funds, he says, are being
quick to take advantage of an

Chicago moves to capture aslice of the pie
Within the last couple of years, the Midwest, like other parts of the country, has
seen aproliferation of programs sponsored by cities, states, universities, and
business, all aimed at attracting and cultivating high-technology industry. One
of the latest to near implementation is in Chicago.
The city's newly elected Mayor Harold Washington is expected to approve
$5 million in funding, split between the city and the State of Illinois, for use in establishing afor-profit corporation to invest in local technology ideas, says Louis
H. Masotti, aprofessor at the Northwestern University Center for Urban Affairs.
The $5million will be pooled with at least $25 million raised privately for use by
the Science and Technology Investment Corp., explains Masotti, the city's
high-technology development coordinator.
Now, Masotti says, five major local universities have agreed to cooperate
under aplan that calls for the new unit to invest in promising ideas at the preprototype level. Support will be provided to bring university inventions to the
prototype level, at which point they will be showcased to attract traditional
venture-capital investments. Thanks to the presence of city money, any startup companies that result will be required to locate in Chicago, providing a
"capture clause" that Masotti believes is unique among technology-support
programs. Other parts of the Chicago proposal call for aprivately and publicly
funded foundation that would invest in basic university research, as well as for
afacilities trust that would oversee the development of local high-technology
research parks and incubator buildings.
-W. R. I.
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amendment, passed last summer by
the state legislature, that allows them
to invest up to 2% of their holdings
in venture-capital deals, thus creating
a potential pool of $400 million to
aid Michigan start-up firms. Cummings notes, too, that Michigan
banks have lately begun setting up
separate venture-capital investment
subsidiaries.
Also encouraged is Edward R.
Fisher, associate dean for graduate
research at the Wayne State University College of Engineering, in Detroit. "The kinds of efforts that are
going on across the state right now
are extremely exciting," he says.
"Universities and business are talking to each other in ways that they
have never talked before."
Although retraining programs for
unemployed blue-collar workers are
needed, Fisher points out that engineers in the Midwest's basic industries are also in need of upgrading.
"Many engineers," he says, "are just
as outmoded as the blue-collar workers." Among other things, Fisher
will describe at Ohmcon a recent
contract signed between Wayne State
and Ford Motor Co. to provide
"large-scale manpower upgrading for
Ford automotive EES."
Back to class. The Ford program
will emphasize upgrading computer
literacy. Ford engineers will be removed from their regular jobs and
sent to an intensive, four-month, 40hour-per-week classroom and laboratory program that will lead to acertificate in software design.
Scheduled to begin in June, initial
classes will be aimed at Ford's engine-control engineers, Fisher says.
Working from a curriculum developed jointly by the university and
the company, Wayne State and Ford
will share the faculty teaching load.
Fisher expects that every year Ford
will train at least two classes of 16 to
20 engineers each. Programs for other Ford engineers are also being
discussed.
Under another part of the Ford
contract, Wayne State will start offering this fall an interdisciplinary
master's program that will deal with
advanced concepts in automotive
electronics and control systems.
About 40 Ford employees are expected to enroll for classes to be given at
company locations.
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We Blew-up
Computers
into full microprocessor development
systems.
Huntsville Microsystems' high performance
in-circuit emulators and our
CP/M software package
provide
full
symbolic
debugging. Our single
board emulators feature
real-time emulation, mappable memory, hardware
breakpoints, assembler,
disassembler and upload/
download of hex files. And
the explosion starts for
under $ 2,000.

Z-80
8085
NSC800

HUNTSVILLE
MICROSYSTEMS

Z-80 is a Registered Trademark of Zilog. Inc.
CP/M is a Trademark of Digital Research

P.O. Box 12415
Huntsville, AL 35802
(205) 881-6005
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/ Snug as aPlug-In aBoard

Don't be fooled by the size of this miniature power plug-in transformer. This bug like PCP performs like a walloping hornet.
The smallest size, 1-3/16 inches in height, has a rating of I . 2VA and
the largest, still amere 1-3/8 inches. packs asurprising 24 volt- amp
stinging lorce.
1hese 6 pin printed circuit plug-in transformers, now being manufactured by THORDARSON MEISSNER, INC., Mt. Carmel. IL. were
ciesigned for ANY small DC power supply application. Thordarson has
produced aseries of 32 PCP's in four compact size ranges each with
single primary rating of 115V, 50-500 HZ. and can be connected
in series or in parallel. Standard for all PCP series transformers is
1000V HIPOT. Our pricing is as miniature as these transformers.
".2.onsidet Thordarson's PRINTED CIRCUIT PLUG-IN ( PCP) series
.ahen YOU require a small component with an abundance of power.
...Put our Bug on Your Board and Bee Pleased!!

T
HORDARSOW
Electronic Center • Mt. Carmel, IL 62863 • 618-262-5121 • TWX 510/525-2254
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Who will make a
microchip so advanced,
America's competitors
will find it
hard to swallow?
WE will
It's tiny Smaller than your thumbnail.
lain But for some countries, it's going to be
alittle tough to digest.
Because an American company Western Electric, is
already producing this tiny wonder—shattering the myth
that America has fallen behind in microelectronics
technology
It's called the 256K DRAM ( Dynamic Random Access
Memory). And its capability is astonishing Its so advanced,
it can store over 254000 bits of information. And retrieve
any one of them in billionths of asecond.
It will help bring awhole new world of Information
Age services into your home: electronic banking, shopping
at home, instant news and weather... even inexpensive
energy management.
We're Western Electric. And working with our research
and development partner, Bell Labs, we're applying the
technologies of microelectronics, lightwave, and software
to make the dream of the Information Age areality

Western Electric
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Probing the news

Consumer electronics

Video designers move toward Ms
The trend is emphasized as technical consumer-electronics conference
also turns to digital TV, personal computers, and batteries
by Howard Bierman, Managing Editor, Technical, and Erik L. Keller, Industrial & Consumer Editor
When the International Conference
on Consumer Electronics convenes in
Des Plaines, Ill., it will spend most
of its time bringing small chips into
the big picture. Integrated circuits replacing the equivalent of jammed
printed-circuit boards for televisions
and other video products will take
up amajor portion of the conference.
This year's gathering, to be held
June 8-10 after the Summer Consumer Electronics Show, will focus
on developments, mostly Japanese,
ranging from the emerging market of
digital TV to the trusty D battery.

Seeking to smooth the transition
to digital TV, Rolf Deubert from ITT
Intermetall GmbH, Freiburg, West
Germany, will present at session 7 a
paper on " Feature ics for Digivision
TV Sets." In it, he describes digital
techniques for adding features to TV
sets that conform to the color standards of the National Television System Committee. These features include a digital comb filter that replaces the video processor, decoders
for teletext signals, and circuits for
interlace-free TV signals. Production
of these chips is slated for July, and

Summer CES heats up for personal computers
The June 5-8 Consumer Electronics Show promises to be larger than last
year's, with its home-computer portion leading the growth. Spread about
downtown Chicago in four locations, the show encompasses 735,000 square
feet with 1,200 exhibitors, up from last summer's 603,000 ft 2 and 1,056
exhibitors. More than 20% of the exhibition space will be devoted to home
computers and software. With price cuts and rebates coming almost weekly in
the volatile personal-computer market, competition will be tough for such
stalwarts as the Atari 400 and Commodore VIC-20, as well as for Mattel Inc.'s
new Aquarius computer, which with 4-K bytes of random-access memory and a
built-in cassette drive costs $ 150, and a new inexpensive computer from
Coleco Industries Inc. Such giants as IBM and Apple Computer are not
attending this show but their presence is felt: both are believed to be ready to
introduce inexpensive computers by yearend, says Jack Wayman, senior vice
president of the Electronic Industries Association.
In a-m stereo radio, an infant technology with much promise even though the
Federal Communications Commission has left standards up to the marketplace, Sony Corp. is following the lead of Sansui Electric Ltd. [
Electronics, Jan.
27, p. 41] and is entering the fray. The company is showing its SRF-A100 unit,
which is slated to hit the market in August and like Sansui's can pick up signals
from any of the competing systems offered by Harris Corp., Kahn Communications Inc., Magnavox Consumer Electronics Co., and Motorola Inc. However,
Sony's costs less, $90. The 3.8-by-8.9-by- 1.4-inch unit has two mode settings
for a- m stereo—one for the Kahn system and the other for the remaining three.
This announcement leaves General Motors Corp.'s Delco Electronics division,
which has placed its money on Motorola's approach, as the only company
gambling on asingle technology.
-E. L. K.
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simulations of them will probably be
shown at the September West Berlin
Radio and TV Show.
Home computers also have a session to themselves, No. 15, in which
Hans Stellrecht, Dan Hariton, Deitmar Beer, and Bob Blauschild from
Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.,
hold forth in "A Low-Cost Analog/
Digital Proportional Control System
for Personal Computer and Robotic
Applications." Using personal computers to communicate with other
devices for special applications, like
robotics, is a dream of many, and
Signetics has designed a chip set addressing such needs in real time.
Many advantages. The set uses a
multichannel serial bus that transmits a pulse-position-modulated signal. This method of encoding combines digital and analog techniques,
has high noise immunity, and is lowcost. Another advantage is that it
uses a standard 8-bit format.
In a typical application, a personal
computer interfaces with the control
system through one of its peripheral
ports. Either a play or a learn mode
can be initiated with the system,
along with remote sensing. As a result, a fully duplex control system
can be formed. To achieve such capabilities, the chip set has its operation divided into sections for computer interface and encoding, decoding, feedback encoding, and feedback
decoding and interfacing.
Another lc that may figure in the
video-cassette-recorder picture is a
chip that incorporates head drivers,
preamplifiers, and record- playback
peripheral switches. This development comes in session 5 from Sony
Corp.'s Masafumi Kikuchi and Chikara Yamada in the paper " Single-
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At 4ppm uncertainty,
dV calibration compromises are over!
Now you can perform direct
voltage calibration with greater
confidence than ever before. As the
world's most accurate direct voltage
calibrator, the new Fluke 5440A
sets new standards for uncompromising performance. It delivers
outputs of loo nV to 1100 V with
uncertainties of 4ppm, relative to
national standards. No other calibrator has less uncertainty or better short-term stability (< 1ppm)!
Its full autoranging capability
provides resolution sufficient for
calibrating 71
/ digit voltmeters.
2

A calibrator has never been
easier to use. A replaceable Procedure Storage Module can store calibration procedures up to 60 steps.
Once the module is loaded, semiautomatic measurements may
be made.
Support and traceability.
Unlike some other manufacturers of voltage calibrators, Fluke
provides the instrumentation necessary for traceable calibration.
The new 732A DC Voltage Reference Standard provides excellent
stability of 0.5 ppm/month allow-

ing substitution for standard cells
in many applications. And the
752A Reference Divider, with an
output uncertainty of 0.2 ppm, sets
new standards for ratio accuracy
and ease of use. Add to this the
built-in calibration and self-test
features of the 5440A, and calibration or repair has never been easier.
More than alab instrument.
The 5440A and its support
instruments, the 732A and 752A,
liberate the calibration task from
dedicated, temperature controlled
facilities. Specified accuracy is
guaranteed between 15°C and
30°C, so you can perform calibration or high accuracy tests on the
production line.
5440A Specifications Summary
e"

e
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Find out more!
Once you've compared the
5440A with other calibration
systems, you'll agree that Fluke
is the unchallenged leader. Call
us toll-free at 800-426-0361
or contact your local Fluke Sales
Engineer or Representative for
more information.
IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES: IN EUROPE:
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. C9090, M/ff 250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5400, Tlx: 152662

Fluke (Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 5053,5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013)673973, Tlx: 52237

FLUKE

5440A Direct Voltage Calibration System.

For technical information, circle nol
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P201

PAL Programmer
MODEL P201
$499

• Programs all Series 20 Parts
• All Programming via Boolean Equations.
• Connects to most Terminals and Development Systems.
• Full Screen Editor Supports most CRT Terminals.

all Features of the P201.
MODEL P200 •• Has
Plus •
• Copys PAL's " Stand Alone".
$749 • 8K Nonvolatile Memory keeps many PAL's " On Line".

(101'U 55(1
3213 N. Highway 67 Suite 103, Mesquite, Texas 75150 ( 214) 270-4135
•PAL is a registered trademark of Monolithic Memories, Inc.
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Tool kit or tool case,
isn't it time you owned a
Jensen?
A Jensen tool kit scombination of functional case, exclusive pallet design, and proven selection of professional- quality tools gets work done foster, more efficiently. Its executive appeoronce gives you pride in
your work; gives customers confidence in your service.
Assures you of front- door access to the equipment you
ore charged to maintain. Choose from more
than 50 standard models or let us customdesign a kit to match
your needs. Write or call
for more information or
o free catalog.

JENSEN TOOLS INC.
PO

BOX 22030

Tempe.

AZ 85282

1602)968-6231
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chip IC with Head Drivers and Preamplifiers for Home VCR."
By placing all of these functions
into one chip that can accept a5-volt
supply, Sony can lower power consumption, making the device useful
for portable sets. Power consumption
is reduced to 125 milliwatts, which is
half that of conventional units. In
addition, peripheral parts count is
also halved. Through the use of computer-aided design techniques to design the preamplifiers, Sony was able
to create a chip with a carrier-tonoise ratio of 58 decibels at 4 megahertz, which is excellent when compared with designs using conventional discrete transistors.
Battery news. Portable radio and
cassette units and, most recently,
wristwatch Tv receivers have captured buying interest and promise a
market boom for the batteries that
power them, as well. Session 6is devoted to the battery industry—estimated at over $3billion—and to the
designs to meet the higher energydensity demands.
The session leads off with Ralph
Brodd from Broddays Inc., Pomona,
N. Y., giving a paper on "Battery
Systems for Electronic Devices."
Brodd says that to meet the new demands of power-hungry components,
the old standard workhorse, the popular carbon-zinc cell, has been refurbished with a zinc chloride electrolyte and an oxidation-resistant coated-paper separator. He says that, at
low and intermediate drain for as
long as a few days, performance is
comparable to that of an alkaline cell
at only a third the cost.
For low-power uses, like the backlight of adigital watch, mercury-zinc
and -silver cells are best, offering efficiencies up to 95% at 10 to 15 milliamperes for 0.5 second, says Brodd.
But azinc-air system offers the highest button-cell power density: 15
watts per cubic inch compared with
3 to 9 w/in.' for others. But the
zinc-air cell has a drawback: once
put into use, it remains on and will
provide only one month's service.
Another type of battery, based on
lithium, will be discussed in "Lithium Inorganic Batteries for Consumer
Electronics," by Nikola Marincic
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GENRAD JUST MADE COMPONENT TESTING
AN EVEN SMARTER IDEA.
711111111111IMis

PROPVCrI014 GLUerER

Introducing SCAN.' A revolutionary network system that brings
test management and analysis to component testing.
At GenRad we've been working hard for over 15
years to improve automatic component testing.
Because we think testing at this stage is smart
and economical. Now, we're ready with anew
automated system that will make your component
testing even smarter. And alot more productive.
It's called SCAN, for Semiconductor Component
Analysis Network. SCAN is the latest addition to
GenRad's line of quality monitoring and
management products.
Timely decisions are smarter.
SCAN is areal-time system. Which means
you can make management decisions on the spot.
Supposing, during component testing the rejection
criterion is met. SCAN alerts you immediately. So
you can stop testing, instead of continuing through
the entire lot.
SCAN also provides you with the information that
you need to manage better. It can do things like
data logging and yield analysis. And, generate test
results summaries, distribution plots, histograms,
and production reports. From these you can tell how
efficient your inspection process is and even keep
track of vendor performance.
Of course, the same analytical capability that is
important for incoming inspection is also good for
IC production. These same reports make it possible
to monitor component quality and perform yield
analysis at wafer and package test
Off-line program development is smarter.
GenRad spent two years developing the software
for SCAN. Modular in construction, it lets you do
off-line programming in ahigh-level language. And

everything is filed on amaster disk, which can be
downloaded. All of which will make your individual
component test systems more productive.
SCAN does all this for no more than the price
of acomponent tester. Even less if you already own
aGenRad 2290 or 2294 host computer. How could
we do it at this price? Simply because SCAN incorporates the cutting edge of technology from DEC
and others.
Unquestionably SCAN is the smartest thing you
can do for your money to increase component testing productivity and reduce costs in the follow-on
process. And the most productive thing you can
do right now is call Gene Roth at (617) 779-2811
and ask for ademo. Or write: 37 Great Road,
111
Bolton, MA 01740.
OM»
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GenRad

THE BEST IN TEST.
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What fits in your pocket...gives fast
simple 16- channel Logic Analysis
...and costs only $ 150.00?
The all new LM- 2A 16- Channel
Logic Monitor... the smallest, most
compact, easy- to- use logic test
instrument available today. With
input impedance of over 1MO, the
LM- 2A simultaneously monitors
logic states of 8, 14 and 16- pin DIP
ICs or up to 16 physically independent points in acircuit.

ANALYSIS

FOR LE

Flip aswitch and monitor TTL or CMOS logic levels. Turn athumbwheel and select 1V through 9V thresholds for DTL, HTL, RTL
and other non-standard logic levels. Fast, instant readout from 16
individually numbered high intensity LEDs.
Why use klutzy meters? The new LM- 2A is small.. . easy-to- use...
saves time and money...and makes troubleshooting
multifamily logic systems abreeze.
Want to know more about the all NEW LM- 2A?
Call Today, Toll Free.

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES
CORPORATION
70 Fulton Terr. New Haven, CT 06509
(203) 624-3103 TWX 710-465-1227
OTHER OFFICES:

San Francisco ( 415) 648-0611, TWX 910-372-7992,
Europe: Phone Saffron- Walden 0799-21682, TLX ( 851) 817477

Call toll free for details 1-800-243-6077 during business hours

(
EST.)
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CIRCUITS FOR
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS
Almost 350 diagrammed circuits arranged by 51 of the most useful functions for
designers. Taken from the popular " Designer's Casebook" of Electronics, these
circuits have been designed by engineers for the achievement of specific engineering objectives.
Order your copy today! Send $ 17.95 to:
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

r_Arie

Ten-day money- back guarantee
Allow 4to 6weeks for delivery.
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McGraw-Hill
Intl Publications Co.
Attn: ECC
McGraw-Hill House
Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 20L
England
EBG6

Probing the news
from Battery Engineering Inc., Hyde
Park, Mass. Lithium inorganic batteries, says Jim Epstein of Battery
Engineering, offer 10 to 12 times the
energy density of common manganese-alkaline batteries, making them
the highest energy-density system.
But there are some serious limitations for consumer applications because of the inherent volatility of
lithium. This danger dictates the
need for stainless-steel packaging,
hermetically sealed construction, and
welded glass- to-metal seals. Efforts
are currently under way to improve
the safety factor for lithium inorganic cells by fusing battery packs, providing a rupturable vent to prevent
pressure buildup and improving
glass-to-metal seals, Epstein notes.
Lead-acid cells found their way
into industrial and consumer products years ago in the form of the
jelly-acid electrolyte, or gel cel. But
with many exotic materials being
used, the old-fashioned lead-acid battery is still around, with John Devitt,
a consultant from Denver, giving his
opinions in " Application of Sealed
and Maintenance-free Lead Batteries
to Electronic Products."
Soaked. More recently, similar
batteries, with the electrolyte soaked
in porous pads instead of being
gelled, have been marketed, says Devitt. These devices are considered
"flooded," since the space between
the internal battery plates is filled by
a liquid or quasi- liquid electrolyte. A
starved acid-lead cell, in which the
oxygen released from the positive
plate during overchange reacts at the
negative plate to re-form water,
emits no acid or gases.
Rounding out the session is a presentation by Harvey Seiger, aconsultant from Waterford, Conn., entitled
"Nickel- Cadmium Battery Cells—
Consumer Technology." With recent
advances in active-material deposition, nickel sintering, and optimization of nickel concentration, sealed
cells have been made that deliver 23
watt-hours per pound and 2.3 w- h/
in.', up from today's ratings of 16 wh/lb and 1.5 W-h/in. In addition,
Seiger points out, breakdowns have
decreased by a factor of four thanks
to new manufacturing processes. III
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FOURIER DEVELOPED THE THEORY...
OSP Systems made the
FFT practical.

The DSP-FFT-1 is auser-friendly, miniarray processor programmed to provide
from a16 point to a1024- point FFT on asingle,
easy- to- use Multibus* board.

Der

DSP-FFT-1 Features:
•Singh ,-bocrd FFT
•Ilamming weight built in
•NIultibus-compaiible (
ln bits)
•Self- test built in
•8.4
tar a 1024- point • Si inple. easy- to- use instruction set
complex i
7FT
• Low priceMigh performance
•On- board DMA control
fixed point processing

OSP

DEP

-Unoloioork

o Into! l:orp.

DS P S YS TEM S
1081 NORTH SHEPA.RD STREET M/SE, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92806

PHONE ( 714)630-1330
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Let Intermetrics" ByronTM tool help you

SAVE UP TO 20.
7c

.

on your software development costs.
•performs full Ada*
semantic and syntactic
analysis
•provides full support of
separate compilation
and interface consistency checks
•provides design
completeness checks

iràir

•provides across reference table
•provides acomplete
index
•offers aflowcharter
option
•proven on alarge Ada
project
•is fully maintained

And increase quality at the same time!
Byron is aProgram
Development Language
(PDL) designed to support
avariety of program
development methodologies, automatically extract
required specification
documents, and provide

information useful for
design analysis. Written in
Pascal and based on ANSI
standard Ada, the ByronTM
tool allows the developer
to specify any MIL SPEC
or other required design
document format.

For more information on
this and our other Ada
Software Tools contact:
John L. Pates
Intermetrics, Inc.
733 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 661-1840
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FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

Survival of the fittest.
F9445: Intelligent survival
tactics for your 16-bit design.
To survive, your design must be fast, competitive and tough...able to withstand the
most punishing environments. That's why
our high-speed, low-cost 16-bit microprocessor is anatural selection for you. It
survives and thrives where others fizzle
and die.
The secret of survival? Inherent high reliability and very fast execution times —
thanks to our unique PL® process. Plus
astraightforward instruction set. A complete family of peripheral support circuits.
And more.
Goes the distance in the
toughest environments.
When it comes to sustained performance,

the F9445 goes to extremes. It gives superb
performance across extended voltage
ranges and at high temperatures. Even beyond ablistering 150°C. You can also get
MIL-STD 883B, Method 5004, Level Band
Level Sprocessing. And full operation in
the presence of radation as high as 105rads.
Just read our F9445 I3L® Reliabilily Report.*
Fast as a24 MHz jackrabbit.
The F9445 is fast: a2.9 microsecond
16 x16 bit multiply at 24 MHz clock, capable of handling over 1.3 million instructions per second at anominal clock rate of
20 MHz. So you can design "real-time"
performance into your system now.
Adapts to your application.
In today's technological world, adaptation

is key to survival. And the F9445 adapts
readily to the full range of industrial and
telecommunications applications. You can
use it for real-time control, signal-processing, avionics, robotics and more.
An oasis of support.
It's no mirage—we back our F9445 with a
veritable oasis of support. Powerful support
chips like the F9449 Data Channel Controller, F9447 Bus Controller and F9470 Console Controller. (We'll soon be adding the
F9444 MMU and F9448 Programmable
Multiport Interface.)
Our oasis of support continues... with
system debugging tools; EMUTRACTm
real-time, in-circuit, emulation; Pascal,
FORTRAN and BASIC languages;
EMREX-45 real-time operating system;

FS-1multi-user development system —
and more.
We'll also help you get started in ahurry
...thanks to our PEP-45 single-board Multibus Microcomputer and CASM-45 Cross
Assembler. It lets you write F9445 code on
your VAX and then download to either the
PEP-45 board, or atarget system.
So why wait? Start building performance and survivability into your designs
now. Contact your local Fairchild mks
office, franchised distributor, or phone
us at (415) 962-3801.
EMIJTRAC is atrademark of Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Co, µnation
"I
3Lis aregistered trademark of Fairchild Camera
and instrument Coçooration
'Available upon request from Fairchild Microprocessor Division

Show me your survival tactics!
O Please send more information
on the F9445 Family.
[7 Please phone me.
Name/Title
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone
Application

Mail to: Fairchild Microprocessor Division
450 National Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94042
PL5/31/83

Microprocessor
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Static: It's totally manageable now!

Seminar

Survey

Possibly the
biggest profit
opportunity
hidden in your
company.

Employee Education

Work Areas

Static is amultimillion dollar zap
to your industry's pocketbook —
from component manufacturers,
to subcontractors, equipment
makers and users.
It is the cause of rejects, failures,
and undetected degradation all
the way from your semiconductor parts supplier to your field
service centers.

Its effect on your net
profits can be severe.
For example, arespectable
0.5% initial device failure rate
due to static problems can result
in aboard failure rate of 10% ( assuming 20 devices per board).
Figuring 5boards per system,
you face a40% systems failure rate.
If this failure rate requires

120
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Package/Transport

Field Service

Our approach is consultative —
beginning with an on- site survey
to understand the scope of the
problem you are facing. Then, a
projection of the savings that can
result from solving it.

Out in the field, where serviceby- swapping methods often tie
up as much as 5% of your total
assets in board float, your exposure to static-caused losses
(and poor customer relations)
may be equally severe.

Our plan is complete — with
tried and proven methods and
products to protect against static
damage at every phase of manufacturing, shipping and repair

And we can help

,

Re-audit

$50,000 worth of extra production per month — and your aftertax profit is, say, 5% — you will
need an additional $ 12 million in
sales ayear to overcome the
cost of static in your plants.

This is why implementing a
static control program that
is comprehensive,
systematic and continuous
can be one of the most
profitable steps your
company can take.

4111
-

Total control of the static
in your business

May we send you more
information on static
control?
Our full color 12- page brochure
will give .you both an overview and
important insights concerning
static control. Write: Static Control
Systems, Box ETC- E, 225-4S
3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144.
Or call toll-free 1-800-328-1684
(Minnesota call 1-800-792-1072).

3M Hears You...

3M
Electronics/ May 31, 1983
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The Micro/PDP-11. No other
micro can stand up to it.
For more information, send in
the coupon. Or call 800-225-9222 and
ask for information package EL- I27.
In MA, HI, AK and CANADA,
call (617) 568-5707.

r

send to: Digital Equipment Corporation,
HL2-1/E10
77 Reed Road, Hudson, MA 01749.

El Please send me more information on
Digital's Micro/PDP-11.
El Please have aDigital Sales Representative
contact me.
My application is
Name
Title
Company
Street
City

State

Zip

Phone

More thaii
L anucro.
"Quantity one, U.S. Prices only
**UNIX is atrademark of Bell Laboratories.
©Digital Equipment Corporation 1983

t
ual size: 544" x

Digital's new multi-user, multitaskingMicro/PDP-11 gives you all
the microcomputer you need to solve
your application problems. At aprice
almost anyone can afford —$9,200.*
The Micro/PDP-11 is apowerful
micro that's small enough to fit just
about anywhere. It's available in rack
mount, floor mount,
and table top versions.
And includes CPU, a
10 Mb 51/
4"Winchester,
800 Kb floppy back-up,
and auto-self diagnostics
for I/0, CPU and mass
storag,e.
lg'
But what puts the
Micro/PDP-11 m front of
all the others is what's
behind it.
More software.
Over 2,000 developed
applications are available
for laboratories, factories
offices, and other businesses. And
thousands of PDP-11 trained programmers ready to write even mor
A wide choice of operating
systems. Including RSX-11, RSTS
RT-11, DSM-11, MicroPower/Pascal,
and UNIX.**
A variety of languages such as
BASIC, FORTRAN-77, COBOL-81,
C, DATATRIEVE, PASCAL and
DIBOL.
Thousands of peripheral hardware interface products.
And the support of Di.e 'tars
worldwide team of over 18,111 sales
and service professionals. Ready to
answer any question. Or solve any
problem.
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ecan stand up to the Micro/PDP-11.
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Recognizing all the advantages
of apersonal computer-controlled 80 channel logic analyzer
isn't too difficult.
It simply takes great vision.
If we could fully describe
its features and functional
advantages in 200 words or
less, believe us, we would.

But what do you do when a
product is this revolutionary? When
it's the first logic analyzer controlled by acost-effective Apple 11
personal computer. A system
specifically designed to deal with

Real-time programmable outputs.
And an easy- to- learn operating
system designed to be aready
environment for co- resident postprocessing software.
All of which combine to create
asystem that is atrue analysis system. Not merely apowerful data
storage unit, but acomplete processing system designed to present
the user with solutions configured
in the most productive, familiar format.

FIFTEEN
INDEPENDENT
STATES FOR
TRIGGER/STORE
CONTROL.
The Interactive
State Analyzer eliminates much of the
time spent defining
your measurement
task in the language
of the logic analyzer.
Fifteen independent
states, each with a
powerful set of word
recognizers, are used
Symbols are used to define the 15 available states in the
to ensure that only
TRIGGER-STORE menu.
the data you're really
interested in is stored
modern software intensive microin memory. Symbols are used not
processor designs. Configurable
only to define word recognizer
from 16-80 channels. Priced from
values, but the states themselves,
82,500 to $6,500.
thus avoiding much of the
All you can do is rely on your
orce code to
readers' visionary nature and visual
acuity.
A FEW Mill. S'DITISTIC
Residing in the µAnalyst
Personal Instrument Ma'
Northwest Instrum

Analyzer offers 16-80 input channels, each with a1024 or 4096
memory depth. Five Sample clocks
create amaster clock able to capture data from 8and 16 bit microprocessors without special
personality probes.
Additional key characteristics
include: 60 word recognizers. Symbolic word recognizer definition.
State labels for software trace.

trigger conditions. Symolic IF-THEN- ELSE menus
can be used to detect two-way software branches. This makes it
easier to trace the procedures and
subroutines used in structured programming. Since the states don't
have to be sequentially linked, any
state can jump to any other state.
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SPECIAL REPORT

THE CHANGING FACE
OF ENGINEERING

Harnessing computer power in chips has wrought
a revolution in the way elect-onics engineers work,
and to flourish, they must ccpe with the ongoing
challenges of software and systems design

D Change is everywhere, altering the
life of everyone on earth. And nowhere is the change more telling than
among the engineers who, more than
anyone else, bring it about.
For the technology they sire in turn
sires formidable changes in the way
they work. More new technology
comes of that, and the forces of
change escalate again, adding yet another turn to a seemingly unending
spiral of advances.
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Ceaseless striving, then, is the lot of
the electronics engineer. Accelerating
the pace more than anything else is
the onrush of computer-chip technology. So much has the cost of computing power been slashed that incredibly
accurate timepieces now grace millions of wrists around the world, electronic calculators nestle in millions of
pockets, and powerful computers are
found in millions of households, offices, and factories.

The onrush of the microprocessor
is, in essence, forcing hardware engineers to think like systems and software people. Just as important, it has
spawned powerful engineering work
stations that both facilitate their work
and encourage them to complicate it
beyond belief.
Formidable though they are, such
changes do not faze a sizeable majority of engineers. Most are stimulated
by the permanent challenge of their
workplace. By and large, the engineers among the readers of Electronics are satisfied with their jobs. In a
survey made in mid- March and early
April, 85% rated themselves "very
satisfied" or " reasonably satisfied."
Fully two thirds of them, now aware
that their careers depend on how well
they can manage change, said they
would study engineering again if they
were just starting college.
And to perhaps the true bottom-line
question, " Would you encourage your
child if he or she wanted to study engineering?," more than 85% answered " Yes." ( Salient survey questions and answers are highlighted
throughout the stories that follow.)
But as might be expected, a not-sosilent minority responded with outcries
ranging from despair to outrage.
Commented a West Coast aerospace engineer, " Mature engineers
who have not switched to semi- management positions are likely to be
devastated by the engineer oversupply in the next five years. Young engineers will be stifled. Those that do
survive will be taxed to death."
Even more dire predictions were advanced by technologists disappointed
by management. From an engineer at
an industrial controls maker in the
Northeast came this: " Our technological base is in danger of collapse,
thanks to greedy corporate management and the financial community."
Says another East Coast respondent, "The major problem in my company is the [technical] incompetence
of upper- level management. But how
can an engineer fire a manager?" So
far, no way.
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Abundant computer power
propels sweeping change

Like agrain of sand that irritates an oyster and gives
rise to a pearl, the ubiquitous computer chip seeds startling changes wherever it enters. In its earliest widespread manifestation, as a microprocessor, it forced
mainstream electronics engineers to switch from analog
to digital concepts for their designs and to marry their
hardware to software.
Then as microprocessors became more powerful and
whole catalogs of sophisticated peripheral chips -appeared, hardware designers had to metamorphose into
system builders adept at combining chips carrying large
function blocks. Now the heavy populations of logic
packages once necessary to weld together subsystem
chips are being liquidated by an invasion of large-scale
semicustom circuits—gate arrays and cell arrays. As if

all this were not enough, more and more computer power is slipping into the workaday tools of engineers, compelling them to rework their work habits.
As William L. Sweet, chief engineer for GTE Corp.'s
Sylvania Systems Group, Western division, in Mountain
View, Calif., puts it, "The abundance of akey resource,
computer processing power, is transforming the way an
engineer does his job." Formerly, he explains, this resource was scarce and expensive, forcing engineers to use
it efficiently. "At no time in history has an abundant
resource come on so fast," he maintains. This dynamic
surge, he goes on, is what is supporting the rapid spread
of technology.
Migrating to a systems world
These sweeping changes have taken place essentially in
the past dozen years. And one major upshot has been a
serious thinning out of the ranks of circuit designers—
the people who create function blocks out of components, discrete or integrated. "The circuit designer will
become a dying breed outside the semiconductor
houses," says A. Fred Susi, manager for network systems
for GTE'S Communications Systems division in Needham,
Mass. "Today we are migrating more and more toward a
systems world."
In that world, designing pieces of hardware becomes
less significant than integrating hardware into systems.
"It's not sufficent anymore to make asingle stand-alone
processor," says Charles J. Holland, the computer architect who drove the design team at Data General Corp.,
Westboro, Mass., that became famous as the "Microkids" of Tracy Kidder's Pulitzer Prize—winning "The
Soul of aNew Machine." "Everything has to connect up
and be seen as part of a network solution," he says.
The connections, precisely, explain why the systems
world will have ateeming population of semicustom-chip
designers, systems engineers devising "glue" chips to link
up standard very large-scale integrated packages. "In five
years, 80% of all ics will be designed by systems
houses," maintains William S. Johnson, president of Cadtec Corp., San Jose, Calif., astart-up firm that produces
engineering work stations. (For more on work stations,
see p. 141.)
In a systems world, software counts as heavily as
hardware, sometimes more. Software costs are the fastest
TothepoInt. Chief engineer at GTE's Western division, William Sweet
explains that computer power, once scarce and expensive, has
become an abundant resource that fuels the surge of technology.
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Networker. Designing bits and pieces of stand-alone hardware no
longer makes sense for Data General's Charles Holland, who led the
"Microkids" in Tracy Kidder's " The Soul of aNew Machine."

rising element in new equipment, estimates James H.
Frame, vice president of programming at the New York
City world headquarters of the International Telephone
& Telegraph Corp. And Cynthia Kozin, who runs a 100person software department at the AIL division of Eaton
Corp., Deer Park, N. Y., now expects that "in the next
few years, software development may grow to be 20% to
30% [of the cost] of a finished product."
This swelling importance of software can be troubling
for old hands at hardware. "The biggest problem Ihave
in working with microprocessors is managing the software—it's new to me," says Arthur S. Muto, 37, aproject manager at the Santa Clara, Calif., division of Hewlett-Packard Co. "Ihave ahardware background, and so
do most of the engineers in my group."
Even to engineers whose expertise is founded on software, the challenges seem unending. One facing many
software engineers today is having to tailor program
packages for systems that mix old hardware with new,
suggests Jack Clemons, manager of software development
and verification of on-board programs for the space shuttle program at International Business Machines Corp.'s
Federal Systems division facility in Houston, Texas. For
that reason, he explains, software engineers are finding
themselves more and more often in the role of system
integrators, interfacing hardware that may represent a
number of "leading edges" in designs over a period as
long as a decade.
"At each stage," says the 39-year-old Clemons, who
was trained as an aerospace engineer at the University of
Florida but has been intimately involved in software for
most of his career, "you had to take a quantum leap
forward in what could be done with software. The differences in computational power between Apollo and what
we've done with the space shuttle, for example, is like a
Model T Ford and a Thunderbird. And what the software itself can do on board the shuttle is several generations ahead of what we were able to do on Apollo."
Further generations of software will inevitably emerge.
"We're moving towards the day when we can develop
software components that can be used and reused just
the way standard hardware components are today,"
notes S. Tucker Taft, who heads one of the six teams at
the Compilers and Support Software division of Intermetries Inc., Cambridge, Mass. The group is working on a
package of Ada programming aids for the Air Force, and
with Ada, explains the 31-year-old Harvard graduate,
one or two levels of reusable program blocks are possible.
"But that's just abeginning," he points out. Taft expects
that in the future there will be dynamic high-level languages that allow more sophisticated program bits and
pieces to be patched in from alibrary, much as hardware
can be built from modules.
In fact, "alot of research is currently directed at ways
of making the software engineer's job easier," says Barbara B. Krieg, one of the software people who developed
the Electronic Design Management System (EDms) at
Prime Computer Inc., Natick, Mass. [
Electronics, March
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10, 1983, p. 64]. One great need Krieg sees is for more
automated techniques for the management of large software systems—better ways of keeping track of who
makes what changes, and when, to software as it is being
developed. Interestingly, this is exactly what EDms—with
its huge data base, components library, and interactive
access—provides for hardware engineers. EDMS alone, for
example, required approximately a quarter of a million
lines of code, and Krieg understandably would like to see"a kind of CAD for software engineers."
Computer-aided design for software also appeals to
in; which has aglobal force of 8,300 programmers. To
boost their productivity, 140 software specialists at irr's
programming complex in Stratford, Conn., are hard at
work on an "optimum" programmer work station. A key
element will be amaster program that will automatically
integrate software elements into the total package. irr
vice president Frame has great expectations for the leading-edge work station and a companion program of intensified training for each of the company's programmers. He predicts that by 1986, each programmer should
be generating 3,000 lines of code per year with no more
than 0.2 to 0.3 defect per 1,000 lines, or about 500 more
lines than today with 50 times fewer errors.
Vanishing loners
Time was when someone working largely on his own
could score anoteworthy advance in science or technology. Now acomputer chip can have tens of thousands of
transistors on it—so many that "asingle circuit designer,
no matter how expert, cannot design achip by himself in
a reasonable amount of time," maintains Kim Hardee,
senior design engineer at Inmos Corp., Colorado Springs,
Colo. And equipment designers have largely become systems people, forced by the very nature of their efforts to
work in groups. To function effectively amidst the swirl
of technology, engineers have to be as deft at communicating as they are at understanding logic diagrams.
"The old stereotype of an engineer was a guy with a
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Programmed. An old hand at hardware, HP's Arthur Muto finds
managing microprocessor software a major task. His project group
plans to split programs into modules that can be done separately.

slide rule hooked to his belt and who was not into sports,
not into team play," says 36-year-old Tim D. Isbell,
engineering manager for industrial linear circuits, National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif. "The
jobs that we have to do now are not 1—man-year projects
but are 5-to- 10— or 10-to-20—man-year projects. Integrated circuits, even linear tcs, are so complex that they are
no longer designed by one engineer, but by teams
. . . this concept may be new to us [U. S. companies],
but it's not new to the Japanese."
The teams, in asense, include chip users as well. The
transformation of the business into a market-propelled
industry is "driving many engineers out of their own
little cubicles," notes Karla Callahan, 29, process engineering manager of logic array products at Texas Instruments Inc.'s Houston operation. Because her group is
into semicustom components, its engineers have to visit
customers a lot more often to make sure TI knows what
they want.
Getting into getting out of the cubicle seldom comes
easily. Alan Helenius, who did a 12-year stint at Digital
Equipment Corp. and then joined Apollo Computer Inc.
just 16 months ago, recalls, "At DEC, my responsibility
was in CPU [
central processing unit] development and
nothing else, so Icould spend days at a time locked in
my office with my logic template and schematics. There
was a lot of culture shock when I got to Apollo and
found myself interfacing with a wide range of people."
Project leader for the Chelmsford, Mass., firm's desktop engineering work station [
Electronics, Jan. 27, 1983,
p. 143], he finds himself in continual contact with manufacturing, marketing, and support people, as well as with
his fellow engineers and with outside hardware suppliers.
"Engineering schools may give their graduates a good
grounding in the basics of technology, but Idon't think
they yet address the people skills engineers need for an
increasingly team-oriented workplace," he says.
With loners eclipsed by the shift from stand-alone
hardware to systems, group dynamics now determines to
a large extent the success or failure of engineering projects. A young engineer's loyalty is really to himself, says
Data General's Holland, now a manager of systems ar-

chitecture at the minicomputer firm. By immersing a
young engineer immediately in a group project, it is
possible to transfer some of that loyalty to the team, says
the 31-year-old native of Dallas, who holds bachelor's
and master's degrees in electrical engineering from the
Georgia Institute of Technology. That was why the team
that built the MV8000, as reported in "The Soul of a
New Machine," developed an intense cameraderie.
But sometimes, Holland points out, such agroup can
then develop an "us versus them" feeling toward the
company, particularly if they perceive the company as
manipulative and uncaring. He is convinced that it is far
easier to effect the transition from personal to group
loyalty than it is to effect the transition from group to
corporate loyalty.
For this reason, Holland feels, it is more important
than ever for an engineering-team leader—manager if
you will—to develop strong marketing skills. If he truly
understands the market, he can more effectively channel
the creative energies of his young engineers towards projects they will be able to sell to top management. That is
essential in today's competitive market for top engineering talent (see p. 134.)
Remember the end user
Design teams, whether working on chips or systems,
put themselves at enormous risk if, in the course of
devising their creations, they fail to keep in mind that the
effort is essentially for naught if what comes out cannot
be manufactured, tested, and sold. As change swarms

Whence the numbers?
To get a reading on how electronics engineers feel about

at engineering or engineering- management functions. The

themselves and their work, Electronics made two surveys,
one informal and the other highly structured. For the first,

questionnaire ( essentially the same as the one printed in

we simply printed afour- page questionnaire in our February

the magazine) was mailed out in early March, together with
a covering letter on Electronics' letterhead, a token 25e

24 issue. Some 650 readers— mostly from the U. S. but a

incentive, and a postage- paid envelope addressed to

few from Europe and even one from Australia—found the

McGraw-Hill Research. Of the 953 subscribers in the sam-

questions provocative enough to take the trouble to tear out

ple, 432 responded, arespectable 45.3% of those quizzed.

or copy the pages and mail them back to us.
For the second survey, we commissioned the McGraw-

The responses to identical questions in the two surveys

Hill Research Department to pose the questions to a

tracked quite closely. But because the random sample is
more representative, we have used the figures from it

random sample of those of our U. S. subscribers who work

throughout this report.
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about them, engineers have to keep an an ear tuned to
the marketplace.
"It's the easiest thing in the world to design something
that can't be manufactured in quantity," notes JI 1111 13.,
Clayton, who designs Ethernet interface boards for linerlan Inc. of Westford, Mass. The greatest challenge in
engineering, he feels, is to design something that makes
not only engineering sense, but also production and marketing sense.
To pull it all together, Clayton feels that engineers
today must aggressively cultivate market knowlegeability.
"It's very rare," he says, "that you find a company
where [the] marketing [group] knows exactly what it
wants designed and what the technology can actually
produce. Engineers do know what technology can produce but don't have the customer exposure and marketing training. I think it's important for engineers to be
able to relate to marketing problems."
Testability is a concern
Crucial, too, is testability. "You have to be aware of
test in design and build self-test into boards," Clayton
says, adding that this can be easily accomplished on a
microprocessor-based board if the design is kept modular
and the core logic is used to test the other logic elements..
Even on "dumb" boards, he says, it is possible to build
in testability with a technique like signature analysis._
The chips that are making testing more crucial are
changing the way that people who build test equipment
work, as well. The ability to model test routines on a
computer terminal is amajor change, according to David
P. Orecchio of LTX Corp., Westwood, Mass. " It's like an
extension of my internal thought process, and I'm not
tied down to atedious process of trial and error the way
Iwould be if Ihad to run everything on the test system
to see how it worked."
Orecchio expects digital signal processing ( DsP) will
have a major impact on engineers, leading to a greater
understanding of software. " Right now in our test systems, we've replaced the old analog filters with ID&SP
approaches that let filtering functions take place in software; that means the engineer can't just look at hardware
specs anymore and expect to know what's going on in a
system." The surge in digital signal processing, Orecchio
feels, portends a time when "we won't have purely analog engineers any more; there won't be that old distinction between analog and digital."
Software engineers have high concern for testability
and testing as well. And perhaps the ultimate concern
about error-free code lies in Houston, where an IBM unit
headed by Jack Clemons writes and checks out the software for the space shuttle—software on which the missions and lives of U. S. astronauts who fly the shuttle
into space depend.
Compared with writing programming code, verifing it
is "a much more rudimentary discipline, perhaps 10
years behind the discipline for software programming
and development," Clemons believes. " It is entirely deferent [from development]," he says. "What I'm discovering is that the whole area of software test is really just
now emerging . . . there is afair amount of discipline in
place for the development of software tests, but when
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WHEN IT GETS TO THE BOTTOM LINE,
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS BY AND LARGE ...
...find their work satisfying ...
Leaving out of consideration your pay, how do
you rate your satisfaction with your work?
28.9%
56.9%
10.4%
3.5%

very satisfied
reasonably satisfied
hardly satisfied
unsatisfied

...figure they are fairly paid ...
Compared with other college graduates in your
company, do you think engineers are paid fairly?
71.8% yes
23.8% no
... most often would do it again ...
If you were entering university as a freshman,
which major would you choose?
67.6%
10.6%
8.6%
6.5%
6.7%

engineering
medical or dental
pure science
business administration
other

...encourage their offspring to follow
in their footsteps...
If your child wanted to study engineering in
college, would you encourage him or her?
87.7% yes
9.2% no
...think management values their skills...
How does your company's
top management view its engineers?
36.6%
32.9%
23.4%
5.6%

as
as
as
as

essential
skilled, hard-to-find people
skilled, but easy-to-find people
low-echelon types

...feel what they're doing counts...
How important to the well-being of society
do you feel your work is?
27.8%
53.9%
16.4%
1.6%

very important
fairly important
hardly important
unimportant

Where the total for a question is not 100%, the difference
is the percentage of respondents who did not reply to it.
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OVERWHELMINGLY, U.S. ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
ARE MALE ( 98.5%). MOST ARE UNDER 50 ...

UNDER
30
Long leap. Software for the space shuttle is several quantum leaps
beyond that of the Apollo moon mission, explains Jack Clemons, ir

30-39

40-49

50-59

OVER
60

AGE DISTRIBUTION

charge of the IBM team doing the shuttle software.

you go to an independent testing group or software engineering group, how do you go about verifying that (a)
this meets the requirements and (b) it will integrate properly into the software-hardware system? That discipline is
just now emerging."

of the mainstream of technology. The key, he feels, is
.looking out for the warning signals. When they appear,
Herclee says, it is time to consider a change.
Same specialists, however, would rather fight than
switch. One such is Att..'s Cynthia Kozin. Although she
has 100 software people working for her, she still considA crucial question: specialize?
ers herself in the specialist camp. "The challenge of
Sooner or later, every engineer has to answer a nails- engineering is in having aspecialty and growing with it."
hard question: "Will I do best as a specialist or a One of the dangers of management, as Kozin describes
generalist?"
h. lies in becoming alienated from actual development.
There is no unfailingly correct answer. No one, having So far, though, she has managed to keep her hand in. "If
taken one course, can ever fully know what would have Iever find myself unable to keep up with the technology,
happened had he taken the other. And yet anyone, hav- Iwould be tempted to switch to a more technical job,"
ing started down one path, can probably branch over to she declares.
Some generalists are spawned by their early jobs, but
the other if he moves intelligently and has a little luck_
90ime get that way from a determination not to become
The trick is to know when.
"I think I'm aclassic (-Age of specialization," says Kim specialized. One such is Daniel H. Miller, a project engiHardee, a designer of mainstream memory products ai neer at the Space and Communications Group of Hughes
Inmos. Hardee decided to specialize because, he obser- Ain:raft Co., El Segundo, Calif. Only five years out of
ves,"I find that Iget paid more for doing what I'm good Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., and with a master's
degree in electrical engineering from Stanford since then,
at and Ijust like what I'm doing."
But he recognizes "there are risks to specialization"— Miller gets called on to tackle nearly every aspect of
Hughes communications satellites, from designing an onnotably, winding up in a specialty that gets diverted oui

Fun and games on the leading edge
One of the fastest tracks adesigner of electronics can line

and display graphics. As it is now, the video- game business

up on is electronics games, where a market-busting hot
seller can flare and fade within ayear.

is nearly mature, he acknowledges, admitting that " you can
only do them in so many ways."

Jay Smith, the 43-year- old founder and president of
Western Technologies Inc., Santa Monica, Calif., has

bigger read-only memories in order to get graphics that

logged a good many laps there. His firm employs about 35
people, most of them electronics engineers, and Smith, a
graduate of the California Institute of Technology, himself

What life is left in them has to do mainly with going to
provide more realistic animation. The current ROM size is
mostly 4-K, with Atari and some others at 8-K and moving to
16-K. The limitation is the resolution of the television

ranks as a top electronic- toy inventor. Products that he
helped to develop for companies like Milton Bradley, its

screen, for which 32-K of ROM is about the ultimate.

subsidiary Playskool, and Parker Brothers last year alone

high on technology. In the offing are action on multiple

accounted for over S100 million in retail sales, he claims.
Smith maintains game designers work out on the leading

screens and arcade games that can be " refueled" with

But anew generation of games will keep Smith and his ilk

edge since they draw on latest developments in semicon-

software broadcast by satellite. Smith is tight-lipped about
these, except to say that first versions will surface in June at

ductors, computers,

the Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago. -Larry Waller
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... WHITES DOMINATE ( 89.0%), AND FEWER THAN HALF
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that controls antennas—his first task—
to dealing with some of the political-economic factors
that influence design of aspacecraft. "It's the kind of job
Ithought would take me 15 years to have," says the 27yearold engineer.
Though his rapid advance has surprised Miller, it confirms the choice he made as aheavily recruited computer
architecture and design major at Cornell, class of 1978.
He thought communications satellites were new enough
and so fast-moving that ayoung engineer would not get
pigeonholed into one job. That attitude contrasts with
classmates who are happy spending years designing microprocessors. "Idon't want to be known as the guy who
does only that," says Miller.
board computer

Awash with information
Breasting the swelling tide of technology is a major
concern for an engineer whether he be specialist, generalist, or manager.
Asked if they thought they would need further higher
education to hold an engineering job 10 years from now,
close to half of those who responded to Electronics' survey answered "yes." To aquestion on the ways they keep
abreast of technology, 95.4% indicated they read technical magazines, 70.1% read technical books, 65.5% talk
technology with colleagues, and 61.6% attend technical
meetings and seminars.
"There is an incredible amount of information available, and to stay completely current, a person would
spend his whole life reading and not designing," says
Dean J. Westman, a 27-year-old design engineer in the
mos group at Honeywell Inc.'s Solid State Electronics
division in Plymouth, Minn. Indeed, Westman believes
that the pressure of keeping up with advancing technology is taking its toll on today's engineers. "You're going
to see a lot of engineers burning out because of the
intense pace," he observes. "It gets to be ajob that takes
a phenomenal amount of energy."
This same abundance of technical reading matter, on
the other hand, is considered aboon by John Klacka. He
has been designing memories for 27 years at Litton Industries Inc.'s Data Systems division in Van Nuys, Calif.,
living the history of memories from magnetic cores up to
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the dense mos chips that dominate the technology today.
Klacka sees no reason why any engineer who wants to
cannot keep up with technology. "Vendors bombard us
with data," he says. Anyone who fails to keep up has
only himself to blame, Klacka feels.
Litton, like many companies, provides time, support,
and encouragement for science, computer, and engineering courses at anearby university— in this instance, California State at Northridge. And Litton is not unique; in
fact, many companies run in-house courses, as well as
supporting employees who continue their education at
colleges and universities.
For example, Loreen Breda, a technical staffer on a
team that develops speech-recognition chips at Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J., already had her master's
degree in electrical engineering when she joined the labs
two years ago. Since then, she has had onsite training in
the Unix operating system, the programming language C
paired with it, simulation tools for logic design, and VLSI
design. And she has supplemented these with graduate
courses at Stevens Institute of Technology in nearby
Hoboken. Between her assigned tasks and her extra
learning, the work day for Breda, who is in her late 20s,
sometimes stretches out until midnight.
Engineers at Hughes Aircraft Co., El Segundo, Calif.,
as well, are urged to burn the midnight oil. The company
runs what amounts to agraduate school for its scientists
and engineers.
Briefcase or work station?
Specialist or generalist, most engineers reach apoint in
their careers where they must decide whether to remain
engineers or move on to something else—usually marketing or management. Some make the move out of engineering reluctantly, forced by economics to get onto a
higher-paying track. Others drop out because they lose
the knack of coping with new technology. Still others
simply stagnate. A lucky few exit gleefully, starting new
Market minded. lnmos memory man Kim Hardee maintains that chip
designers must throttle their innovation enough to come up with
products that can be manufactured and sold at aprofit.
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companies or moving to key jobs in start-ups.
But there remains a hard core of engineers who hold
fast to the technical track. Fascinated by the work they
do, they continue to man their work stations, sometimes
at economic penalty. But more and more, they can stay
on the track without drastic financial sacrifice, thanks to
dual-ladder promotion schemes that make it possible for
them to reach middle-manager pay levels without becoming middle managers. Slightly more than half of the
engineers who responded to Electronics' survey reported
that their companies have dual-ladder schemes.
"I'm convinced that more engineers are staying technical longer," says Tim Isbell, the National Semiconductor
manager of industrial linear-integrated-circuit design,
adding that "Idon't have any intention of changing [out
of engineering] . . . solving technical problems is much
more fun than solving people or paper problems, although as an engineering manager Istill have a little of
those.
"And the establishment—the companies we work
for—have done a good job at paying us. We can afford
to stay technical—there's no financial penalty for being
an engineer." He says this was not always the case. "The
delta in pay between management and engineering is not
as large as it used to be, and while there still may be
some difference, it's not big enough for me to change."
Nor does the pay differential between marketing and

engineering seem overriding to James Wilson, a senior
staff engineer at Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, Mass. A
year as an applications engineer in the firm's marketing
department was enough for him to realize that that side
of the business was not for him. " I'm just too curious
about the intricacies of the engineering process to be
away from it very much," he says.
Moving up in the company
Some engineers, by contrast, prefer to transform their
hardware and software skills into apropellant that boosts
them into the higher orbits of management, particularly
in high-technology companies. Plotting acommon career
path, HP project manager Arthur Muto says that he
would like to stay in technical management for the short
term, the next 5 to 10 years.
After that, he adds, " I would like to rotate through
marketing, production, and R&D to see other points of
view." Hewlett-Packard has a policy of rotating managers through different jobs so that they can learn the
various aspects of aproject. "These functions [marketing,
production, and the like] are all heavily staffed by people
with engineering backgrounds," Muto points out.
Convinced that "there is a lot of room for general
managers who have a good technical background," William L. Thomas finds himself "quite comfortable having
moved off the bench" to a manager's office. The 31-year-

UK: higher status for the 'hired hands'?
Once an electromechanical enclave, telecommunications
technology has shed its crossbars and joined the mainland
of electronics technology by aswitch to solid-state circuitry.
As a result, the sector has become very attractive to
engineers with abent for systems.
One such is 32-year-old Gordon Boot, at present adesign
manager at Plessey Telecommunications & Office Systems
Ltd. in Nottingham but with ambitions of going higher. Boot
now heads up one of three teams at work on the company's
IDX digital private automatic branch exchange. His group is
melding the two major subsystems—the switch itself and
the telecommunications network interface—and designing
everything else that is needed for the exchange.
For Boot's line of work, knowledge of chip hardware and
software is mandatory for success. But even more important is athorough background in telecommunications systems. Boot has that. He joined Plessey more than adecade
ago directly from Bilborough Grammar School to take a
four-year program that alternated six-month stints of fulltime work at the company with like
periods of full-time study at the Nottingham Technical College.
Currently, Boot holds aresponsible
position in a high-technology project
crucial for Plessey: it is the focal point
of the company's office automation
strategy. So what comes next? His
answer typifies the way many UK engineers feel about their profession.
"Most realize that engineering is a
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dead end if you want to be ahigh flyer," he remarks. So he
wants "to move up into engineering management," clearly
distinguishing between the two.
Boot's frustration at the lowly status of the UK engineer is
widespread and reflects apeculiarly British malaise. Having
invented the Industrial Revolution, Britain seems to have
turned its back on the engineers who made it possible. The
malaise has been examined—but never solved—in official
reports dating back to 1852.
The latest, in 1980, calls for an Engineering Council to
address the task of the "formation, education, and training
of British engineers." But as asurvey by Leicester Polytechnic that came out in March reveals, the council faces an
uphill struggle. Interviews with some 250 graduate engineers and some 200 of their colleagues in 55 different
organizations produced the consensus that present-day
engineering education is often too specialized and does not
provide insights into other disciplines. The upshot: a relatively low ceiling on engineers' careers.
Efforts to raise that ceiling are under way at some universities. And
within Plessey, at least, Boot notes,
"there recently has been achange of
attitude that will hopefully continue."
But the status of engineers will generally remain low until the people running Britain realize that a high-technology economy cannot flourish if the
engineers who nurture it are considered " hired hands."
-Kevin Smith
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Special. Cynthia Kozin runs a100-person software development unit
for Eaton Corp.'s AIL division but maintains she has managed to
manage and keep up with her specialty—tracking systems—as well.

old graduate of Purdue University, who got both his
bachelor's and master's degrees in electrical engineering
there, Row heads the cable television, videotex, and datacommunications operations of Zenith Radio Corp., Glenview, III. Once a "hands-on" engineer in videotex development, Thomas says his major technology contributions
now are "systems concepts and ideas." Even so, he does
not fear losing his technological edge, at least for the
present: "Iread quite a bit on two-way cable, videotex,
and teletext."

The urge to manage flourishes even in small electronics companies, where engineers sometimes rate higher
than managers in the corporate culture. "I've spent
enough years putting gates together, and I enjoy the
greater variety of tasks I'm finding on the management
side," says Apollo Computer's Helenius. "Some engineers," he observes, "are quite happy implementing ideas
in a working hardware design; some like to carry it
farther, from idea to finished product or to a tangible
share in the market—it's a matter of individual preferences and individual skills."
Engineers who have an urge to manage often find
themselves scratching an entrepreneurial itch. The rash is
endemic in Silicon Valley, reaching well down into the
companies' hierarchies of technologists. Says Michael
Dhuey, who streaked to Cupertino, Calif., and ajob at
Apple Computer Inc., rather than go on to graduate
school after he won his bachelor's degree in computer
and electrical engineering at the University of Wisconsin
three years ago: "This is Mecca. You don't come to this
area if you don't have that idea [of becoming an entrepreneur]. Every engineer in this valley would like to start
his own company."

The Netherlands: divide and conquer
"For me, the biggest challenge is coping with the increasing
complexity of systems," says Han Schaminée, a young
software engineer in the Science and Industry division of NV
Phifips Gloeilampenfabrieken in the Netherlands. To his
mind, the best way to bring complexity under control is to
"divide and conquer"—split the system into a number of
manageable subsystems and then tackle them individually.
"Rising complexity," he goes on, " is also leading to new
ways of handling a problem. The traditional approach has
been finding the best layout for a given system and then
implementing it; now, a more structured approach is required. It calls for defining the functions, drawing up system
specifications, and determining which parts can be implemented in hardware and which in software. Generally,
engineers with a mathematics background are better prepared to cope with such problems.
"Testing, too, has turned from something simple into a
complex operation, one that also calls for dividing asystem
into modules and subsystems and then testing them at their
interfaces. This ,sachallenge particularly for the software 'toolmaker'—
the designer of the compiler and assembler—who must develop test
tools that minimize the chance of
missing an error." Two years out of
school, Schaminée is himself just
such a toolmaker for users of the
microprocessor development system
(PMDS) that Philips launched about
two years ago.
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Schaminée has strong ideas about the role of the computer. " My mathematics professor was fond of saying, ' It
used to be the program's purpose to instruct the computer—now it is the computer's purpose to execute our programs.' Ihave found that to be true in my daily work.
Formerly, one programmed a computer in terms of jump
instructions, which led to aspaghetti style of programming.
Now we use procedures, with microprocessors supporting
these procedures by generating call instructions.
"As software design is increasingly becoming a mathematical activity, so is logic hardware design. At the same
time, the need for the classical circuit designer is diminishing. So the 'conventional' mathematics that many schools
teach no longer suffices. Differential calculus, Fourier analysis, and the like may do for solving waveguide and other
hardware problems but aren't enough for complex digital
systems. What's required is 'discrete' mathematics, based
more on algebra than on continuous analysis."
The 25-year-old Schaminée joined Philips in 1981, right
after receiving his master of science
degree in—what else?—mathematics from the Technical University in
Eindhoven, Philips' headquarters and
his home town. He feels that an engineer is most creative during his first
10 years or so in his profession. "After that, he should get involved in
technical management." That is exactly what the young Dutchman plans
to do.
-John Gosch
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Electronics engineers: too many or too few?
This year sees some 404,000 electrical and electronics
engineers at work in the U. S., estimates the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Whatever the number, every so often
some industry, Government, or academic group comes out
with a study proclaiming that a shortage of engineers
threatens the economic welfare of the country. And usually
when that happens, dissident engineers' organizations respond with a disclaimer. They maintain the announced
shortages are a myth promoted by academics out to increase their enrollments and by trade groups for whom an
abundance of engineers translates into lower labor costs.
Sorting out the claims and counterclaims has become a
thankless task. There is no doubt that top graduates from
top engineering schools this June will not be hanging

report that the tightened job market has brought to an end
the string of the sharp annual rises of starting salaries for
entry-level people. Neophyte EEs, says the CPC, this year
can expect average beginning monthly salaries of $ 2,111,
up only slightly from the $ 2,058 for 1982, when there was a
10% jump.
So much the better, employers feel. " The supply and
demand [ now] is more in the employer's favor in terms of
numbers," says a spokesman for Atlantic Research Corp.,
Alexandria, Va. " The situation differs widely from a couple
of years ago—it's not difficult for us at all to find electrical
and electronics engineers." John P. Dawley has much the
same impression. Vice president for human resources at
Harris Corp., Melbourne, Fla., he sees more companies

around unemployment- benefits offices. On the other hand,

competing actively on campus for new recruits, but because

there is a good chance that some " over- age, out-of-date"

more students are looking for fewer jobs, finds his company
is " doing very well at the entry level." At present, compa-

engineers will be. Between these extremes, it depends on
what specialty and what sector of the country is in question.
For some EE specialties, like chip design and aerospace
systems work, the shortfall is indisputable. Says John
Wilhite, manager of corporate college relations at Hughes
Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif., " There is always ashortage
of highly specialized people—we never seem to get enough
of them." In much the same vein, Don Mattson, controller
for Data- Control Systems Inc., Rockville, Md., states unequivocally, " There is no doubt that a shortage of experienced EEs exists." Mattson is convinced the shortage will
be along-lived one.
But other companies toss aside talk of

nies are finding that they need put out only one or two offers
to hire, whereas five years ago, it was closer to half adozen.
Employment patterns reflect the transitional nature of the
economy as it makes a painful comeback from the recent
recession. Some firms are hiring, others are staying the
same, and still others are cutting back. Kodak is in a " hiring
mode," according to Tim Elliott, largely because of the high
electronics content of new products like the disk camera
and copying machines. Data General Corp., Westboro,
Mass., too, is hiring, says personnel director Jonathan
Lane. In particular, the

shortages. Tim Elliott, a spokesman for
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., says
his company is an active hirer of EEs and

company is looking for
experienced hardware,
software, and semiconductor engineers.

computer scientists and has been able to
find " as many as we needed in past years."
At Burroughs Corp., Keith J. Horngren, di-

Hughes, however, is hiring only selectively because the insecure

rector for employment and placement, admits to some difficulties in hiring experienced EEs. But he says the Detroit- based
firm has managed to keep its roster filled by

economy has lowered
employee turnover—
with fewer vacancies,
there are fewer hirings.

aggressive recruiting.
The soft economy hit the class of entry-

This generally low-key
economic picture has

level engineers much harder than it did

had a direct impact on

employed engineers. A study by the Engi-

salary levels. In Electron-

American Association of Engineering Soci-

neering

Manpower

Commission

of

the

School's in. There soon will be too many
engineers with just aBS degree, says Stan-

ics survey, fully 72% of
the engineers who re-

eties showed that, by fall, 70% of last year's

ford enginee ring dean William Kays.

sponded said they felt
they were fairly paid. But

computer and electrical engineering bachelor's-degree graduates had already accept-

salaries are not rising as

ed job offers. For holders of an MSEE headed for industry,
the figure was 95%. " It is asituation of students getting two

fast as they were afew years ago. A quick sampling among
major electronics firms indicates that salary levels this year

or three offers rather than six," says Burroughs' Horngren.
Still, that is afar cry from the 10 or more they would have

will hover around last year's, with perhaps slight increases
to stay competitive.

gotten not many years ago, and it could get worse. William

"What bothers me," says Irwin Feerst, the industry gadfly

Kays, dean of engineering at Stanford University, Palo Alto,

and aconsulting engineer from Massapequa, N. Y., " is that

Calif., predicts that there will be an oversupply of engineers

when a genuine shortage happens, like in wheat, the real

having only aBS degree starting late this year or early next.

cost for these commodities goes up. In fact, the constant

"All of asudden the job market is weak," he says. And the

salaries of EEs have gone down since 1969. How can this

College Placement Council backs up that view with its

mean ashortage?"
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-Jesse J. Leaf
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EE who stayed the course
still finds zest in job

A dozen years ago, Electronics profiled Al Titan, then
a 31-year-old hardware designer at Loral Corp.'s Electronics Systems division in Yonkers, N. Y. At the time,
Titan had made up his mind, after some soul searching,
to stay in engineering. " Irealized Ilike being an EE,"
was how he put it.
Loral's sole business still is military electronics systems, but much else has changed. Titan has shaved off
his moustache, sired two more children, and had two
promotions, elevating him to staff engineer. Above all,
he has acquired a whole new panoply of technical
know-how, largely through after-hours courses on microprocessors, software, and digital design. "Ten
years ago, Ididn't know software from Tupperware," he
says. " You've got to keep on top, or you become obsolete and get put on some meaningless project. It's a
burden to keep up, but there's no other choice."
All told, Titan feels he made the right decision. He
thrives on the team effort of systems work and enjoys
seeing an abstract concept evolve into hardware that
works. " It's a comfortable living," he says.
Veteran. After adozen years of designing electronics equipment, Al
Titan still finds his zest for hands-on technology running so high that
he has no designs on amanagement job.

Fingered. Debugging aprototype controller that he designed for the Rapport Ill radar warning

Well informed. Catalog-thumbing is rare for

and power- management system, on which he has been working for three years, Titan singles

Titan, who has access to amicrofiche library

out abad chip for atechnician to replace.

bountifully stocked with specifications.
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)„. Silicon Valley life-style
blends software, sports
Almost anyone having a bent for
science can get hooked on computers. And so when young biologist
Kate Rosenbloom learned programming for graduate work she was
doing in neurobiology, she switched
career tracks abruptly and signed
on at Xerox Corp.'s Palo Alto Research Center as a programmer,
finding the work " satisfying on a
day-to-day basis."
The switch came seven years
ago, and after a stint at the Ames
Research Center of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, she went to the Rolm Corp.
in neighboring Santa Clara, where
she now is a software engineer.
There is a lot to like at Rolm besides the work. Like other engineers there, she sets her own
schedule for a work week that
runs between 40 and 50 hours.
After work, it's off to Rolm's lavish
sports layout.

Getting through. For Kate Rosenbloom, telephone tag is agame people should not have
to play. Since joining Rolm some 18 months
ago, the 30-year- old software engineer has
been working on the firm's electronic storeand- forward mail system, PhoneMail, which
is set to go to market in about amonth.
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Well- screened. Rosenbloom spends much of her day working
with a computer terminal, either in her office or out in the
laboratory. But the idea of working on aterminal at home alone
does not appeal to her. As it is now, she would like to see more
human interaction on the job. " Understanding ourselves is
more important than building better tools," she feels.
On the bench. In a verdant nook on the Rolm " campus,"
Rosenbloom chats with Eve Newman of Electronics' Palo Alto
office. Married, Rosenbloom as yet has no children but plans to
raise a family one day. Meanwhile, her career suits her well.
She likes the detail involved in software, and the pay is good.
"Salaries in this industry," she says, " are ridiculously high."
No place like Rolm. When it hired Rosenbloom, Rolm recruited
avolleyball player—on Thursday nights she captains acompany team—as well as a software engineer. In fact, a major
reason why she switched to Rolm was the extensive sports
facilities that the company has laid on for its staff. There is afull
gym,
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atanning room, plus heated wading and swimming pools.
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Japanese EE strategist
puts in 13-hour day
Japanese consumer-electronics
companies already score high
marks for marketing, but now the
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.
has carried the concept of marketoriented strategy all the way back to
its Wireless Research Laboratory.
Masahiro Kosaka, the 44-year-old
electrical engineer who heads the
lab's six- month-old project- planning
office has a difficult charter: his
team must foretell what the market
will want and then marshal the technologies for upcoming generations
of products.
Kosaka no longer does hardware
design, and he misses that. But he
regards his switch to product strategy as " part of the changing role of
the engineer."

Mornings at eight All Matsushita worksites in the vast company headquarters at Kadoma start
the day with an 8 a. m. mass meeting. Wireless Research Lab general manager Masahiro
Kosaka (front, right) will already be ahalf-hour into his usual 13- hour work day by then.
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By the numbers. Until six months ago aspecialist in
digital audio tapes and disks, Kosaka explains the
theory behind anew error-correction scheme.

Backgrounder. During a long day of talking and listening,

Table talk. By the time he sits down at the cafeteria for

Kosaka manages to shp into Vie library to bone up for his new

afast working lunch with his staff, Kosaka has already

role: plotting strategy for a:ange of leading- edge products

checked off ahalf- dozen meetings on his agenda.
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Delving into details. Hands-on design is no longer
Kosaka's domain. Nonetheless, he still keeps an eye on
the hardware in the works at the lab, like this layout for a
large-scale integrated circuit ( right) and the transport
mechanism for anew video tape recorder ( above).

Rocky Mountain EE sees
CAE now coming on fast
Kent Hardage ( left) has been working at Hewlett-Packard Co.'s R&D
operation in Colorado Springs for 15
years now, and he has managed to
keep up with technology all that
time. " Here, engineers have always
been able to pursue their interests,"
says the 39-year-old EE, whom
Electronics profiled 12 years ago.
By pursuing his interest in computer-aided engineering, Hardage
has become the man in charge of
engineers' productivity at the operation, as well as a section head. " In
that 1971 report, people were suggesting that everyone would soon
be using CAD . . . it didn't happen.
But today, Ithink we are really on
the edge of a new CAE age."
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Chip power leverages
engineers' design skills
D Time was when pencils, T-squares, and drawing
boards were primal tools of the trade for engineers. But
now computer-aided tools threaten to turn even electric
pencil sharpeners into museum pieces. Indeed, a triad of
techniques—computer-aided design (CAD) to automate
drafting, computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) to automate production, and computer-aided engineering (CAE)
to automate equipment design—portend sweeping
changes in the ways electronics engineers work and what
they are capable of doing.
The exodus from the drafting boards has been speeded
by the advent of inexpensive work stations that boost
engineers' productivity prodigiously, freeing them from
mundane, time-intensive aspects of design like compiling
specifications and parts lists. Both CAD stations, used
primarily for physical layout and design, and CAE stations, used for logic design and analysis, have plummeted
in price in the past few years from $200,000 and up for a
single-station system to less than $ 50,000 for turnkey
systems having one or more work stations.
For electronics engineers, such work stations and the
data bases to which they are tied make it possible to
create, simulate, and test on a terminal very large-scale
integrated circuits that were nearly impossible to attempt
before. But with this boost in capabilities will come added demands. Soon engineers who conceive of equipment
will be responsible for the suitability of their designs, all
the way from their terminals to the manufacturing floor.
In addition, designers will be expected to turn out more
complex products in a shorter time. And for those that
can not or will not integrate software skills with design
skills, the career outlook will pale.
Last January, at Cadcon ' 83 in Anaheim, Calif., keynote speaker and industry consultant Edward Zimmerman echoed this belief by stating that "by 1990, a Cadcon advertisement predicts, one out of five engineers will
be applying CAD in their everyday work. Ipredict that
by 1990, there'll be a minimum 20% differential in the
salaries of CAD-augmented designers, as compared with
their CAD-less professional competitors."
The prediction implies a boom in work stations, and
heady forecasts abound. According to research firm International Resource Development Inc., Norwalk, Conn.,
the installed base of CAE work stations should rise from
its current level of 8,800 to over 275,000 by 1993. And
Strategic Inc., a forecasting firm located in San Jose,
Calif., predicts that the market for such gear will grow at
a rate of 81% a year. A dozen firms already have systems on the market, and they can expect much new
company as the demand grows.
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Electronics' survey of some 1,000 engineers among its
subscribers suggests that roughly half the electronics
firms in the U. S. have something going in CAD now23.4% responded that they used it for all design work,
and another 27.1% said it came into play mainly for big
projects. Of the half that to date are not CAD-clad,
32.6% rate themselves candidates for automated design
tools; the rest do not.
The numbers certainly will grow as the more advanced
CAE work stations catch on. They are evolving out of
today's CAD terminals, 70% to 80% of which are still
mainly used for drafting, according to Ron Schlie of
Aydin Controls Division, Fort Washington, Pa. Stifling
their use for loftier tasks, he notes, is that many designers, especially in nonelectronic fields, "feel that certain
design tasks are more art than science."
Young tigers
Because of this feeling, many managers say that it is
hard to retrain an engineer with a lot of classic design
experience to work with an automated design system. "It
is rare that Ican take agood design engineer with alot
of smarts and put him on aCAD system," claims Arthur
Waller, design manager for Sperry Corp., Great Neck,
N. Y. As a result, Waller looks for the "bright young
tiger" who he feels is more acquainted with computers

More than a drafting aid. Computer-aided-design (CAD) work stations are taking the drudgery out of many design tasks through the use
of interactive graphics displays and an extensive data base.
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and wants to use them in design. Many of the top
students now graduating, he adds, would not consider
working at a firm that lacked CAD or CAE capabilities.
These bright young tigers also differ in design philosophies from those of their older counterparts who are
willing to use such systems, says Sam Stephens, manager
of design automation for TRW Inc.'s Large-Scale Integration division in La Jolla, Calif. The old hands are accustomed to limited computing resources. As a result, they
analyze aprogram more throughly in advance and structure it to run efficiently well within the constraints of the
system.
On the other hand, youngsters who are used to such
powerful tools as virtual memory push CAD and CAE
equipment right to its limits. " Both [groups] are effective
and useful, but it illustrates the difference in engineering
educations," says Stephens.

AS YET, ONLY HALF OF THE COUNTRY'S EEs ARE
REALLY INTO COMPUTER- AIDED DESIGN ...
How extensively does your company
use CAD or CAE?
30%

The first wave
One aspect of CAD that has changed working conditions for engineers is that it requires them to become
broader-minded and more concerned with other disciplines and the production steps following design. CAD,
says Steven Petrovits, project head of GEMS (
Grumman
Engineering and Manufacturing System) for Grumman
Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, N. Y., will "break down the
walls between disciplines." CAD users do not have to
reinvent the wheel, he adds.
Engineers used to drawing the same circuit or device
over and over will welcome the absence of reiteration.
Mark McDermott, senior design engineer at Comsat
General Integrated Systems Inc., Austin, Texas, believes
that a successful CAD system takes the monotony out of
being an engineer and potentially makes the job fun. " I
think it's our job to make it enjoyable to sit down and

FOR ALL
DESIGN WORK

FOR BIG
PROJECTS

HARDLY
AT ALL

NOT
AT ALL

design something," says McDermott, who has worked on
chip designs. However, at present "a lot of problems
come in when you are trying to get data into acomputer.
It's got to be easy and certainly forgiving."
John Bremer, program director of corporate design
automation at Honeywell Inc.'s Solid State Electronics
division in Plymouth, Minn., says that " in the past,
circuit engineers did all of their design on paper and
submitted it to a computer for analysis. In the future,
design will become more personal, with the engineer
doing the analysis as he goes along." He adds that " these
are very exciting times for the new engineer since with

Netting aflock of work stations
Far from working in isolation, today's design engineers must
interface routinely with all their colleagues, and at Apollo
Computer Inc., those links are enhanced with the engineering work station. An in-house network that began evolving
"literally within weeks after our first product was up and
running" [
Electronics, Dec. 4, 1980, p. 182] uses Apollo's
distributed-operating multiple-access interactive network
(Domain) terminals and an expanding array of software
packages, says Russell Barbor, who is director of engineering at the Chelmsford, Mass., company.
Apollo's network, now linking over 100 terminals, " gives
about two thirds of our engineers a personal work station,
and we expect that all our engineers will have one by midyear," Barbor predicts. In its early days, the network provided " clerical rather than design tools," helping engineers
maintain wire lists and develop software; today it includes
both circuit-design software packages from Mentor Graphics and from Silvar-Lisco and electronic-mail and projectmanagement software that were developed by Apollo. "We
developed the electronic- mail package ourselves because
we wanted it up and running very quickly," says Barbor.
Yet another package, which Barbor expects to have on
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line before mid-year, will bring packaging design tools onto
the network for the benefit of Apollo's mechanical engineers. Later on, the firm will bring its manufacturing and
automatic-test activities onto the network, he adds.
The trick to building such amultidisciplinary tool, he says,
"is to develop an effective central control mechanism for
managing data, so people can find what they need quickly
and avoid replicating one another's work." In this case, says
Barbor, the key is Apollo's data-base management system,
which facilitates the sharing of peripherals, programs, and
data. It also ensures that all data is automatically updated
across the network whenever any user makes modifications to aprogram.
Apollo's engineers, as might be expected, have responded enthusiastically to the network. "They like having all that
computing power sitting on their desk," Barbor says. Adds
Apollo engineer Jeffery D. Kurtze, "The electronic- mail
feature also makes the job easier; the project I'm working on
now involves tight cooperation among R&D, manufacturing,
marketing, and customer-service people, but Ican stay in
close touch by terminal, so I'm more relaxed and flexible
about my working schedule."

—Linda Lowe
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.. AND HALF OF THOSE WHO ARE NOT,
EXPECT THEY NEVER WILL BE ...
if you are not now, do you expect you will have to
become proficient in CAD?
50%

40%

30%

20%

tionally found in designs will no longer be present.
Many of the firms just now turning to automated
design tools of course start by exploring their capabilities.
According to Pat Hennessy, design section head at Sperry, CAD terminals enable engineers to visualize the job
better since they can now include the fine detail. "The
kind of detail that you can get from a CAD system, you
would have chewed a guy out for spending that kind of
time on it years ago."
What's more, with the extra time afforded by CAD, an
engineer can go back and tweak his design in ways that
were previously impossible. As a result, simple projects
that previously took 12 weeks are being replaced by more
complicated ones taking six weeks, says Sperry's Waller,
Iam unhappy with six."
Waller's engineering section has 13 Computervision
terminals, which are used around the clock, six days a
week. The usual 9-to- 5 work schedule is something that
Waller says he cannot afford because of the size of his
investment in these tools and the business that they
bring. And with work picking up, he may ask his crew to
come in on Sundays.
Waller may be going to an extreme, yet many companies having CAD systems find that they must use them
for at least two shifts. Aydin Controls Division's Schlie
said that one architecture firm that bought the company's Aycad system cut back from 13 to 5 draftsmen yet
tripled its workload.
‘- and

10%

o

NO

PROBABLY

YES
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design automation he will be much more responsible for
whatever it is he is working on from start to finish."
But this responsibility may have an effect further down
the production line, says James Binderle, assistant professor at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh. Because
engineers will have a much better control of the design
process and may tend to create products much closer to
the listed specifications than before, manufacturing flaws
will be more prone to appear. "CAD will force others to
do the job well. It brings to the forefront the difficulties
of others," he maintains, because the fudge factors tradi-

Better, faster work
Such gains in
bobbed in front
into purchasing
According to

productivity are often the carrot that is
of engineering management to entice it
automated design tools.
Grumman's Petrovits, the extra time

Waiting for CAE
With the imminent arrival of 12 computer-aided-engineering
work stations dedicated to gate-array design, Jerry Williams, director of logistics for Gould Inc.'s Systems Engineering Laboratories, expects to shave at least ayear off
the company's next minicomputer development effort But
not all of his colleagues at the Fort Lauderdale, Fla., firm
share his strong convictions. In fact, while Williams was
extolling the virtues of CAE work stations to management,
the engineers back in the design room were raising doubts
as to how quickly the alleged productivity gains would
materalize.
The initial battle was fought in conference rooms with top
executives over whether the time was
right to buy a product still in its infancy.
However, they were won over by the impressive gate-array software package offered, plus the promise of shortening what
Williams describes as a "very high- risk
program with an aggressive schedule." In
the end, he added, " everyone bit the bullet, agreeing that pushing state-of-the-art
requires taking risks early on."
Though the conference- room battle
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was won and the work stations are on their way, Williams
must now face the 24 engineers who will be using the dozen
Gate Master and Logician CAE systems from Daisy Corp. of
Sunnyvale, Calif. Their fears center on three concerns, says
Williams. First, they question whether the new technology
will enable them to perform their jobs as well as before.
Second, they concede that the equipment may show longterm gains but only at the cost of slowing them down in the
short run. Finally, they worry about the integrity of their work
should the system fail or be broken into by someone out to
corrupt their designs.
Although only experience will allay their fears, Williams
contends, the group is convinced that
CAE work stations can be a productive
tool if properly managed and implemented—atask that is William's main responsibility. Those holding the most negative
opinions are the older engineers "who
tend to perceive rapid technology advances as abit unsettling," says Williams.
On the other hand, young engineers see
CAE as an opportunity to stay in the forefront of their specialty.
-Karen Berney
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Eases IC design. CAE work stations are helping engineers to create
complex ICs faster with fewer errors. The chip's operation may be
simulated graphically so they can be tested and altered quickly.

freed up by such tools is being spent on increasing the
complexity and shortening the project times for systems .
"Without these aids, there [would be] no way that we
could meet the schedules," he says.
But this gain in productivity is not all good: engineers
working with automated design tools tend to tweak their
creations excessively. "It gives you more time, but that
doesn't mean that you are going to use it more effectively," says Petrovits. As a result, he is convinced that
engineers using the tools should be closely monitored.
The great data bases
One major advantage of automated designing is that
all the data pertinent to aproject is saved so that others
may draw from it (see "Netting a flock of work stations," p. 142). To Schlie, this reduces the dependence on

... BUT EVENTUALLY A HEAVY MAJORITY OF ENGINEERS WILL
BE WORKING OR PLAYING WITH A PERSONAL COMPUTER.
Do you have apersonal computer ?

60%
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10%
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each individual and lets the company using CAD systems
retain the expertise of the engineer if he leaves.
In fact, to Alfred Vachris, the existence of adata base
appears to be perhaps the best thing about CAD systems.
As project leader for Grumman's Rapid Aerospace Vehicle Evaluation System, what he wants is information that
can change and be tapped by any designer needing it. He
maintains that designers have maybe 90% of adesign in
their heads and need stimulation to express it on paper.
Computer tools force an engineer to record all the parameters of a design exactly.
These data bases offer the bonus of decreasing design
errors. Robert Payne, manager of Honeywell's design
network, says, "We've got examples of how if you fail to
get it right and thus delay a project by several months,
you can impact the cost of a project by millions of
dollars." Costly errors will occur much less frequently
using CAD, says Payne, because of safeguards built into
the system at various checkpoints along the path of the
design process.
New wave
New systems on the way will do still more. According
to Richard Miller, director of marketing for Applicon
Inc., Burlington, Mass., traditionally the strongest CAD
presence has been felt in the area of physical layout for
integrated circuits and printed-circuit boards. However, a
host of developments is expanding the role of CAD systems into CAE, embracing automation of the logic design
process and verification of system logic and timing.
Speeding these developments, observes Miller, are the
current shortage of logic designers and the resulting pressures on those that are available to increase their
productivity.
Honeywell's Payne says, "Engineers will be increasingly looking toward gate arrays and silicon as away to do
their designs. Much more of the job will be automated,
so the engineer can raise himself above the mundane
tasks that he's had to do in the past."
To make the engineer feel at ease with these complex
tools, the burden of data entry must be reduced says
McDermott of CGIS (
see "Waiting for CAE," p. 143).
Standard interfaces should help, according to David Carter, senior consultant of CAD/CAM operations for McDonnell Douglas Automation Co., St. Louis, Mo. They
would mean that an engineer could work equally well on
any work station and not be constrained to a particular
vendor's model.
CAE may even diffuse down to the level of personal
computers. John Spivack, industry manager for International Business Machines Corp.'s Engineering CAD/CAM
Support Center in Los Angeles, says that IBM fully expects that the Personal Computer will have a large role
to play in design systems. Design engineers will want to
have apersonal computer at home and have it look like a
design terminal when it is hooked up to a CAE design
system. That situation is not here yet, but it is coming,
he adds.
D
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Computer imperatives pose
problems for educators
D Never in the past 25 years have the 255 colleges and

universities in the U. S. that award degrees in electrical
engineering known more feverish public scrutiny than
they are getting right now. They are the wellspring of the
high technology that is the source of much of the country's economic well-being.
Once considered supreme, American technology has
been partially eclipsed in world markets by the rising sun
of Japan. What's more, the Soviet Union, if one can
believe U. S. leaders, now has at least matching military
prowess. To many observers, ahigher output of engineers
is essential to cope with these challenges.
Indeed, the raw statistics underscore a serious shortfall. Some 950,000 students receive bachelor's degrees
annually in the U. S., three times as many as Japan. Yet
U. S. schools turn out 15% fewer engineering graduates
than Japan does. The Soviet Union awards fewer bachelor's degrees than does the U. S., but nonetheless manages to turn out four-and-a-half times as many engineers.

Covering the shortfall will be difficult. Despite a declining high-school population and the woeful weakness
in mathematics and science of many college freshmen,
U. S. engineering schools still cannot find room for all
the qualified students who apply. There are not enough
classrooms and laboratories; and there are too few professors. Although the business community has long clamored for more engineers, major industry contributions of
money and equipment to engineering schools started
coming in only recently; thus it will take years before
they will have an impact on the output of engineers.
Crowd control
Strapped for resources, most university engineering
deans insist they must concentrate on maintaining the
quality of education before they can think about increasing the quantity. "We can't build buildings as fast as
students are applying," says Robert H. Page, engineering
dean at Texas A&M University in College Station, where
work will shortly wind up on an $ 18-million engineering
laboratory complex, to be followed by another two buildings still on the drawing boards.
Page's plaint is not an unfamiliar one. California's San
Jose State University, for example, turns away four or
five applicants for every one it accepts. In West Lafaytte,
Ind., Clarence L. Coates, chairman of Purdue University's electrical engineering department, expects to see enrollment caps set for EE majors in the next five years.
If the leading schools cannot take in all the would-be
engineers, they at least get a top-drawer selection. Page
and his counterparts at other schools are nearly unanimous about the increasing degree of computer literacy
among incoming students. "They're sold on computers,
and they expect as amatter of course that computers will
be standard tools," says Angel E. Jordan, dean of the
Carnegie Institute of Technology at Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, Pa. Computers, indeed, figure
prominently in the changing curriculums that many
schools are devising to turn out graduates who can cope
with the onrush of technology when they move out into
the workaday world (see "csu's Johnson would add computer courses to core," p. 147).
Not only are schools adding courses in computer architecture, microprocessors, and computer-aided design,
they are also exploring computer-aided instruction as a
means of easing the teaching load on faculty. Texas A&M,
Believer in basics. Texas A&M's engineering dean Robert Page is
convinced that graduates well versed in basics like mathematics and
trained in problem solving can cope with changing technology.
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One-on-one. MIT's Joel Moses expects computer- based " intelligent
tutors" will augment classroom and laboratory instruction by providing
students with the individual instruction professors cannot always give.

for one, has run a year-long test of CAI, using Control
Data Corp.'s Plato educational software. Now the school
plans to make it a standard part of basic engineering
courses. Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Pa., has had
CAI on line for ayear, says Donald M. Bolle, dean of the
College of Engineering and Physical Science.
Although educators refute any notion that CAI could
replace human instructors, they do see its potential as an
"intelligent tutor." Joel Moses, head of the department of
electrical engineering and computer science at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, predicts,
"Artificial intelligence programs will be a great help
when they come along, since they'll track a student's
consistent problem areas, as well as simply feed information." But CAI is expensive, points out Purdue's Coates;
for that reason, he adds, it is probably not going to play
anything but a limited role in the near future.
Pressed for time
Even with computers helping out, educators admit
there is not time enough to teach EE students all they
would like in the four or five years allotted to the task.
The trend toward incorporating more specialty courses in
important new technologies is making most schools' traditional goal of educating engineering generalists hard to
maintain, says Francis Boesch, chairman of the electrical
engineering and computer science department at Stevens
Institute of Technology in Hoboken, N. J. Boston's
Northeastern University, for example, recently added
several new offerings, ranging from robotics to software
engineering, to its increasingly popular computer engineering program. "Something's got to get pushed aside to
make room," says engineering dean Harold Lurie.
At some schools, the humanities component of the
curriculum most likely will suffer. Continued insistence
on humanities appears more and more at odds with realworld concerns, laments Boesch at Stevens. However,
most schools are still trying to hold the line on liberal
arts requirements. Columbia University in New York, for
example, recently introduced required courses in very
large-scale integration and microprocessor design, but its
EE students still must deal with compulsory courses like
contemporary civilization and great books.
James Freeman, chairman of San Jose State's electrical
engineering department, points out that students have
only afew years to prepare for adecades-long career in a
fast-changing field. So schools, he says, must make their
major effort a grounding in the "invariant knowledge"
that any engineer needs before setting off on aspecialty.
The school thus has not changed its traditional mix of
requirements in basic mathematics and physics, engineering subjects, and humanities. Nor has nearby Stanford
University. Despite "pressure to liberalize the undergraduate program, the requirements haven't changed one
Think big. At Purdue, microcomputer courses carry great weight. EE
department head Clarence Coates sees them as away to instill a "big
problem perspective" in the minds of engineering students.
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iota," says William Kays, the dean of engineering.
Having the best of both worlds—agraduate who takes
hold quickly at work and still has the fundamentals to
stay the course—is the goal of co-operative programs like
the one Northeastern uses for all its students. The school
sends undergraduates out to work in industry co-op jobs
at various times during their five-year career, so that at
graduation "they've already got nearly two years' worth
of on-the-job experience under their belts," notes Lurie.
The University of California at Berkeley has an optional co-op program, which may be elected by students in
their junior or senior year. MIT offers a five-year combined bachelor's and master's degree program, which
however accomodates only about 25% of its engineering
students; it includes three summers and one full semester
of work in industry. Duke University in Durham, N. C.
has no formal co-op program, but many Duke students
take the option of working part time at nearby Research
Triangle Park, which has attracted numerous high-technology firms since its establishment 25 years ago.
Ideally, the school years should put in place "a foundation for lifelong learning," says Texas mcm's Page, and
educators are increasingly turning their attention to the
ongoing educational needs of their alumni. An MIT report that last year urged industry and academia to cooperate on amassive scale in providing educational support
for working engineers throughout their careers [
Electronics, Oct. 6, 1982, p. 76] has already been through several
printings, with about 3,500 copies sent out.
The tutored-video-instruction MO approach pioneered by Stanford University in the last decade is serving as

a model for education's outreach to working engineers.
Purdue, which offers master's-level courses at regional
campuses in most metropolitan centers in Indiana, also
beams these courses to companies with asatellite downlink on the premises. Both Northeastern and MIT say
they will begin transmitting courses for credit to companies on the Route 128 perimeter this fall; MIT will offer a
Lisp programming course with a laboratory component,
while Northeastern will start with two or three graduatelevel engineering courses.
Columbia's engineering dean Robert A. Gross wants
to see his department initiate aTV! program, "but so far
local firms haven't organized and put up the considerable
money it would entail." The electrical engineering department of the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis
may take an even more individualized approach: it is
considering putting coursework on magnetic disks for
access by working engineers at their own computers.
Industry lends a hand
Meanwhile, back on campus, industry-sponsored research programs are typically geared to graduate students with their more specialized interests, but they can
have a stimulating, filter-down effect on undergraduate
curriculums as well (see "Industry abets Minnesota engineering education," p. 148). Some educators reject product-oriented research however; Columbia's Gross speaks
for most in saying "that's something universities do terribly; it's intellectually dull and pedagogically wrong."
Far more productive for all involved is what Steven's
Boesch calls "motivated basic research," programs that

CSU's Johnson would add computer courses to core
Adding to the number of required courses may not be
popular with students, but professor Gearold R. Johnson of
Colorado State University's College of Engineering feels
something must soon be done to incorporate more computer education in undergraduate engineering curriculums.
"There is absolutely no doubt. We are going to have to do
it. Today, it's not only important that undergraduates become computer literate but they must also be semi-experts," he says. Johnson teaches computer science and
mechanical engineering at the Fort Collins, Colo., campus;
he also directs the college's Center for Computer-Assisted
Engineering, currently fitted out with $ 1.3 million worth of
CAE hardware and $300,000 worth of software.

that computer science is a fundamental core subject and
treat it like we now treat chemistry, physics, or mathematics,
Ithink we [educators] will always view engineering and
computer students as on totally separate paths," maintains
the 43-year-old Purdue Ph. D. That view, he says, may be
difficult to change on many campuses because computer
tools have only recently become necessary to perform
advanced engineering tasks. "The working experience of
many faculty members actually predates the massive infusion of computers," he says.
-J. Robert Lineback

Despite the extensive facilities, computer-aided design at
CSU still is an elective pursuit. Johnson and some of his
colleagues are determined to change that. At the moment,
the curriculum committee is debating whether or not it
should make six credits for computer and CAD-related
classes part of the core program for the bachelor of science
in engineering. Also, a B. S. degree requires 128 credits,
and it has not yet been decided whether simply to add the
proposed credits on or to substitute them for other core
courses. One three-credit course would introduce freshmen
to programming fundamentals and computer technology.
The second would be an introduction to computer graphics.
"Until the engineering schools in the country recognize
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Industry abets Minnesota engineering education
In the planning stages just three years ago, the University of
Minnesota's industry-funded Microelectronics and Information Sciences ( MEIS) Center already is having a major
impact on undergraduate and graduate curriculums at the
university. MEIS's research projects, which focus on a
variety of design and software engineering problems in very
large-scale integration, currently involve about 50 graduate
students, 25 of whom the center is supporting with $ 11,500per-year fellowships, and some 45 faculty members.
Moreover, the center also has provided $ 120,000 for the
addition of two professors at the undergraduate level, who
last fall began teaching newly developed sophomore
courses in digital design and microprocessors. The funding
is for two years, with the understanding that the new faculty
members will be picked up by the university's regular budget
afterwards. MEIS contributed about $80,000 for laboratory
equipment for the two undergraduate courses.
At the graduate level, the center is sponsoring a sixquarter VLSI engineering and laboratory course, with lecturers drawn from its corporate sponsors, as well as from the
university faculty. In the course's first year, students designed several complementary-MOS and emitter-coupledlogic chips, which the sponsor companies have fabricated.

either pursue promising but long-term technological leads
for which industry does not have time or else explore
new and possibly better approaches to current technical
problems. Although most schools say government funding for research is either holding steady or slightly increasing, all report a new surge in industry commitment
to such projects.
Thus Carnegie-Mellon notes its two largest research
programs, the robotics institute and the magnetics laboratory, are supported by industry to the tune of 50%
and 70%, respectively. The California Institute of Technology in Pasadena recently put in place a $ 500,000
program in optoelectronics research with the aid of
Rockwell Corp., while Stevens has graduate students and
faculty working on specialized communications methods
for the likes of ITT, IBM, and the U. S. Army. MIT, whose
VLSI research center needs $21 million to get underway,
has to date raised $ 19 million—half of it from industry.
Purdue's year-old Computer-Integrated Design, Manufacturing, and Automation Center has a $2million annual budget for work on new approaches to factory automation; most of the money comes from sponsor companies that include Control Data, Cincinnati Milacron,
and TRW. Each of the corporate sponsors has contributed
at least one employee to live on campus and work with
Purdue graduate students and faculty at the center.
Often in conjunction with programs they help fund,
companies lend their own employees to act as part-time
professors—the beginnings of recompense for all the faculty and potential graduate students industry lures away
with offers of higher salaries. Columbia, for instance,
boasts 42 such part-time professors from firms like Bell
Laboratories and IBM. Though such teachers do not have
as much time for student supervision as regular faculty
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During this quarter, the students are testing and designing
packaging for their creations, says Bernd Hoefflinger, head
of the electrical engineering department. He adds that MEIS
is sponsoring shorter graduate courses in computer-aided
design techniques and software engineering.
The center's first sponsor was Control Data Corp., which
provided $2 million to get it rolling [
Electronics, April 24,
1980, p. 98]. CDC was soon joined by Honeywell Inc.,
Sperry Corp., and 3M Co.; jointly they have committed $7
million to the center for afive-year period ending in 1985.
Another industry sponsor, General Electric Co.'s Calma Co.
subsidiary, has contributed aCAD system with three colorgraphics work stations worth about $700,000.
MEIS expects further funding from industry, which the
state of Minnesota may match to the tune of $2.9 million,
and about $3.2 million for the 1983-85 period from the
Department of Defense and the National Science Foundation, Hoefflinger reports. One sponsor company, Honeywell, currently is loaning a " scientist in residence," and
Hoefflinger expects to see more such adjunct faculty in the
future. He says that all industrial support is unconditional,
and that any patents resulting from MEIS research will
belong to the university.
-Wesley R. Iversen

have, they do bring to the classroom a wealth of realworld experience, notes Carnegie-Mellon's Jordan.
Despite industry's willingness to donate teaching staff,
however, most engineering deans are pessimistic about
their schools' ability to educate effectively without the
financial means to attract high-quality faculty. "An assistant professor wth a Ph. D. now gets about what industry pays entry-level engineers with a bachelor's degree,"
says Lurie at Northeastern. Given those economies, it is
hardly surprising that not only are the number of graduate students declining yearly, but also that " the number
of Ph. D.s that go into the academic field is now a
quarter of those receiving degrees; it used to be a third,"
says Texas A&m's Page.
All of Electronics' field bureaus in the U. S. and abroad
interviewed typical electronics engineers in their areas for
this special report on the sweeping changes taking place in
the practice of engineering and then contributed reporting.
Senior Managing Editor Arthur Erikson organized the
report and wrote the main story. Reporting for the four
picture stories came from Marilyn Harris, New York Bureau (Al Titan); Eve Newman, Palo Alto Bureau (Kate
Rosenbloom); Robert Neff, Tokyo World News Bureau
Chief (Masahiro Kosaka); and J. Robert Lineback, Dallas
Bureau (Kent Hardage). The article on computer-aided
engineering was written by Industrial and Consumer Editor Erik L. Keller, and the piece on enginering education
was done by Linda Lowe, Boston Bureau Chief
Reprints of this special report will be available at $6each.
Write to Electronics Reprint Dept., 1221 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020. Copyright 1983,
McGraw-Hill Inc.
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INTRODUCING CERMETEK'S
HIGHLY INTELLIGENT M2A-TYPE
MODEM COMPONENT.

A complete integral 212A modem component. At Cermetek, modem technology
has evolved to reduce the size of an integral 212A-type modem from avery large
PCB down to the size of a component. In a
space of 8 square inches, the CH1760 implements afully featured 212A-type
modem, including an FCC registered telephone line interface and advanced autodial capability.
No more custom PCBs. Since the CH1760 is astandard
modem component and is fully featured, you no longer have
to commit to a custom PCB to enjoy 212A-type modem integration. No NRE sor custom contracts to worry about.
If you still need custom, the CH1780's firmware can be reconfigured to meet your special needs. An EPROM version
of the component, the CH1760E, enables custom features to
be fully evaluated before committed to hard masks.

Features:
•Small size 2.4" x 3.8" x .85"
•300/1200 BPS operation
•Bell 212A and 103 compatible
•Intelligent serial command interpreter
•Auto/Manual dialing — DTMF or PULSE
•Auto/Manual ANSWER
•
•
•Auto/Forced selection of DTMF or
••
,
PULSE dialing
•
•Auto speed selection
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•Auto parity selection
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•Call progress tone detection ( dial, busy, ring- / c.,-1, ry
back, modem answer tone and human voice) •
•32 digit last number dialed storage
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•
•Memory expansion port ( stores an ad- # e
ditional 52 telephone numbers or
log- on messages)
•TTL Host serial interface
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Designer's casebook
Dual-modulus synthesizer
needs little power
by John Hatchett
Motorola Semiconductor Products Sector, Phoenix, Ariz

Dual-modulus prescaling has long been recognized as the
technique of choice for achieving high frequency and
performance in phase-locked—loop radio-frequency synthesizers [
Electronics, Oct. 9, 1980, p. 148]. Unfortunately, such designs have consumed too much power and
space to be practical for small battery-operated instruments. This version, however, uses only two chips to
provide a 225-megahertz synthesizer that requires less
than 10 milliamperes from a 5-volt dc supply.
The total system division value, N101, sets the synthesizer's output frequency. The output frequency is repre-

sented by f. = N101 XfR, where fR is the loop's phasedetector reference frequency and is determined by
dividing the oscillator's frequency by the value of the
reference counter.
If values for N and A, which are the numbers programmed into the on-chip divide-by-N and divide-by-A
counters of frequency synthesizer chip U„ the system
division value can be determined from N.t.i =
(N XP)+ A for N> A, where P represents the smaller
division value that is provided by dual-modulus prescaler U2.
The modulus-control signal generated by frequency
synthesizer U, selects the prescaler's division values in a
specific timed format, while the 3-bit code applied to
the division-value select pins of U, sets the division
value of the reference counter. The voltage-controlled
oscillator is maintained at L. by the error signal generated by the phase detector of U,. In addition, the frequency synthesizer allows an integer value of 3to 1,024
for N and 0 to 128 for A.
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Scaling. This circuit provides arf synthesizer that consumes very little power and operates from a5-V supp yby pairing dual-modulus prescaler
U2

with C-MOS synthesizer chip Ul.U1furnishes

U2

with the control signal that selects U2's division value. Division ratios can range from 992 to

65,599. In addition, the circuit can synthesize frequencies up to 225 MHz.
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Digital pulser provides
programmed width, position

CLOCK
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COUNTER
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by Manan Stofka
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

SET

BORROW B

The job of testing adigital circuit design often requires a
pulse generator whose start and stop times are controlled
by a precise and programmable amount. With a central
counter and two programmable down counters, this design (Fig. 1) accomplishes this task and has a resolution
that is a function of the counters' capacity. Two digital
words at data input port determine the turn-on and -off
times of the output pulse.
Whenever the central counter reaches an overflow
state, a carry pulse is generated at its output. At this
point, the two down counters B and E are programmed
with the input data, which carries the information concerning the output pulse. When counter B reaches the
value of zero, apulse generated at its borrow output sets
the flip-flop, thus initiating the start of the output pulse.
Similarly, when counter E reaches zero, a borrow pulse
at its output resets the flip-flop, thereby giving the desired width of the output pulse.
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1. Selectable edges. This pulse generator produces apulse having a
defined width and position within agiven period and with aresolution
given by the capacity of the counters. Two digital words serving as a
data input determine the start and stop times of the output pulse. The
borrow pulse generated by counter B sets the output flip-flop, while
the borrow E pulse resets it.
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The counters employed may be binary or binary-coded
decimal. For the binary counters used in this setup, the
start and stop times can be resolved to within 27r/16k
radians, where k is the number of 4-bit chip counters
cascaded within the fundamental down counter.
The hardware realization (Fig. 2a) uses two 4-bit

programmable counter chips to form the basic down
counter and has a resolution of one part in 256. Two 8bit words form the input data that program the output
pulse's 256 edge positions. The timing diagram (
Fig. 2b)
illustrates the relationship between the clock, input
data, and output pulse.

tween V./2 and 2V,I3 (b). For every cycle of this
sawtooth wave, a short pulse is produced at the output
of U,. This pulse clocks flip-flop U,. to generate reference signal Q,. By comparing the sawtooth signal with
a reference voltage provided by potentiometer IL, the
comparator output clocks flip-flop U to generate pulse
Qb that is phase-shifted with respect to the reference.
Because this phase difference bears a linear relationship to the reference voltage at the noninverting terminal of U2,R, is calibrated in terms of the phase control,
with V./3 corresponding to 0° and 2V„/3 to 180°. Since
both Qb and Qb are available from the output flip-flop,
the circuit provides both phase-advance and phase-lag
versions of the reference signal.

Pulse generator has
independent phase control
by Roberto Tovar Medina
Institute of Applied Mathematics, University of Mexico, Mexico

Many phase-locked—loop applications need a circuit to
generate signals whose phase can be controlled independent of their other characteristics. Using a 555 timer and
a few discrete components, this design provides a pulser
with independent phase control between 0° to 1800.In
addition, the phase is continuously adjustable.
Timer U, (a) together with transistor Q, and capacitor
C, generates a sawtooth signal whose amplitude is be-

Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $ 75 for each item published.
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Adjusting phase. Using a555 timer and afew components, this design ( a) provides apulse generator with independent phase control. The output can be either delayed or advanced with respect to the reference at Qa.R4 is calibrated in terms of the phase difference, with \.4c/3 corresponding to 0° and 2Vcc/3 corresponding to 180°. The timing diagram ( b) depicts the phase relationship between the reference and the outputs.
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VLSI test system grows
in pin count and functionality
New pin card supports up to 256 pins and all common logic families;
pattern processor mixes stored and algorithmic sources for functional checks
by Alan Whiteside,

Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore.

:I Very large-scale integrated circuits, with their increased pin counts and improved timing parameters, demand increased versatility and precision from atest system. To ensure high quality, aVLSI test system must be
able to accurately simulate a worst-case "real world"
situation; to be cost-effective, it must do so for all types
of devices. Further, it must reduce test times and program development time in spite of the mushrooming
complexity of VLSI parts.
In response to these criteria, the 20/40-megahertz S3295 VLSI test system (Fig.1) couples an expanded pin
count and enhanced functional-test capability with the
proven architecture of the S-3200 series. Its 256 data
channels, twice as many as previous S-3200 systems, are
configured as 128 input and 128 output pins, any or all of
which may be connected in pairs as vo pins.
Functional testing is controlled by a new high-speed
pattern processor that can compress and recreate functional patterns at the time of atest run, as well as switch
to other pattern sources on acycle-by-cycle basis. These
features are complemented by the voltage-, current-, and
time-measurement facilities of the S-3200 series.
The S-3295's pattern processor is able to compress

pattern data by removing repetitive lines and sections of
a pattern. This step reduces storage requirements, while
preserving the integrity of the pattern. The deleted portions are restored at test time by loop iteration and
subroutine calls that are part of the instruction set the
pattern processor generates when compressing pattern
data. The processor also can store repetitive sections of a
test as a single subroutine.
At test time, the pattern processor calls instructions up
from a4-K-by-96-bit emitter-coupled-logic random-access
memory. As the test proceeds, the current pattern-processor instruction evaluates loop counters, index registers, and interrupts to derive the address of the next
instruction and its associated pattern vector.
Program flow is set by if-then-else statements. For
example, the if statement can be programmed to test for
an error condition during a microprocessor test. The
then statement would initiate a branch to a diagnostic
routine if an error were detected, and the else statement
would specify to continue standard testing. The addresses
of the branches involved are stored in the pattern processor's 16 index registers.
The pattern processor controls and feeds the pin elec-

1. Family growth. The S-3295 VLSI test system above, based on the S-3200 family architecture, uses anew pin card and pattern processor that
increases the system's ability to check the functional performance of 20- MHz very large-scale integrated circuits with up to 256 pins.

tronics cards from which each active pin in the device
under test receives its test vectors. Each pin card provides four channels of formatted data—two input and
two output channels—which can be combined to form
vo channels. For a group of two to four DUT pins, one
pin card provides acomplete operating environment; not
only does it provide the usual formatted input signals,
but it also handles vo switching, output loading, and
recording error as well.
Every pin-card data channel is serviced by 64 ic of
local memory for a total of 256 K per card. Because
storage needs vary with differing device types, the local
memory has avariety of partitioning options, such as the
memory structure in Fig. 2for one of the two vo channel pair Ordinarily, the S-3295's pattern processor is used
as the pattern-data source—it reconstructs force, inhibit,
compare, and mask data that has been compressed and
stored in its memory. The pin electronics card supports
each of these four data functions with 32 K of serially
addressed RAM. In effect, a 32-K-by-4-bit shift register
resides behind each channel pair.
Partitioning memory
For long nonrepetitive patterns, though, a deep serial
memory is needed to feed the pattern to the DUT without
frequent wait states. Therefore the test system allows the
user to increase the memory backing up a particular
combination of functions or to specify 32-K increments
for error storage. The full 256-K of local memory can
even be used for asingle function (providing either force
or compare data, or recording input or error data) if the
DUT demands it.
Another important aspect of the pin electronics card is
its driver circuitry. The predominant logic technologies—
MOs, TTL, and emitter-coupled logic—have widely differing terminal characteristics and input drive parameters.
Input currents, amplitudes, offsets, and rise and fall
times all play important parts in simulating a real-world
stimulus environment for the DUT.
Meeting these divergent test requirements with asingle
driver design has been an elusive goal challenging design-

ers of automatic test equipment. The S-3295 addresses
the problem with a new driver circuit that features a
programmable slew rate, low-leakage inhibit, and awide
output-voltage range.
The programmable slew rate allows the test engineer
to vary the slope of a signal edge over a 5: 1range.
Figure 3is amultiple-exposure photograph showing the
result of setting the driver's slew rate at three different
points within its programmable range. At low amplitudes
the slew rate is approximately 1 volt per nanosecond,
allowing ECL rise times as low as 800 picoseconds. On
the other hand, the driver is equally comfortable meeting
the much slower rise-time tolerances of the TTL and mos
families. Similarly, the S-3295 driver's amplitude can be
accurately programmed, in 366-millivolt increments, over
a —5 to + 12 v range, which encompasses all of the
prevalent logic families.
Drive off and on
To test a multiplexed part where the pins can accept
data from bus lines or send data to them depending on
the activities being performed, the driver and comparator
are connected to the device's vo pins. When the DUT is
running in the output portion (the comparison frame) of
its cycle or when it is entering ahigh-impedance floating
state, the driver that forced data during the input portion
must be inhibited—in effect, disconnected. Without the
inhibition, spurious interaction between driver and test
pin could affect the ability of the DUT to dominate the
vo bus.
The S-3295's pin-driver circuit utilizes high-performance Schottky diodes, with their characteristic low capacitance and low storage time, to implement the inhibit
function. When the driver is inhibited, the DUT pin sees
the extremely high impedance of the reverse-biased
Schottky diodes, rather than the 50-ohm impedance of
the driver's output transistors. Current leakage through
the diodes is minuscule—only 50 nanoamperes at ECL
levels—and the capacitance is about 2 picofarads, an
order-of-magnitude improvement over existing equipment. Consequently, undesirable loading of the DUT pin
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2. Memory flexibility. Local memory on the pin card, shown in schematic form for one pair of input and output channels, is usually formatted
into four 32- K- by- 1- bit blocks With chaining, however, up to 256 K can be put behind one pin for exceptionally long patterns.
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is negligible. The compliance voltage of the inhibited
driver is VH
1.8 v and VI — 1.8 v, which well exceeds
the requirements of most logic devices.
The user has a choice of three inhibit timing phases
per driver. A control bit derived from a pattern source
determines the cycles in which inhibit will occur, while
the inhibit phase positions the start and stop times
within the cycle. A variety of formats can be stipulated
under program control to model virtually any realworld force-inhibit sequence.
The test system designer fights abattle on two fronts:
while wrestling with the increasing complexity of VLSI
circuits, he must also face the concurrent challenge of
escalating speeds. Today, a growing demand for test
data rates in excess of 20 MHz exists. Fortunately, the
fastest devices usually have fewer pins than the slower,
more complex ones.
The S-3295 tackles high-speed (40-MHz) driver operation with amultiplexing scheme that joins the formatted
data streams of two adjacent drivers on apin card. The
number of fully supported drivers is halved, but two
driver pulses can be positioned within a single cycle.
Thus the DUT is exercised at twice the usual data rate of
the test system.
The driver's data streams are combined at the driver
inputs (Fig. 4), as opposed to the less desirable wired°Ring of the driver outputs. By combining data streams
at the input, the DUT sees the same signal-path characteristics from the source in either the standard or the
double-pulse modes, since it is connected to the same
driver output in both instances.
In the double-pulse mode, one driver per pin card
becomes the signal driver, and the force formatter of the
dormant driver becomes the subordinate—its signals are
rerouted to serve the signal driver. Thus the signal
driver receives formatted force and inhibit data from its
usual source, as well as formatted force data from the
other channel on the pin card.
On a cycle-by-cycle basis, the inhibit data bit from
the subordinate channel determines when the signal
driver switches between data streams. A side benefit of
this multiplexing method is that the control driver can
gate the two data streams into the signal driver to
produce afinal output pulse as little as 1ns wide. The
extremely narrow strobes needed to test edge-driven
synchronous logic ics can thus be produced on demand.

switches from source to sink, is also programmable.
When connected, the active load dictates the amount of
current that passes through the DUT pin-comparator
measurement node. This characteristic permits the user
to run device-wide, go/no-go parametric tests under realworld operating conditions.
For ECL devices, however, apassive load is mandated
because they usually operate with aterminated transmission line, with the termination implemented by means of
a 504/ resistor connected to a —2-v supply. This terminating resistor determines the output current drawn from
the circuit driving the line. The S-3295's pin card makes
available a 50-1/ resistor connected to a programmable
power supply, allowing the DUT to experience the same
current demands it would encounter in an operational
circuit. When the ECL load is selected for a given DUT
output pin, the active load for that pin is disconnected.
Checking the test results
The comparator signal path is essentially an analog
environment, in that it must carry the DUT output signal
to the comparator input without introducing distortions
that might alter the outcome of the test. Because comparators do their job by detecting voltage thresholds and
because rise-time degradation causes the threshold crossing to shift in time, the comparison path's rise time
should be compatible with the rise times produced by the
DUT. Therefore the signal path must have low stray
capacitance and high impedance, as must any accurate
measurement instrument. Furthermore, the comparator
should have the versatility to handle the differing voltage
ranges of the logic families in use and should be able to
detect all modes of DUT operation—logic 1, logic 0, highimpedance state, and error.
For error detection, the S-3295 uses a buffered dualthreshold analog comparator interfaced with an errorlogic circuit. The dual-threshold approach allows the
user to define an analog "window" that encompasses the
failure region for the 1and 0 states and the pass region
for the high-impedance three-state mode. The thresholds
(both VH and VI) can be set up within either of two

DUT loading
A thorough functional test requires that the DUT outputs drive a load approximately that of an operating
logic gate's input. Almost any sort of load impedance
can be modeled using common passive components, but
such schemes are limited in flexibility—aspecific passive
load circuit is suitable only for one device family. What
is needed is a load circuit whose impedance characteristics can be quickly adapted to the immediate test.
The S-3295 handles this problem with afully programmable active load appended to each DUT output channel.
Whereas passive load circuits operate at fixed source and
sink current values, the active load offers independently
programmable currents-50 milliamperes in either direction. The turnover threshold voltage, at which the circuit
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3. Rising to the occasion. To test ECL parts, the pin card's driver
electronics can be programmed to produce signals with rise times as
fast as 1V/ns, left in this triple-exposure photograph. The card can
provide longer rise times for TTL (center) and MOS (right) parts.
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ranges: ± 5 I/ or ± 15 V. The system provides for detection of logic-state errors, or three-state errors, or both,
and a full-time mask mode (errors disabled) is also
available. The actual error detection occurs only during
the time specified by one of the comparison phases, of
which eight are available to every comparator. The
comparison path's rise time is 3 ns or less (1-v steps),
easily compatible with most outputs. Special error-detection modes further enhance the tester's capability,
making evaluation of device performance much simpler
(see "Finding problems, not faults," opposite).
Deskewing all paths
All of the events occurring at the DUT are timed and
synchronized by the system clock, which provides 16
phases distributed around the test station. Each driver
has available to it eight timing phases, as does each
comparator. Each inhibit circuit has three phases to select from. The per-pin phase selection is accomplished in
the mainline test program.
Timing accuracy and consistency are essential to
meaningful testing of digital logic devices. A central aspect of the accuracy issue is the shift in time (skewing) of
signals that are supposed to be coincident.
In the real world, the progation delays, cable delays,
and distributed capacitance of two presumably identical
signal paths are rarely equal. Consequently, asignal that
is split and sent along two such paths will not arrive at
its two destinations simultaneously. The test-system designer must strive to minimize the effect of this phenomenon wherever possible and to counteract it where neces-

sary, since DUT input and compare signals simply must
be aligned if valid tests are to be performed.
For each timing phase on every pin card, the S-3295
uses local look-up tables to correct skew differences related to the signal path. In the deskewing circuitry shown
in Fig 5, the contents of the registers are delay constants
determined at system calibration time under controlled
conditions, then stored in a disk file. Upon subsequent
system power-up, the constants are automatically transferred to the registers for use by the system. The incremental resolution of the delay data is about 50 ps, and
the adjustment range 8 ns.
This look-up—table technique yields pin-to-pin driver
and comparator skew figures as low as ± 350 ps, and the
data is updated whenever calibration is performed. As a
result, long-term drift in system performance is counteracted. Furthermore, if a particular application requires
even greater precision, the user may construct delay tables based on the parameters of a specific format or
timing set used by the DUT.
Though all of the preceding attributes—driver flexibility and precision, loading versatility, and timing accuracy—are necessary requisites for aVLSI test system, they
are ultimately of no benefit to the user if the system is
not able to provide the types of patterns he or she needs
to check out a device. Typically, the functional pattern
data going to the DUT derives from one of two types of
sources: stored-response sources such as aserial memory
or a pattern processor or an algorithmic processor that
generates pattern data at test time. Each pattern source is
mated to aspecific set of applications; no source can be
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4. Doubling up. For 40- MHz operation, the inputs to two drivers can be tied to one, using the switch mode enable to inhibit one driver (driver B).
Tying inputs together, rather than outputs, lets the device under test see the same back impedance, regardless of its speed.
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sacrificed without a corresponding loss in the utility of
the system.
The S-3295 integrates stored- response and algorithmic
modes into its pattern processor. The pattern processor
can itself store up to 4,096 words of force-compare pattern (as well as 1,024 words of inhibit-mask pattern), and
it has control over the two other possible sources of
functional data: the pin card's local memory and the
algorithmic pattern input.
Choosing sources
The serial-memory approach is primarily useful in testing devices requiring long, nonrepetitive data streams.
Logic ics produced by computer-aided design techniques
are ideal candidates for serially sourced patterns. CAD
patterns—the code lines used in modeling and debugging
logic circuitry on acomputer—usually consist of densely
packed unique pattern lines. They cannot be condensed
any more, nor can they be characterized by an algorithm.
The S- 3295's pattern processor is well suited to testing
such parts: it can select the pattern source at test time on
a cycle-by-cycle basis. During every cycle, one of eight
programmed combinations of force, inhibit, compare,
and mask data sources can be supplied to the DUT.
This programmable processor enhances the local-memory partitioning of the pin card. If the pattern processor
provides inhibit and mask data, the 32-K local-memory
segments usually allocated to those functions can be used
for force-compare pattern storage instead, effectively doubling the force-compare memory. As needed, the source
combinations can be changed in successive cycles.
For functional testing of serial-scan-path design de-

vices (CAD-designed parts with auxiliary serial I/0 pins
that allow the test engineer to monitor otherwise invisible
internal processes), the serial stored-response approach
typically is used. However, scan testing has unique requirements that may not be met by simple read-write
patterns. For example, the stored pattern may have to be
subdivided into segments, each of them constituting a
module of a full test. Furthermore, pattern-storage needs
can exceed the practical capacity of local memory. Finally, specialized circuitry is needed to store and trace serial-scan-testing errors.
For these parts, the S-3295 offers a dedicated pattern
source, the scan buffer, which is an optional 3-megabit
serial memory (1megabit each for force, compare, and
mask) that can be segmented into chains 64 K to 1Mb in
length. This buffer operates under control of the pattern
processor and feeds the external signal input on the pin
cards. It includes a 4,096-word error memory that keeps
arecord of every location of afailing chain bit, as well as
additional circuitry to flag failing chains.
Real-time pattern generation
In contrast to the serial storage and pattern-compression schemes where both input and output states are
fully described, algorithmic patterns contain no storedresponse information. At test time, an algorithmic pattern processor generates the regular, predictable patterns
used to test semiconductor memories. The algorithmic
approach yields the most condensed pattern storage of
all—billions of pattern lines can be issued from the half
dozen instructions that define a "galloping" pattern, for
instance. The pattern processor may be switched between

Finding problems, not faults
While basic go/no-go device testing is all that is required in
most production situations, data from the cycles preceding
an error is indispensable if device designers or evaluation
engineers are to make ameaningful assessment of device
performance. The design or evaluation engineer must be
able to determine where in the pattern a device failed in
order to spot address-related failures in the case of a
memory or instruction-related failures in the case of a
microprocessor. If the failing test cycle is to be correctly
localized, the test must, in effect, stop immediately upon
detection of the error in the device under test—that is,
during the same cycle.
However, inherent delays between pattern sourcing and
DUT response make it very difficult to stop during the actual
error cycle, particularly at maximim test rates. To counteract
these delays, a test system must provide a means of
accounting for any cycles that occur between error detection and test shutdown. Once the error cycle is determined,
the pattern information from that cycle can be retrieved and
digested during the postmortem.
To do this, the S-3295 uses alast-in, first-out history stack
and an error-event counter. The stack, located in the
pattern processor, keeps arunning record of the 255 most
recently executed program-counter locations. Immediately
upon detection of an error, the counter begins tracking the
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number of cycles until the stop-on-error process has run its
course. Thus the stack can point out the precise location
and sequence of data that cause the failure.
The S-3295 also provides another error-storage mechanism particularly useful in the algorithmic pattern mode.
Under mainline program control, ashift-on-error condition
can be set up before the functional test begins. For every
error the pin cards' comparators detect, the force pattern
and the error data from all pin cards operating during the
failing cycle are shifted into local memory by aclock pulse.
Proper alignment of stimulus data and the related errors
is guaranteed by a set of retiming registers. This shift-onerror function enables the test system to decipher adevice
under test—aread-only memory, for instance—by comparing the DUT output against afixed bit (usually 0) and storing
errors as described.
A third error-storage variation involves the use of the
stop-on-error mode in conjunction with continuous local
memory storage of force and error data during atest. The
test stops upon detection of an error, and the error event
counter records the number of post-error events. Thus, the
failing pattern line is pinpointed, accompanied by 32-K lines
of pattern preceding the error (or more, depending on
memory partitioning). In this application, the system acts as
avery powerful logic analyzer.
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stored-response and algorithmic modes on a cycle-bycycle basis. A common application of this feature is in
testing microprocessors with on-board memory; the
stored-response vectors are used to test the processor's
registers, arithmetic and logic unit, and so forth, while
the memory is exercised with patterns.
Functionally, a memory is easy to conceptualize as a
simple matrix of storage cells. Addressing the cell locations and storing and retrieving data are usually seen as
straightforward processes, but these functions represent
only the tip of the iceberg.
Beneath the surface lie unforeseen threats to smooth
testing—page-mode addressing, regional-data inversions,
pattern sensitivity, topological encoding: the list goes on
indefinitely. A truly versatile algorithmic pattern generator must deal with these memory-test issues, as well as
expediting the creation of simple, widely used and accepted test patterns.
In its algorithmic mode, the S-3295 pattern processor's
4,096-word memory is loaded with algorithmic instructions that compute pattern data in real time. As with the
stored-response modes, the pattern output per cycle is
dictated by loops, branches, and subroutines.
However, each algorithmic instruction is also linked to
agroup of dedicated registers: two 12-bit address generators, a 12-bit Z-axis generator; and a 32-bit force-compare data register. The Z-axis and the data registers may
be expanded to twice their standard width.
The full power of this pattern processor is needed in
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testing today's dynamic RAMS. These memories are usually partitioned into regions, with each region's data inverted relative to that of a neighboring region: in one a
charge stored in acell might represent alogic 1, while in
its neighbor the absence of charge represents logic 1.
Further complicating testing is the fact that dynamic
RAMS usually scramble their addresses; consecutive addresses do not access adjacent cells. If it is necessary to
address adjacent cells sequentially, as in testing with a
surround-disturb pattern, the address scheme must be
unscrambled. Before using such apattern, abackground
of all Os typically is written into the memory to ensure a
known starting state, and this also requires regional and
addressing knowledge.
In the algorithmic mode, the S-3295 pattern processor
generates address vectors by arithmetically manipulating
base registers, minimum- and maximum-address registers, the parity-mask register, agroup of general-purpose
registers, and a 4,096-word topology RAM. The Dur's
data-inversion regions can be determined by address-parity states and base-cell equality.
In the test situation outlined above, the basic background-fill/surround-disturb pattern is written using the
maximum address, base, and general-purpose registers;
the address output is channelled through the topology
RAM to propagate the incrementing address count into
corresponding physical locations in the memory matrix.
Finally, an address-parity test condition is established to
invert the data word based on region.
EJ
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There's aZ8001 CPU
in Ci)mmodore future.

Commodore is about to prove clock speeds greater than competitive products. What's more,
that Zilog's high-performance
its advanced, large-computer
CPU's are as ideal for consumer products as they are for architecture provides asmooth,
fast memory-management —
business and industrial appliwith no wait states. It requires
cations. Because soon the
30% less code to run C language
Z8001 CPU will appear in
than other 16-bit CPU's. Plus,
Commodore's new 16-bit perthe Z8001 CPU gives Comsonal computers. So why
modore access to aremarkably
did they select the Z8001 chip
broad software base— operatover all others?
ing systems, languages and
Consider size. Compared to
applications programs.
others, only the Z8001 16-bit
Now consider the migration
CPU delivers exceptionally
path.TIne
Z8001 device guarhigh performance in astandard
antees
Commodore
upward
48-pin package. It doesn't
migration
to
Zilog's
new
32-bit
take much board space, so it's
processor.
anatural, cost-effective soluFinally, Commodore has
tion for personal computers.
access to Zilog's family of
The Z8001 processor is also
the most reliable. Its transistor peripherals: the MMU, FIFO,
SCC, CIO, ASCC, UPC, BEP,
count is one-fourth that of
other popular CPU's, contribut- DCP and many others. All
compatible.
ing to higher reliability and

Commodore
selected the Z8001
CPU for all the right reasons.
Just like other successful
companies have: Ferranti,
Beckman Industries, Litton
Data Systems, Olivetti, Teletype, Sweda, Boeing, Raytheon,
Printronix, and Lear Siegler,
to name afew.
Shouldn't you find out what
they already know? Call Zilog
at 800-252-6560.0r write:
Zilog, Inc., Components
Tech. Publications, 1315 Dell
Avenue, MS A1-4, Campbell,
CA 95008.

Zilog
Pioneering the Micmworld
An affiliate iil

E4(0 N i.ieporatinn

Engineer's newsletter
Capacitor maker builds
inserter that outspeeds
commercial versions

Video course reveals
Deming's 14 points for
quality and productivity

Composite materials
for computer enclosures
battle emi-rfi problems

Unable to get equipment manufacturers to develop ahigh-speed insertion
machine for its increasingly popular capacitor housed in atwo-lead dual
in-line package, AVX Corp. has done the job itself. The result is ahead
that runs at 12,500 units/h when combined with aUniversal Instrument
or Dynapert positioning table, whereas the typical speed of the fastest
previous system is 3,800 units/h. The Myrtle Beach, S. C., firm plans to
sell 12 of the custom magazine-fed heads to Western Electric Co. and
then look for a licensee to build more.

W. Edwards Deming, the internationally renowned consultant given
much of the credit for sparking the quality-control movement in Japan,
believes that improved quality is the key to increased productivity. To
help engineering managers learn Deming's approach, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology has produced avideo course that delineates his
14 points for management. In the 16 videotapes, Deming demonstrates
how improved quality leads to high productivity, why quality production
requires a system of statistically based process control, and where the
responsibility for quality belongs. Further information about the tapes
and the accompanying textbook is available from Cynthia D. Robinson,
educational information officer, MIT, Room 9-234, Cambridge, Mass.
02139, or phone (617) 668-8360.

With the Federal government tightening its regulations on electrical
interference levels emitted by all types of equipment, the search is on for
cost-effective and easy-to-handle enclosures. Allied Corp.'s Fiber and
Plastics Co. is experimenting with shielding composites for the computer
industry by sandwiching thin metal meshes or conductive graphite with
fire-resistant plastics. The Morristown, N. J., firm says the outlook is
good for cheap shielding materials that can be easily molded or stamped
into equipment enclosures that will work to block electromagnetic and
radio-frequency interference.

Toll-free hotline gives
clean- room advice

Help with clean-room needs is just a phone call away. The Berkshire
Paper Co. of Barrington, Mass., has established aWiper Hotline to make
the company's extensive research data on all known clean-room wiping
materials available to anyone. Wiper Hotline callers can ask for
comparative data on different wiping materials and get advice on the
types of products to use for specific applications. They can also ask about
methods of testing for various wiper characteristics like absorbency,
particle generation, and purity, and find out about new and custom
products. Queries will be answered Monday through Friday from 9a.m.
to 5p.m. Eastern Standard Time at (800) 242-7000, or (800) 242-4034
forMassachusetts callers.

Jedec booklet simplifies
symbol searches

To help engineers speed through specs, the Joint Electron Device
Engineering Council has issued ahandy guide to approved symbols for
discrete and integrated semiconductors and optoelectronics. The
convenient booklet is aimed at making data sheets easy to read and write.
It is available from the Electronic Industries Association, 2001 Eye St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20006
Roger J. Godin
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POWER-ONE Quality - Now in Switchers
Following the successful lead of our International linear
series, these all- new, high- quality switchers ate designed
specifically for products sold throughout the world...resulting
in easier international marketing and bigger profits for you.

Multiple Outputs, With Worldwide Capabilities
Depending on the model, the new International Series offers
up to 5 outputs to accommodate today's most popular
applications...including small computers, terminals,
peripherals, word processors, disk drives, Winchesters, and
printers. At present, eleven models are available, rarging from
40 to 250 watts. Each has worldwide AC input capabilities
which are field selectable.

Meets Domestic & International Safety Standards

VDE-approved components where required, in addition to the
appropriate creepage, insulation, and clearance distances.
The International switchers also meet the emissions limits of
FCC Docket 20780 Class A, and VDE 0871/6.78 Class A. All of
which adds up to easier system approval for products
targeted for major international electronics markets.

Lightweight, Small Size, and Efficient
Incorporating the very latest state-of-the-art in switching
technology, the new International Series switchers offer all
the benefits of switching power supplies - high efficiency,
low heat dissipation, light weight, small size and simple construction. Add these advantages to POWER-ONE's traditional
quality and low cost, and there's no better buy in the
world... or for the world!

Our new switchers are designed to meet VDE UL, IEC, CSA,
as well as most other regulatory agencies worldw de. We use
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Now, characterize
digital boards and modules at
operational speed

At-speed testing with no
assumptions
Here's acomplement to expensive
but often slow test systems, and an
alternative to instrument clusters that
are hard to synchronize and difficult
to operate. In your production area,
HP's new 8180/82A performs atspeed testing, thus eliminating questionable performance assumptions.
On the bench, the problem of interfacing adevice to atarget system is
now solved, since the 8180/82A easily
simulates the actual environment.
Top performance is what you get
This new system offers reliable
answers up to 50 MHz, variable timing with 100 ps resolution, and
10 mV level steps over arange that
covers all logic families. And, digital
patterns make complex functional
testing easy.

Fast turn-around — increased
efficiency
With the 8180/82A on your bench
or in your production area, you have
immediate access when and where
you need it. And you have direct control over test parameters via the
system's easy-to-use softkey interface.
For real-time comparison testing, a
window permits setting worst-case
limits to help you quickly locate
steady or intermittant causes of level
and timing problems. Furthermore, a
new display mode, the error map,
gives an overview of the test data at
aglance. And ahigh level HP-IB
programming syntax enables you to
perform automated measurements
quickly and thoroughly. All this
speeds up turn-around time and
boosts engineering efficiency.

the data generator, and from 8to
64 channels for the data analyzer.
This lets you adapt the system exactly
to your requirements, thus optimizing your investment.
Your new solution is low-cost too
This new system helps to accelerate product development and to
improve product reliability by providing fast, comprehensive characterization of your modules and PC
boards. And you get all this capability at aprice that starts at just
$30,230*.
For complete details, contact your
local HP Sales Office listed in the
telephone directory white pages. Ask
for the Electronic Instruments
Department.
*

U.S.A. list pnces only.

Optimized investment — high
return
The modular 8180/82A System
expands from 8to 128 channels for
o
HP-IB
VSTEPAS

PIP rl3 Nor wrst IEEE 488 ,b,4 rne
hardware docurnentata,r , and
support that delwer, rt,r• , r , est
Path to a rheastaer, , ,,
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New products_

Work station integrates design, layout
Monochrome CRT display handles logic-design chores;
color tube does IC layout; software links two sets of processes
by Clifford Barney, Palo Alto bureau

An engineering work station that
unites design and layout of very
large-scale integrated circuits offers
two cathode-ray-tube displays for simultaneous use by a single designer.
It comes with software that integrates the two tasks, allowing a designer to change a logic gate or an
electrical value and then look at the
corresponding device on the layout.
The station's high-resolution eightplane color CRT is for displaying chip
layouts, and its four-level gray-scale
CRT shows schematics and text. A
mouse moves cursors on both of the
screens. The Scaldstar system will be
demonstrated at the Design Automation show in Miami in June and
shipped to customers this fall by Valid Logic Systems Inc.
The system adds an expanded version of the Caesar layout program
that was developed by John E. Osterhout at the University of California
at Berkeley, plus the firm's own design-rule—checking software, to the
firm's present Scald (structured computer-aided logic design) system of
hierarchical design tools. The company will also supply and support the
recently released Berkeley 4.2 version
of Unix with Scaldstar.
Scaldstar's color tube, which has a
resolution of 1,024 by 800 picture
elements, is from Mitsubishi; the
monochrome monitor has the same
resolution. The system's processor is
Valid's 68000-based S-32 computer,
supported by a 35-megabyte Winchester disk and 4.0-megabyte tapecassette drive. The entire package,
both hardware and software, is aggressively priced at approximately
$70,000, and the firm maintains that
the layout capability alone is more
efficient than elaborate minicomput-
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er-based plotting systems selling for
$250,000 and up.
The products in the work-station
line that Scaldstar augments are all
based on the Scald hierarchichal-design process, which was developed in
part by the company's engineering
vice president, L. Curtis Widdoes.
The Scald work stations simplified
the process of developing VLSI architecture, logic design, and performing
timing analysis and simulation of
chip operation.
In development, however, there remained the practical matter of translating a design into a chip, which
requires layout, design- and electri-

cal-rule checking, and circuit extraction. The purpose of the two-monitor
system is to integrate the two sets of
processes.
Cookie cutter. The color screen
will display up to 256 overlappable
colors. Color rectangles representing
circuit geometries are painted by the
Caesar software's special rectangular
cursor, which makes it easy to convert asingle instance of acircuit cell
into an array. The dimensions of the
cursor itself determine the spacing of
the array elements. The process of
copying or moving rectangles is simplified by treating the cursor as what
Osterhout calls an electronic cookie
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Now 4sizes...
24-, 28-, 40& 64-leads

Series 630 " PRO- ZIF"

New, Economical
Zero- Insertion- Force
Socket For liC Devices
• Most inexpensive ZIF socket on the market.
• Designed for use in many production applications.
• Very low profile ... only Vs" off the pc board.
• Easy opening and closing of contacts with a flip
of the lever.
• Single face wipe contacts on . 600" pin row centers.
• Light lead wiping action while contacts close.
• Operating range of

-

40°C. to + 105°C.

For samples, call
21 9 /2 87-5941 or
telex 25-8325.

Wells Electronics, Inc. 1701 S. Main, So. Bend, IN 46613, USA
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More Room ...
More Multibus Cages.
More Room
You get more room for
extra cards without increasing overall size, because our design gives you
greater inside dimensions.

More Reliability
All cages are constructed
of sturdy, durable anodized
aluminum with a single
mother board backplane
. . a concept that increases reliability and
minimizes interconnections.

More Models
We have more models than
all our competitors combined. Choose a cage with
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15,

16, 20,24 or 26 slots for the
right solution to your problem. We have models with
either 0.6" or 0.75" card
centers and can even accommodate wirewrap cards.

More Rack Mount
Models

Standard 19- inch rack mounting available for all cages.

More Warranty
A three year warranty is
your assurance of quality.

For Fast Delivery.
Call our toll free number
(800) 854-7086
In Calif. call ( 619)292-0242
In Canada Call:
Transduction Ltd.
(416) 625-1907

Electronic Solutions
5780 Chesapeake Court
San Diego, CA 92123

Fully Multi bus Compatible,
Terminated Mother Board.
Circle 211 on reader service card

muiri-cAGE®

Note Multi-Cage is aregistered trademark of Electronic Solutions
Multibus, trademark of Intel

New products
cutter, which can create a buffer for
all the graphics information contained in the area beneath it.
Checking the design rules on a layout with 500,000 or so rectangles can
chew up hours of time on mainframe
computers, points out Lou Scheffer,
who helped write the software. One
solution to this problem is to check
in a hierarchical manner. For example, a designer can develop an adder
cell, check it once, and then store a
version with the interior of the cell
erased, remembering only the connectivity when going on to check a
larger area.
Each succeeding hierarchical level
can be placed using only the inner
and outer connectivity of a doughnut-shaped area around the edge,
Scheffer says. The process requires
storing several representations of
each cell, but the area of the doughnut, which is about 5 p.m across, is
small compared with the area of an
entire cell, which might measure
about 100 p.m across.
Cell restriction. Also, the designrule—checking software restricts cell
overlap, such as occurs with bus
structures shared by two adjacent
cells, to make the hierarchical design
procedures possible. This restriction,
however, does not result in chip-area
penalties, according to the firm.
A single data base supports both
logic design and circuit layout. The
designer can begin with a block diagram, or "floor plan," of the chip,
showing elements such as a register
stack, adder, or programmable logic
array, and then perform cell layout
and both analog (electrical) and logic
simulation, and design- and electrical- rule checking.
The hierarchical structure fits well
with the file structure of the Unix
operating system used in the system.
Unix keeps information about how
blocks of stored data relate to one
another. For instance, an adder-cell
file might have subfiles labeled /layout, /donut, and /logic, all relating
to the same block. A comparison
utility can then check logic against a
schematic diagram.
Valid Logic Systems Inc., 650 North Mary
Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone (408)
773-1300 [338]
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When time is money...

Datron's 1062 Autocal DlUM
Split-second accuracy, autocalibration in minutes, and a
competitive package price of $3495,
the 1062 from Datron delivers
them all! Datron, acknowledged
worldwide for leadership in quality
digital multimeters, has incorporated many of the quality and
performance features of their topoftheline 1061 and 1071 series
into the Model 1062.
Invest in the best of both worlds!
The 1062 brings you all the benefits of amicroprocessor managed
design, optimised for bench,
professional, military and ATE

applications, coupled with high
performance and economy.

With Datron's DMM 1062 you'll have

•up to 220 readings/second
•63
4 digit display
/
• MI IEEE-488 interface
• " Covers on- calibration

All these features, and much
more, are available with Datron's
1062 Autocal OMM. To fully appreciate the versatility, measurement
accuracy and simplicity of the 1062,
you should try one yourself Call
us for more information and a
demonstration. You'll save time
and money.

• 0.0005"08 accuracy

Call toll-free at 1-800-327-0938

•Automatic Spec' read-out
•Worldwide after-sales
support, second to none
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3401 S.W. 42nd Avenue, Stuart, Florida 33494
(305) 283-0935 Telex: 525724
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We started out
giving you more terminal
for your money.
We still do.
We know where we started, and
we know where we're going. We first
entered the terminal market by
offering high quality terminals with
more features and functionality for less
money Our approach helped reshape
the entire industry, making TeleVideo
the world's leading manufacturer of
computer terminals.
But these days agood combination
of price and performance is expected.
Manufacturers must provide more in
order to be taken seriously. So we've
extended the lead of our entire product
line through innovation. From the
economical 910 PLUS, through our
advanced design 925 and 950 series,
up to today's revolutionary 970, we
continue to anticipate and deliver
exactly what you want in your terminals.
Though the world changes around
us, we always stay ahead. But our
philosophy of providing more terminal

for less money does not change. For
information, call toll-free 800-538-8725
(in California call ( 408) 745-7760), or
send us this coupon.
TeleVideo Systems, Inc
Dept #211E
1170 Morse Avenue
Sunnyvale,CA 94086
Yes, I'd like to know more about
TeleVideo's family of terminals:
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Telephone (
Santa Ana/California 714-557-6095
Sunnyvale/California 408-745-7760
Atlanta/Georgia 404-399-6464
Dallas/Texas 214-980-9978
Chicago/Illinois 312-351-9350
Boston/Massachusetts 617-668-6891
New Jersey/New York 201-267-8805
Woking, Surrey/United Kingdom 44-9905-6464

TeleVideo Systems, Inc.
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New products

Large LCD suits portable computers
Dot-matrix liquid- crystal display draws only 200 mW
while displaying graphics or sixteen 80-character lines
by Robert Neff, Tokyo bureau

Designers of portable gear ranging
from personal computers to measuring instruments will get a welcome
addition to their bag of tools this
summer with the advent of an unprecedentedly large and affordable
dot-matrix liquid-crystal-display panel from Sharp Corp of Osaka.
Boasting approximately half the
display capacity of the typical cathode-ray tube in a much more compact and energy-efficient package,
the LM-48001G [
Electronics, April
21, p. 75] will become available on a
sample basis starting in June at a
domestic price of about $ 346. Export
prices have not been determined yet,
but samples are expected to be in the
ballpark of the domestic price.
The 340-g panel is just 18 mm
thick but can display 16 lines of 80
characters each or 480-by- 128-dot
graphics in a 230-by-61-mm viewing
area. The unit itself measures acompact 290 by 110 mm. Power use is a
modest 200 mw maximum.
Producing a large and affordable
LCD panel poses a number of engineering problems. One is driving the
large number of electrodes involved.
The LM-48001G uses fully 28 complementary-mos integrated circuits to
do this, 24 to drive the vertical signal
electrodes and four to drive the horizontal scan electrodes. The ICs are
mounted on either side of the print-

ed-circuit board to which the panel
is attached. Circuits on the pc board
are linked through a rubber zebra
connector to leads printed on the
panel's two glass sheets.
Sharp uses a multiplexing scheme
that divides the 128 horizontal rows
of dots into 64-row halves. Each
block is driven at a 1/64 duty cycle.
Even at such alow duty cycle, engineers obtained a generous 25° range
of viewing angles (rotating the display around a horizontal axis) at a
contrast ratio of 2.
New formula. Key to the wide
viewing angle is Sharp's newly developed liquid crystal, the exact composition of which the firm will not divulge. It contains estercyclohexane,
phenylcyclohexane, cyanoester, and
another ingredient not named. The
electrodes are of indium-tin oxide,
also used in other company displays.
For the LM-48001G, adifferent production process achieves lower resistance and better transparency.
Another challenge is obtaining sufficient flatness in a glass panel so
large. Sharp engineers will not explain their solution to this problem
in detail either, but say the key is to
put bead or glass-fiber spacers between the glass sheets that sandwich
the liquid crystal. When warmed, the
spacers bond the sheets together and
serve as a low-pressure suspension.

The panel's operating temperature
range of 0° to 50°C and storage range
of —20° to 55°C are adequate for most
office and field-testing environments.
They are attained by the use of temperature-compensation circuits. But
for automobile dashboards—an application Sharp managers already see
demand for—the range must be widened. At 0°C, the rise time is 550 ms
and the decay time 950 ms. Those
times fall to 300 and 500 ms, respectively, at 25°C.
The contrast ratio of the darkblue-on-white display can be adjusted
with an external potentiometer. The
dots measure 0.4 by 0.4 mm and are
spaced 0.08 mm apart. Each dot can
be addressed separately.
Akira Fujimori, general manager
of Sharp's display division in the
Nara prefecture, attributes the panel's affordability to in-house manufacture of integrated circuits and
highly automated processing of the
electrode patterns. He talks openly of
plans to roll out a24-line LCD panel,
but notes that hurdles remain. The
required depth of 196 rows of dots
means more ICs and a multiplexing
scheme with a 1/96 duty cycle.
Tighter squeezing of segment-on and
-off voltages will reduce the viewingangle range to about 15°.
Fujimori says the LM-48001G
generated intense interest at the recent Electro/83 in New York from
personal computer and instrument
makers. Sharp may need to build up
quickly the monthly production rate
of 5,000 units set to start in June.
Sharp Electronics Corp., Electronic Components group, 10 Sharp Plaza, Paramus, N. J.
07652. Phone (201) 265-5600 [479]
Sharp Corp., 22-22 Nagaike-cho, Abeno-ku,
Osaka 545, Japan [339]
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THE FIRST CRT SCREEN THAT
KEEPS AIRLINE PILOTS
FROM HAVING ADISTORTED
VIEW (* THE WORLD.
At 37,000 feet and Mach . 84 the last thing apilot needs is
distorted flight data.
Which is why Sony has invented aremarkable new device.
A CRT screen that is entirely distortion-free.
SONY INTRODUCES THE WORLD'S ONLY FLAT-SCREEN
COLOR PICTURE TUBE.
The engineers of Sony have eliminated distortion by doing
what no other CRT manufacturer has ever been able to accomplish.They have created acolor screen that is perfectly flat.The
Sony SD- 126 Trinitron® CRT
And besides being distortion-free,
it has what many consider the clearest, The first electronic horizontal situation
brightest and sharpest color
indicator t
o
tica element
picture available today. An advantage attributable to the patented Trinitron one-gun tube.
‘.
The Sony SD- 126 is not just more
-desirable than any other video screen.
It is completely compatible with aviation
installation requirements.
For more information, or to discuss your own specific
application needs, contact Mr. T lid, Sony Corp. of America,
16450 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127. S
N
Sony and Trinitron are registered trademarks of Sony Corp.@ 1983 Sony Corp. of America.
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WANTED

PARTNERS TO HELP
PENNSYLVANIA FORGE
THE FACTORY OF THE FUTURE.
You have adream, avision of the
coming technology
Its seeds were planted by the likes
of Asimov, Clarke and H.G. Wells. Its
growth nurtured by every teacher class,
professor and experiment that ever challenged you. And inspired you.
In Pennsylvania we, too, have a
dream. The creation of an environment
in which our universities, industries and
state government join forces in apartnership to help scientists, engineers and
entrepreneurs like you forge your dreams
into tie technologies of the future.
Much of that environment already
exists. As you read this, more than
150,000 Pennsylvania engineers and
scientists are developing all facets of
advanced technology Robotics. Microelectronics. CAD/CAM. Biotechnology
There are now more major research
universities in Pennsylvania than any
other Northeastern state. And those
schools are supported by corporations
whose R&D contributions are among the
highest in the nation.
Last year we awarded almost nine
million dollars in low interest loans to
advanced technology companies.
We also created the catalyst that
will make our dream areality.
The Ben Franklin Partnership.
© 1983. Pennsylvania Department of Commerce

It combines the talents and
resources of our universities, small and
lare corporations, and state government
to further stimulate advanced technology
research and development. Millions of
dollars in grants will provide funds for
everything from basic product research
to specialized work force training and
sophisticated market planning.
As thorough as this partnership is,
it lacks one essential element
You. Your talent. Your vision.
Send the coupon to Walter Plosila,
Deputy Secretary for Technology
Or call him at ( 717) 787-3003. You'll learn
more about the quality of commitment, as
well as the quality of life you will find here.
In Pennsylvania, we share your
dream.
Come, be partner to ours.
Attach to letterhead or business card and mail to: Department of
commerce. 433 Forum Building Box 2004, Harrisburg PA 17120
Name

Tide

Company
Address

e
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
HAS A FRIEND
IN PENNSYLVANIA
Telephon

Dick Thornburgh, Governor lames O. Pickard. Secretary of Commerce
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Teleconferencing rolls into the office
Station on wheels has camera, monitor, and graphics module,
adds flexibility and informality to video conference systems
by Jeremy Young, New Products Editor
Radically scaling down the facilities
required for small video conferences,
the mcs (for mini-conference system)
is a roll-around console that can be
trundled into any office or conference room with acoaxial-cable hookup to local communications equipment. The $35,000 mcs from Compression Labs Inc. can be used for
conferences with one to three people
at its end of the link, freeing fully
equipped teleconferencing rooms,
which typically cost $ 175,000 or
more sans telecommunications gear,
for larger meetings.
The system is designed to work
with the firm's VIS 1.5 digital codec
or the recently introduced VIS 1.5E,
which both use 1.544-mb/s T1ditigal transmission channels for communications with remote locations.
A number of mcs units can share the
expensive telecommunications equipment, augmenting the capabilities of
adedicated conference room.
Offering the convenience of holding small conferences in handy locations, the mcs lends itself particularly to informal and impromptu use.
Consisting of a video camera, a 15in.—diagonal color monitor, microphone, speaker, graphics module,
and handheld controller, the system
can be linked to another of its kind
or to a teleconference room over a
local analog network. Multiple remote or local stations and teleconference facilities can be linked at once.
The graphics module can be
placed next to the person using the
station and stored in the mcs stand
when not in use. It contains its own
color camera, light, and opaque glass
in a desktop-high stand and functions at the selected video rate or,
when the VIS 1.5E is in use, can
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send a still frame at 56 kb/s.
The handheld controller lets the
user zoom the camera in and out
from his seat, adjust audio volume,
mute the microphone for privacy,
and select the main camera or the
graphics camera as the output signal
from the system. He or she can also
swivel the monitor unit, which has
the camera built in, over a 10° range.
High compression. The VIS 1.5E
video teleconferencing system's main
improvement over the 1.5 is its use
of a compression algorithm called
DXE, for differential transform coding. DXE improves picture quality for
agiven transmission rate by combining the advantages of intraframe and
interframe compression techniques.
Interframe video-data compression
involves sending only the parts of a
frame that have changed since the
last frame; its drawback is that as
the amount of motion increases, pictures begin to blur. Intraframe compression divides a frame into cells
and compresses each cell; those with
little detail require little data to be
sent. Intraframe images remain stable with motion, but tend to be less

crisp than an interframe system's display of a low-motion scene.
DXC first
applies Compression
Labs' patented scene-adaptive intraframe coding and then interframe
coding. Depending on scene content,
it achieves up to three times the
compression of the intraframe coding
alone used in the VIS 1.5, says the
firm. Picture stability is maintained
with motion, and the picture quality
formerly available at 1.544 mb/s is
now produced at 768 kb/s.
The VIS 1.5E operates at rates
from 512 kb/s to 2.048 Mb/s, allowing users to trade picture quality for
reduced operating cost. If a conference involves mainly still graphics
and audio, data rates can be significantly lowered: a graphics option
sends still frames at 56 to 64 kb/s.
The system also handles binary data.
The VIS 1.5E sells for $ 145,000,
and its television graphics option is
$16,500. It will be available in October. The mcs will be available during
the first quarter of 1984.
Compression Labs Inc., 2305 Bering Dr., San
Jose, Calif. 95131. Phone (408) 946-3060
[340]
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Introducing the sophisticated professional workstation.
The Symbolics 3600 Lisp- based system puts unlimited computing at you' fingertips
creasing productivity These benefits apply to
routine tasks aprogrammer or designer is now
Unlimited computing power
emerging application areas such as development
The Symbolics 3600 pets the level of computer
required to perform, dramatically reducing proof expert systems, symbolic mathematics, robotgramming and design time while significantly inpower associated with supermini class computers
ics, CAD CAM, genetic engineering,
in your hands at afraction of the usual
Symbolics 3600 Capsule Specifications
training simulators, and abroad range
cost. It has a36-bit tagged architecture
System CPU
50 KHz sample rale audio
Autodial Autoanswer 1200
of research activities. Each user in a
and executes programs at an average
36-bit tagged. stack . rriented
output
baud modem ( optional)
typical workstation environment has
of one million high-level instructions
architecture
Color 1280 o1024 with 8to
Operating System
23 megabyte RAM with ECC.
access to all other computing facilities
32 bits/pixel. 10 bits:
per second. Our standard 3600 system
Enhanced Zetalisp with onexpandable to 34
color RGB4optional)
line edit, compile. inspect,
on the network
software, apowerful and proven Lispmegabytes
debug. network file
Mass Storage
1125 gigabytes virtual
based operating and program developsystem. electronic mail
Built-in 169 megabyte
Join the new age of computing
memory
Totally interactive with soWinchester
ment environment, also supports
20 million byteisecald
The Symbolics 3600 brings to you
phisticated display system
Optional disk memory up to
memory bus
FORTRAN, PASCAL, C, Interlisp com18 gigabytes
Languages
today a new age of computing—
Floating point accelerator
Optional
cartridge
or
9track
Lisp.
Fortran77,
C.
Pascal,
patibility and Flavors object-oriented
(optional)
symbolic processing systems that
tape drives
Interlisp
programming.
Console and Keyboard
Flavors obiect-oriented
Communications
are being used by agrowing number
Bit-mapped raster di play
programming
Symbolics' innovations in symbolic
10 megabit orcond Ethernet
of 3600 customers as the sophistiB&W 17- inch. landscape
local area oetwork
Printer
computing extend the limits of soluformat. 1100 x804 plc&
One parallel itnd three
cated means for problem-solving. Join
Laser
Graphics
Printer
LGP-1
88 keys with n- key rollover
tions in traditional applications. For
standard erial ports
(optional)
them in this new age of computing.
3- button mouse
example, large-scale software system
Call or write today. Symbolics, Inc.,
development and VLSI circuit design
9600 De Soto Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311
are massive undertakings. The Symbolics 3600
(213) 998-3600.
software environment takes care of many of the

symbolics,,,

Symbolics is anade rate of Symbolics, Inc. Cambridge, Massachusetts.
©1983 Symbolics. Inc. Domestic sales offices: Chatsworth. CA (213) • Pala Alto. CA (415) 494-806' • Cambridge. MA (617) 576-2600 • Houston, TX (713) 820-3001 Internet:anal distributors: United Kingdom and
Véstem Europe: Scientific Computers Ltd., England, Tel (044461 5101 • t.outi Central Europe: DeiphkElectronic Design Systems SpA. Italy Tel (
0584) 31881 • Japan: Niemen Corporation Tel (03) 277-5017
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less than 5gm in diameter surrounded by carbon.
The layer has a surface smoothness of 3 p.m and withstands pressures of up to 10 N/cm 2.Uniformity
of the resistance layer, a prerequisite
for linearity, is ensured by precisely
maintaining the thickness during the
production processes.
The Graphic Commander will be
available in samples in September
and in larger quantities in January of
next year. The unit price in large
volumes will be between $200 and
$250, depending on the interface. A
keyboard-and-pad combination with
the pad measuring 11.5 by 9.5 cm
will be $ 500 to $550 in volume.

ting out electrical signals at a 381dot/in. resolution.
The mouse and adapter combination sells for $ 375 each; in lots of
100 to 499, the price falls to $273
each. The user can obtain from the
mouse's maker a program that runs
under MS DOS and CP/M-86, which
interactively allows the changing of
parameters. Delivery is from stock.

Preh Electronics Industries Inc., 8101 Mil-

Personal computer users can get letter-quality printing and other wordprocessing features for under $700
with the ComRiter CR II daisy wheel
printer. The unit boasts a 5-K-byte
buffer that can store up to three
pages of input, allowing a user to
reproduce multiple copies of documents stored in its memory.
The CRI1 prints at an average
speed of 12 characters/s, equivalent
to 140 words/min. Printing is bidirectional from an ASCII-standard cassette with 96 pedals per wheel. Other
features include printing superscripts,
subscripts, underlines, and boldface;
the unit also has backspacing and
proportional spacing.
Two standard interfaces are available: Centronics parallel and RS-232C serial. The printer can be operated
in aword-processing mode by simply
selecting the Diablo 630 sin protocol.
The at-II is available in quantity
now. Options include a tractor feed,
color print ribbons, a cut-sheet feeder, and interchangeable print wheels.

waukee Ave., Niles, III. 60648 [362]
Preh-Werke, P. O. Box 1540, D-8740 Bad
Neustadt, West Germany [477]

Mouse and interface adaptor
serve IBM Personal Computer
Teamed with its LogiMate interface
adapter, LogiMouse requires only
three simple connections to become
an integral part of the Ism Personal
Computer that can be used with all
Personal Computer software needing
some kind of cursor movement.
The mouse's movement is converted to cursor-key inputs with programmable X and Y resolution. Its
function keys are also programmable.
LogiMouse gives users three levels
of software sophistication for various
functions. On the first level, movements of LogiMouse are viewed by
the system as simple keyboard inputs. On the second level, adynamic
change of values is allowed, thereby
implementing acommunications protocol between LogiMouse and the
Personal Computer.
On the highest level, the LogiMate
adapter discriminates and counts the
X and Y pulses of the mouse and
communicates with application software. This level is useful for the implementation of drawing programs in
which every step of movement is important. At the third level, resolution
is at asoftware scaling factor of over
200 dots/in. The mouse itself is put-
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Logitech Inc., 165 University Ave., Palo Alto,
Calif. 94301. Phone (415) 326-3885 [363]

12-character/s daisy wheel
printer goes for under $ 700

Comrex International Inc., 3701 Skypark Dr.,
Torrance, Calif. 90505. Phone (213) 3730280 [365]

Educational system overlays
text and graphics on video
A multimedia video learning station
that incorporates a hardware/software option for the Professional 350
personal computer marks Digital
Equipment Corp.'s entry into the
education- and training-system market. The Interactive Video Information System (iv is) integrates moving
or still television pictures with computer-generated text and graphics on
the Professional 350 color monitor.
The ivis option enables the 350
personal computer to combine moving video images, using either RS170
or National Televison Systems Committee standards, with text and
graphic overlays and synchronized
sound. It accepts two external video
sources, such as disk, tape, camera,
or other video inputs. In addition,

the system will control several models of industrial laser video-disk players. Two selectable audio inputs allow the use of stereo soundtracks or
bilingual narration. An audio output
capability is also available via the
350 computer's optional Telephone
Management System.
A minimum working configuration
includes the Professional 350 system
unit, ivis interactive video option,
country kit (which contains a native
language keyboard and documentation), VR241 13-in, color monitor,
cable, 5-megabyte hard disk and controller, and P/OS operating system.
The basic system sells for $ 12,624.
Deliveries will begin late in the year.
Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass.
01754 [364]
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7-CHANNEL
ANALOG DATA RECORDER

RTP-502A

PHILIPS TYPE COMPACT CASSETTE
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Kyowa's compact data recorder.
It goes right along with you.
At last, Kyowa engineering has
created a data recorder which you
can conveniently pack into a suitcase- with room left for the other
necessities. The compact 10-lb
design measures only 10.5 x4.6 x
5.7. And beneath that modern
styling you get high vibration and
shock resistance clearing ±.2G and
10G respectively, allowing for
accurate data recording even on a
motorcycle travelling over the
roughest roads.
To reproduce facts and figures
obtained on the 7 channels of the
Philips type compact cassette tape,
you can choose either

RTP-501A (
std.) or
RTP-501AL (
with DC level shift
function). Though compact and
portable. they are equipped with
record and reproduce amplifiers,
and match up favorably with desktop models for laboratory applications. A DC-DC converter or AC
power pack is available on order to
RTP-502A

RTP-501A/AL'

meet your particular requirements.
All models in the RTP-502A and
RTP-501A/AL lineup accept the DR
mode through simple replacement
of the FM amplifier.
For complete details, write or call

M KYCIIWA_ IDENTV-ID
Subsidiary of K yowa

KYOWA DENGYO CORPORATION
dl Ruckman Road, Closter, N.J 01624
Phone: 201-784-0500 Telex: 135067 KYOWA USA
Manufacturer

KYOWA ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS CO., LTD.
ok y0
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"There are two schools of thought
when it comes to E-PROM," Vittera
explains. "Ours is to use piggyback
packaging technology to make the
part work with standard E-PROMs.
The other approach is to put E- PROM
and all of the other circuits onto a
single die in a package with a little
Expanded addressing capability
ov [ultraviolet] window."
lets microcomputer shoulder
One step ahead. The latter approach limits more severely the size
more piggybacked memory
of the E-PROM: large on-chip memory arrays increase die size to the
The contents of an 8-K-by- 8-bit
point where yields begin to fall. "Our
memory chip can be addressed by
largest memory size is now 8-K
the latest in a line of single-chip mi- bytes, while people placing E- PROM
crocomputers designed to carry soft- on chip are still in the 2- or 4-K-byte
ware in erasable programmable readareas. Generally, we will always be
only memory plugged piggyback
two to four times ahead with the
style into a socket built into the top
piggyback approach," Vittera claims.
of the package. The MK38P70-97521
Available in 40-pin ceramic dual
is the first chip to be added to Mos- in-line packages with 28-pin sockets
tek's 38P70 8-bit microcomputer line on top, the 38P70-97521 is priced at
in nearly three years.
$45.30 each in 100-piece quantities.
To access 64-K of off-chip E-PROM,
Samples are now available, and prothe United Technologies Corp. sub- duction volumes are scheduled for
sidiary modified the 38P7O's pro- late June.
gram counter and address circuitry.
Just as with current 38P70 family
Previously, 2-R-by-8-bit E-PROMs
members, the processor operates at
were the densest chips used with a temperatures from 0° to 700C. Made
38P70. Jim Vittera, microcompon- with Mostek's silicon-gate n-channel
ents product line manager at Mostek,
mos technology, it has a maximum
says the device is being introduced in
power dissipation of 655 mw. It uses
order to better meet the future needs
a 4-MHz crystal and a single + 5-v
of 8-bit microcomputer applications,
power supply.
which require an increasing amount
The MK38P70-97521 is pin-comof memory.
patible with MK3870 microcomput-

Microcomputers & systems

64-K E-PROM
rides on CPU
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ers, which have on-chip ROM for
high-volume applications. It has a
programmable binary timer and 32
TTL-compatible input/output lines.
Of 128 bytes of on-chip random-access memory, 64 bytes are scratchpad and the rest is available for program execution.
The device is expected to address a
wide range of controller applications,
such as in instruments, terminals,
and motor-control systems. It is particularly applicable to prototyping
and low-volume designs, where customers often alter the firmware for
each system.
Mostek Corp., 1215 W. Crosby Rd., Carrollton, Texas 75006. Phone (214) 466-6000
[381]

Fast unit can burn programs
into 450 types of memories
The model 22A personal programmer needs no personality modules to
burn programs into over 450 different chips, including mos erasable
programmable read-only memories,
fuse-link and bipolar PROMs, and single-chip microcomputers. With its
32-K-by-8-bit random-access memory, it can program the new 32-R-by8-bit E-PRoms.
The portable unit, which has a
built-in ultraviolet erasing light, is
designed for high-speed high-yield
programming. For fast programming, it incorporates the latest intelligent algorithms, eliminating redundant programming pulses by checking memory cells after each pulse to
see if they have been programmed.
To maximize yields, it reads Jedecencoded electronic signatures, which
allows it to adjust its programming
algorithm to the requirements of individual devices.
Standard features include device
manufacturers' approvals of all programming
algorithms,
simplified
source-destination command protocol, a comprehensive data editor for
revising or debugging software, and
27 data formats, including 16-bit formats. Device tests include illegal bit,
blank check, backwards device, and
two-pass verification. Available six
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Analog's advanced
monolithic technology
produces the first
dual digital-to-analog
converter.

your op amps and other components
went dual. And for those applications
you've had to shelve due to poor matching, package counts, and costs, here's a
whole new lease on life.
Now that we've made the dual DAC a
reality AD7528's the only realistic solution
whenever you need two or more DACs
You're not seeing double. You're seeing
on aboard. If that statement seems too
Analog's monolithic technology now at
strong to believe, convince yourself with
work for the first time on dual digital-toour AD7528 data sheet. It's yours for the
analog converters. VVe've shoehorned
asking when you contact Don Travers
the functional equivalent of two 8-bit
or Steve Miller at (617) 935-5565, or write
monolithic DACs into asingle 20-pin 0.3"
Analog Devices, Inc.. P.O. Box 280,
DIP And we've made our CMOS AD7528
Norwood, MA 02062. The truly unbelievinfinitely practical. It gives you superior
able part is what's coming next in multiDAC to DAC matching and tracking
functional CMOS from Analog Devices.
(within 1%), takes up almost 50% less
real estate,
interfaces
easily with
most MPs, and
costs only $ 5.25
in thousands.
Here at last in a
DAC are all the size,
price, and design
advantages you came
to know and love when

ANALOG
DEVICES

UngularlyAnalog.
The world's first
dual 8-bit DAC
Headquarters (6171329-4 700. California: ( 714)842-1717. ( 6191268-4621.1408) 94 7-0633:11 nos .012) 653-5000: Ohio:1614j 764-8795; Pennsylvania: (215) 643-7790:Texas: (214) 231-5094,
17131664-6704; Washington ( 2061251-9550, Belgium. ( 32 3)137 48 03; Denmark: 452)845800: France: (33 1)687-34-11. Holland:(31 1)620 51080. Israel (972 052) 28995:
39 2) 6898045,139 216894924: Japan -(81 3) 26g-6826; Sweden (46 8) 282740; Switzerland (41 22)31 5760; United K1 ,Igrlon) 144 1)940466 West Germàny (4989) 570050
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Before you work
anywhere, take a
look at the tools
we work with.
s-

NASAs space shLttle. For Air
Force officers working as scientists
and engineers, the challenge is
just beginning. In fact, from
laboratories to lasers to launch
pads, we have exciting projects and
management opporunities very
few employers can offer.
For example, Air Force scientists
are developing experiments that
will be an important part of the
space shuttle's cargo in the years to
come. Experienced Air Force
engineers will work as shuttle
mission planners and as astronaut
flight controllers.
If you have atechnical degree
with ascience or math background,
we may have achallenging future
for you as an Air Force officer. It's a
future that demands the vision and
commitment of people like you.
And it's vital to our country.
For more information about
Air Force science and engineering
opportunities, call our toll-free
Engineer Hotline 1-800-531-5826
(in Texas 1-800-292-5366).
Better yet, send your resume
to HRS/RSAANE, Randolph AFB,
TX 78150. There's no obligation.

AIR FORCE
A great place for
scientists and engineers.

New products
chip

peripherals;

the

64-pin

Z8208

and Z8216 include extra lines to support all 24 address lines and external
access to the on-chip peripherals.

Controller runs DMA transfers
between host, external units

In lots of 1,000, the Z8108, Z8116,
Z8208, and Z8216 are $40, $48, $ 60

For applications requiring high-speed

and $ 72 each, respectively.

data transfer between a PDP-11

Zilog Corp., 1315 Dell Avenue, Campbell,

VAX host and external devices, the

Calif. 95008. Phone (408) 370-8000 [382]

DMA-700
ered

controller

at rates approaching
weeks after receipt of order, the 22A

provides

direct-memory-access

or

buff-

transfers

1 megabyte/s.

Speech- synthesis prototyper

Complex device control can be mi-

also can act as demonstrator

to unburden the host computer.

multiple MOS PROM sets and those

American Microsystems Inc.'s EVK

2901B

with wide words in one pass. Called

3620

evaluation

tains 16-K bytes of memory. A cus-

the GangPak, it is compatible with

board is suitable for demonstrating

tom interface card provides the inter-

the company's 29A and 100A univer-

the high-quality speech of the com-

face with a wide range of graphics

sal programmers. It sells for $2,150

pany's S3610 and S3620 speech syn-

terminals and recorders.

and is available in eight weeks.

thesizers and for developing proto-

In addition to the DMA- 700, the

Data I/O, 10525 Willows Rd., N. E., C-46,

type systems. A preassembled speech

company provides a microcode de-

Redmond, Wash. 98052. Phone (206) 881-

evaluation board, the EVK 3620, in-

velopment system for user develop-

6444 [389]

cludes Ami's S3620 LPC-10 speech

ment of custom software, as well as

synthesizer,

programming

sells for $ 5,150.
The company is also introducing
an

accessory

product

to

croprogrammed

program

into

the

controller

The controller is based on a 16-bit
speech-synthesis

S6805

microcomputer,

bit-slice

processor

support

and

to

con-

help

the

S3630 128-K read-only memory, au-

user customize the controller to meet

On- chip peripherals and cache

dio amplifier, and keyboard.

his or her needs.

speed Z800 operation fivefold

with

The

S3630

Rom

is

programmed

158 words in a female voice.

The words can be addressed and spo-

Available in 45 days, the controller sells for $ 3,500.
General Digital Industries Inc., 500 Wynn Dr.,

Thanks to some on-chip peripherals

ken individually or combined in se-

Huntsville, Ala. 35805. Phone ( 205) 837-

and an on-chip cache memory, the

quence using the keyboard to form

8305 [ 385]

Z800 microprocessor family runs any

phrases or sentences.

software written for the Z80 up to
five times as fast as the Z80.
new family,

The EVK 3620 can be used in two

The

different modes. When connected to

the

a 5-v power supply and a speaker,

to be available in

2megabytes in aMultibus slot

first quarter of 1984, can run in an

the board

8- or 16-bit bus architecture and op-

demonstration

erate at clock rates of from 10 to 25

on-board, 22-pin edge connector, it

Compatible with both 8- and 16-bit

MHz, compared with the fastest Z80

can be directly controlled by another

Multibus-based

running at 8 MHz.

product

8086 ± memory module can add up

On-chip functions include four direct-memory-access
counter-timers,
grammable

timer,

universal

receiver-transmitter,

or system.

By

use

of the

Available

now,

systems,

the

CI-

the board sells for $ 310.

to 2 megabytes and occupy only one

American Microsystems Inc., 3800 Home-

Multibus

slot.

Other

a pro-

stead Rd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051. Phone

available

with

capacities

(408) 246-0330 [383]

bytes, 256-K bytes, 512-K bytes, and

asynchronous
an

unit.

three

channels,

one

is a stand-alone speech-

Memory module can pack

interrupt

versions
of

are

128-K

1 megabyte.
On-board

controller, a 10-bit dynamic random-

refresh-control

logic

a

contained in dynamic random-access

clock oscillator, a memory manage-

memory permits maximum processor

ment unit, and a 256-byte cache.

throughput. CI- 8086+ is addressable

access-memory refresh controller,

The Z800 family includes four de-

in

32-,

64-,

or

512-K-byte

blocks.

vices: the Z8108 and the Z8208 sup-

Data-access time is quoted at 270 ns,

port

cycle time at 400 ns.

the

Z80

8-bit

nonmultiplexed

bus, and the Z8116 and Z8216 support the Z8000's multiplexed
Z-bus.

The Z8108

and

16-bit

Z8116

will

Delivered from stock, the 2- megabyte board sells for $ 8,700.
Chrislin Industries Inc., Computer Products

come in a 40-pin package, supporting

Division, 31352 Via Colinas, Westlake Vil-

19 of the 24 address lines but not

lage, Calif. 91361. Phone (213) 991-2254

permitting external access to the on-

[387]
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with 350 ns for EPROMs. In contrast, the fast 45-ns access time of
16-K bipolar PRoms is achieved at
the cost of power consumption of
180 mA, even on standby. Powerdown bipolar parts with 100-mA active power consumption (45 mA on
standby) sacrifice speed, however,
2-K-by-8-bit polysilicon-fuse
with access times stretching out to
programmable read-only memory
125 ns. Thus the HM6616 constitutes a unique combination of high
has wide temperature range
speed and low power.
90-ns part coming. A faster verSubstantially bettering the power
sion (the HM6616B) with an access
consumption of other nonvolatile
time below 90 ns will be available in
memory types, a 16-K complemen- the third quarter of this year. In adtary-mos programmable read-only
dition, an 8-K-by- 8-bit version is now
memory aims at a variety of micro- being designed.
processor-based systems. Based on
The 6616 comes in a 24-pin sidepolysilicon-fuse technology, the HM- brazed ceramic dual in-line package
6616's low power, high speed, and
or in a 32-pin leadless ceramic chipreliable data retention at extreme
carrier compatible with Joint Electemperatures particularly befit appli- tron Device Engineering Council
cations in harsh environments such
standards. The 24-pin package meets
as military or high-temperature in- the standard pinout for byte-wide
dustrial systems, maintains Walt
memories and thus is pin-compatible
Niewierski, c-mos technical market- with 2716 and 27C16 EPROMs.
ing engineer at Harris.
Unlike the EPROMs, however, the
The 2-R-by-8-bit part's maximum
part operates synchronously to reoperating power of 13 mA/MHz con- duce active power consumption. Syntrasts favorably with the 25 mA/MHz
chronous operation requires an enof 16-K c-mos erasable PROMS and
able strobe for each valid address,
the 100 mA of n-channel MOS E- which is thereby latched internally.
PROMs. Standby current is a maxiAn additional benefit thus is the
mum of 100 p.A over temperature;
elimination of the need for external
both industrial (-40° to + 85°C) and
latches when using the part on a
military (-55° to + 125°C) versions
multiplexed bus.
are available.
The chip-enable access time is 150
At the same time, its maximum
ns; address setup and hold times are
access time is just 175 ns, compared
25 and 30 ns, respectively. The cycle

Semiconductors

C-MOS PROMs
use 13 mA/MHz

,e.311.7_11£711,22.7111=32.1213,222a311211111311121IIITITT
1111111111111111111111111111111111111.U1
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time is 200 ns. The part's input and
output lines are TTL-compatible; outputs can drive up to 12 low-power
Schottky-TTL loads.
HM6616 programmable Roms are
available now, at a price of $22 each
for 100 or more pieces of the industrial version.
Harris Corp., Semiconductor Digital Products
Division, P. O. Box 883, Melbourne, Fla.,
32901. Phone (305) 729-5261 [411]

First-in, first-out memory
operates at 16.7 MHz
A first-in, first-out memory circuit
boasts a guaranteed 16.7-MHz shiftin, shift-out rate, making it a likely
candidate for use in digital video systems, where high cycle rates are a
must for data transfer. With a guaranteed maximum fall-through time
of 1.3 1.ts, the part is 20% to 30%

C6 7.401E3

!Mt? 1
1
faster than existing FIFO units, the
company claims.
Organized as 64 words by 4 bits
(part C/67401B) or 64 words by 5
bits (model C/67402B), the FIFOs
are offered as stand-alone devices or
in versions that allow cascading for
applications that will require increased buffer depth. The versions in
the commercial temperature range
(from 0° to 75°C) that operate on a
single 5-v power supply are now
available in production quantities.
Power consumption is specified at
180 mA for the 64-by-5-bit part, and
at 200 mA for the C/67401B.
In lots of 100 to 999 and housed
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CLEAN ROOM TECHNO

"My job is to stay

ahead of the competition
...the last thing Ineed to worry about is dean
room reliability."
It rakes more than the latest techniques in filtered-air circulation and
static-control devices to develop aclean
room environment. It takes aknowledge
and comprehension of your processing
requirements, equipment selection, process techniques and personnel disciplines.
And that's our specialty. At Comp-Aire.
we're working in your industry everyday: designing and building engineered
clean room systems that work— perfectly
— in the computer, aerospace. and microelectronic industries, to name just afew.
We take "total iesponsibility" for all
phases in the design and construction
of reliable, worry- free clean rooms.
By working closely with you, we can

assure you aclean room environment
that meets your exact criteria. process
and technologies.
Simply stated, aComp-Aire clean
room will enhance the performance of
your equipment, increase the stability
of your product and achieve the level of
accuracy it takes for you to compete in
today's marketplace.
We'd like to tell you more. Call
1800 253-0900, or use
our fast response coupon.
Comp-Aire Systems. Inc.,
4160 44th St.. SE, Grand
Rapids. MI 49508.

Int

camp-aire

Discover how aworry- free
clean room can work for you.

EI

D Please have aComp- Aire representative
contact me.
CI Please send more information on
Comp- Aire Systems.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone

Ext
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SIEMENS
New products
in a 16-pin ceramic dual in-line package, the C/67401B goes for $ 35.43
each. The C/67402B, housed in an
18-pin DIP, goes for $43.46 each in
like quantities. Delivery takes about
six to eight weeks.
Monolithic Memories Inc., 1165 E. Argues
Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone (408)
739-3535 [414]

3- µ,m-channel arrays boast
2,400 gates, 96 bonding pads
The ISO 3/5 family of fast complementary-mos gate arrays has two
new members, designated the ISO3H and ISO-5H, that contain 2,400
gates with 96 available bonding pads.
Each bonding pad has the required
devices to allow it to be used as either an input with protection circuitry or an output with TTL or c-mos
buffer drivers.
The arrays use the firm's unique
topology, which permits high density
and a high cell count but requires
only one level of metal. The ISO-3H
has a 3-µ,m gate length and can run
at toggle speeds of 75 MHz; the ISO5H claims a30-MHz toggle speed for
its 5-µ,rn gate lengths.
The company's oxide-isolated silicon-gate c-mos process makes use of
a minimum number of masking
steps, which allows very fast turnaround times for prototypes—typically 20 weeks from schematic input
to shipped prototypes. Development
charges, including 20 prototypes, are
$35,000 for the 3H arrays and go to
$30,000 for the 5H versions.
Universal Semiconductor Inc., 1925 Zanker
Rd., San Jose, Calif. 95112. Phone (408) 2792830 [416]

Latching feature cuts
ROM's access time to 35 ns
A unique latching feature allows an
8- and 16-K registered read-only
memory to operate at twice the
speed of standard devices. The Roms
contain an 8-bit edge-triggered register at the output that allows the
memory to pipeline data and reduce
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the effective access time to 35 ns.
Designated the SY3308R and the
SY3316R, the two Roms are organized as 1-K by 8 bits and 2-K by 8
bits, respectively. They are targeted
at bit-slice—microprocessor pipeline
applications, replacing the 27S35/37
and 27S45/47 programmable Roms
at the time a design is transferred
from prototype to production.
Both Roms are designed to be
compatible with industry-standard 8and 16-K bipolar PRoms, eliminating
the need to redesign printed-circuit
boards when replacing prototyping
PRoms for volume production. They
have full TTL compatibility on all inputs and outputs and operate off a
single + 5-v power supply.
Available now, the 8-K part goes
for $ 8.50 each, and the 16-K version
for $22.50, both in lots of 1,000.
Synertek, 3001 Stender Way, MS-34, Santa
Clara, Calif. 95054. Phone (408) 988-5618
[418]

64- bit RAM gets speed boost
to 25-ns access time
The industry-standard 74S189 64-bit
random-access memory, with threestate ouptuts, is now available in a
high-speed version. Organized as 16
by 4 bits, the part now boasts an
access time of 25 ns instead of 35 ns.
Its maker claims that as aresult of
the improved access time, the new
74S189A will be more useful in systems where small scratchpad RAMS
and register files are required. Because outputs are in a high-impedence state during writing and data
inputs are inhibited during reading,
both inputs and outputs can be connected to a data bus without the
need for interface circuitry.
The 74S189A is fully decoded and
features a chip-enable input to simplify the decoding needed to achieve
the desired organization. It is available in sample quantities in a 16-pin
ceramic or plastic dual in-line package. In lots of 100, the plastic package goes for $2.70 each.
National Semiconductor Inc., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051. Phone
(408) 721-5000 [419]

Siemens Ferrites
available nationwide
from Permag.
In the Atlanta area:
Permag Dixie Corp.
6730 Jones Mill Court
Norcross, GA 30092
(404) 351-0994
In the Boston area:
Permag Northeast Corp.
10 Fortune Drive
Billerica, MA 01865
(617) 273-2890
In the Chicago area:
Permag Central Corp.
1213 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312) 956-1140
In the Dallas area:
Permag Southwest Corp.
1111 Commerce Drive
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 699-1121
In the Los Angeles area:
Permag Pacific Corp.
10631 Humbolt Street
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(714) 952-2091
(213) 594-6515
In the Minneapolis/St. Paul area:
Permag Minnesota Corp.
14956 Martin Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 934-4635
In the New York area:
Permag Corp.
400 Karin Lane
Hicksville, NY 11801
(516) 822-3311
In the San Francisco area:
Permag Sierra Corp.
1159 Sonora Court
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-1080
In the Toledo/Detroit area:
Permag Magnetics Corp.
2960 South Avenue
Toledo, OH 43609
(419) 385-4621

SIEMENS

Quality ferrites
and hardware...

available now, under one roof.
When it comes to choosing
ferrites and associated hardware
for your switched- mode design,
Siemens is the name to
remember. We're an established
world leader in the development
and manufacture of ferrite cores
and materials for use in today's
high- frequency, high power
switchers.
All Siemens ferrites are
unsurpassed in quality and
consistency. Choose from awide
variety of Ecores ( including the
popular 1EC standard sizes), PM
cores (50 mm diameter and up),
and high-performance CC cores.
Pot cores; EP cores; highpermeability types; highfrequency types...and acomplete
line of bobbins, mounting clips,
and mounting assemblies. You
name it, Siemens supplies it— in
the quantitites you need and in
the precise values and tolerances
your design requires. And here's
more good news...our quality
ferrites and associated hardwarl
are competitively priced.

•
•

For further information,
return the attached coupon.
Siemens Components, Inc.
Special Products Division
186 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, NJ 08830 (800) 222-2203.
(In Canada, 514-695-7300).

Siemens...
the dependable source for ferrites.
CG 2000
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THE LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY MODULE
THAT WORKS IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT.
Liquid Crysta: Displays have attractive advantages, such as low
power consumption and sunlight readability. But until now, their
use has been limited by restrictions such as narrow operating
temperature range and small characters that were difficult to
read; and, if it got too dark, you couldn't read them at all.
IEE has changed all of that with the introduction of its widetemperature DAYSTAR NOVATm Series. The dot matrix characters
are large- 1/2" ( 12.7mm) high— and optional electroluminescent
backlighting keeps them easily readable even in darkness.
These full- electronics modules interface easily
to a microprocessor, and require only + 5 VDC
power. In addition to the 1x 20 format shown,
DAYSTAR NOVA Modules will soon be available
in other formats, including 2x 20 ( 1/2" char, ht.),
and 1x 40, 2x40, and 4x20 ( 1/3" char. ht.).

E

Circle 188 for Immediate Application

FEATURES
*
*
*
*
*

Wide operating temperature — from — 30 to + 85°C
Optional EL backlighting — powered by + 5 VDC
Large characters- 1/2" high— for excellent legibility
High contrast ard wide, adjustable viewing angle
Simple interface — ASCII- input, 8- bit data bus

So, if you need a Liquid Crystal Display Module that's easy to
read — day or night— and shrugs off temperature extremes, then
plug in IEE's DAYSTAR NOVA. For a data sheet and inforour special Evaluation Kit Offer, contact
THE mation about
William Williams, Marketing Manager, Industrial
DISPLAY Products Division, INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS, INC., 7740 Lemona Avenue, Van
MAKERS Nuys, California 91405; ( 213) 787-0311, ext. 212.
Circle 189 for Reference Material

New products
Packaging & production

Process builds
tiny print heads
Micromachining techniques make
titanium and tantalum parts
such as heads for ink-jet printers
High-yield micromachining techniques with photolithographic precision and step-and-repeat characteristics similar to that of integrated-circuit processing have been developed
by the Millis Corp. for fabricating
accurate titanium or tantalum components. These components are processed in parallel and targeted for
use in ink-jet print heads, liquid-andgas mixing nozzles, flow restrictors,
and spinnerette nozzles for the fiberdrawing industry.
In many of these applications, the
fluid is caustic or interacts with passageway material and tends to clog.
The chemically resistant titanium or
tantalum parts can be made with
multiple grooves or channels with

complex shapes. A thin cover of the
same metal is bonded to the surface
to seal the channels and form a
strong monolithic structure. Layers
can be stacked and bonded with the
desired interconnection paths, forming three-dimensional fluid paths.
The bonded interface is of high quality and will have the temperature,
pressure, and caustic resistance of
pure bulk titanium or tantalum, according to the firm.
Small dimensions. Channels can be
made with cross-sectional dimensions
as small as 1 mil wide and 2 mils
deep. Centers can be spaced as little
as 3 mils apart. Moreover, the
grooves of, for example, flow restrictors can be tens of feet long.
A precise groove shape and maximum packing density is ensured by
controlled shaping of the side walls:
they can be within 4° of the vertical.
The separation or relationship of the
grooves may be varied from the inlet
face to the outlet face to achieve the
desired flow characteristics.
The price of these components is
about $ 100 each in small quantities.
Deliveries are in 12 weeks.
Millis Corp., 140 Dover Rd., Millis, Mass.
02054. Phone (617) 376-2611 [391]

Multilayer capacitive array
cuts cost of emi suppression
Electromagnetic
radiation
from
home computers, video games, and
other consumer electronic items is a
major problem for equipment vendors, and one of the worst radiation
sites is right at the input/output connector. Usually this is taken care of
by using relatively expensive filtered
connectors. A new alternative is the
use of multilayer ceramic capacitor
arrays, which may be combined with
standard connectors to give aless expensive, more reliable solution to radiated electromagnetic interference.
These multilayer ceramic capacitor
arrays have been developed in rectangular and circular shapes. Each
hole of an array is connected to one
plate of a capacitor, and the periphery of the substrate is a common
ground for all the capacitors. The
array of parallelled capacitors is tied
on the ground side to a solid radiofrequency sink like the shell of a
metal connector. The pins of a connector are fitted through the holes in
the array; all pins may be filtered.
In acircular configuration, devices
can be manufactured to accommodate up to 168 pins. The usual hole
diameter is 46.5 mils, and the thickness for each 20-nF capacitor in the
array is 60 mils. Two capacitor arrays can be combined with ferrite
beads to form pi filters. Prices range
from 10c to 50e per pin in quantities
of 10,000 to 100,000, depending on
the complexity of the unit.
AVX Corporation, P. O. Box 493, Olean, N. Y.
14760. Phone 716-372-6611 [392]

Circuit-board press produces
four laminations at once

Channels. Millis Corp. uses techniques related to IC photolithography to form grooves in
titanium, which are covered to make tubes that carry fluid, as in this ink-jet print head.
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The model 3040-270 press for multilayer printed-circuit boards is rated
at 270 tons force and can produce
four 30-by-40-in. laminations simultaneously. It features a fully automated in-line materials-handling system with asimplified indexing loader
and gravity-fed off- loader. The press
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Some of
our biggest ideas
aredt very big.

DaMmaster

Small Systems from IBM.
In business, it's often the little
things that count. And you can
count on IBM for alot of them.
That is, we make awide range
of low-cost, easy-to-use small
computers to help businesses of all
types and sizes solve big problems.
Like inventory control, for
instance. IBM small systems can
tell you what's what with your widgets: How many you have on hand.
How many you need to fill existing
orders. Where to ship and when.
If you want to improve customer
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service, we're at your service.
With small systems that help your
sales force match orders to inventory, figure aprice and guarantee
adelivery date. (All of which
helps guarantee asale.)
IBM small systems can help
your marketing manager make price
changes quickly. And your billing
department improve cash flow by
invoicing customers more efficiently.
When you write your customers,
you can get letters and reports out
faster.
But that's just
the beginning.
IBM has office

Personal
Computer

Electronics/ May 31, 1983

administrative systems that take
the work out of paperwork. As well
as distributed systems that simplify and speed up the process of
sending information back and
forth between several locations.
The point is, whatever your
problem— sales forecasting and
analysis, billing, payroll, job estimating, order processing,
easy to learn and use. So you can
put them to work quickly.
As your business grows, so can
your IBM system with more storage capacity, work stations,
printers and communication lines.

woe
production control, and even
energy management— it's no problem for IBM.
We have the
right small system for the right
job. And an
IBM professional to
recommend the
one best for you.
What's more,
our small systems
are designed to be
Displaywriter

IBM Small Systems come
with aspecial feature. IBM.
IBM small systems come with a
lot of excellent features. But the
best feature of all is that they come
from IBM. Which means you can
get IBM education, service and
support.
For further information on
IBM small computers for your business, call your
local representative or IBM's tollfree number below.
We'll show you
that an idea doesn't
have to be big to
be great. - =

Call IBM Direct 1800 631-5582 Ext. 111. In Hawaii/Alaska 1800 526-2484 Ext. 111.
(Or %eke IBM 7AG/522. Dept. ND- 111. 400 Pamon's Pond Drive. Franklin Lakes,.N.J. 07417.)
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New products
also offers full programmed cycling
of separate hot- and cold-press
stations.
Electrically heated, the hot-press
section is designed with thick platens
to ensure even heat distribution and
to help minimize press deflection.
Temperatures can be set as high as
600°F. Press deflection is held to just
0.001 in./ft. This low deflection rate,
attributed to heavy-duty frame and
component construction, keeps layers
in parallel.
An optional microprocessor-based
control system is available to program, run, and monitor all press
functions. Priced at $ 142,000, the
system can be delivered 16 to 20
weeks after receipt of order.
Technical

Machine

Products,

7850

Old

Granger Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44125. Phone

warp, total thickness variation, focal
plane deviation, percentage of surface within the aligner's focal plane,
local slope, and percentage of surface
within local slope specifications.
Using a 68000 microprocessor, the
AutoSort tests one wafer at a time,
or more than 65,000 wafers aweek if
required. Vacuum and nonvacuum
state tests are automatically performed without any physical contact
on the wafer's top surface. To be
available in the third quarter, AutoSort Mark II will sell for $ 110,000.
GCA Corp., 209 Burlington Rd., Bedford,
Mass. 01730. Phone (617) 275-9000 [394]

Automatic solderer comprises
robot, wire- stripping machine

(216) 441-5581 [393]

Wafer- flatness analyzer
simulates two printing systems
Total indicated runout, or flatness,
alone does not accurately predict
which wafer will produce the highest
chip yield in a specific projection
process. For this reason, the AutoSort Mark II surface-topography analyzer directly simulates wafer-stepping and scanning-slit projection
printing systems.
Each wafer's surface topography is
analyzed according to where its surface lies with respect to the image
plane. Wafer flatness for mix and
match lithography is easily determined using consecutive simulations.
AutoSort also tests and sorts slices
and wafers according to taper, bow,

Equipping an IBM 7535 robot with
special soldering equipment and a
modified wire-stripping machine, Design Technology Corp. has created
an automated robotic soldering system. The SolderMate 400 is completely programmable, including solder joint locations, motion of the
grippers for handling circuit boards,
palletizing and depalletizing, and
transferring wires from the optional
wire stripper.
The system strips wires, loads circuit boards, and solders the stripped
wires to programmable locations on
the boards. A different pattern of solder joints and a different number of
wires may easily be placed and soldered on different products.
A basic system, which starts at
$41,900, includes the robot with
standard grippers, abase, solder wire
feeder, soldering head, and soldering
controls. Delivery takes six weeks.
Design Technology Corp., Second Avenue,
Burlington, Mass. 01803. Phone (617) 2728890 [395]

E- beam lithography systems
boast 10- MHz stepping rate
Two electron-beam lithography systems, the Chiprite 1 and 2, use an
advanced vector-scan beam-deflection system with a 10-MHz beam-
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stepping rate. Writing resolution can
be set to match minimum line-width
requirements with computer-controlled selectable step sizes from
0.016 to 1.25 pm.
Chiprite 1, designed for use in
mask shops, will both generate 1X
master masks and produce 1X to
10x reticles. A typical rate for finished products is six to eight 5-in.
mask plates or reticles per shift. A
PDP-11/44 controls the unit.
Using a more powerful computer,
the 32-bit VAX- 11/780 plus a PDP11/24, coupled with a completely
automated workpiece-loading system,
the Chiprite 2 has a typical throughput rate of eight 5-in, mask plates or
20 reticles per shift. The Chiprite 2
can be expanded to a total of four
work stations.
Either system provides automatic
focusing of the electron gun and can
write on wafers up to 6 in. in diameter. Chiprite 1is priced at $ 1.5 million; Chiprite 2goes for $2.2 million.
First shipments will begin in 90 days.
Cambridge Instruments Inc., 40 Robert Pitt
Dr., Monsey, N. Y. 10952. Phone (914) 3563331 [396]

Burn- in baths cut out hot spots,
are controlled to within 0.1°C
A pair of liquid burn-in baths with
their temperature control to within
0.1°C and heat dissipation of up to
1,100 w offers better component stability and eliminates the hot spots
that typically occur in ovens. The
baths
are
temperature-controlled
from — 10° to ± 150°C.
The baths are refrigerated above a
set point to prevent thermal runaway in the devices under test. The
liquid baths prevent oxidation and
permit manufacturers to screen out
electronic devices that may fail prematurely. A tabletop model, which
sells for $ 3,000, permits testing of
boards up to 5.5 by 6 in. A floorstanding unit that sells for $6,500
handles boards up to 24 by 12 in.
Both are available in four weeks.
FTS Systems Inc., P. O. Box 158, Rte. 209,
Stone Ridge, N. Y. 12484. Phone (914) 6877664 [398]
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There's only one thing missing
from our 68000 debugging tool.

rtypical
guration.
You can pay more for a 68000 debugging tool.
But, fact is. if you're designing or writing software
for a 68000-based system, then Applied Micro systems can save you money.
We've just introduced 68000 support for our
ES-Series Satellite Emulator. With it, you use your
own high performance computer to create object
code, rather than using the redundant computing
capabilities of a dedicated MDS. Then integrate and
debug on your prototype system at 1/3 the cost of a
dedicated development system.
Our system features all the support you've come
to expect from those other guys — plus alot more!
Execute in real-time.
The 68000 Satellite Emulator provides true
real-time transparent emulation. This means there
are no restrictions of any kind on memory,
instructions or interrupts. And at speeds of
up to 10 Mhz.
Microprocessors Supported:

ES-Series

EM-Series

68000
Z8000
Z8001
Z8002
Z8003

8035
8039
8040
8048
8049
8050
8748
8749

Z80
Z80A/B
MK 3880
MK 3880A
8085A
8085A-2
8080A
8080A-1
8080A-2

6800A/B
6802A/B
6808A/B
6809A/B
6809EA/B

*EM- Series pricing from $3750.00 ( U.S.)

Simplified
software saves time.
An English- like command structure and helporiented menus help you track down even the most
complex problems, quickly and easily. This means
you can learn to use the emulator faster and put it to
work sooner.
Built-in versatility.
We've provided you with avariety of powerful
features to use when debugging your 68000-based
system. With -11-ace Memory, you can go back and
observe up to 2046 steps of the program. The Event
Monitor System lets you set breakpoints on any
combination of address, data, status, pass counter or
logic state inputs. You can specify 32 comparators in
four different nesting levels to allow for almost any
conceivable combination of triggering events. And
the RAM Overlay Memory feature eliminates the
tedious process of burning a new set of PROMs every
time you reassemble or recompile your program.
Turn promises into products
for a reasonable price.
When you are looking at systems from
Tektronix, Gould, or HP, take alook at doing it our
way. You'll be surprised at all the money you won't
have to spend to get the performance you demand
from a microprocessor debugging tool. Call us
TOLL FREE today at (
800) 426-3925. Or write us
at 5020 148th Ave. N.E.• P.O. Box 568, Redmond,
WA 98052. In Washington, call ( 206) 882-2000.

Applied
Microsystems
Circle 193 on reader service card

New products
Industrial

D-a card carries
16 channels
STD-bus board's 8-bit converters
can be configured in pairs
for four-quadrant multiplication
Oriented toward industrial controls
and robotic applications, Lm Inc.'s
LM16STD digital-to-analog converter offers up to 16 channels and the
capability for four-quadrant multiplication. Other uses for the card in
STD-bus systems include digitally
controlled multiple-channel hardware multipliers, function generators,
and graphics display systems.
The flexible card lets auser either
select straight-through d-a conversion or use pairs of converters for
four-quadrant multiplication. Either
2's complement or straight binary
operation may be chosen.
In order to obtain four-quadrant
multiplication, two d-a converters
must be interconnected in the standard multiplying d-a configuration.
The eight Analog Devices AD7528
dual multiplying d-a converters used
on the board are set up to make this
configuration possible. An on-board
nine-pin D connector provides eight
multiplied output signals in the standard board configuration. A 26-pin
0.1-in, grid connector is offered as an
option for those applications requiring up to 16 channels of straightthrough d-a conversion.
Buffered op amps. Four buffered
precision 0-to- 12-v sources are available as references. Buffered operational-amplifier outputs are configured so that any number of channels
may be summed. Unipolar or bipolar
output may be selected; a full-scale
swing is ± 10 v in the bipolar mode.
Among the other features of the
gm-bus d-aconverter board are 8-bit
resolution, an accuracy of ± 1
/ least2
significant bit, a gain error of ±2
LSB, and 16 independently latched
channels that require no sample-andhold circuitry. The nonlinearity of
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the board is ± 1 LSB, and its offset
error is correctable to ± 1
2
/
LSB. A
maximum of 1 1.ts elapses between
the latching of a digital input and
output of the valid analog level. The
card's power requirement is 5 v at
100 mA and ± 12 v at 100 mA.
All converter outputs are buffered
by operational amplifiers that can
supply full-scale voltage swings with
a 5-kft load. The operating temperature range of the board is 0° to 70°C.
The LM16STD may be used to
control the speed of servo motors. It
also can serve for image manipulations, such as three-dimensional rotations and enlargements, in graphics
applications.
The board costs $495 in single
quantities, and delivery is in 30 days.

are npn silicon phototransistors in
hermetically sealed TO- 18 packages.
The L14N has aflat window and the
L14P a domed lens.
Priced between $ 1.20 and $ 1.40

LM Inc., 2046 Armacost Ave., Los Angeles,

each in 1,000-piece quantities, the detectors are available from stock.

Calif. 90025. Phone (213) 820-3750 [371]

General Electric Co., West Genesee Street,
MD 44, Auburn, N. Y. 13021 [373]

Photodetectors' sensitivities
cover 0.6 to 8.0 mA/mW/cm 2
A pair of high-sensitivity detectors
uses more of the available light signal and permit engineers to design
systems to operate at lower light levels. The light-sensitivity characteristics of the two families range from
0.6 to 8.0 mA/mw/cm 2.Adding to
the parts' flexibility, a base lead is
provided that enables designers to
control device sensitivity.
Designated the Ll4N1 and -P2
and the Ll4P1 and -P2, the detectors

110-V ac line monitor
retails for under $ 130
Simply plugged into astandard 110v ac outlet, the Circuit Judge, an ac
line-monitoring device, protects voltage-sensitive computers, entertainment equipment, laboratory and
medical instrumentation, and telephone systems. It identifies the guilty
parties when problems occur.
The Circuit Judge monitors ac circuits for surges of 300 v or more,
high voltages in excess of 125 v, low
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nine
reasons
to be
choosy
411-

frr

WES'TON NETRIM
TRIMMER RESISTOR

TM

NETWORK

Weston Controls proudly introduces our
NETRIM - trimmer resistor network seres. Now
you have line cifferent ways to be choosy when
specifying trim -ner resistor combos ... no more
single source problems for this vital component.
The NETRIM'" series will cut circuit malufacturinc costs, lessen circuit design time, improve
tenperature tracking performance ard boost
dependacility. Years of Weston development
assure you of highest quality and owstanding
FAIRCHILD WESTON

Schlumberger

r&ability .. the same reliability which has made
Weston an ircustry leader.
NETFIM - series compatibility w:th autoinsertion
and auto-test devices, for exam Die. will slash your
production costs while delivering superb performance in less PC board space. That's just one
reason why we think you'll specify :NETRIM trimmer 7esieor network every time. Find out
more tcday. Write or call for complete
specificatons, evaluation samples anc pricing.
Weston Contro:s
Arc.inbald. Pennsylvania 18403
Tel.: ( 717) es-lsoe
Telex: 83-1873
510-653-02
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NOW
AVAILABLE!

New products

1983-84

The MLS8C sells for under $80 in
lots of 250; deliveries are from stock.

Electronics
Buyers' Guide

Micro Switch, 11 W. Spring St., Freeport, Ill.
61032. Phone (815) 235-5731 [375]

Power conditioner guards
against spikes of up to 7,000 V

Order your copy today for
the industry's most oftenused directory:
• It's three directories in one
• Includes more than 4,000
product listings. (approx. 700
pages)
• Contains over 5000 company
listings (approx. 400 pages)
including:
• Company name, address
and phone number.
• Name and title of contact
for sales information.
• Number of engineers at
plant and number of
employees.
• Annual dollar sales volume.
•Local sales offices and
manufacturers
representatives.
• Local distributors.
• Instant referral to
company's advertisements.
• Offers FREE current catalog
retrieval service (approx. 1300
catalogs)
• Contains adirectory of trade
names.

Price: S35
in U.S.A. and Canada.
Send order with payment to:
Regina Hera

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10020
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voltages of 100 v or less, and complete power losses. When disturbances occur, a light-emitting-diode
display is lit, and a digital clock
stops, recording the time and date of
occurrence. The unit holds the information until it is reset.
The monitor retails for $ 129.95;
dealer inquiries are invited.
Digitronics, 53 John St., Cumberland, R. I.
02864. Phone (401) 724-8500 [374]

Pnotoelectric control works
over adistance of 40 ft
The MLS8C retrorellective photoelectric control features a modulated
light-emitting diode effective to 40 ft,
immunity to ambient light and electrical noise, false-pulse protection,
and a tough polycarbonate housing.
The standard version provides amplifier circuitry with a 10-A doublepole, double-throw relay. A two-wire
ac version offers solid-state output.
The standard photoelectric control
has on-off response without aplug-in
card or jumper. Five additional plugin logic cards are available for ondelay timing, off-delay timing, combined on- and off-delay timing, oneshot pulse output, and delayed oneshot pulse output. Logic cards cannot be employed with the two-wire
version, however.
Leakage current on the two-wire
control is 2 mA maximum, which
permits direct interface with programmable controllers and other solid-state devices. Maximum response
time for standard two-wire versions
is 20 ms on, 20 ms off. Maximum
rate of operation is specified at 15
kHz over its —40-to- 70*C temperature range.

The latest models in the Power Master line of power conditioners are
hard-wire line monitors that offer a
three-stage electrical-spike filter and
afour-stage noise filter. They protect
electronic equipment from moderate
to severe voltage transients and electronic noise.
The models LM7400 and -7500
boasts a maximum spike voltage of
7,000 v and aclamping spike voltage
of 55 v. The units protect against
both common and transverse mode
noise. The filter network's freqeuncy
range is specified at 1 kHz to 100
MHz. Attenuation is 20 to 40 da.
The model 7400 is for 15-A 220-v
hard-wire designs; the 7500 handles
20-A 125-v systems. The 7400 is
priced at $ 188.25; the 7500 goes for
$206.15.
SG LWaber Electric, 300 Harvard Ave., Westville, N. J. 08093. Phone (609) 456-5400
[376]

Photovoltaic panels targeted
at 6- and 12-V systems
The sx series of photvoltaic panels, a
line of small panels that are intended
for low-power applications like remote telemetry units, radio-communications equipment, and instrumentation systems, gets two new members with the introduction of the SX10 and -20. Both feature 40 semicrystalline silicon solar cells to power
6- and 12-v systems.
The SX-10 is rated at 9 w (peak),
generating either 1.05 A at 8.6 V or
0.52 A at 17.3 V. The SX-20 is rated
at 18 w (peak), generating either 2.09
A at 8.6 v or 1.05 A at 17.3 v. Available now, the SX-10 sells for $ 188
and the SX-20 for $285.
Solarex, 1335 Piccard Dr., Rockville, Md.
20850. Phone (301) 948-0202 [378]
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Now you have achoice!
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The best way to make the
HP 7580 better was
to make it bigger.
You asked for it!
Ever since its introduction two years
ago, the HP 7580 Drafting Plotter has
enjoyed an unparalleled reputation for
price/performance excellence. User
reaction has been overwhelmingly
positive.
But some of you wanted more, and
expressed the desire for even larger
plotting capabilities. And now HewlettPackard has met your challenge.
The new HP 7585 Drafting Plotter
maintains all of the many benefits of
the HP 7580. The significant difference
is the ability to output plots up to
36.5"x 48."
Now, both plotters can:
Interface with HP, DEC...
and other ASCII computers with RS232- C or IEEE 488 (HP-IB, GP-IB) interfaces. (Both interfaces are standard
on each plotter.) Also, anew capability
for both plotters is modem operation
for remote or timeshare applications.
Interface with existing
FORTRAN application
programs...
using the HP Industry Standard Plotting Package, our version of the standard CalComp plotting software.
Give you high throughput and
quality output.
4 G's acceleration; 60 cm/s ( 24ips)
speed; addressable resolution 0.0250
mm (0.000984"), with amechanical
resolution of 0.0032mm (0.00012").

Introducing the new,
larger-format HP 7585
Drafting Plotter.

Cut the cost of highperformance plotting in half.
It took atechnological breakthrough
to bring the price of an E- size, highperformance plotter in at only $22,900,
and aD- size unit at $ 16,100. (
Domestic
USA prices only. )
Provide long-term
satisfaction with their ease
of use and reliability.
Hewlett-Packard has aworldwide
support organization that can provide
quick on- site maintenance.
Take the hassle out of
handling pens.
8pens are capped automatically in
each of three carousels, keeping your
pens always ready to write. Carousels
are matched for fiber tip, roller ball,
and liquid-ink drafting pens. This al-

lows automatic, manual, or program
control of pen forces and speeds for
optimum plot quality.
Plot on awide range of media
and sizes.
Produce plots on paper, vellum, double
matte polyester film — even preprinted
forms. All standard sheet sizes from
notebook size sheets to 24.5"x 48.0"
for the HP 7580, and 36.5"x 48.0" for
the HP 7585 are easily accommodated.
For more information.
To receive afree sample plot and more
detailed information, mad the coupon
today. Or call Bill Fuhrer at:

(619) 487-4100

HEWLETT
PACKARD
ffl111

•

11302

Mail the coupon to: Hewlett-Packard
16399 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127
Attn: Nancy Carter

an

Please send me more information about the HP 7585 and HP 7580.
PSend asample plot from one of your drafting plotters.

D Have aHewlett-Packard representative call me.
D lam interested in re- selling your plotter as part of my system. Have your OEM
sales manager call me.

My computer and operating system are
My application and software are
Name
Title
Division/Dept
Company
Address
City, State & Zip
Phone Number ( )

DEC is aregistered trademark of
Digital Equipment Corporation

1101302
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Together we can
make history by putting up
agood defense.
As aleader in state-of-the-art
technology, the Equipment Group
of Texas Instruments develops and
produces radar systems . . . electrooptic systems . . . missile guidance
systems . . . and communications,
navigation, and intelligence systems.
Our technological breakthroughs in
these fields have not only benefited
America's defense, but also the way
we Americans live.
If you are aU.S. citizen with a
BSEE, MSEE or PhD, the Equipment Group of TI wants to meet
you. Positions require at least two
years' experience, preferably on
military products. Active secret
clearance aplus.
You'll like the exciting work
environment at TI. And you'll like
the exciting lifestyle of the Dallas
area. We have scores of cultural,
recreational and sports activities.
Fine schools. No state or city
income taxes, and one of the lowest
costs of living of any metropolitan
area in the nation.
For acomplete listing of our current job opportunities, see our ad
on the adjoining page.
(U.S. citizenship required for all
positions.)
No agencies, please.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F

'f14. 77iitirdee#effiliald

Copyright© 1963 Texas Instruments Imorrorated

&miry restrictions limit this presentation.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

Immediate
Openings
System Engineering Guidance/autopilot analysis,
signal processing, system requirements/specifications,
operation analysis, real-time software development,
factory test equipment software, systems integration,
test and evaluation.
Digital Design System-level trade-offs, speech
recognition and synthesis, mass memory and flat
panel display subsystems (hardware and software
openings).
Antenna Design Frequency independent direction
finding antennas and passive/active strip-transmission
line RF circuit hardware.
Other antenna laboratory openings include:
analysis in electromagnetic scattering and numerical
techniques (PhD required) and design in radome techniques and solid state phased array.
System Design Analog design, video/servo/power
supply design, IF/RF/microwave design, digital design
and critical components.
Digital/Analog Design Power supply design,
signal processing, systems and subsystem design verification, systems analysis, electromechanical servo
system design, RF design and product engineering.
Factory Test Equipment RF test equipment,
digital test equipment, analog test equipment and
power supply design.
Image Processing Algorithm development and
evaluations using computer and analytic methods,
develop and market advanced image processing
systems concepts, and develop advanced tracker
systems. Applications include advanced smart
weapons, autocuer systems and multisensor systems.
Support Equipment Telemetry and POSE lead
engineering, RF design, digital design, analog support
equipment, and servo system engineering.
Commercial Applications Real-time single and
multiple microprocessor-based systems for commercial
navigation/communication products used by the
marine and avionics markets.
Radar Systems Antenna design, high-powered
transmitter design, receiver design, IF and video circuit design, display design, integrated and hybrid
microwave circuit design and advanced IF and
microwave packaging.
Call or write today: Ed Haynes/Texas Instruments/
P.O. Box 226015, M.S. 3186/Dept. ED/Dallas,
TX 75266. 800-527-3574. In Texas 214-995-1291.
U.S. citizenship required.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
%

TEXAS
I
NSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
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New literature
Easy money. Entrepreneurs can tap
the knowledge of one of the "Big 8"
accounting firms with a book called
"Raising Venture Capital: An Entrepreneur's Guidebook." Prepared by
Deloitte Haskins & Sells, the book
guides the businessperson through
the intricacies of launching a new
high-technology company and obtaining venture capital. The 104-page
publication helps the entrepreneur
organize a new business, develop a
viable, concise business plan, and
make effective presentations before
prospective venture-capital firms. In
addition, a 34-page appendix provides guidelines for preparing a financial forecast and includes an example of the forecast, including cashflow projections, income statements,
and pro forma balance sheets. The
book is available at no charge to entrepreneurs and $5 to others. It can
be obtained from any of the firm's
offices or by writing to the company's executive office, 1114 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, N. Y.
10036. Circle reader service No. 421.
Publish or perish. That publishing is
an important element in the engineer's role in the professional community is a major premise of "How
To Write and Publish Engineering
Papers and Reports." Writing actually helps the engineering work, too,
according to the book. It shows how
writing problems can be anticipated,
how negative criticism of reviewers
can be forestalled, how refereed
manuscripts can be successfully defended, and how writing and thinking processes can be aided by using a
computer terminal. Illustrative examples instruct how to prepare manuscripts for technical journals, trade
magazines, conferences, and company reports. Selling for $ 17.95 (or
$11.95 in paperback), the work is
available from Is! Press, 3501 Market
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104. For
more information call (215) 3860100. [425]
Who's who in ATE. Designated the
"Test Equipment Selection Guide
1983," a pair of looseleaf-bound volumes includes hundreds of pages of
product data sheets, in-depth prod-
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Data Communications Books.
New literature

Basics of Data Communications
This compilation of essential articles from Data
Communications magazine includes chapters on
terminals, acoustic couplers and modems, communications processors, networking, channel performance, data link controls, network diagnostics,
interfaces, and regulations and policy. Pub. 1976,
303 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-608, $15.95.

uct descriptions, and company profiles of both major and lesser-known
automatic-testequipment manufacturers. Equipment such as automatic
and discrete testers for integrated circuits and in-circuit, functional, and
interconnect verification testers is detailed in the guide, which is slated to
be updated quarterly. The guide is
available at an introductory price of
$225 plus an additional $20 for shipping and handling. Write to Test Engineering Solutions Inc.,
19234
Vanowen St., Reseda, Calif. 91335 or
call (213) 708-0390. [422]

Data Communications Procurement Manual
The information you need to turn data communications procurement into asmoothly running, costeffective operation. Includes sample solicitation
clauses and forms, specification checklists on 38
devices, and 8useful appendixes. By Gilbert Held.
Pub. 1979, 150 pages, clothbound.
Order No. R-925, $24.50.
Fiber Optics and Lightwave
Communications Vocabulary
The basic reference document on fiber optic and
lightwave communications for those who design,
develop, operate, use, manage, or manufacture
data communications or data processing equipment
and components. 1400 entries, with inversions and
cross-references, and index of terms. Edited by
Dennis Bodson. Pub. 1981, 149 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-030, $12.95.

From Japan with love. Mechatronics
News, ajournal devoted to developments in Japanese robotics technology, is now available for subscription. Each issue is geared to applications in robotics in a particular industry or sector of society. The first
issue, for example, examines the impact of robotics on small manufacturers. In addition, the journal will
include abstracts of articles about robotics appearing in other publications, mainly Japaneselanguage journals with limited availability in the
U. S. To top that, the full text of the
abstracted articles can be supplied to
subscribers. Subscriptions, costing
$1,000 for 10 issues of 60 pages each,
are available by calling (202) 6384600 or writing to Mechatronics
News, Technova Inc., Suite 207, 905
Sixteenth St. N. W., Washington,
D. C. 20006. [423]

McGraw-Hill's Compilation of
Data Communications Standards
Presents verbatim reprints of all 123 interface protocol
data communications standards promulgated by International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee ( CCITT), International Organization for
Standardization ( ISO), European Computer Manufacturers Association ( ECMA), Electronic Industries
Association ( EIA), American National Standards Institute (ANSI), and U.S. Government ( NCS and NBS).
Special feature for easy access to applicable standards: cross-reference tables of standards produced by
each of these groups corresponding to similar standards published by the others. Edited by Harold C.
Folts. Pub. 1981, 1923 pages, clothbound.
Order No. R-100, $250.00.
Practical Applications of
Data Communications
Selected articles from Data Communications magazine cover architecture and protocols, data-link performance, distributed data processing, software, data
security, testing and diagnostics, communications
processors, and digitized-voice and data-plus-voice.
Pub. 1980, 424 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-005, $1795.
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ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE BOOKS
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New lbrk, N.Y. 10020
(Telephone 212/997-2996)
McGraw-Hill Intl. Publications Co.
European Circulation Center
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 201, UK
(Tel. 0628(23431: Telex 848640)
Order *

R-

Qty

Price

Name
Title
Company
Street/PO address

R-

City/State/Zip ( Outside USA: City/postal code/country)

R-

I
-1Payment enclosed ( Payment must accompany orders
under $25. USA residents add applicable local tax.)
Il Bill my company ( or attach company Purchase Order)
I
—I
Bill me

RI R.
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Ten-day money- back guarantee applies on all books.

Fm answers. "Answers to Mostasked Questions About Two-way FM
Radio" is the title of a booklet that
tells how Midland Land Mobile Radio systems operate, what equipment
is required, and how to plan a twoway system for maximum effectiveness. Among others, it covers such
subjects as determining range requirements, antenna siting, repeater
systems, and Federal Communications Commission licensing. And for
nontechnical people, it contains a
glossary of common mobile communications terms. The booklet is available at no charge by writing to Midland LMR, Marketing Department,
1690 N. Topping, Kansas City, Mo.
64120. [424]
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Because an engineer should spend less time
looking for data, and more time using it.
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Visual Search Microfilm
Files: 9,000,000 data
pages indexed and
microfilmed for
immediate access
Dont let time-consuming
data searches rob you of
valuable professional
time. VSMF® gives you
technical information
organized for efficient
storage and easy access.
You can find it when you
need it, know that it's
current, and rest assured
your work meets top
quality standards.

Complete and current
vendor catalogs,
industry standards and
federal/mil specs

Cross-referencing
Boost organization-wide
directs you to all related productivity as much
subject data in minutes as 20% and avoid
information bottlenecks
Search by subject or

VSMF includes the data
you rely on every day.
Over 26,000 vendor
catalogs presented coverto- cover or by product
groupings to simplify
second- sourcing. More
than 90% of industry's
most common standards.
And the world's most
complete collection of
military and federal specs
and standards.

product description, title,
vendor name, number or
other parameters. Your
on-line or hard- copy
VSMF index references
all related products,
standards, or specs with
asingle cross-referencing
code. For fast, efficient
searching, traditional
filing systems just can't
compete with VSMF.

Information Handling Services

Studies have proven
VSMF can increase
engineering productivity
20%. And your investment
pays off in other ways,
too. By standardizing
components selection
and streamlining work
flow. Our free Technical
Information Evaluation,
valued at $500, can help
determine what VSMF
can do for you. Ask for
yours today.

Leader in Technical Data Retrieval Systems for Over 20 Years
15 Inverness Way East, Englewood, Colorado 80150
800-525-7052, Ext. 700 (In Colorado call 303-790-0600)
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You're right. VSMFcan help make my
data search time more productive.
D Please send additional information on increasing
productivity with the VSMF data storage and
retrieval system. Also, tell me more about your
free Technical Information Evaluation.
I'd like to talk with an IHS consultant.

Information Handling Services
15 Inverness Way East, Englewood, Colorado 80150

Name
Title
Company
Address _
City

State

Zip

Phone (

For fastest response, call toll-free

800-525-7052 5EA '700
(ln Colorado, 303-790-0600)
Circle 201 on reader service card
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High-speed 16-bit
multiplier/accumulators
just got alot faster
(and cooler).
Now operate at 100 nsec,
use only .9W of power!
e
rf
e

the new 100 nsec TDC1043 multiplier/
accumulator, circle reader service
card. Or, for superfast information,
call or write our Literature Service
Department:

die

ACC SUR
UND IC

LSI Products Division,
TRW Electronic Components Group,
P.O. Box 2472, La Jolla, CA 92038,
(619) 457-1000.
ClK P

Our new 100 nsec* multiplier/ accumulator (TDC1043) is 40% faster
and 1/4 the power of its predecessors.
This dramatic improvement is
made possible through TRW's
exclusive new OMICRON Ir
1- micron bipolar technology.
With the TDC1043, you can increase
your processing speed for superfast
image or video processing, array
processing or interactive graphics.
And with the power you save, you can
reduce the size of your power supply,
design- in more devices, or even extend
your product line into such areas as
airborne or portable equipment.The
possibilities are up to you!
*100 nsec ( worst case TA = 0 °C

70 °C1: 0.9W typical.

Circle 202 on reader service card
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The TDC1043 provides full 35- bit
double precision accumulation with
optional subtraction internally, with
a19- bit extended output ( 16 MSB's
plus 3guard bits). It can also easily
operate as asuperfast multiplier by
simply disabling the accumulate
function. Packaged in astandard 64pin DIP, its pin- out is compatible
with the industry standard TRW
TDC1010.
Our TDC1043 has aU.S. price tag
of only $ 190 in 100s— which makes
it not only the fastest, but the lowest
priced 16- bit multiplier/accumulator
available!
To get your complete data sheet on

In Europe, call or write:
TRW LSI Products
Europe, Konrad-Celtis-Strasse 81,
8000 Munchen 70, W. Germany,
(089) 7103-0.
In the Orient, phone: Kowloon,
Hong Kong, 3856199; Tokyo, Japan,
4615121; Taipei, Taiwan, 7512062.
©TRW Inc 1983 - TAS 3101

LSI Products Division
TRW Electronic Components Group

Products newsletter
Graphics package makes
3-d-like charts
from spreadsheet data

Financial program
translates into French

A graphics package that displays business charts with the appearance of
three dimensions will be available in August from Corvus Systems to run
on the Corvus Concept microcomputer. Developed by anew firm, DDD
Software of Beverly Hills, Calif., the package, called DDD Graph, is
written in Pascal and is easily portable to most microsystems. The
program simulates a "virtual camera" that looks through the window of
abit-mapped cathode-ray tube at a3-d chart. Input from as many as five
spreadsheets can be stacked in a single bar graph, which can then be
rotated in space for the most useful view of the data. The $ 395 package
requires 256-K bytes of memory and a hard disk. DDD Paint, a
companion package that allows use of amouse to draw directly on the
screen, provides 3-d displays for graphic artists and architects.

Comshare Inc.'s Target Software unit in Ann Arbor, Mich., is making
available a French-language version of its PlannerCalc spreadsheet
program, including documentation, help screens, commands, and error
messages. Called Modélisation Numérique et Financière, the program
accepts existing English-language financial models and translates them,
even changing dollars to francs. A user merely inserts a floppy disk
containing aFrench version into his or her personal computer along with
the English version of aPlannerCalc model. The logic of the model and
format of numbers are automatically translated into French, and vice
versa. Look for the company to add German and Italian versions to the
French offering, which sells for about $99.

Keyboards can carry

Customers of the Dorman Bogdonoff Corp. now can specify added

display components

electronic components like light-emitting diodes, seven-segment displays,
and related integrated circuits for the Andover, Mass., firm's line of
membrane and tactile keyboards. The technique enables originalequipment makers in the instrumentation, industrial, electronic, and
computer markets to eliminate the need to inventory the same
components or add asecond printed-circuit board to house the devices.
On average, the option adds 20% to the firm's custom keyboards.
Delivery takes up to eight weeks.

Robotic board handler

The price of Zehntel Inc.'s 600 robotic board-handling system
[Electronics, Jan. 27, p. 135], which features Corvallis, Ore.-based
Intelledex Inc.'s six-axis robot arm, has been slashed from over $ 60,000
to $ 52,000. The Walnut Creek, Calif., firm says the reduction is due to
streamlined installation procedures and lower service costs.

drops in price . .

. . . as does some

Both Chromatics and Advanced Electronics Design Inc. have cut prices

graphics equipment

on their graphics equipment. The Tucker, Ga.-based Chromatics' CGC
7000-01, a bit-mapped color graphics computer with a 1,024-by1,024-picture-element resolution, now sells for $ 11,995. The system is
built around a68000 processor and comes with a 19-in, screen and 128-K
bytes of memory. AED, of Sunnyvale, Calif., has slashed by 35% the
price of its AEDS11 stand-alone color graphics work station, from
$31,000 to $ 19,995. It emulates the Tektronix 4010 graphics system and
has a resolution of 768 by 575 pixels.
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More than 2/3 of
the Electronic
Engineers sampled
read Electronics first.
Source: Crossley Surveys, Inc.

First— that's the only place to be.
In arecent survey more than 2/
3 of electronic
engineers said they read Electronics first, before
any other electronics industry publication.
That means if you advertised in Electronics
they read your ad first too. If you didn't, they
didn't.
And when you're selling in the multi-billion
dollar electronics market, having your ad read
first makes abig difference.
Especially when it's read by those at the top
of the buying pyramid, where your sales really
begin.
They're the key individuals who unlock the
door to abigger share of market. They authorize
purchases and directly influence buying policies.
They're the important people who read the best
editorial in the field.
That's the readership Electronics delivers.

Iffl,

1983 McUraw-Fli11. Inc.

So while Electronics reaches the top of the
buying pyramid, other publications just give you
the numbers at the bottom.
And in Electronics your advertisement is
surrounded by timely, respected, world-wide
editorial. The right kind of environment for your
message.
Read at the right time.
First.
FEBRUARY 24. 1982
SPECIAL REPORT: GALLIUM ARSENIDE FIGHTS FOR VLSI STATUS 111
What Reagan's budget does tor electronics/89
16 bd mcroprocessor shares Is tuff with memory management/ 133

PECIAL COMPUTER ADVERTISING SECTION • SPECIAL COMPUTER ADVERTISING SECTION • SPE

This is a story about Al Roberts, a successful yet frustrated executive
who wanted to take advantage of the computer revolution, but just didn't
know where to start. In it, you'll follow Roberts' progress as he gains more
and more knowledge and finally has the ultimate learning experience:
a " hands-on" session in a computer store.

HANDS-ON
By Donald M. Klein

Of all of the adjectives you could use to describe someone, "insecure" is probably the last word you would use
to describe Al Roberts.
At 41, Roberts has the athletic good looks of a movie
star. His financial situation is equally handsome: as the
national sales manager of one of the country's largest
sporting goods companies. Roberts' substantial annual

salary is augmented by a host of " perks" that include
stock options, a car and access to the corporate jet. As if
that weren't enough. Roberts is immensely likeable and
very down to earth. In short, he has, as they say, "everything going for him." Yet up until about six months ago
you could send shivers of fear down Al Roberts' spine by
simply mentioning one word: computers.

TI's new Compact Computer.
It takes over your work, not your desk.
The ordinary personal computer occupies too much of the ordinary desk.
Now Texas Instruments brings you a
cordless compact computer that puts much
of the problem-solving power of Apple'
or IBM T" personal computers within your
reach, wherever you go. You can expand its
internal 6K RAM and 34K ROM with TI
Solid State Software" cartridges for an
effective memory of up to 168K — more
than enough for most personal computer
tasks. Yet the Compact Computer 407"
is smaller than amagazine page.
TI Solid State Software cartridges,
containing up to 128K bytes of ROM. let
you plug in powerful, convenient, easy-touse application programs. Sophisticated
software is available right now for finance,
°Based on published manufacnirer ,.suggested retad price.
Apple is aregistered trademark or .Apple Computer Inc IBM is a
registered trademark at international Business Machines Corp.
Comnighr C t83 Texas Instruments

statistics and production planning. Graphics, spreadsheet and word processing are just
around the comet
The TI Compact Computer 40 has
low-cost peripherals that make it even more
useful: all Wafertape" drive for convenient, reliable program or data storage;
a4-color printer/plotter, and an RS-232

interface for talking with other computers
or running alarger printer
Its built-in language is T1 Enhanced
BASIC, which allows you to write programs
in everyday words. The integrated liquid
crystal display shows 31 characters, which
can be scrolled to show up to 80 per line. It
operates on four AA alkaline batteries that
give up to 200 hours of service.
The TI Compact Computer 40 offers
solutions anywhere you go. Yet it retails for
less than 1/3* the price of Apple' or IBM "
personal computers. The TI Compact Computer — compact in price and size, but
not in power See it soon at your
Texas Instruments retailet

I
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"In retrospect, Isuppose it was a
simple matter of fear of the unknown," Roberts says. " Kind of silly,
Isuppose. But it was very real to me
then."
Silly? Perhaps. But Al Roberts'
"silly" fear is unfortunately...and
increasingly., typical of the attitude
of many of America's middle and
upper managers today. These are
intelligent, well-paid, often aggressive executives. And while their routine responsibilities may very likely
include the approval of purchasing computers for their corporations, when it comes to their
becoming personally involved with
the equipment, they turn off.
As with Al Roberts, fear of the
unknown ( or fear of embarrassment) accounts for some managers'
reluctance to use computers first
hand. Others claim that computer
implementation is a "clerical" task,
and as such is beneath their station.
Still others claim that they " don't
have the time," or that computers are
"fine for accountants and bookkeepers, but not applicable to what Ido."
While it is true that computers are
better suited for some tasks than for
others, and that they do, indeed,
require the somewhat " clerical" task
of being manipulated by a keyboard, the truth of the matter is that
most middle and upper managers
would like to take advantage of the
"computer revolution" if only they
knew how.
As Al Roberts discovered, obtaining that knowledge was easier than
he had feared.
"It all came to a head sometime
around the holidays," Roberts
recalls.
"It was just one of those days...you
know, when nothing goes right? Anyway, it was about ten in the morning
...my secretary had called in sick,
and Iwas just about to call personnel
and request some help from the typing pool when Iwas interrupted by a
young marketing assistant who had
been dispatched to find me. He told
me he was new, that he worked for
Robert Bradshaw, ( our unbelievably
humorless director of marketing),
and that Bradshaw needed some
important sales data as quickly as
possible.
Iinvited the young man to sit down
and asked him what the urgency
was all about. He politely explained
that the marketing department was
planning the introduction of a new
product...a quoit game called ' Hoity
Quoity'...and that their research indi-

cated that there was a correlation
between the sales of our archery
and horseshoe sets and the projected sales of the new product. The
information Bob Bradshaw wanted
was nothing less than a complete
breakdown by marketing area of
the sales figures for what we call
'shoes' and ' arrows' for each of the
last five years! What's more, he
wanted it by the end of the day...
preferably before lunch.
"Young man," Isaid to him, "what's
your name?"

"Lathrop, do you realize what
you've done?" Iasked, my eyes
burning with intensity.
"Me? What I've done?! N. . no, Sir,
I'm afraid, Idon't , Sir." By this time I
can assure you that young Lathrop
was sorry he hadn't taken a job with
PPG or General Motors.
"What you've done, young man, is
manage to get yourself between a
rock and a hard place. You've got
Bob Bradshaw in back of you,
expecting you to come back upstairs
with a pile of sales numbers, and me

"Lathrop," he answered. "John
Lathrop."
"Lathrop, how old are you?"
"Twenty-three," came the
response.
"And Iassume you're well educated? MBA and all that sort of
thing?"
"Yessir." At this point the poor kid
was starting to sweat, wondering
desperately why Iwas giving him
such a hard time. But there was a
method to my madness, if not my
meanness.

in front of you, telling you you're not
going to have that data. Not today,
anyway, and probably not tomorrow, either. There's just too much
work involved...too much searching,
too much reading, too much writing
and too much calculating."

VI WOULDN'T IT
MAKE MORE SENSE
TO HAVE ALL
OF THIS
ON COMPUTER?"

Young Lathrop looked like he was
going to be sick. His first mission to the
dreaded sales department, and he
was failing.
"Unless," Isaid, " unless..."
The color returned to Lathrop's
face as he started to realize that
there might be an alternative to
coming up empty-handed.
"Unless what, Sir?" he managed.
"Unless, of course, you were able to
lend us a hand yourself. You see," I
said, gesturing to the wall of file cabinets that lined the hall outside my
office, " all of the information you
want is in those files. It's getting it out
of the files that's the problem."
"That's fine, Sir," he said with audi-
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ble relief. "Just let me get my calculator and I'll be right back."
"Take mine," Isaid, tossing it to
him. "And make yourself at home
at Julie's desk. She's out sick today
anyway,"
And so my method paid off: at the
risk of feeling only slightly guilty I
snaked one of Bradshcrw's own boys
to do my grunt work for me. The thing
is, Iknew in my heart there was a better way...a saner way...to get those
statistics than chaining a budding
young executive to a file cabinet
and a calculator for five or six hours. I
suspected that John Lathrop knew it
too, and my suspicion was confirmed
when he asked me the following
question:
"Mr. Roberts.. wouldn't it make
more sense to have all of this on
computer?"
He was, of course, right.
You know, Ihave to laugh when I
think back on that day, but at the
time it wasn't very funny. There was
just too much for John to handle by
himself, so Irounded up a couple of
secretaries and pitched in myself to
get the job done. It took the four of us
seven hours of searching, writing,
tabulating and typing. By the time
we were finished Iwas exhausted.
But what really bothered me was the
comment that John had made earlier in the day...the one about having
everything on computer.

That thought nagged at me all the
way home.
The next morning, Iran into Bryce
Deeter on the train. Bryce is the fleet
manager for a huge manufacturing
company. He's in charge of all their
vehicles, ranging from the passenger cars used by their sales people,
to the trucks they use for shipping
and repairs. They even have their
own limousine fleet! Anyway, Bryce
is a friend, and I'm always glad to
see him. Ireally don't know much
about the details of his business, but
I'm always teasing him about upgrading his fleet. When Isaw him that
morning Igrabbed the seat next to
him and asked him when he was
going to buy a fleet of Ferraris.
"Not this week, pal, " he said. " Ijust
convinced the CEO to spend his
money on something reallyclassy...a
bunch of desktop computers." Naturally, my ears perked up.
"Oh really? Tell me more. I've
been thinking about taking the
plunge myself."
"That's funny, " he replied. " I
would've thought that you guys were
totally computerized over there by
now."
"On a corporate level we are," I
explained, " for things like payroll
and manufacturing. But that's not
what I'm interested in. Iwant something that can help me, you know, to
get through my daily workload."

"Oh Iknow, alright!" Bryce exclaimed. "Why do you think Iwas so
hot to get some units for us? Listen,"
he continued, moving closer so that I
wouldn't miss an ounce of his enthusiasm, " those things are going to
change my life. Here," he continued,
taking a magazine article from his
briefcase, "look at this."
The article was entitled " FROM
ENGINEERS TO POETS, AMERICANS
ARE LEARNING TO LIVE WITH COMPUTERS," and it detailed several
case histories about people from all
walks of life who got " computerized."
The first example was a chief engineer of a large consumer appliance
firm. The article told how he used
very sophisticated computers to
design three-dimensional schematics of new products. ' ComputerAided Engineering' they called it,
and while it was fascinating to read
about, frankly, Icouldn't see how it
applied to me at all.
"Bryce, this is all very interesting,
but why in the world do you need
equipment like that in your job?"
"Keep reading," he said. " See what
it says here? ' Although computer
applications dominate high-tech
industries, the advent of the personal
computer has allowed previously
non- technical people to benefit as
well. And while it comes as no surprise that engineers are among the
most likely to find ways to apply personal computers to their everyday
lives ( the chief engineer, for example, uses his personal computer for
scheduling and planning), we are
now seeing general businessmen
growing increasingly dependent on
their micros. For example, take the
case of a chief financial officer of a
major aircraft manufacturer who
reports that 80 percent of his workload is now put on computer, including all of his charts and graphs...
work previously done by hand with
far less satisfactory results.'
"See," Bryce said. " Ican't wait to
get my hands on one!"
"Me neither," Isaid as the train
pulled into the next station, "only I've
got one small problem"
"What's that?"
"I don't know what to do with it
when Iget it!"
Although Bryce knew that Iwasn't
joking, he couldn't help laughing at
my confession. He was still chuckling
when the new passengers climbed
aboard. Among them was Sally
Peters. Sally is a purchasing agent
with a metal refinishing outfit and
both Bryce and Iknow her and her
husband from when they used to live
in town.
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"Hi, guys," Sally said as she joined
us. "What's so funny?"
"Our friend here has a classic case
of ' Compufear,'" Bryce answered.
"What's the matter, Roberts? Are
you intimidated by a few pieces of
wire and plastic connected to a TV
screen?"
"Well," Icountered, " Iwouldn't
exactly say ' intimidated,' but Iwill
admit to a slight case of ignorance."
"Have you ever actually tried to
use one?" Sally asked. " They're
really a lot friendlier than they're
accused of being."

YOU DONT
NEED TO KNOW
PROGRAMMING..."
Ihad to admit that she did have a
good point: for all my alleged concern about computers, Ihad never,
in my entire life, as much as typed in
one command.
"As a matter of fact, no," Iconfessed. " Idon't know the first thing
about programming."
If my earlier comment had struck
Bryce as humorous, this one struck
him as hilarious.
"PROGRAMMING!" he bellowed.
"I thought you were a sales manager, not an electronics engineer!"
"Al," Sally chimed in, " you don't
need to know anything about programming to use a p.c.!"
"Pc.?" Isaid, more than a little
sheepishly. "What's a p.c.?"
"Personal computer. Look, you
don't need to know about programming at all. When we first got our
computers at the office Iwas a nervous wreck. I'd been doing my
purchasing analyses a certain way
for years, and Iwas really comfortable with it. Iwas scared to death
that I'd have to learn a whole new
way to do my job."
"Well? Didn't you?" Iasked.
"Not at all! Sure, it took a little while
to learn how to operate the machine
itself, but it's sort of like training an
assistant.. you teach it, it doesn't
teach you! Istill use the exact same
procedures I've always used, only
now the computer does the work for
me. And Istill don't know anything
about programming."
"But you do have to be willing to
learn some abbreviations," Bryce
said. " Sometimes Ithink that computers were invented by the same guys
who invented CB radios; there's just
as much jargon."

"Like what?" Iasked. Whether or
not they realized it, Bryce and Sally
were giving me my first computer
lesson, and Iwas really getting into it.
"Like RAM, ROM, bit and byte,"
Bryce said.
"Sounds like the words to an old
rock and roll song! What does it
mean?"
"RAM means ' random access
memory," he advised. " This means
that the CPU...the actual " brain" of
the computer...can add or take from
this memory whenever it wants to."
"Oh," Isaid. Suddenly, my first lesson wasn't so much fun anymore,
but Ididn't let on. Undaunted, Bryce
continued.
"ROM, on the other hand, stands
for ' read only memory.' That means
the CPU can take information out of
this memory, but can't add to it."
Then he said something which
almost made sense:
"It's kind of like the difference
between a tape recording and a
record. ROM is like the record. You
can listen to it.. or, in this case, take
information from it...but you can't
add to it or alter it. The RAM allows
you to do both: just like a tape
recording, you can add to it or take
from it."
"If that's the case," Iasked, "why
bother with ROM at all? Why not just
have RAM?"
"That's a good question," Sally
said, "but it turns out that there's an
equally good answer. ROM is memory that's installed at the factory. You
can think of it as being ' sealed into'
the computer. It stays there all the
time and is applicable to whatever
you're using the computer for. But
RAM is temporary; it lasts only as
long as you have the computer on.
When you turn it off, the RAM goes
away. Still, you need RAM capacity,
otherwise you can't use the computer to do what you want it to do."
"Okay," Isaid. " Ithink I've got it.
Now this might not be a perfect analogy, but tell me if it makes sense.
"Let's say that Ihave a certain
vocabulary Ihave learned over the
years. You could say that those words
are in my memory...sort of built into
my brain. Now let's say Ihave a conversation with somebody. Iuse those
words.. and maybe even some other,
new words that I'm using for the first
time. During the conversation, I'm
using my memory in a flexible kind
of way...I'm using it to create a conversation...a conversation that's relevant to what Iwant to communicate
at that time. But once that conversation is over, it doesn't take long for me
to forget what the exact exchange of

words was. If Ido want to remember
it, I'd better write it down or tape
record it. But the basic vocabulary...
the words that Idrew from to create
the conversation,. . stays with me long
after the conversation itself is over. In
this analogy, the vocabulary I've
learned over time is my ROM. The
conversation is the RAM. Right?"
"Well, not exactly," Bryce said. " But
it's not all wrong, either. In your analogy, the vocabulary is your data
base, not your memory. But you are
right in that the ROM is fixed, or 'built
in,' while the RAM gives you flexibility and allows you to manipulate the
data base the way you want to."
"I've got to admit, it is a little
confusing."
"Sure it is.. at first. But it's like anything else: once you start to learn
about it, it becomes easier and easier. The problem most people make
is that they assume they have to
learn too much about computers in
order to use them. Sure, you should
know the difference between RAM
and ROM, but a superficial knowledge is all you need. It's like knowing
about horsepower and torque,"
he continued, " Do you know what
horsepower is?"
"Sure," Isaid. " Everybody knows
what horsepower is."
"Wrong," he said, " hardly anybody
knows the true engineering definition of horsepower. But everybody
understands the concept of horsepower, and that's all you need to
know to use it in a practical sense.
Well, the same is true about many of
the terms that apply to computers. All
you have to know is that before you
buy a computer, you need an adequate amount of RAM." The lesson
was getting to be fun again.

'A LL WE'D NEED
IS... A STANDARD
SPREAD SHEET
PROGRAM."

"But what's ' adequate?" Iasked.
"Well," he said, " let's go back to the
horsepower analogy. How much
horsepower is adequate?"
"It depends," Isaid. "Are we talking about sedans? Sportscars?
Motorcycles? Trailer trucks?"
"Exactly!" Bryce said. " It depends
on what use you have in mind. Most
p.c.'s have anywhere from 16k to 64k
RAM, but some have as little as lk
and others go as high as 256k. Again,
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the future...
without
the shock.
Guiding an office into the future can be a very
shocking experience, especially in the ever evolving
world of office automation.
But at Exxon Office Systems, we've worked hard to
take the high anxiety out of high technology. You see,
we've brought the high-tech office down to earth by
designing it to grow the way you grow.
For instance, you can start an office automation
system simply with just one of our remarkable EXXON
500 Series Information Processors.

Then as your needs grow you can expand, workstation by workstation, cluster by cluster, up to afully
functioned, shared resource office automation system
... The EXXON 8400 Series System. And that means
you'll never face the shock of owning expensive word
processing equipment that's obsolete because it can't
expand.
The EXXON 8400 Series System's fully functioned
capability is awesome. Operators can create, edit,
reformat, file, share and retrieve documents, all with
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of something big.

simply the touch of akey.
There's adictionary to check spelling automatically.
An electronic mailbox for sending messages. A program for keeping calendars and scheduling meetings.
A tickler file with an electronic signal to alert you to
appointments, and more.
The EXXON 8400 System features an advanced
central controller/microprocessor. Its upgradeable
storage can hold up to 235,000 pages of typed material
and supports up to sixteen systems, archiving or

stand-alone workstations.
Start automating your office now with one of our
EXXON 500 Series Information Processors. And step
into the future without the shock of unnecessary costs
from expanding or upgrading inefficiently.
For more information on the EXXON 500 or our new
upgradeable and expandable office automation system, just send in the coupon below.
Or call 800-327-6666. Available now in the New
York Metro area. r
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if it's really important to you, you can
learn the exact scientific explanation of what that means, but it really
isn't necessary."
"Then how come you learned all
that stuff?" Iasked.
"Well, it's a funny thing," he said,
"but Ididn't consciously set out to
learn it.. . 1sort of acquired it. You'll see
...the same thing will happen to you."
As it turns out, Bryce was right: Idid
come to learn all about bits and
bytes and everything else that
seemed so mystical that morning on
the train. But what Ireally wanted to
know was how were all those bits
and bytes going to help me? It's one
thing to understand what a computer is, but it's something else again
to understand what a computer does.
When Igot to the office Iasked
Julie to get John Lathrop for me on
the phone, and then to hold my calls.
Today, Ihad decided, was ' Teach Al
Roberts About Computers Day.'
Lathrop didn't sound too happy to
hear from me, but Itold him it was
important that he come to my office
as quickly as possible. He did.
"Lathrop," Isaid, " Ineed your help.
Are you willing?"
"Sure," he replied. "As long as you
clear it with Mr. Bradshaw."
"Oh, Bradshaw won't mind," Iassured him. " In fact, by helping me,
you'll be helping him too. The real
question is are you able to help me?"
"That depends, Sir. What is it that
you want help with?"
"Computers. Yesterday was a terrible waste of time, and Igot the feeling that it was particularly frustrating for you because you, unlike me,
knew exactly how a computer could
have helped us."
"That's true," he admitted. " We
could have knocked that project off
in a matter of minutes. All we needed
was a micro and a standard spreadsheet program. In fact, when Iwas in
school we..."
"Wait a minute! Stop right there!" I
exclaimed. " That's just the point,
John. Idon't know what a ' micro' is,
let alone a ' standard spreadsheet
program.' In fact, Ijust learned about
RAM and ROM this morning. We're
going to have to take this real slow."
"Okay," John smiled. " Iget the picture. But if we're going to do this right,
this is the wrong place to be doing it.
We should go to one of those computer stores. There's one about ten
blocks from here, and if we go over
now, it'll probably be pretty empty."
"Julie," Isaid into the intercom,
"Call Bob Bradshaw and tell him I've
kidnapped Lathrop. Tell him I'll

return him unharmed by the end of
the day."
"Yes Sir," she said, and we were off.

want something called an electronic
spreadsheet program. These are
sold under several different brand
names."
The place John took me was
exactly as he described it: a com"What do they do?" Iasked.
puter " store." Ihad passed by it
"Rather than explain it," he said,
"why don't Idemonstrate it? In fact,
several times before, but Inever
actually looked inside. Iguess I why don't you demonstrate it to yourthought it was just a place to buy
self?" With that he led me across the
floor to a row of computers.
video games, but Igot over that
notion in a hurry. There must have
"Take your pick," he offered.
"They're all equipped to handle
been fifty computers on display,
spreadsheet programs."
ranging from the kind you hook up to
your own television set to little portaIsurveyed the machines and ultible units that you can use anywhere
mately selected one that Ihad seen
...even on airplanes.
advertised before.
John apparently knew Ted, the
"Okay," Isaid, taking my seat in
manager, from his previous visits,
front of the machine. " Now what?"
and he explained why we were
"'Dim it on."
there.
"How'?" Iasked, and both Ted and
John couldn't resist laughing.
"It's really tricky," Ted cautioned.
"You push the 'on' button."
"Careful, Ted," Ijoked. " Ican get
your friend Lathrop fired in two seconds flat." Ipushed the button.
"Now what?"
"Now you load the program."
Iwas beginning to feel like Luke
Skywalker in " Star Wars." My pulse
actually quickened.
"How?" Iasked.
"Insert this diskette into the disk
"You've come at a perfect time," he drive."
Now, Ihad heard the terms 'disk'
said. " We get pretty busy around
lunch time, but right now, Ican give and ' disk drive' before, but this was
you all the help you want. For start- my first hands-on experience with
ers, why don't you tell me what you them. The diskette, or ' floppy disk'
do for a living, and give me a couple as it is sometimes called, looked
like one of those old viewmaster
of your 'typical days."
disks, only a diskette is a little bigIspent about fifteen minutes deger- about five inches square. Isay
scribing my job, and then Ted made
'square' even though it's a disk betwo observations: one, that every
cause the disk stays in its little paper
day was different from the day becover...kind of like a miniature
fore, and the other, that most of the
record album.. even when you insert
numbers work Idid involved analyzit into the disk drive housing. Inserting the same data ( for example,
ing it is easy enough...you just push it
sales of a particular inventory item)
through a slot, like mailing a letter.
over and over again for each of the
When you've pushed it in as far as it
different sales areas. He also ascergoes, you pull a little tab down over
tained that the 'generation of the prithe slot to lock it in. The whole promary data' ( for example, the sales
cess takes about three seconds.
figures themselves) were provided
"Okay," Isaid, feeling rather proud
and reported for me by the approof myself. " Is it loaded?"
priate sales reps.
"Almost," Ted said. "All you've got
"You," he finally said with a big
to do is push a few buttons."
smile, " are ripe for computerization."
"Great," Isaid. " So computerize
Every computer has a different
me."
keyboard, but they're all basically
"First," he said, " I'm going to softthe same. They look and feel very
ware-ize you. One of the biggest
much like an electric typewriter keymistakes people make is to buy a board, but there are a few extra
computer.. what we call the ' hardkeys. On the machine Ihad selected
ware'...first, only to find that the proone of these extra keys is marked
grams for the things they want to do
'RESET,' and that's the key Ted told
aren't available for their machine.
me to push first. Then he told me to
"In your case," he continued, "the
push a key marked 'CTRL' ( for consoftware you want is among the most
trol) while pressing the ' p' key.
popular made. For example, you'll
Finally, he had me push ' RETURN,'

ma"
Vic," ISAID,

TAKING MY SEAT
IN FRONT OF THE
MACHINE, "HOW
DO ITURN IT ON?"

"Hyatt was apioneer of local area networks.
When Datapoint introduced the first one, we ordered."
—Bob Regan
V.P. Management Information Systems
Hyatt Hotels Corporation

"Local area networks are the hot
topic in data processing these days.
But they're nothing
new to us," says
Hyatt's Bob Regan.
"Ours have been up
and running for five years."
When Datapoint introduced the
first local area network, the ARC®
system, in 1977, Hyatt was among
the first to install it. Today there
are approximately 5,000 ARC local
area networks in use, far more than
any competing system.
"One reason the ARC network
has been so effective for Hyatt is
because it's easy to expand," says
Regan. " Hyatt has had phenomenal growth, and the ARC has kept
up. When more people needed the
system to do more work, we simply
added to the network."
The ARC local area network can
be expanded virtually without limit
by simply plugging in additional
Datapoint processors, printers,
storage disks, and terminals. Each
new processor adds power to the

network so new users get the same
fast response the original users
were getting. Companies can
closely match the power of an ARC
system to their needs, expanding in
small, inexpensive increments instead of buying " more computer
than they need" in order to have
room for growth.
What's more, Datapoint systems
can be expanded or upgraded without replacing software. " We run
some programs on ARC networks
that were originally written for our
first Datapoint computer more than
ten years ago," says Regan. "That
means we didn't lose any of the
money we invested in programming and training. And it made the
growth steps easy on our people.
The changeover to the ARC network was accomplished in only
two days."
No matter how far an ARC system is expanded, all the users can
have access to all the data except
where security precautions are installed. So even though more and
more people are using more and
more computers, there's never a
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need to duplicate files.
"At present, Hyatt operates
forty-five ARC systems," Regan
says. "Others are in the planning
stages right now. On the operations
side we use them for accounting,
reservations, and group sales. At
Corporate we use them for accounting and for systems development.
Obviously, we depend on them
heavily. They're like the meters
where we check our own financial
performance. They simply have to
work. And they do.
"Hyatt has stayed with the ARC
system because it's been cost-effective. That's the bottom line. Ican
recommend a certain system to a
hotel, but in the end, the system has
to sell itself. And keep selling itself
after it's installed. Our Datapoint
ARC systems have done that."
For more about Datapoint, call
(800) 531-5639. In Texas, call (800)
292-5099. Telex 767300 in the U.S.;
06986622 in Canada; or 923494 in
Europe (UK). Or write Datapoint
Corporation, Marketing Communications T41PM, 9725 Datapoint
Drive, San Antonio, Texas 78284.
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and instantaneously the screen lit
up. From left to right there were four
columns, marked A, B, C and D.
From top to bottom there were
twenty lines, each appropriately
numbered.
"Does that look familiar?" Ted
asked.
"Sort of. It looks more or less like the
format of one of my sales forecast
worksheets."
"What would be required to make
it look exactly like your sales forecast
charts?"
"Well, for one thing, Ineed more
than twenty rows. I've got fifty marketing areas that Ido projections for."
"That's no problem," John volunteered, and by pushing a few buttons, an additional thirty lines
appeared along the left hand side of
the screen.
"You can add more columns, too,"
Ted said, " but obviously you're limited by the width of the paper that
the computer will ultimately print out
on."
"Okay. That makes sense. But how
do Iassign names to the rows and
columns?"
"You just type them in. It'll take you
all of about thirty seconds to learn,"
Ted said, and he was right. When you
want to enter words or numbers into
a computer, you have to place a little
blinking light called a " cursor" in the
position where you want to put your
entry. You place the cursor into position by pushing certain keys on the
keyboard: some make it go up and

down; some make it go left and right.
Using these keys, you can position
the cursor virtually anyplace on the
screen in just a matter of seconds.
"Okay," Ted said when Ihad
aligned the cursor with the first row.
"What do you want to call that row?"

'FTIME,
OR THE FIRST
IWAS
STARTING TO
APPRECIATE THE
PRACTICAL
APPLICATION OF
THE COMPUTER."
"Well, all of our marketing areas
have names and numbers. Unfortunately, the numbers don't coincide
with the names alphabetically,
which has always been sort of a
pain in the neck, but usually Imake
my charts by market area name, in
alphabetical order."
"In other words," Ted figured, " if
you were to put your market areas in
fifty rows in alphabetical order and
then were to put the appropriate
numbers next to each one, the numbers would read something like 12,
22, 45, 13 and so on, instead of 1, 2, 3, 4
and so on?"
"That's right. It's not really a big
deal, but it is a nuisance since sometimes we do analyze the data by
market area number."
"And don't you ever analyze the
data by a sales rep's name, too?" he
asked.
"Oh, sure," Ireplied, " But that's a
whole other story."
"It doesn't have to be," Ted said,
smiling. " That's one of the beauties of
a program like this. You can enter
your sales data under several different code names at once, so that you
can analyze it any way you want to."
For the first time, Iwas starting to
appreciate the practical application
of the computer.
"In other words," Iasked, " once I
have this thing fed properly, Ican
find out sales either by market area
name, market area number or sales
rep's name just by pushing a few
buttons?"
"That's the whole idea," Ted said.
Now Iwas smiling, too. " But wait a
minute," he continued. "As they say,
you ain't seen nothin' yet."
"Go on," Iencouraged.
"Let's go back to your sales fore-

casting example. Iwould imagine
that in the sporting goods business
your sales are variable by season,
right?"
"Sure," Ireplied.
"Well, I'm just guessing, but Iwould
imagine that it makes forecasting a
bit difficult. Imean, don't you find
that the percentage by which you
anticipate sales varies by quarter,
depending on the seasonality of the
product in question?"
"Sure it does," Ireplied, " but we
sort of fudge over that. It's hard
enough to do projections on an annual basis, let alone do quarterly ones
that are adjusted for seasonality."
"But would it be helpful to you if
you could have that information?"
he asked.
"Let's put it this way," Isaid. " It
would be a luxury, not a necessity. I
mean, it would allow me to forecast
more reliably, and it would help the
sales reps figure which products to
put more time against..."
"So it's something you'd like to
have, then?" he concluded. " Because it's something that the computer can figure out for you in just a
few seconds. And it can figure it for
you by market area, by sales rep, by
sales district or by any other classification you want."
"That's unbelievable," Imuttered.
"And that's still just the tip of the iceberg," he went on. " Suppose you do
a dollar forecast for your entire product line for the year. Now, the computer will save you a lot of time and
effort, but you still have to do some
work, and doing that type of analysis
does require a lot of input. Anyway,
let's say that you've completed your
analysis and you've got it all printed
out, and then someone tells you the
bad news that the prices on six of
your items are going to be increased, each by a different percentage. Under your current method
of forecasting, what would happen?"
"I'd get an instant migraine headache," Ireplied, " then I'd go back to
the drawing board and recalculate
everything. It would take days."
"Not anymore," Ted said, flashing
that grin again. "With this program, it
would take minutes."
"There are other ways you could
manipulate the data, too," John
offered. " For example, suppose that
after you get the whole forecast completed you find out that marketing
has increased the ad budget for several of the items and as a result we
anticipate an x percent increase on
those items. Obviously, that's going to
change your entire forecast, not only
for the items in question, but for the
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Hewlett-Packard's
new personal
computer is up to
5times faster
than IBM's.
And half the size.
Take two personal computers: HewlettPackard's new Series 200 Mode116 and
the IBM PC. Run the same software —
Context/MBA"‘— and solve the same
problem.
You'll see one big difference. It takes
the IBM minutes to do what the HP
200 can do in seconds!' And that's just
the beginning.
With Context/MBA' integrated
software, the HP 200 can do word
processing, spreadsheet projections,
indexing, filing and graphics all at one
time. Change one number in aprojection ... and the graphs change, automatically. It's that easy. And with the
HP 200, it's just about that fast.
Because, with its super- powerful
MC68000 micro-processor, the HP 200
can address 32 pieces of information at

84 ' 85

eport to, me by next
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one time. (Twice as much as the IBM.)
And it's got the memory to handle
big, complicated problems. ( You
can have as much as 768Kb.)
But for all its power, the
HP 200 is surprisingly small.
The whole computer, not including the keyboard, measures just 12" across by 13"
deep. So, putting apersonal
computer on your desk doesn't
mean taking everything else off.
If you'd like to see how the HP 200
measures up, call ( 800) 547-3400. (In
Alaska, Hawaii and Oregon call ( 503)
758-1010 or TTY ( 503) 758-5566.)
Ask operator # 441 for more information and the name of the HP dealer or
sales office nearest you.
HEWLETT
PACKARD

TC-02M0
*Recurculating and refreshing ascreen with words, numbers
and graphics.Both ran equivalent Context/MBA' programs.
Context/MBX" is atrademark of Contest Management Inc.
IBM in atrademark of International Business Machines.
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line in total. With this program, you
can automatically calculate the
effect that changing one variable
will have on the entire forecast."
"In other words," Isaid, trying to
grasp the full implications of this
incredibly powerful device, " Ican
play 'what if' games all day long."
"That's right," Ted agreed. " And
that's exactly what more and more
executives are using p.c.'s for. They
really let you explore options. And
you can just imagine how these
things have changed the lives of
people in the financial community!
Number crunching is a thing of the
past."

mru N
HEARD
ABOUT WORD
PROCESSORS, BUT
1THOUGHT THEY
WERE COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT
MACHINES."
YVE

"But they help you do more mundane things, too," John added. " For
example, there's a program called a
'data base management system.' It
allows you to manipulate or ' play
with' huge collections of individual
pieces of information."
"Like what?" Iasked.
"Like your inventory. Or like your
customer names and addresses.
With a DBMS you can organize all of
your accounts, say, alphabetically,
or by volume, or by earned discount,
or by terms, or by any other variable
that would be useful to you."
"For what type of practical application?"
"Let's say that you have a certain
type of promotion which you feel
only customers doing a certain minimum volume would be interested in.
Rather than culling through all of the
accounts manually, or requesting
each sales rep to file a report, you
could simply ask the computer to do
the work for you and present you
with a list of qualifying accounts. You
could then write each customer a
personal letter, explaining the promotion in terms of their specific
stores' sales, and even have the
mailing labels printed up.. all by
computer.
"You're right...that does sound
pretty exciting. My secretary would
be happy to have one of these com-

puters, too!"
"Don't laugh," Ted said. "You would
be amazed at how a computer can
increase your secretary's efficiency,
especially if you get a word processing program."
"I've heard about word processors, but Ithought they were completely different machines."
"Those are called ' dedicated'
word processors," Ted explained,
"and those are completely different
machines. In effect, a dedicated
word processor is a computer that
'specializes' in word processing. The
alternative is getting aword processing program. That's a diskette, just
like a spreadsheet program, that
allows your computer to function as
a word processor when you want it
to, but allows it to turn back into a
computer when you need it to."
"So what's the advantage of a dedicated word processor, then?"
"The advantage is that they are
customized to handle only word
processing problems, so they are
somewhat easier to operate and
they can perform more word processing tasks than diskettes. In that
sense, if you know that you'll never
want to use your computer for anything other than word processing, a
dedicated machine makes sense.
But in your case, I'd recommend a
conventional microcomputer with a
couple of word processing programs."
"Why do Ineed a couple of word
processing programs? Isn't one
enough?"
"One is enough to perform basic
word processing tasks," he advised,
"but as with other applications programs, the software inventors
weren't content to leave it at that, so
they invented programs which automatically scan what you've written
and point out the misspelled words."
"You're kidding!"
"Nope," he continued, " they've
even got programs which point out
trite phrases in your text and offer
alternative ways to say the same
thing."
"Now that Ifind scary," Isaid.
"If you think you find it scary, how
do you think professional writers feel
about it?" he said. But after we had
our laugh, he went on to point out
that word processors have done
more, literally, to change the lives
of people who write for a living
than any invention since paper and
pencil.
"A writer can edit, change words,
even move whole paragraphs
around in just seconds. And when he
has everything just the way he wants

it, he just pushes a button and it prints
itself automatically. Why, the storage
implications alone are worth the
price of the machine...volumes of
words can be stored on a five- inch
diskette."
"Well," Isaid, " I'm hardly what you
would call a professional writer, but I
certainly can see the advantage of
having a word processing program.
Imean, even for routine salesforce
memos and inter-office communications Ican see how one would be
helpful. Are they expensive?"
"Not at all," said Ted. " In fact,
depending on the machine, you
might even get a word processing
program included in your basic diskette set. Spelling correction programs, though, are sold separately
and range from $ 75 to $ 200. Like
anything else, if you use it, it's worth
the price. But if it's just going to sit
around, it's a waste of money."
"Speaking of money," Icontinued,
"what's the price range on these
beauties?"
"Well, let's see exactly what we've
got. The prices on the microcomputers you've been looking at here
are all in the same basic price range,
anywhere from $ 1,200 to Si5,500
depending on what we call the
'peripherals.' Peripherals include
things like disk drive units, printers
and graphics systems. For example,
there are printers that can give you a
wide range of type faces and sizes.
Or graphics systems that allow you to
print out multi- colored charts and
graphs."
"But basically what you're telling
me is that Ican get a perfectly adequate computer set-up for somewhere in the $ 5,000 price range."
"Easily," Ted said. "And remember,
that's including the disk drives and
the CRT as well as software."
"CRT? What's that?"
"It stands for cathode ray tube. It's
simply the monitor that you use in
conjunction with the micro. In many
cases, you can just use a TV set
instead. In fact, there's one little computer that costs less than $ 100! It
doesn't have much memory...only 1K
...but it is expandable, and it's a great
way to learn about computers at
home.
"They even make a modem for it,
making it a really inexpensive way
to hook up to a data bank."
"Wait a minute," Iprotested, "Hold
it! What's this about data banks and,
what was that, modules?"
"Modems," Ted corrected. " Stands
for ' modulate/demodulate.' A modem is a device that lets your computer talk to other computers
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If you've been thinking about buying a personal
computer, now's the time to do it. Because right now,
when you buy a personal computer worth S1500 —
or more at a participating ComputerLand, we'll
give you a valuable software package absolutely
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through the telephone. It 'modulates'
...or puts into sound frequencies...
information from your computer so
that the audible signals can be carried over the telephone lines. When it
gets to the other computer's modem,
the information gets demodulated
so that the other computer can
understand what it's being told. By
using a modem, your computer can
give you access to huge ' warehouses' of information which are too
vast to be stored in amicrocomputer,
but which can be stored in what we
call "mainframe" computers. Mainframe computers are the biggest
computers made. They have incredibly gigantic memories. They also
have gigantic price tags! Some manufacturers are now making desktop
computer terminals which can be
hooked up to their mainframes,
thereby providing a relatively inexpensive way for companies to take
advantage of mainframe capacity.
Others are making the information
stored in their mainframe computers
available to the general public (via
modems) for a fee, thereby providing themselves with an opportunity
to make some money while at the
same time providing a valuable
service."
"What kind of information is available?" Iasked.
"All sorts of good stuff," Ted enthused. " For example, there are several data banks which offer information of interest to the general public.
If you subscribe to one of them, you
get your own password. Whenever
you want to use the service you simply call them on their WATS line, give
your password, and as if by magic a
"menu" appears on your CRT. The
menu is like a table of contents. The
headings are rather general: News,
Business, Catalog Shopping, Home
and Leisure, Entertainment, and so
on. After your initial selection...say
you pick Home and Leisure...another
menu appears. This selection process goes on until you arrive at your
'destination'.. in this case, maybe it's
a game or recipe ideas for home
entertainment. You then play the
game, copy the recipe or do whatever else it is that you've accessed.
You can even select one destination
called ' chat' which enables you to
talk to other computer operators via

your CRT."
"Sounds like fun."
"There's a lot more than fun and
games," John pointed out. " For
example, there are financial data
banks that specialize in business
news. In addition to up-to-the-minute
stock quotes, you get special security
analyses, world economic news, and
so on. It's a pretty no-nonsense deal."

"How do they charge you?"
"You're charged only for the time
you use, but usually there's an initial
fee of about $ 100 or so to get your
password. Data banks generally
charge only about S5 an hour, but it
can really add up, because as they
say, time flies when you're having
fun."
With that Iglanced at my watch
and noticed to my amazement it was
already after noon.
"I'll say time flies when you're
having fun!" Iexclaimed. " We've
really got to get going. Ted, Ican
guarantee that we'll do business. In
fact, I'll be back to you at the beginning of the week. Ican't tell you how
much Iappreciate the hands-on exposure...1 learned more about computers in three hours than Iwould
have learned in three days of reading articles and textbooks."
"I'm glad to help," Ted said. " If only
more people would take the time to
do what you did this morning, I'd be
able to retire in a year. These things
sell themselves once people get their
hands on one."
With that, we were off.
The rest is history. Iwound up getting the S6.500 package Ted told me

about. Within three months Ibought
an additional four or five programs,
including some graphics software
that enabled me to do color graphs
and charts. A basic word processing
disc came with the computer and I
do use it from time to time, but my
secretary was so excited about it that
we got her a dedicated word processor of her own. She swears she
doesn't know how she existed without it.
John Lathrop gained with a bonus
of his own, too. It seems that Bob
Bradshaw was curious about
Lathrop's sudden interest in the sales
department, and looked into it.
When he discovered that we bought
a computer, his competitive instincts
got the better of him and before you
could say " Holy Central Processing
Unit!" the marketing department
had a micro of its own. Since Lathrop
was the only one on the floor who
knew how to drive it, it wound up on
his desk. Ironically, he thanks me for
getting it for him!
After that, microcomputers spread
like wildfire throughout the entire
company. Once the Executive Committee found out that the machines
could be interconnected to "talk" to
each other, we set up our own internal computer network with all of our
regional offices.. but that's another
story for another time.
Al Roberts' story is not unique. In
fact, if you're at all typical of American business management you
probably noticed a number of parallels between Roberts' anxieties
about computers and your own. If
you have any interesting computerrelated anecdotes, or any examples
of how computers have made your
life easier, please let us know. Correspondence should be addressed to:
Kathy Kirkland
Professional/Managerial Network
McGraw-Hill Publications Co.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
N.Y., N.Y. 10020
Donald M. Klein, the author, is Executive Vice
President. Creative Director of MacNamara,
Clapp & Klein, Inc., a New York City advertising
agency.
Lou E. Frenzel, Senior Vice President, McGrawHill Continuing Education Center, served as
technical advisor for this article.

Where to learn more
1. McGraw-Hill Microcomputer Literacy Program for Executives, Managers and Professionals. Audio cassette and print program covering all
aspects of microcomputer operation application and selection. $95 from McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center, 3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C., 20016.
2. Crash Course in Microcomputers by L. E. Frenzel. An introductory programmed instruction book that discusses all aspects of microcomputers.
S19.95 available in most book stores or directly from the publisher Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 West 62nd Street, Indianapolis, IN., 46206
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Save Time, Money, And Confusion
Ilifith The New McGraw-Hill
Cram Course In Microcomputers
You need no longer wait to put the power
of apersonal computer to work for you. In
just 8days— as little as 45 minutes aday—
you can learn how to choose and use the
personal computer that is right for pushing
your paperwork, for crunching numbers,
solving problems, even step up your creativity as you discover new ways to accumulate
and look at information.
The Information Age is here! You can
either drown, or turn its opportunities to
tremendous
Hill'sMcGrawpersonal advantage.
new Cram Course in Microcomputers is for engineers, executives, administrative managers. engineering assistants,
technicians, and supervisors— who are looking for the competitive edge apersonal computer will give them but are not exactly sure
where to begin.

PROGRAM OUTLINE
What apersonal computer can do for
you • Matching acomputer to the job you
want it to do for you • Comparing personal computers • Identifying the best
software for your job • Determining memory requirements • How to be certain that
the operating system meets your jobs
• Making achoice between floppies, microfloppies, and hard disks • Strategies for
getting started • Follow-up services
• Insiders survey of off-the-shelf
software • Looking ahead to your office of
the future, today.
PLUS YOU GET ALL THIS
• 7subject modules
• 6audio cassette tapes
• 200-page, illustrated accompanying text
• Handsome leather-grain vinyl binder
• Datapro's latest computer comparison
report ($29.95 retail)

Catch Up Fast
But the pressure's really on you to perform. You've got to catch up— fast. Personal
computers are already sitting on thousands of
desks . . . forecasting, analyzing, word processing. At this moment, nearly everything
you are doing at your desk with pencil and
paper can be done more efficiently if you use
acomputer.
With acomputer on your desk, you're
making an immediate, positive statement
about yourself and your commitment to improving your professional efficiency ( by as
much as 30% according to some experts).
You're placing yourself on the fast track for
promotion. Your timing is perfect. If there
is ever atime to jump into computing . . . a
time to get ahead of the pack . . . that time is
now!
Quickly, conveniently, and inexpensively,
through audio cassette tapes and vivid texts,
you'll get aclear understanding of the advantage of having apersonal computer on your
desk.
You learn just what acomputer will do,
how it does it, and what's required to make it
happen. You'll know how to select the computer that's best for you, without paying too
much for excess capacity or committing the
probably greater mistake of paying too little
for acomputer inadequate for your needs.

What Kind Of
Computer Tb Pick
We'll show you how to identify your computing needs. Then we'll show you how to
match your needs against such name brands
like IBM, Osborne, Xerox, and Apple.
You do it all with the McGraw-Hill Cram
Course in Microcomputers, the program
that comes to you. We show you what to
expect and what has to be done to perform
with speed and efficiency functions like data
base management, accessing economic and
business information, inventory control,
word processing, analyzing and forecasting.

From The Leader in
Explaining And Using
Computer Technology
To McGraw-Hiil's unique experience as
the world's largest educational and business
publishers has been added an extraordinary
commitment to the field of data base publishing.. Combining computers and communications technology with knowledge, data base
publishing is the key product of the Information Age. From publishing Byte and Popular
Computing magazines— to the recent announcement that McGraw-Hill and VisiCorp
just plugged personal computer users into the
world's largest library of business information— no one could have acquired better
skills to create this immensely useful, timely,
one-of-a- kind program.

The McGraw-Hill Cram Course in
Microcomputers starts you at the beginning.
No need for any experience with computers,
no need to even own one.

15- Day Free, No- Risk
Examination
This program is something you must see
and experience for yourself to appreciate.
And you can do it without risk or obligation.
Just order by coupon or call toll free and
we'll send the complete Cram Course in
Microcomputers to you to examine free
for 15 days. If you're not absolutely satisfied
that this is exactly what you need, just pack
everything back in the box and return it.
We'll cancel your charge or return your payment immediately.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE
AND USE YOUR VISA, MASTERCARD, OR AMERICAN EXPRESS
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800•323-l717 . . . . Ask for Operator 51 . . . . Order Program No. 3499-053
(In Illinois. m111-800-942-8881)
McGraw-Hill's New Cram Course in Microcomputers
NO RISK, FREE EXAMINATION ORDER FORM
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wiscorsin Avenue, NW
Washington. DC 20016
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to astart-up, he cautions, means rolling up the sleeves and going back to
The promise is that you might retire jobs happily left behind. The new exa multimillionaire; but the odds are ecutive might find himself calling on
3: 1you'll fall flat on your face. Still customers or managing cash.
With so many risks and disadvaninterested?
Then when the persuasive voice on tages, what are the hooks that land
the phone mentions "start-up," hang the executive? "The guy is turned on
on. With new entrepreneurial ven- by entrepreneurial drive," says Nathtures at an all-time high, if you are anson. An equity position—a piece
in your late 30s, a top-echelon man- of the pie—is the kind of bait that
ager at a small firm who has a cor- makes at least the younger candiporate background, and a proven dates bite. A potential CEO is usually
"company-grower," chances are that offered some 5% to 8% of the new
company. Since the risk is substana head-hunter has your number.
Finding the right person to leave tial, though, those in their 50s or
the comforts of acarpeted office and older are unlikely to go for it.
a tidy pension plan for a high-risk
Look at potential. From the other
entrepreneurial venture has become a side, how should someone who is aplucrative business for Richards Con- proached for start-up management
sultants Ltd., an executive-search
evaluate the situation? First, says
firm based in New York.
Garfinkle, he or she should be aware
Venture-capital firms on the hunt of the industry segments slated for
for top brass are the chief clients of growth in the next decade—for the
1980s, for example, computer-aided
the company's Boston office, and
Boston manager Steven Garfinkle design and manufacturing and bioand company founder and president technology are good bets; processBarry Nathanson in New York offer control instrumentation is not.
some insights on what they look for.
The candidate should also deterQualifications needed. "The criti- mine how well the venture is fical issue in any start-up is revenue," nanced—in the first round, $2 milGarfinkle says, "so the venture firm lion or more is respectable; in the
seeking achief executive officer looks second, at least another $2million to
for someone with profit-and-loss re- $4 million is needed. However, softsponsibility. They want someone ware ventures need less funding than
with astrong operations background do hardware-based newcomers. The
and an impressive track record in fi- quality of the venture-capital backers
nancial controls."
is important, too, as is the manageTypically, he says, the successful ment already in place.
Finally, the site of the venture is a
candidate will have a technical degree but will never have functioned consideration. Boston's Route 128
as an electrical engineer. Instead, he area and Silicon Valley still take top
or she will have gone into sales and billing as fertile technological seedmarketing and have risen through beds, but Research Triangle Park,
the ranks at amajor corporation be- N. C., and Austin, Texas, are coming
fore joining a smaller firm. "The on strong. "You're going to have to
pedigreed big-company background draw on asubstantial pool of talent,"
is important: working at an IBM, for points out Garfinkle. "It's unlikely
that an out-of-the-way location could
example, gives a sense of structure,
plus experience in interfacing with provide that."
different areas like engineering and
Success can be stunning, with millions made overnight if the venture
manufacturing," he explains.
But, adds Nathanson, the person ever goes public. Defeat, on the othwho has stayed at the giant corpora- er hand, is no cause for despair. The
executive who gambled and lost will
tion would be unlikely to leave.
"He's used to more fat in the organi- likely come out unscathed, the conzation, more support. He's probably sultants maintain, and be taken back
unwilling, or even unable, to get into the corporate fold wiser, if sadalong with less." Hitching one's star der.
—Marilyn A. Harris

Payment must accompany order.
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The Hughes story continues...

Air Defense
Story.
Our story begins with you. Your talent. Your career
and Hughes Ground Systems Group.
Hughes Ground Systems is a world leader in the
design and manufacture of major air defense command
and control systems.
We currently protect more than 20 nations from
airborne threats with our Air Defense Ground Environment
Systems (ADGE). Radars, computers, displays and other
electronic subsystems make sightings and transmit data
to processing centers for computer identification,
automatic tracking and reporting of aircraft speed,
altitude and course. The system can also command
and control defensive aircraft and missiles.
Our global ADGE systems protect
Japan ( BADGE), the NATO nations ( NADGE,
GEADGE, UKADGE), the U.S. and Canada
(Joint Surveillance System), and Spain
(Combat Grande).
We're presently working to
safeguard the Northern European
Command with CCIS (Command &
Control Information System), the
next generation of command
systems. Your expertise will aid in
further developments.
Hughes offers challenge and
technological growth. If you'd like to
be part of a story that's still folding,
write yourself in.

Current openings:
Operations Analyst
Radar Systems Engineers
Communications Systems
Engineers—Voice/Digital
Display Systems Engineers
Data Processing Engineers
Software Systems Engineers

Send your resume to:
Hughes Ground Systems
Employment 11
P.O. Box 4275, Dept. E-5C
Fullerton, CA 92634
Proof of U.S Citizrmsnip Required
Equal Opportunity Employer

Creating anew world with electronics

Ground Systems

HUGHES
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

COMPANY

Write yourself m.
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CODEX IS
STATE-OFTHE-ART IN
"NETWORKING."

Codex is deeply involved
in Networking and we're
expanding rapidly. If you
are curious, please submit
your resume to B.
Lippman, CODEX
CORPORATION, 20
Cabot Boulevard,
Mansfield, MA 02048.

coCe)(
0
MOTOROL •

*mt..

OPPOrtunoty/affirrnalowe

* South & Southwest *
Engineering / Management
send resume or call Bob
Hogue; Sr. M br. IEEE

Seia,e7vut 71ex.ume
P 0 Box 33070
*

*

San Antonlo, Texa3 76265
15121658-3525

POSITIONS VACANT

CONTRACT WORK

POSITIONS VACANT

Research
Associate,
Ph.D.
required in Physics or Electrical
Engineering. Must have knowledge of microwave measurements and modeling of semiconductor devices. 2 years experience needed. Position open
August 1, 1983. Required to carry
out research in the measurement
of properties of novel semiconductor transistors and other
devices at high frequency and
high speed. Automatic network
analyser. including scalar type at
millimeter
wavelength,
noise
figure. spectrum analyser, and
related measurements to be carried out. Desk top computer control of experiments and analysis
of data are included. Development of fixtures, mounts, test
procedures and software; and
related semiconductor device
and integrated circuit processing
also to be carried out. This
measurement research to be
done in cooperation with a broad
effort in compound semiconductor growth and assessment, and
in high frequency device design,
processing and modeling. Responsibilities include overseeing
equipment
maintenance
and
development, along with instruction of graduate students in
measurement techniques. Send
resumes by July 1. 1983. to
Professor Lester F. Eastman.
School of Electrical Engineering,
425 Phillips Hall. Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 14853. ( 607) 2564369. Cornell University is an
equal opportunity employer.

Reduce Assembly Labor Cost —
You may reduce assembly/test
expense to less than half your
present cost by contracting your
labor to us for offshore production and return. We are aMexican
affiliate of a major U.S. multinational, experienced in in- bond as
sembly. Present market condi
tions leave large amounts of our
integrated
electronics/electromechanical manufacturing facility available for contract. If you
need labor of 50 or more skilled
workers, with full indirect support. follow-up with: J. A. Fields
Director New Market Development. Apartado 37. Sabinas
Coahuila 26700 Mexico. Phone
(861) 3-06-72 TELEX 038 24 93.

Murkett
Associates
Qualified
Reputable Management placement with national affiliates— fee
paid. Box 527E), Montgomery.
AL 36101.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Send all new copy, film or
changes to:

Investment company supported
by local authorities is looking for
entrepreneurs with plans to set
up a branch in The Netherlands.
There is special interest in
projects in the field of high technology
based
manufacturing.
Venture capital and financing are
offered as well as assistance in
construction and handling of formalities amongst others related
to incentive schemes. BO- 7781.
Electronics.

ADVERTISERS

ELECTRONICS
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING CENTER
POST OFFICE BOX 900
NEW YORK, NY 10020

Clients Pay all Fees * *

(NONDISPLAY)

Classified Advertising Department

ORDER FORM

ELECTRONICS

NOT AVAILABLE FOR USED EQUIPMENT ADVERTISING)

P. 0. Box 900, New York, N.Y. 10020

(Please type or print clearly)

Use my name and address

NAME

Bill Me

17, Payment enclosed S

ADDRESS
CITY & STATE

Use Box No

Number of insertions

ZIP CODE

• Position Vacant

• Selling Opportunity Available

• Position Wanted

• Selling Opportunity Wanted

Business Opportunity

Contract Work

Classifications

Rate:

1X

$4.70

3X

$ 4.35

5X

$ 4.20

7X

$4.05

12, Special Service
13X

$ 3.70

26X

II Other
$ 3.30

52X

$ 2.80

Rates are per insertion and invoiced individually. Rates are per line or fraction thereof, ( min 3 lines). Position Wanted advertising is onehalf the rate. To estimate lineage: count 5 average words to a line and allow 1line for publication box number, if used. Publication closes
14 days prior to issue date. Replies are reforwarded daily at no extra charge.

Signature
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CIVILIAN CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Civil Service Engineers:

FIND STABILITY AT
KELLY AIR FORCE BASE TEXAS

T

he San Antonio Air
Logistics Center at
Kelly Air Force Base
Texas. the largest
industrial facility in the
Southwest. has immediate openings for
electronics, industrial.
and mechanical
engineers.

perform a wide range of
duties involved with

Historic San Antonio. in
the heart of the Sun Belt.
has excellent year-round
weather and living conditions, five institutions of
higher learning, and a
pleasant. relaxed life
style.

entry level ( GS- 7 with
superior academic
achievement). Experienced engineers, or those
with advanced degrees.

San Antonio Air
Logistics Center's
Directorate of Maintenance overhauls.
repairs and maintains a
large variety of aircraft.
engines, and support
equipment. Engineers at

$20,256 to $31.861

Kelly Air Force Base

designing. manufacturing. repairing, and
testing of sophisticated
mechanical and electronic systems.
Applicants with
engineering degrees are
employed at the GS- 5

may qualify for entry at
the GS- 9 or GS- 11 level.
The salary for these
positions ranges from
depending on
experience.
For information on these
positions. write:
SA-ALC/DPCSE
Kelly Air Force Base
Texas. 78241

The Naval Ship Weapon Systems
Engineering Station
has immediate openings for experienced

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
Positions available include in-service engineering, test &
evaluation & data management. Assignments may involve
investigating, analyzing & correcting design & operation
deficiencies in weapon systems, missiles, fire control
systems, radars, analog/digital computers, microprocessors, three-dimensional radars & associated technical documentation in support of naval ships.
Engineering degree required. 3-5 years experience desired. 25% travel & U.S. citizenship required. Flextime.
Salary $27,000-$30,000.
The Engineering Station is located next to the beach, an
hour North of Los Angeles & 40 minutes from
Santa Barbara.
Call Toll Free ( outside CA) 1-800-722-0827 or ( 805) 9825073 for information.
Civilian Personnel Department ( Code 0610R)
NAVAL SHIP WEAPON SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION
Port Hueneme, CA 93043
Equal Opportunity Employer

PRIDE AND PROFESSIONALISM
POSITIONS VACANT

SELLING OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE

Research Scientist Wanted — We
are a growing high technology
company seeking a solid state
physicist or chemist with about
10 years experience, to direct research activities in the areas of
materials
research,
chemical
vapor deposition. and development of new materials. Applicant
should have good experimental
skills, the ability to manage programs and interface with customers and the desire to grow
into a management role. Ph.D.
degree or equivalent work experience required. Excellent salary
and benefit package. Send your
resume in confidence to: Personnel Manager, CVD Inc., 35 Industrial
Parkway,
Woburn.
MA
01801. CVD Inc. is An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Mfrs. Rep. — Leading mfr of
EMI/ RFI shielding coatings is
seeking several professional reps
who are currently calling on
electronic & computer companies. Background in this field plus
experience calling on finishers
and molders very helpful. Existing
business will be turned over. Fantastic opportunity to get in on the
hottest line in yrs. Send line card
and complete information to: VP
of Sales. P.O. Box 1404. New
Haven. Conn. 06505.

Gulf

3695.

South

Opportunities!

Numerous openings along Gulf
Coast for electronic engineers
and technicians in the medical
and defense areas. All fees paid.
Salaries
from
$20,000
to
$50.000. For consideration send
resume or call collect to Ann Jernigan. Snelling and Snelling. 428
Plaza Bldg., Pensacola, FL 32505.

(904)434-1311.

TO
ANSWER
BOX
NUMBER ADS
Address
separate
envelopes (smaller than 11" x
5" for each reply to:

228

PERIODICALS

The Engineering Software Exchange — ' Free Ads° MicroMinis
CAD.
Bimonthly
Subscription
$48/yr.
41
Travers
Ave..
Yonkers, NY 10705. (
914) 963-

STILL LOOKING
FOR YOUR DREAM JOB?

Then be sure to check out the employment opportunities
contained in ELECTRONICS Classified Section.
Or, why not consider placing a Position Wanted ad?
The cost is low ( only $ 2.35 per line) and the results are
often rewarding. For more information call or write:

POSITIONS WANTED
Microcomputer Expert for hire.
Contract or per diem Programming. products with a brain, circuitry. Mr. Masel, 212-476-1516.

ELECTRONICS

Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone 212/997-2556

Box Number
(As indicated)
Electronics
Box 900, NY 10020
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Published by Electronics Magazine

Books of special interest to our readers

ELECTRONIC

CIRCUIFFS
NOTE BOOK

Circuits for Electronics Engineers
Almost 350 diagrammed circuits arranged by 51
of the most useful functions for designers. Taken
from the popular " Designer's Casebook" of Electronics, these circuits have been designed by engineers for the achievement of specific engineering objectives. Pub. 1977, 396 pages softcover.
Order No. R-711, $ 1795.

Electronic Circuits Notebook
Contains 268 Completely illustrated electronic circuits conveniently arranged by 39 vita: functions,
including amplifiers, audio circuits, control circuits.
detectors, converters, display circuits, power
supplies and voltage regulators, function
generators, memory circuits, microprocessors,
and many others, as published inElectronics
magazine 1977-1980. Companion volume to
Circuits for Electronics Engineers. Pub. 1981,
344 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-026, $ 1795.

Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
Expert guidance at every point in the development
of an engineering project— making measurements, interpreting data, making calculations,
choosing materials, controlling environment, laying out and purchasing components, and interconnecting them swiftly and accurately. Nearly
300 articles from Electronics — Engineer s
Notebook," with more than 500 diagrams and
tables. Pub. 1977, 370 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-726, $ 1795.

Microelectronics Interconnection
and Packaging
Articles from Electronics include sections on lithography and processing for integrated circuits,
thick- and thin-film hybrids, printed- circuit- board
technology, automatic wiring technology, IC packages and connectors, environmental factors affecting interconnections and packages,
computer- aided design, and automatic testing.
Pub. 1980, 321 pages, softcover
Order No. R-927 $ 15.95.

Microprocessors and Microcomputers:
One- chip Controllers to High- end Systems
Practical orientation to all aspects of microprocessors and microcomputers in 95 articles
from Electronics covering low- end microcontrollers, mid- range microprocessors, highperformance 16- bit microprocessors, high-speed
bipolar processors, peripheral support chips,
signal processors, board- level microcomputers,
software and applications. Pub. 1980, 482 pages,
softcover.
Order No. R-011, $ 18.95.
Basics of Doto Communications
This compilation of essential articles from Data
Communications magazine includes chapters on
terminals, acoustic couplers and modems, communications processors, networking, channel performance, data link controls, network diagnostics,
interfaces, and regulations and policy. Pub. 1976,
303 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-608, $ 15.95.
Practical Applications of
Data Communications
Selected articles from Data Communications
magazine cover architecture and protocols, datalink performance, distributed data processing,
software, data security, testing and diagnostics,
communications processors, and digitized- voice
and data- plus- voice. Pub. 1980, 424 pages,
softcover.
Order No. R-005, $ 1795.

Personal Computing: Hardware and
Software Basics
More than 50 articles from leading publications
provide information on personal computing hardware, software, theory and applications. Pub.
1979. 266 pages, softcover
Order No. R-903, $ 15.95.

Order today using this coupon!
ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE BOOKS
1221 Ave of the Americas
New York, N Y 10020
(Telephone 212/997-2996)
McGraw-Hill Intl Publications Co.
European Circulation Center
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 2QL, UK
(Tel 10628123431. Telex 848640)
Order rr

Oty

Price

R-

Name

Itffi

'T itle
Company

City/ State/Zip ( Outside USA: City/postal code/country)
Payment enclosed ( Payment must accompany orders
under $ 25 USA residents add applicable local tax.)
Bill my company ( or attach company Purchase Order)
Bill me

RR-
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Street/PO address

R-

R-

Active Filters
Covers the theory and practical implementation of
filter networks built with active elements. Includes
design tables and computer/calculator programs,
as published in Electronics. Pub. 1980, 133 pages.
softcover.
Order No. R-003. $ 11.95.

$

Advertising Sales Staff
Atlanta, Ga. 30319: Maggie McClelland
4170 Ashford-Dunwoody Road N.E
[404] 252-0626
Boston, Mass. 02116: Joseph D. Burke
607 Boylston St. (617) 262-1160
Cleveland, Ohio 44113:
[3121 751-3738
Fort Lauderdale, Fla, 33306: Maggie McClelland
3000 NE 30th Place. Suite # 400
(305) 563-9111
New York, N.Y. 10020
Matthew T Reseska [ 212] 997-3617
Albert J Liedel (212) 997-3616
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Joseph Milroy
Three Parkway, ( 215) 496-3800
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Joseph Milroy
Suite 215. 6Gateway Center, [215] 496-3800
Chicago, III. 60611
Betsy A. Otto ( 312) 751-3739
William J. Higgens III [ 312) 751-3738
645 North Michigan Avenue
Southfield, Michigan 48075: Betsy A. Otto
4000 Town Center. Suite 770, Tower 2
[3131 352-9760
Dallas, Texas 75240: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
5151 Belt Line Road, Suite 907
(214) 458-2400
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INDUSTRIAL QUALITY
IEEE S-100

HDC-1001
with a5 MEG byte
hard disc

S1800

SIERRA DATA SCIENCES

HIC1001
with a20 MEG byte
hard disc

S2000

SIngle Beard Computer 58C-100
•4MHZ Z-80A Processor • Z-80 DART with
2RS-232 channels • ZPIO I/O with 2PARALLEL ports • NEC 765 floppy controller to
support 48 inch or 45V4 inch drives • 64K
byte system ram • 2732 Eprom for up to 4K
user Prom • Supports Master- Slave operation •CP/M, MP/M, TurboDos compatible •
IEEE 696 compatible
PRICE $650

S.D. SYSTEMS

58G 300 Slagle Board Computer
•Z-806 CPU- Supports independently vectored interrupts, 8 maskable and 1NON
maskable • Auto start to any 16K boundary
•Supports Master- Slave operation • IEEE
696 compatible • Supports full 24 bit addressing onboard and bus memory • 64K
byte onboard ram. EXPANDABLE TO 128K
Single Beard Slave SBC-100S
BYTES • 2full duplex RS-232 channels
•Z-80A 4MHZ processor • Zilos DART for 2
ASYNC. SYNC. HDLF • SASI interface for
RS-232 channels • 4parallel ports; 2thru
TAPE. DISC and OTHER DEVICES • IEEE
connectors, 2thru bus • 64K onboard ram •
696 compatible
PRICE $750
42732 EPROM with EPROM programmer
onboard • Software controlled RESET in- Ram-Msc
hibit • CP/M. MP/M. TurboDos compatible •The Ram- Disc eliminates S-100 systems
•IEEE 696 compatible
PRICE $650 dependence on floppy drives • The Solid
state Ram-Disc is compatible with operatFour port RS-232 serial I/O PRICE $270 ing systems disc commands • Expandable
to 1Mbyte • Enhance your systems performance by the implementation of the real
RS-232 Multiplexer switchboard
time Ram- Disc • IEEE 696 compatible
PRICE $295
PRICE $1095

The Disc- less revolution can make speed flexibility and productivity
an off- the- shelf reality for you, a)day.
The IEEE Disc- Less System eliminates systems dependence on
floppy discs. In the most hostile ; ndustrial environments the IEEE 8/16 bit Disc les; system makes Data Acquisition, Process Control, Energy Management
ano other real time applications easy, low-cost tasks to accomplish.
A staff of industrial process control experts are ready to assist in your
applications.
Here are just a few of the " real world" applications now being
delivered.
1. Ultra- fast 8/16 bit Disc- less Cache Netwark. The Disc- Less Network
utilizes " Ram- Disc" technology as on line CACHE memory allowing data
transfer from the2 Mbit/sec. Basebandnetwark directly to theRam-Disc.
The direct transfer enables continuous system operation whiie upline or
downline loading large volumes of data.
PRICE 118995

ADVANCED DIGITAL
CORPORATION

Super Quad Single Beard
Computer
•Z-80A CPU • 64K byte BANK SELECT ram
with extended addressing • Double density
floppy controller both 51/4 AND 8INCH • 2
parallel and 2 serial ports with INTELLIGENT HARD DISC INTERFACE • 2OR 4K
monitor with EPROM • CP/M. MP/M, TurboDos compatible • IEEE 696 compatible
PRICE $675
Steer Slave Single Beard
Computer
•Z- 80A CPU • 64K OR 128K byte system
ram with Parity • Interrupt controller onboard • 2parallel and 4serial ports • 2OR
4K byte EPROM • Programmable baud rate
generator • 1year warranty • CP/M. MP/M.
TurboDos compatible • IEEE 696 compatible
PRICE $650

2. The 8/16 bit Disc-less systems and popular WORD PROCESSING
software in ROM provide for the fastest and most flexible system WORKSTATION available today. The Disc- less system eliminates time consuming disc accesses in that system software ;s available in ROM. Text
editing, document recall and search and replace are accomplished in
seconds.
PRICE 87995

Hard Disc Controller IIDC-1001
•One slot S-100 hard disc controller • Built
in data separator • Up to 5MEG/BIT sec data
rate • 256 sector addressing range • CRC
generation/verification on ID fields • ECC
generation/correction on data fields • Automatic retries on all errors • Automatic restore and reseek on seek errors • 32 bit
computer generated polynomical • Complete documentation • ONE YEAR WARRANTY • IEEE 696 compatible PRICE $425

3. fhe true flexibility of the Disc-lessApproach is demonstrated in the user
configurable 8/16 bit Disc- Less system Sort, compile and assembly
tasks are cut in half because no disc accesses are required. 1be Rom- Disc
loads simple and complex software systems in microseconds. The actual
loading of CP/M from ROM is accomplished is 1/60 sec. As adevelopment
system the Disc- Less operation increases productivity by at lea .•t 200%.
PRICE 85995

RouHNee
•The Rom- Disc is the companion product
to the Ram-Disc in that the Rom- Disc is a
solid state program load device • The installation of operating systems, intermediate level languages, graphics drivers and
applications software allow systems to load
simple and complex software in micro-seconds • IEEE 696 compatible PRICE $289

STANDARD DATA
•The Bubble-Disc is the perfect vonvolatil.'
storage device for the S-100 Disc- Less
system • At 256K bytes the Bubble- Disc
of fers fast. PERMANENT local storage in
any data processing environment • Procese
control, energy management, data acquisition and real time applications no longer
require disc drives for local storage
•Expandable to a full 1Mbyte • IEEE 696
compatible
PRICE $1775
Network ConWoller
•The 2mbit/sec. S-100 network controller
is fully compatible with all the S-100 IEE
boards fisted • CSMA and guaranteed message service insure accurate data transmission • Baseband/Broadband/Fiber optic
compatibility make designing aLAN easy
and cost effective • Full compatibility with
the IBM PC, the Multibus. Apple computers
and the S-100 bus provide flexibility necessary to upgrade existing and future
networks to real world use • IEEE 696
compatible
PRICE $950

SOWS RICRO SYSTEMS
ASUBSIDIARY OF

4. The integration of Disc- Less technoJogy in the POWERRJL 8/16
BIT ZENI1H Z-100 provides minicomputer speed and computing
power at LESS THAN MICRO COMPUTER PRICES. An optional
S-100 Bubble- Disc make the hi,rdware combination the ulbmate in
computing.
PRICI 88999

1
1
eAN eL111

FOR DEVELOPMENT, ENGINEBING, BUSINESS,
GRAPHICS, WORD PROCESSUG YOUR DOLLAR
CM NV BUY MORE.
WE GliriRAN7EI IT.

COMPUTER:.
MICROPROCESSORS:
16-bit:
MEMORY:
Minimum;
Mailinum:
DISC-LESS OPERATION
NETWORK READY
FLOPPY DISK STORAGE:
Per Diskette:
Maximien Internal:
EXPANSION SLOTS:
I/O PORTS:
Parallel:
Serial:
DISPLAY:

1-800-327-5587

In Florida 305-776-7177

DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME
Se habla Espanol

Nal PERSONAL
COMPUTER

DEC
RAINBOW 100

WANG PROFESSIONAL
COMPUTER

RADIO SHACK
TAS80 MODEL 16

8088
8085

8088

8088
Z-80

8086
Optional

Z-80

128K
768K
Yes
Yes

16K
576K
No
No

64K
256K
No
No

128K
640K
No
No

128K
512K
No
No

128K
256K
No
No

320K
640K Five S-100
(four available)

320K
640K
Five (three
available)

400K
16MB

320K
640K

1.2 MB
2.4 MB

140K
140K

One

Eight

2

1

STANDARD
DATA

1
2
640 x225

Celery
VERATING SYSTEMS:

SONICS IS STANDARD

STANDARD DATA CORP.
1500 NW 62n0 Si SUITE 508
FT LAUDERDALE FL 333011

CP/M-85
Z- DOS ( MS- DUS)

Three

2
640 x200 (2eniors)
320 x200 (4caiors)
4
CP/M-86
IBM- 00S ( MS-DOS)
UCSO P-Syiter0

'External disk storage available soon

1
2

800 x240
4

Optional

CP/M-86/80
MS-DOS

CP/M
MS-DOS

' Information not available at this time

Circle 901 on reader service card

,

APPLE
III

,

6502

640 x200
560 x192
(Monochrome) ( Monochrome)
16
Not available
RS 16- DOS
IRS- DOS

Apple SOS

World's largest
local distributor
with 47 locations
stocking the finest
lines of electronic
components and
computer products
ALABAMA
Huntsville ( 205) 837-7210

AT FAIRCHILD HIGH SPEED
REALLY MEANS
SOMETHING...

ARIZONA
Phoenix ( 602) 231-5100
t.

CALIFORNIA
Avnet. L.A. ( 213) 558-2345
Avnet, S.F.V. ( 213) 883-0000
Avnet. 0.C. ( 714) 754-6111
Hamilton, L.A. ( 213) 558-2121
Hamilton, S.F.V. ( 213) 558-2323
Hamilton, OC. ( 714) 641-4100
Sacramento ( 916) 925-2216
San Diego ( 619) 571-7510
San Francisco ( 408) 743-3355
Denver

•
se.

COLORADO
13031 779-9998

CONNECTICUT
Danbury ( 203) 797-2800
FLORIDA
St. Petersburg ( 813) 576-3930
Miami ( 305) 971-2900
GEORGIA
Atlanta ( 404) 447-7507
ILLINOIS
Chicago ( 312) 860-7700
INDIANA
Indianapolis ( 317) 844-9333
KANSAS
Kansas City ( 913) 888-8900
KENTUCKY
Louisville ( 800) 428-6012
Lexington ( 800) 762-4717
MARYLAND
Baltimore ( 30)) 995-3500

•,;›N

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston ( 617) 273-7500

in
1r
'-. -

MICHIGAN
Detroit ( 313) 522-4700
Grand Rapids ( 616) 243-8805
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis ( 612) 932-0600
MISSOURI
St. Louis ( 314) 344-1200
NEW JERSEY
Fairfield ( 201) 575-3390
Cherry Hill ( 609) 424-0100

space\

to 011
0

spot prosperitY , Weed,
k
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e
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NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque ( 505) 765-1500
NEW
Long Island
Syracuse
Rochester

I, s OE,
hope,
spa
ti
speedVspee rt ME, spede,
sped.
alt

YORK
( 516) 454-6060
( 315) 437-2641
( 716) 475-9130

NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh ( 919) 829-8030
OHIO
Cleveland ( 216) 831-3500
Dayton ( 513) 433-0610
OREGON
Portland ( 503) 635-8831
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia ( 215) 831-1300
Pittsburgh ( 800) 321-6890
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia ( 800) 334-1597
Dallas
Houston
Austin

TEXAS
(214) 659-4111
(713) 780-1771
(512) 837-8911

UTAH
Salt Lake City ( 801) 972-2800
WASHINGTON
Seattle ( 206) 453-5844
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston ( 800) 762-4717
Huntington ( 800) 762-4717
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee ( 414) 784-4510
INTERNATIONAL EXPORT
Los Angeles ( 213) 558-2441
New York ( 516) 420-9640
Tetex
66-4329
CANADA
Toronto ( 416)
Montreal ( 514)
Ottawa ( 613)
Caleary ( 403)
Vancouver ( 604)
Tokyo
Osaka

677-7432
331-6443
226-1700
230-3586
224-0619

JAPAN
(03) 662-9911
(06) 533-5855

FAIRCHILD from HAM

/AVNET

At Fairchild high speed means the F9445
F9445. There's the EMUTRAC — real-time
16- bit microprocessor. And when you consider
in- circuit emulation and tracing system for
its capabilities there's little wonder why.
example. And there's also the FS- 1 multi-user
development system with the IMDOS-45 —
For instance, operating at 16, 18, or 20
MHz, and soon expanding to 22 and 24 MHz,
operating system.
the F9445 has 3.5 ps 16X16 multiply and 300 ns
Languages for the F9445 include BASIC,
register- to- register times.
FORTRAN and Pascal.
Furthermore the 1
3L" of the F9445 affords
At Hamilton/Avnet high speed really means
you high-speed operation across the lull
something too. It means Super Service. So when
application spectrum, including temperatures
you're looking for the fastest delivery anywhere
of + 125" C.
of Fairchild's F9445 16- bit microprocessor,
Add to that addressing
give Hamilton/Avnet a call.
capabilities of 128K bytes,
And remember, for all your
expandable to 4M bytes, and
small- quantity Fairchild requireyou get an idea of how truly
ments, be sure to ask for
impressive the F9445 is.
Express Lane Super Service—
fire
An extensive array of support
available exclusively from
III RAM
systems further enhances the
Hamilton/Avnet.

A commitment to stock and serve your local market!
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